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MAI
EO POLYMER MATERIALS AND DEVICES: FROM RESEARCH TO REALITY
Rick Lytel

Akzo Electronic Products Inc.
250 C Twin Dolphin Drive
Redwood City, CA 94065
(415) 508-2945
Polymer nonlinear optical materials offer new opportunities in integratcd optics'. The large
electronic hyperpolarizabilities in certain conjugated organic molecules lead to materials with
large, ultrafast optical susceptibilities. In particular, electro-optic (EO) poled polymer materials
exhibit lc~w dispersion and low dielectric constants. EO polymer materials have been modulated
to 40 GHz 2 and exhibit few fundamental limits fr ultrafast modulation and switching. Polymeric
integrated optic materials also offer great fabrication flexibility. The materials are spin-coatable
into high quality, multilayer films, and can be patterncd, metallized, and poled. Channel
wa-*eguids add integrated optic circuits can be defined by the poling process itself 3 , by
photochemistry of the EO polymer4 ,5, or by a variety of well understood micro-machining
techniques. To date, EO polymer materials have been used to fabricate high-speed MachZehnder modulators 6, directional couplers 7 , Fabry-Perot etalonsg, and even multitap devices 9 .
Recent developments in EO polyimide materials 10,11 show it is possible to achieve sufficient2
thermal stability of the aligned state to meet both manufacturing and end-use requirements1 for
such devices. The demonstrated performance of EO polymer materials and devices is now
beginning to approach that of inorganic materials, as displayed in Figuiv 1.
The ultimate advantages of EO polymers, however, may extend far beyond the duplication of
inorganic devices. Multilayer structures of EO polymers can be fabricated in large area formats
(6-8 inch wafers) with high device packing densities. Furthermore, EO polymer devices can be
fabricated directly on electronic substrates and assembled with ICs to create a hybrid
optoelectronic package. Finally, the substrate itself can serve as a bench for assembly and
integration in a manner similar to standard Si waferboard 13.
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Figure 1. Comparison of different technologies for integrated optic devices
Planar polymer waveguide technologies have the ultimate potential to gain widespread use in
essentially every electronic and fiber-optic system application. Passive components will find use
as splitters, couplers, multiplexors, and parallel array connectors in trunk, local loop, wide-area,
3
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and local-area networks. Electo-qic polymer devices have the brakst potential.
Applications include eaternal modulation of lasers, fast network configuration switches. optical
network units in Fiber-to-the-Home (FrTH). modulator arrays for data networks. filters.
couplers. multiplexors. digital-analog and analog-digital converters, and pulse-shapers. The
market potential for planar polymer waveguides is very lauge dui? to low wafer processing costs
and potential to achieve low-cost single-mode fiber-attach and packaging. This means polymers
may compete well with other technologies in conventional opboelectronic applications.
Polymer technologies offer new, ,nique opportunities in electronic systems applications that are
not avail&ale with other technologies. With polymers, high levels of integration have been
demonstrated by using multiple level. of waveguides" as well as in-plane and out-of-plane
mirrors' 5 . The potential for low-cost manufacturing. packaging, and assembly arises from the
capability to perform hybrid integrat-cn of singlt-mode components using lithographicalby.
defined registration techniques. This could lead to advanced products such as processor
multichip modules with high-bandwidth interfaces between CPU and second-level cache, optical
mesh routers for massively parallel computers, and 8-12 bit, higl-speed A-Drs. EO polymers are
unique in offering this level of product potential.
Cost, reliability, performance, and availability are the main drivers for obtaining and sustaining
long-term interest in polymers by systems users. Polymer reliability is seen by customers as a
major issue, particularly for EO poled polymers. Reliability needs to be proved with extensive
test data of the packaged components, following the well-known standards for telecom and
electronic components, in general. It is important to note that laser diodes have achieved success
in the market, despite their propensity for drift, low-yields, limited lifetime, and failure. The
market has accepted "correction" methods for laser diode performance, such as tlermo-electric
coolers, drift compensation circuitry, and elaborate packaging because the total cost of a laser
transmitter has been reduced to acceptable levels in many cases. Similar techniques could be
applied to polymer devices but will increase their cost and may reduce their reliability.
Major outstanding issues in EO polymer devices include the reduction of DC drift, reduction of
loss, and enhancement of thermal stability. To date, all of these issues have been resolved in EO
polymer devices, although perhaps not all at the same time. However, the fundamental reasons
for drift or poling decay are sufficiently understood to provide enthusiasts and skeptics alike with
optimism for the achievement of commercial specifications for the technology.
What about competing technologies? For passive technologies, glass is the main competitor.
LiNbQ 3 and GaAs waveguides, and direct laser modulation provide competition for electro-optic
polymers. Underlying all of this is the inertia of electronic systems designers to change their
solutions from wires to fiber-based systems: Whenever possible, electronic solutions will be
thoroughly examined and selected, if economically feasible and practical. However, high-end
communication in all markets is moving toward utilization of the bandwidth offered by optical
fiber, and thus the growth of markets for all optoelectronic devices is inevitable. EO polymers
will likely share the market with their inorganic counterparts.
With further development, electro-optic polymers have the potential to far-outdistance inorganic
materials in figures-of-merit, and, in fact, already do in some key properties, such as lengthbandwidth products. Polymers are not likely to ever exhibit inserti2.n loss as low as glass for
passive devices. However, intrinsic performance of polymers, measured against other materials,
is not sufficient for judging the potential of the technology. Overall production costs, balanced
against performance, will determine the utilization of polymer waveguide technologies.
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Bulk-Type Phase-Matched SHG Devices of Poled Polymers
X.T. Tao, T. Watmnbe, H. Ukuda, D.C. Zou, S.Shimods, H. Saeo, Wd S. Miyata
Faiculty of Technology. Tokyo Univerity of Agricultu and Technology

Polymeric ecmond-order norine'tr optical (NLO) materials have 4ab studied

extendvely in recent years for applications in communicadon and optical sipal
processingl-2. Most of the earier works were concerned with the synthesis £nd the
general propcrues such as noz&Liear opcal coefficients ad uml'poia msbility. Only a
few studics have been reported on phase matched second harmonic generation (SHG) 3 .
In fact, phase matching if the first important condition to achieve high conversion
efcieny of SH, Tt has bee proposed that de mode disperksioD of fundamental and
second-harmonic waves was used to achieve phase matching, in which very pznvsi
coniwl of film thickness was required. This is not easy for poled polymer films Seneraly
obtained by spin-coating. To avoid this difficulty. the use of Cerenkov radiation and
non-collinear light path have been Prolld. But in all these methods the obtainable SHG
conversion effiiency was limited by the small over-lap integrals for diffrnt modes In
order to maximize the overlap integral, the quasi-phase matching (QPM)4 mthods by
altering 7.(2) singal or periodic poling have been proposed. But again the precise control
of periodicity should be needed, which is also very difficult. Here we describe, for the
first time, bulk phase matched second harmonic generation in poled and drawn
polymers, polytrea (PU) by using birefringence. The calculated type-I phaie-matnhing
characimistics of a drawn PU was confirmed by expiment.

Experiment mad results:
l.Sample preparation

The schematic synthesis of polyurea P) is sown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Schemnatic synthsis of polyurea

2. Polymer geometry and refrative indices
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Fig. 2. Geomncay of polymer film samples
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3.Phawe matching .xperiment
Using the refractive indices of polymer'with draw rado of 1.4, the type I phase
matching charac•eistics has been calculated, the 0 and # curve was shown in Flg.4.
Cutting a Mlm with 0=-90 and $= 52.61, the phase matched SHG has been observcd in
experiment by using a Nd:YAG laser with 1064 am fundamental wavelength, the results
we=e shown in Fig.5.
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Phase-Matched Second-Harmonic Generation
in a Four-Layered Polymeric Waveguide

Koen Clays
Laboratory ofChemical and BiologicalDynamics,
Centerfor Research in Molecular Photonic. and Electronics,
Departmentof Chemistry, University of Leuven,

Celestijnenlaan200D, 9-3001 Leuven, Belgium (tel. +321161201015)
Jay S. Schildkraut and David J. Williams
Imaging Research andAdvanced Development, Eastman Kodak Company.
Rochester, New York 14656 (tel: + 11716/252-4956).

For a number of important reasons, the waveguide format is advantageous for applications
using the nonlinear-optical (NLO) properties of materials.' For the realization of a thin film
with a higher refractive index, necessary for waveguiding, spin coating this film from a
viscous solution of a polymer in a volatile solvent is both simple and inexpensive. For efficient
second-harmonic generation in the waveguide format, based on the modal dispersion relations
for phase-matching, the overlap integral describing the overlap of die modal field distribution
functions E(z) for the fundamental mode m and the harmonic mode n., has to be optimized.
The NLO film susceptibility has to be tailored to avoid negative contributions to the overlap
integral resulting from a negative part of the modal field from the harmonic mode. In a fourlayered waveguide, this can be accomplished by using an additional polymer layer with zero
NLO film susceptibility. This additional layer also has lower optical loss, so that the total
waveguide loss is also reduced. Finally, the relative thickness of the two polymer films is
chosen to fulfil the phase matching condition.2
The polymer with the zero NLO
film susceptibility used in this
study is polystyrene. Two NLO3
active polymers were used.
Their structure, with the NLO

---

---- CH2--c°c°

chromophore, is shown in Fig.

1. The stilbene polymer (a) has
spacers with different lengths (2
or 6 methylene units)between the
polymer chain and the stilbene
chromophore to prevent semicrystallinity.
The phenyl
polymer (b) has a smaller
chromophare for reduced
absorption in the visible.

-
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N
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(b)
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:
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Fig. 1. Molecular structure of the NLO polymers used in the experiments: (a) stilbene NLO polymer; (b) phenyl NLO polymer.
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Thin films were prepared by spin coating from a viscous solution of the polymer in the
appropriate solvent on a suitable substrate. For the study of the reduction of the linear optical
waveguide loss, synthetic fused silica substrates were used. To accurately determine the
optical constants of the three polymers used, three-layer waveguides were prepared. The
observed coupling angles for waveguiding are related to the real part of the refractive index.
The imaginary part was calculated from the waveguide attenuation, determined by measuring
the scattered-light intensity profile along the propagation axis. The polystyrene polymer was
lossless, the attenuation for the stilbene and phonyl polymer was caused by absorption and not
by scattering.

Based on thc ota'nex
values for real and imaginary part
of the refractive index for the
different polymers, we were able
to predict the reduction in
waveguide loss for the fourlayered structure. The predicted
values have been experimentally
verified. Calculated and measured
waveguide losses for a three- and a
four-layered waveguide of the
phenyl polymer at 457.9 nm are
shown in Fig. 2. It is clear that a
considerable reduction in loss can
be obtained (from 80 down to 1
dB.cm-I for the m=O mode). For
SHG with phasematching to the
m=I mode, the loss reduction for
the latter mode (from 80 to 12
dB.cm-l) is more important
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Fig. 2. Dqience of calculated (fdled symbols) and
experimefntl (open symbols) waveguide attenuation on
mode nunber for the duce-layeed (circles) and for the
four-layered waveguide structure (squares) at 457.9 nm.

The best quantitative agreement between calculated aid experimental loss values is
observed when absorption, and not scattering, is the largest cause of the waveguide loss. The
modal loss equation takes into account only the absorption losses for the different layers, and
not the surface and interface scattering. This contribution to the total waveguide loss becomes
especially important when the difference in refractive index is large, and for very thin layers.
For the study of the NLO properties of the polymer waveguides, Pyrex substrates,
coated with transparent ITO were used. Corona poling was used to induce the polar order of
the NLO chromophores, necessary for second-order NLO effects. The higher glass transition
temperature and the lower solubility in apolar solvents for the NLO stilbene and phenyl
fplymer allowed spincoating and processing of a polystyrene layer on top of an oriented NLO
polymer layer. Reduced absorption and SHG in transmission format confirmed the poling and
the stability of the NLO layer during processing of the fourth layer. A quadratic dependence of
the SHG intensity as a function of fundamental intensity is always observed. The increase in
SHG intensity for increasing angle of incidence of the fundamental is typical of the symmetry
induced by poling. An increased scatter is observed however, probably due to random
variation in layer thicknesses
10

A four-layer waveguide was prepared for phasematched SHG to the blue in waveguide
format. Based on the dispersion of the refractive itdex, as determined from prism coupling
experiments at different wavelengths, and on the actual physical thickness of the two polymer
layers, as measured with the stylus method, the phase-matching wavelength was calculated to
be 850 nm. The structure of the waveguide is shown in Fig. 3. Note the match of the nodal
plane of the modal field distribution for the second-harmonic m =l mode with the boundary
between the polystyrene and the stilbene polymer layer. This construction completely avoids
any negative contribution to the overlap integral. Measurements of the SHG intcnsity as a
function of wavelength confirmed the phasematching at the calculated wavelength. The
relatively broad phase-matching curve (Fig. 4), correlating very well with the low conversion
efficiency (Tj < 0.001 %), is believed to be also caused by the random thickness variations.
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Fig. 3. Structure of the four-layered polymeric waveguide
(0.15 mm stillbene NLO polymer film, hatched, covered
with a 0.33 mm polystyrene layer) with die thicknesses
optimized for phasematching nd optimal overlap integral.

Fig. 4. Wavelength dependence of the SHG
intensity generated in the four-layered polymeric
waveguide structure. Open circles, calculated;
filled squares, experimental values

The observed -enhancenent as a function of w3velength confirms the phase matching
for the four-layered structure. For coherent conversion processes, the intensity is quadratically
dependent on the interaction length. This length is mostly determined by the absorption at the
second-harmonic wavelength, and, especially for four-lkyered waveguides. by random
thickness variations. A thickness control of 50 nm is believed to be routinely achieved in
photoresist formulations. For a single-layer thickness of only 150 nm, the relative thickness
variation is important and reduces substantially the interaction length over which phase
matching can be maintained. The Langmuir-Blodgett film deposition technique offers a
monolayer thickness resolution. This technique has recently been applied to phase-match and
optimizes the overlap integral, not by avoiding the negative contribution to the overlap integral,
but by inverting the sign of the susceptibility in the region with negative field for the secondharmonic mode.4 This can only be achieved through the unique features of LB deposition, but
this technique requires amphiphilic polymers and time-consuming layer by layer deposition.
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Large Third-Order Nonlinearities for the Excited States of Diphenylhexatriene and
Quaterphenyl Measured Through Time Resolved Degenerate Four-Wave Mixing
MJ. Rosker, H.O. Marcy, and L.F. Warren
Rockwell International Science Center
1049 Camino Dos Rios
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
805-373-4463
It has bemn .recently suggested' and subsequently shown2 ' 3 that the optical nonlinearity of the
first electronically excited state of a conjugated organic molecule can be significantly larger than
that of the ground state. The fust measurements were made using third harmonic generation (3m
- 514 nm) in silicon naphthalocyanine, but the large excited state absorption induced made it
difficult to ascertain whether the nonlinearity was the result of a purely non-resonant mechanism.
Rodenberger et al.3 later used degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM) at 1.064 p•m to probe the
nonlinearity of dilute solution of diphenylhexatriene (DPH) after it was excited at 355 nm. An
enhancement of nearly two orders of magnitude in X(3) value was observed and was purported to
be the result of a purely non-resonant electronic effect, in part because the DFWM grating
lifetime was observed to decay within the temporal resolution of their experiment (35 ps).
We will report time-resolved studies of the third-order nonlinear optical dynamics of two
molecules in their electronically excited states: DPH and quaterphenyl [(Ph) 4 ], another example
of a quasi-one-dimensional organic molecule with extended conjugation. These results were
obtained using -120 fs optical pulses for both the UV pump (at -320 nm) and the visible
spectrum DFWM beams (at -640 nm). While our results are in agreement with those obtained
by Rodenberger et al.3 for DPH_ the. ,ltrafast optical pulses allowed us to resolve the excited
state DFWM grating dynamics. The ground-state X(3) for (Ph)4 in the solid-state was previously
measured to be very small,4 but the excited state enhancement of the z(3) response. was as much
as an order of magnitude greater than that for DPH. For both of these molecules, components of
the DFWM response were observed on both very fast (<120 fs) and slower (>10 ps) time scales.
The DPH sample was made up in a nitrogen glove-bag in anhydrous dioxane (distilled from
sodium under N2) at a concentration of 6.5 x 10-3 M; the (Ph) 4 sample was similarly prepared to
-1 x 10-4 M. DFWM studies were carried out in the conventional backward counterpropagating
pump geometry, with the samples contained in quartz cells of 50 gxm path length, which
essentially determined the temporal resolution. The optical source was an amplified, modelocked dye laser producing approximately 120 fs, 600 WL pulses at 20 Hz at a wavelength of
approximately 640 nm. The pump light was generated by frequency doubling (to - 320 nm
wavelength) a portion of the amplified light in a 1 mm thick KDP crystal. The remaining
amplified light formed the basis of the DFWM experiment.
Figures 1 and 2 show the femtosecond time-resolved DFWM response for both samples as a
function of the relative delay of the readout beam. No attempt has been made here to subtract
out the DWFM signal of the solvent; however, we observed for the (Ph)4 solution that the
12
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ground-state DFWM signal at the concentration used is predominantly due to the dioxane
solvent. These results demonstrate that the excited state NLO response is not purely electronic,
as was previously suggested for DPH. 3 This is apparent because the transient persists for
significantly longer than the pulse. For DPH, th, transient fits well to a sum of two exponentials
with time constants of 13 ps and -200 ps. For (Ph) 4 , the initial grating decay is non-exponential,
but later decays with an exponential time constant of I ps. Another interesting aspect of this
data lies in the apparent turn-on time required after the grating is written for the nonlinearity to
develop. For (Ph)4 , the maximum DFWM signal is not achieved until almost 1 ps after the
grating was written. The turn-on behavior for DPH also shows non-instantaneous response.
Such behavior is characteristic of other motecular nonlinearities (e.g., CS 2 ), and likely indicates
that the predominant nonlinear mechanism is orientational or conformational in nature.
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Fig. 1: DFWM signal vs. readout beam
delay,

Fig. 2: DFWM signal vs. readout beam
delay, with UV pump.

Figure 3 depicts the DFWM dependence on the delay of the pump beam. In these data, the
620 nm beams are set to give the maximum DFWM signal for (Ph)4. The dependence is
approximately a single-sided exponential whose time-constant (500 ps) gives the lifetime of the
excited-state enhancement. This value equals the singlet-to-triplet transition time reported in
Ref. 5 where standard spectroscopic techniques were used to measure the excited state lifetimes.
Thcse results suggest that the enhanced DFWM signal for (Ph) 4 results from the population in
the first excited singlet state.
Fig. 4 shows the increase in the enhancement as a function of the UV pump energy. It is
apparent from these results that we are not yet in the saturation regime. This is consistent with
the measured transmission spectrum and suggests that a considerably larger DFWM signal could
be observed by increasing the pump power or by tuning the pump wavelength.
For device applications, it is critical to ascertain if the enhancement in X(3) is associated with
an increase in the absorption by the excited-state. We have endeavored to perform pump-probe
experiments to detect such excited state absorption at 640 nm. For quaterphenyl, previous
reports indicate that the threshold UV flux level for excited state absorption from the lowest
13

singlet SI state is - 0.1 J/cm2.5'

6

In this study, the UV energy density incident on the samples

(- I mJ/cm 2 ) was significantly lower than this value. Note that the triplet-triplet absorption
spectrum of (Ph) 4 is also transparent at tfr: DFWM wavelength of 640 nm.7 The absence of an
appreciable excited state absorption implies that the X(3) enhancemeni is primarily due '10 nonresonant effects. The long-lived mechanisms in evidence in Fig. 2 may therefore be due to
solution-based effects such as orientational, librational, or nuclear motions. The index grating
formed via such ordering r--presents a significant portion of the observed response in the case of
CS 2 and is believed to result in the observation of a substantial turn-on time for its nonlinearity.
A longer turn-on time in comparison to CS 2 might be expected in the case of both DPH and
(Ph)4 as they are much larger molecules.
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Fig. 3: DFWM signal vs. UV pump delay
for (Ph)4. Solid line is a fit to an
exponential.

These results demonstrate that time resolved DFWM technique offers an exceptional method
for probing the dynamics of the molecular conformation and orientation after photoexcitation.
We have also confirmed the observation large excited-state nonlinear enhancement in DPH of
Rodenberger et aL and have extended observation of this phenomenon to a new and potentially
important class of materials, p-oligophenylenes.
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Even-order coherent nonlinear optical processes are forbidden, in the electric-dipole approximatioin, in centrosymmetric material systems such as an isotropic solution. However, orientational fluctuations of noncentrosymmetric molecules can break locally the macroscopic
centrosymmetry of such solutions and make incoherent nonlinear scattering processes possible.
Second-order light scattering was first observed in 1965 from several liquids and from fused
quartz [1]. In these experiments, a single laser beam at frequency co was incident on the sample
and scattered light at the second-harmonic frequency 2(o was detected. Both elastic scattering
(hyper-Rayleigh scattering, HRS) at the exact second-harmonic frequency and inelastic scattering (hyper-Raman scattering) with frequency displacements characteristic to the material were
observed. More recently, hyper-Rayleigh scattering has gained popularity as a routine technique to determine the first hyperpolarizability j3 of organic molecules in solution [2].
In this Paper, we present the first experimental observation of a second-order scattering
process in which the two incident photons are at different frequencies and sum-frequency radiation -, detected [3]. We show that, analogous to HRS, this parametric light-scattering (PLS)
process can be used to determine the first hyperpolarizability of organic molecules in solution.
We also show that by independent conirol of the polarizations of the two incident beams and by
detecting unpolarized radiation, the process can be used to determine relative values of two
independent components of the hyperpolarizability tensor. The independent input polarizations
of the two beams provide distinct advantages compared to IiRS, which requires the use of depolarized scattered radiation to measure values of individual tensor components [4].
Our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. One incident beam is provided by the ful.damental (1064 nm) output of an injection seeded Nd:YAG laser (8 is pulses, 10 Hz). The other
incident beam at 954 nm is generated by Raman shifting the frequency doubled output (532 nm)
(f the Nd:YAG laser. The energy of both incident beams is always less than 1 mJ. The incident
laser beams are made counterpropagafing and are weakly focussed into a small cell containing
an isotropic solution of organic molecules. We take the 954-nm and 1064-nm incident beams to
propagate in the negative and positive x directions, respectively. Unpolariz -d sum-frequency
light at 503 nm that is scattered in y direction is collected by a condenser sys,,em and is filtered
by a low-pass optical filter and an interference filter before detection with a photomultiplier.
For our first set of measurements, both incident beams are polarized in z direction. The
intensity of the 1064-nm incident beam is adjusted by means of a half-wave plate. "Theintensity
of the scattered light is of the form [31
I((01 +02)

= gB 21(col)I)(o

(I)

2) ,

where g is an instrumental factor containing the scattering geometry and local field factors.
I (co ) and I (w2 ) are the intensities of the 954-nm and 1064-nm incident beams, respectively
and h is the effective second-order nonlinearity of the solution. In the present experiments,
the nonl4neaiity of the solvent is very small compared to that of the dissolved molecules, and
hence B is directly proportional to the number density of dissolved molecules.
In Fig. 2(a), we show the PLS signal as a function of the intensity of the 1064-nm
beam for different number densities of para-nitroaniline in methanol. The intensity of the
954-nm beam is constant. All curves exhibit the expected linear dependence on the intensity. From the slopes of the linear fits in Fig. 2(a), we determine the quadratic coefficients
gB 2 = 1 (0)1 + (02 )/I (W
1 )dI ((o2 )

(2)
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FIgure 1. Schematic representation of the experimental setup.
for each number density. The quadratic coefficient has the expected linear dependence on number density as shown in Fig. 2(b). We have repeated a similar set of measurements for paranitroanisol dissolved in methanol. The quadratic coefficient for para-nitroanisol is also diown
in Fig. 2(b). The slopes of the fitted lines in Fig. 2(b) and the reference valw of 34.5x×0"-1 esu
[5] for the hyperpolarizability of para-nitroaniline yield a value of 122x0"• esu for the hyperpolarizability of para-nitroansol. This value is in perfect agreement with the value that has
been measured with the EFISHG technique in chloroform solutions,
We next assume that Kleinman symmetry is approximately valid for para-nitroaniline under our experimental conditions. Under this assumption, the two dominant components of the molecular hyperpolarizability tensor are 3 and 0322. To determine the
ratio of these components, we rotate the polarization of the 1064-nm incident beam by a halfwave plate and record the intensity of the (unpolarized) scattered sum-frequency light as a function of the rotation angle of the waveplate. The result is shown in Fig. 3 with a fit to the
expected functional form of
I
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FIgure 2. (a) PLS signi as function of the intensity of the 1064-nm beam for various
number densities (in 10 cm' ) of para-nitroaniline in methanol. (b) Quadratic coefficient
as a function of number density for para-nitroaniline and para-nitroanisol.
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f(0) = asin 2 20+bcos 2 20 ,

(3)

where 0 is the angle of the waveplate measured from y direction. The coefficients a and b are
(4)
a = 18l 33 + 1603330322 +38I22 , b = 4p•2 -51 333 322 + 15
The fitted values of parameters a (1009.1 ) and b (253.4) yield a value 1 31 3 - - -0.06, in
good agreement with the result obtained by measuring depolarized HRS radiation4].
In conclusion, we have presented the first observations of a parametric light-scattering
process in which two incident photons at different frequencies give rise to a scattered photon at
the sum frequency through a nonlinear interaction in an isotropic medium. We have shown that
this process can be used to determine the first hyperpolarizability 53 of organic molecules in
solution. This new approach can be used to extend HRS measurements to determine values of
the hyperpolarizability for arbitrary input frequencies. Independent control of the polarizations
of the two incident beams makes it possible to use PLS to determine relative values of two different components of the molecular hyperpolarizability tensor by detecting unpolarized radiation. In such measurements, very high-quality polarizers with their inherent sensitivity to
alignment can be used in the collimated input beams to increase the accuracy of the measurement. The insertion losses of polarizers can be easily compensated by increasing the energy of
the incident beams. In depolarization measurements of HRS, this compensation is not possible
if the input intensities approach damage threshold of the sample and hence the polarizers necessarily reduce the measured signal level. In a more general case, independent polarizations of the
incident beams in combination with depolarized scattered radiation can be used to increase the
number of tensor components that can be determined by parametric light scattering.
This research was supported by the Belgian Government (IUAP-16) and by the Belgian

National Science Foundation (FKFO 9.0012.92). M.K. is a research fellow of the University of
Leuven.
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Introduction

The intramolecular charge transfer through x-electron conjugation gives large optical non3
linearities in the molecular level, i.e., the third-order susceptibility X( )ijkl(o-4; C1i,02,cD3)
depends on the microscopic third-order polarizability fvw(-ou; (01,0)2, 0)3) of constituent
molecular unit. We have focused our researches for long on the development of onedimensional conducting polymers such as polythiophenes, polydiacetylenes and substituted
polyphenylacetylenes, and of two-dimensional macrocyclic conjugated compounds such as
annulenes and metallophthalocyanine derivatives. In this paper we will discuss the key
factors for designing molecular structures and nonlinear optical properties; that is, the
dimensionality and symmetry of molecules and/or molecular aggregates.
One Dimensional Systems
In conjugated linear chain structures such as polyenes, x-electrons are delocalized in their
motion only in one dimension along the chain axis. Major contribution to yljki is the chain
axis component yxxx along the chain axis (x-axis), and hence the averaged susceptibility
<y> in isotropic media equals to one-fifth of yxxxx. It has also been found that yxxxx is
more sensitive to the physical length of the chain than to the conformation. Off-resonant
X3)1111(-3o*; occo) determined by the third harmonic generation (THG) is directly
related to <p of the conjugated compound through local field factors f expressed in terms
of the refractive indices nm and n~w as
(1)

•),

ZXl (-3w; w, w, w) = Nf ,ff.f.( yX-3co;(,w,
where N is the number of molecules per unit volume.

Unlike polyacetylene, substituted polyacetylenes such as polyphenylacetylene (PPA)
possess high molecular weight over Ix106, dissolve in various organic solvents, and are
considerably thermally stable. The substituted PPAs have alternating double bonds along
the main chain and their optical properties can be controlled by introducing bulky groups
as a substituent of a phenyl group. We have examined third-order nonlinear optical
responses of thin films of various substituted PPAs (Table 1), and applied to nonlinear
optical waveguide devices.
The modulation spectra of electroabsorption (EA) were related to the first and second
derivatives of unperturbed absorption spectra and scaled quadratically with the applied
field. The change of optical absorbance A~x under an electric field leads to the change of
refractive index An through Kramners-Kronig (K-K) transformation:
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Table 1. Nonlinear optical properties of substituted polyphenylacetylene thin films.
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(2)

dco',

where P denotes the principal value of the integral, and o and o' are wavenumbers (cm- 1).
Since the frequency of external electric field is low and the system can be treated as a
steady state, the K-K transformation is applicable to the PPA film. It should be noted that
Aoc is induced by an optically linear process. The complex third-order susceptibility X (3)(_
co;ci, 0,0) in rgs unit can be calculated by
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where F is the external electric field, n and k are respectively the real and imaginary
part of complex refractive index, and k=fa/4x. The dispersion of X(3) (CO;c,0,O)

for

P(Me3Ge)PA film is shown in Figure 1. As expected, the EA spectra show the similar
shape of the second derivative of the optical absorption spectra. Typical value of X(3) (_
;(o,0,0) for o-substituted PPA was determined to be ca. 10-1"esu. Remarkable changes in
the linear and nonlinear optical properties of PPAs can be achieved by varying the
substituents.
Two-Dimensional Systems
In the case of two-dimensional w-conjgated systems, the contribution from off-diagonal
components of nonlinear polarizability 'yjki to <y> can be expected. We have developed
novel two-dimensional conjugated systems for second- and third-order nonlinear optics:
four types of asymmetrically substituted macrocycles and non-aggregated phthalocyanines,
that is, meso-monosubstituted octaethyl metalloporphyrins, 5-monosubstituted tetraphenyl
metalloporphyrins, mono (tert-butyl) vanadyl phthalocyanine, tris (tert-butyl) mononitro
metallophthalocyanines, and hexadeca (trifluoroethoxy) metallophthalocyanines. We have
already suggested the importance of the control of molecular packing in asymmetric
vanadyl phthalocyanine in order to enhance X(3 )(-3m; w,o),,) . No evidence of molecular
aggregation was observed in optical absorption and electroabsorption spectra for hexadeca
(trifluoroethoxy) metal-free and vanadyl phthalocyanines.
R

H 2 Pc(t-bu) 3 NO 2
CH3
M-H 2, R= -C-H

N

NN
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3

, X=N0 2

CH3
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VOPc(t-bu) 3 NO
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M=VO, R= -C-CH 3 , X-N0

2

CH 3

R

Figure 2 Chemical structures of MPc(t-bu)3NO2.
We performed the crossed-condensation method to obtain the asymmetrically substituted
metallophthalocyanines which exhibit excellent solubility. The chemical structures are
shown in Figure 2. We examined the second-order nonlinear optical responses of
asymmetrically substituted metallophthalocyanine in oriented Z-type Langmuir-Blodgett
(LB) films and electric field-induced alignment of molecularly doped polymers by secondharmonic generation (SHG). The one side-coated LB films show similar SHG responses to
the poled polymers. No anisotropy in the film plane was detected at a normal incidence.
In conclusion, these one- and two-dimensional n-conjugated systems have a flexibility of
molecular design for tuning their nonlinearities in molecular level.
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Third-Order Nonlinearities of Dye Molecules
and Conjugated Polymers
Ch"istoph Bubeck
Max-Planck-Institute for Polymer Research, Postfach 3148,
D-55021 Mainz, Germany, Tel. (0)6131 379 122
Experimental investigations of the nonlinear optical susceptibilities •(3) of several
conjugated polymers, oligomers and dye molecules wftl be presented. They offer the
possibility to find characteristic relations between X( and their chemical structure.
Fig. 1 shows typical examples: poly (p - phenylenevinylene) (PPV) and its oligomers
(OPV-n), polyphenothiazinobisthiazole (PPT), polyphenylacetylenes (PPA), polythiophenes
(PT), oligorylenes (ORy-n) and an oligomeric bridged phthalocyaninato ruthenium complex
(OPc). Nonlinear optical spectroscopy can provide additional information on molecular
excitation states and their relaxation processes, which is not achievable by linear
optical techniques alone.
A survey on recent experiments will be given, aimed to characterize thin films of such
organic materials by means of third harmonic generation (THG) and degenerate four wave
mixing (DFWM). These experiments are performed with laser wavel'.ngths which are tuned
over a large spec,'al range. Therefore rsonimce enhancements of the nonlinear optical
rusceptibilities J° (-3Co;•,oc,ca) and X°(-c;0,co,-&) can be seen clearly. They are
uluced by single- or multiphoton excitation states. For an accurate evaluation of
X -data, a prccise knowledge of the refractive index of the thin films is necessary.
It is obtained from a joint application of ellipsometry, prism coupling, Kramers-Kronig
analysis and reflection spectroscopy.
General relations between Me structure, especially the (ength L of the conjugated ntelectron system and the X -values can be seen, if X is displayed in inaz&er plots
versus L, Anan (wavelength of the absorption maximum) or ca(co), which is the absorption
cgVfficient at the laser friquency ao. For one-dimensional systems a scaling law
x (-3co;la,co,)/czm*x - Lux is found. The experiments indicate, that the exponent x
could be much larger as predicted by the theory of Flytzanis et al. In resonat
DFWM-experiments it is found that g' -co;coc,-c) follows a scaling law J3) _ [
Saturable absorption in electronically isolated two-level systems leads to y = 2. With
conjugated polymers y = I is found in the experiments. This is attributed to phase-space
filling effects with excitons, These master plots can be used to evaluate perspectives
and limitations of organic J ) materials.
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Nonlinearities of atoms trapped in optical lattices
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It has been recently shown that atoms can be cooled and trapped in a three-dimensional
(3D) periodic lattice of micron-sizedpotential wells induced by light 111 [2].The optical
potentials arise from the light-shift of the Zeeman sublevels of the ground state in the optical
field created by the superposition of several light beams. To design an optical lattice in which
an atom can be efficiently cooled requires first a field geometry appropriate for Sisyplus
cooling 131 where atoms are optically pumped in the Zeeman sublevel having the lowest
energy. Secondly, to obtain long trapping times in the potential wells, it is necessary for the
field polarization at the sites of maximum light-shift to be circular[4] because the probability
that an atom escapes from a well by absorbing a photon having the minority circular
polarization is then considerably reduced. These two conditions can be fulfilled by several field
configurations and 3D experiments were done with four [1] and six 121 beams however
configurations with the minimum number of beams have the considerable advantage to be
nonsensitive to the phases of the fields [I . We present results concerning the transmission
and the scattering of a probe beam in these optical lattices. We have observed stimulated Raman
and Rayleigh gains as large as 70% for a 1mm 3 lattice and the occurence of diffraction in the
Bragg directions 11]. We discuss the relation between Braggdiffraction andfour-wave mixing.
Consider a 3D lattice built with N = 4 beams of frequency o and wavevectors ki (or a
2D tattice built with N = 3 beams). A probe beam of tunable frequency O)p and of wavevector
(where f, is
p "
kp excites the vibration modes of an atom in a potential well when jW
an atomic vibration frequency). The probe experiments a stimulated Raman gain when
to - 9, and absorption when w - w., - -a.. In the more general field configuration,
three vibration eigenmodes having different eigenfrequencies are observed [5].
We now discuss in which conditions Bragg scattering is observed. It is welknown
from solid state text books that Bragg scattering can occur in directions forwhich

kf=kp
24

K

where k! is the wavevector of the scattered photon and K is a vector of the reciprocal lattice. It
is possible to find the reciprocal lattice from the interference pattern created by the beams that
generate the optical lattice. However as shown in I l, there is a more elegant way of
determining the reciprocal lattice. Condition ( 1). when multiplied by h, can be interpreted as a
momentum conservation condition, the change of momentum of the scattered photon being
absorbed by the lattice. In the case of optical lattices, the atons are bound b%, light which means
that the change of momentum of the scattered photon should be compensated for by a
redistributionofphotons in the beams creating the lattice. Because, redistribution processes
involve absorption in one lattice beam and stimulated emission in another lattice beam, the
atomic momentum should change by the quantity
N

(2)

P - 7p,h(k1 - k,)
it-2

where the pi, are integers. In a coherent process such as Bragg scattering, the change of
momentum should be 0 which implies that Bragg scattering occurs in directions such that
k f - k,

IN
•p,,h(kI

kit

(3)

n,, 2

The comparison with (1) shows that (k I - k2), .. ,(k I - kn) are primitive ve(ctors ]r
the reciprocal lattice. The simplest Bragg scattering corresponds to the condition
ki- k - k - k, which is very much like a phase-mawchingcondition for a four-wave mixing
process.
Figure I-a shows an experimental observation of the light intensity scattered in the
Bragg direction versus (op - w. The experiment was made in 2D lattice filled with ceshim
atoms and the beam geometry is shown in Fig 1-b. A resonant enhancement of the Bragg
scattering is observed for (op - to - :to,. and w91'- (o - 0 (Rayleigh resonance). In this
experiment, the peak intensity of the diffracted beam was 2% of the incident intensity.
I i I G. Grynberg, B. Lounis, P. Verkerk, J.-Y. Courtois and C. ,alomon, Phy. Rev. Lett.7 0,
2249 (1993).
121 A. Hemmerich, C. Zimmerman and T.Harnsch, Europhys. Lett.2 2, 89 (1993).
131 J. Dalibard and C. Cohen-Tannoudji J. Opt. Soc. Am. B6, 2023 (1989) : P. J.Unoar,
D.S.Weiss, E. Riis and S. Chu J. Opt. Soc. Am. B6, 2058 (1989)

141 J.-Y. Courtois and G. Grynberg, Pnys. Rev. A 46, 7060 (1992).
151 P. Verkerk, D. Meacher, A. Coates, J.-Y. Courtois, S. Guibal, B. Lounis, C. Salomon
and G. Grynberg, Europhys. lx 1.26, i 7! (1994).
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The typical power is I&VnW/cm 2 for the lattice beam and O.1mWIcm for the probe beam.
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A New Twist on Light:
Applications of the Optical Vortex Soliton
G. A. Swartzlander, Jr.
Physics Department, Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Worcester, MA 01609-2280
and
C. T. Law
Electricaland ComputerEngineering Dept., Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, Maryland 2i218
Summary

An optical vortex appears as a black circular spot surrounded by bright illumination in the
transverse cross-section of a light beam. Diffraction rings do not form (as occurs when a plane
wave passes a circular object), rather the center of the vortex remains dark. This phenomenon is
attributed to the phase of the beam, which twists like a spiral stair-case, along the optical axis.
In fact, this field is a well known mode in both waveguide and scattering theory, and is given in
cylindrical coordinates by E (r, O,z) = A (r)exp(± iO) exp(io3z). As will be shown, there are simepie methods of producing such linear waves.
In self-defocusing nonlinear refractive media, the refractive index is greatest where the
intensity is zero, e. g., in the center of an optical vortex. Nonlinear refraction tends to draw light
toward the center of the vortex, however, the phase singularity described above prevents the vortex from filling with light, owing to destructive interference . These two effects, refraction and
diffraction, counter-balanc: one-another, resulting in an "optical vortex soliton" (OVS) [1]. In
a Kerr nonlinear medium, the propagation of the scalar field is governed by the (2+1)-D nonlinear Schrodinger equation. This ubiquitous equation also describes superfluid and superconductor phenomena, where stationary vortex phenomena where first discovered [4]. Since 1989
when Coullet, Gil, and Rocca proposed the spontaneous formation of vortices within laser resonators [5], the laser dynamics community has seen an explosion of research on vortices. Before
long, single-pass propagation of vortices in nonlinear refractive media was also considered.
Several groups, apparentiy working independently and applying different schools of thought,
discovered the OVS phenomenon in the early 1990's. The investigations of Cbiao, Deutsch,
Garrison and Wright [6] where based on photonic analogies of superfluids. Snyder, Poladian
and Mitchell [2] argued that all modes of linear waveguides should have a corresponding "soliton" in some nonlinear medium (quotes are used here because such modes are not necessarily
stable [7].) Our work [Il] was motivated by a hydrodynamic analogy of the decay of dark soliton
stripes under long-period modulations, an effect known as the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability [8].
Using superfluid analogies, McDonald, Syed and Firth described the equations of motion of an
27
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OVS [3). We will describe application opportunities afforded by the dynamics of single and
multiple OVS's.
A single OVS induces a graded optical "fiber" within a bulk nonlinear medium. Although
the phase profile prevents the beam from illuminating the dark core, a second weaker (probe)
beam with a planar profile may certainly be coupled into the induced waveguide. The guiding
properties are determined by the wavelength of the probe beam, the index change induced by the
pump, and the size and grade of the waveguide. For a Kerr nonlinear medium, the induced
waveguide is characterized by the index profile An(l-tanh(x/w)), where An = n 2 10 is the peak
index change, n 2 is the nonlinear refractive coefficient, 10 is the background intensity of the
"pump" beam, and l1/w - kAn 1 2
The OVS corresponds to the second order waveguide mode at cut-off [2); thus, a band of
wavelengths may propagate as single modes. Several application opportunities may be immediately envisioned once we realize that the OVS is actually a variable fiber whose guiding properties may be modulated with light. For example, a cw guided probe beam may be modulated by a
pulsed pump beam. Another means of optical control would entail using a powerful (rather than
weak) probe beam that tends to erase the induced waveguide; optical bistability may be expected
in this case. Perhaps the most intriguing configuration comes from modulating the refractive
index locally, e. g., in a region of the waveguide channel -- this may be achieved using a third
beam focused on the channel or using electro- or acousto- optical means. Such a three-port device (pump, probe and modulator beam) would function as the optical analog of a field-effect
transistor. A schematic of the configuration is shown in Fig. 1. Investigations are underway to
determine whether gain can be attained.
The dynamics of two vortices afford opportunities to achieve optical logic operations.
When two similar vortices are produced within a single beam, they tend to rotate around one
another. Because this motion depends on the presence of both vortices, ell-optical logic oplrations (AND, OR, XOR) are possible by placing detectors in the beam path. Although this process
is inherently linear, nonlinear optics may be used to enhance the resolution of the phenomenon.
Under linear propagation, the vortex core size expands (owing to diffraction), and will overlap
neighboring vortices. Because the rate of revolution of two vortices depends on the square of
the separation distance, to minimize the device length it is necessary to have closely spaced vortices that do not diffract, i. e., vortex solitons.
Any distribution of vortices may be positioned with a single laser beam. For example, stationary arrays or "crystals" are possible, as well as random distributions that appear turbulent
[3]. Between these two extremes is a domain where the vortices are dynamic and well-behaved.
This affords opportunities to produce configurable optical interconnections, using OVS's as the
waveguides that snake through space to reach a predetermined destination. The underlying physics of all these devices will be described, along with recent experimental and numerical
findings.
This work was supported the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center, and the U. S. Naval Research
Laboratory.
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Figure 1. Optical analog of a field-effect transistor. A pump beam (large cylinder)
induces an optical vortex soliton which forms a graded-index waveguide channel.
A probe beam is coupled into the channel and may be detected at the output of the
device. A gate signal perturbs the index profile of the waveguide, causing the
probe to decouple from the guide, resulting in a decreased output probe strength.
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MB4 Chaos, Period-Doubling and Reverse Bifurcations in an Optically Injected
Semiconductor Laser
V. Kovanis (a), A. Gavrielides (a), T. B. Simpson (b), J. M. Liu (c), and P. M. Alsing (a).
(a) Nonlinear Optics Center, Phillips Laboratory, 3350 Aberdeen Avenue SE, Kirtland A FB, NM 87117-5776,
(b) JAYCOR P.O. Box 85154, San Diego CA 92186-5154,
(c) Department of EE, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA, 90024.159410.

Nonlinear dynamics in optical systems is the subject of
considerable current research [1]. An isolated, dc-biased
semiconductor laser is sufficiently described by only two
rate equations: one for the photon density and another
for the carrier density [2]. Consequently, this system cannot exhibit chaotic behavior. In order to induce chaos in

4i is the phase
where
No)/No,
(N
=
fi
Ai.
A
and
difference between
N is the carrier density and No is the steady-state carrier density of the free-running laser. b is the linewidth
enhancement factor and 7c, yn, -yp, and -y. are the phioton decay rate, stimulated emission rate, gain saturation

IA.I is the amplitude of the injection field.

rate, and spontaneous carrier decay rate, respectively

such a system, a third degree of freedom is needed. It

[6,8]. J = (Jled-T.No)/7.No, where J/ed is the carrier
density injection rate. F' and F" are Langcvin source
terms for spontaneous emission noise injccted into the
laser mode [2,7]. All input parameters required to numcrically solve the set of coupled differential equations
for a, 0 and 5i can be determined experimentally [6,8].

was predicted that external optical injection can lead to
chaos through the period-doubling mechanism [3], and
we have recently confirmed that prediction (4].
In this work, we present evidence that the region of
chaotic dynamics is bounded as a function of the injection
level, and that the laser diode follows a period-doubling
route to chaos as the injection level is varied from both
above and below the chaotic region. The reverse bifurcation process from chaotic to periodic dynamics with
increasing optical injection has not, to the best of our
knowledge, been previously reported in laser diodes. Further, we show that dynamic parameters which describe

the coupling between the free carriers, gain medium,
and oscillating field are strongly modified by the injected
field.

To describe the nonlinear optical interaction in a laser

0.5

diode subject to strong optical injection we employ the
single-mode rate-equation model which couples the cornplex oscillating field with the carrier density [5-7]. In order to perform numerical simulations using the coupledin
equation model, we use a set of three real equations
a form which shows explicitly the dependence on specific
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Figure 1. Numerically obtained bifurcation diagram of the
extrema vf the nornalized optical field amplitude, a(t), versus the

(2)

injection level, ý. Injection is at the free-running fre-

2i2)normalizfed 2
dfi
dT= -- y.f - 7(1 + a) 2 i1 - 'J(2a + a )

lasers used in our investigation were nearly single-

+The

a

t

quency of the slave laser.

+ 7- tp-(2a + a2 )(l + a) 2 .
7

mode Ga.As/AlCaAs quantum well lasers operating at
827.6 nm. They have a Fabry-Perot cavity of 500 pm
in length, with both sides naturally cleaved. Both the
master and slave lasers were temperature and current

(3)

Here, a = (IAI - IAoI)/IAot and a, = IAi/I[AoI, where
JAI is the amplitude of the slave laser oscillating aield,

IAoI is the free-running, steady..state field amplitude and
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stabilized. The frequency of the master laser was tuned
to the free-running frequency of the slave laser to within
100 MItz. The output of the master laser was injected
directly into the slave laser with careful alignment to have
good coupling into the laser mode. Isolators were used
to make sure that no light was injected into the master
laser. The optical spectrum of the output of the slave
laser was monitored with a Newport SR-240C scanning
Fabry-Perot which has a free spectral range of 2 THz and
a finesse of greater than 50000.
Figure 1 depicts the numerically obtained bifurcation diagram of the values of the extrema of the electric field amplitude versus the injection parameter t =
(qAj)/( 7 ,Ao). The normalized injected power is proportional to ý2. As the injection level is increased, the laser
follows a period-doubling bifurcation route to chaos and
then a similar, but reversed, bifurcation route out of the
chaotic region.

The coupled equations are numerically integrated, and
the resulting time series are Fourier transformed, for various injection levels using noise and dynamic parameters
of the laser independently determined by the four-wave
mixing experiment [7,8]. Two sets of calculated optical
spectra were obtained at injection levels similar to the
corresponding experimental spectra shown in Fig. 2(a)
and 2(b). The spectra in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) include a
spontaneous emission noise source. The positions of the
computed peaks appear at the same frequencies as the
corresponding experimental peaks. The relative strength
of the computed peaks is consis mnt with the experimentally obtained spectra when nois. is present, though there
is some discrepancy in the deta s of the different peaks.
The generation of the period-doubling features happens
at approximately the same injection level as experimentally observed.
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Figure 2. Optical spectra of a semiconductpr laser under
optical injection at two levels in a period-doubling into chaos. (a),
P-nd (b) are experimentally measured spectra and (c), and (d) are

calculated spectra with noise sources present. The paranmeters used
in this calculation were experimentally determined using the fourwave inixing techique.
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In Figure 3 we observe that the relaxation oscillation
frequency changes as the injected field is increased in
the strong injection regime. Figure 3 compares the experimentally measured oscillation frequencies with the
frequencies derived by a linear stability analysis of the
coupled equation model. Over the range where the relaxat-ion frequency more than doubles, the average optical

power circulating within the diode cavity and the average carrier density have changed by only a few persent.
The good agreement between the observed experimental data and the coupled equation model shows that the
fixed parameters on which it is based, the gain of the laser
diode, tha cavityu and the spontaneous carrier relaxation
rates, and tha linewidth enhanhancement factor, are not
strongly influenced by the optical injection. However, the
dynamics response of the diode is clearly modified.
It was also found that minor changes in the linewidth
enhancement factor can induce large changes in the calculated bifurcation diagram and optical spectra. The
numerical results discussed above were obtained with a
linewidth enhancement factor of b = 3.47, which is well
within the range of uncertainty of the value determined
by the four-wave mixing experiment [6,8]. We have found
that the laser would not develop into a chaotic state if
b £ 3.1. Even with noise, there is a major qualitative
defference between the spectra of a diode which has only
undergone period doubling and one that has entered a
chaotic region.

-

dicates that the high frequency dynamics of the system
is not dominated by the r.-iýence of the side modes for
these experimental conditioa.
In conclusion, we have observed a reverse bifurcation
from chaotic to periodic dynamics in a semiconductor
laser subject to strong optical injection at its free-running
frequency. Spontaneous emission noise effects obscure
specific spectral features in the reverse period-doubling
region, but by measuring the dynamic parameters of the
laser we have shown that the coupled complex-field and
carrier density model accounts for the observed spectra.
We have also observed that that key dynamic prameters describing the photon-carrier coupling in the coupled complex-field and carrier density model are strongly
modified by the injecting field as predicted by a linearized
analysis of the coupled differential equations.
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In the theoretical results discussed above, the effect of
side modes was not included. The single-mode model
used here cannot, of course, account for the partition of
power to the side modes and further work is needed to
quantify the effect of the side modes. The good agreement between the spectra calculated from the singlemode model with noise and the experimental data in32
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Quasi-phasematched optical frequency conversion in LiNbO3

waveguides

M. L. Bortz
E. L. Ginnton Laboratory
Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305

Quasi-pbasemawched optical frequency comversinn in ferroelectric waveguides has evolved in the past several
years from the initial laboratory demonstration into a nearly commercial technology. Advances in periodic poling of
ferwevctric materials for quasi-phs=atcbng(QPM), characteization of wavegulde fabrication processes for modal
confinement, and high power single longitudinal and transverse mode laser diodes have resulted in the demonstration
of cw single pass QPM-SHG conversion efficiencies exceeding 10 %.1 These same advances have resulted in the
demonstration of other second order nonlinear optical interactions, including the generation of 2-3 pin radiation
through QPM difference frequency mixing and QPM optical parametric oscillation near 1.5 pm. Ibis presentation
will review quasi-phasemawched optical frequency conversion in LiNbO3 waveguides and discuss several different
waveguide frequency conversion devices.
The motivation for developing waveguide frequency conversion devices stems from the 102-103 fold
efficiency enhancements over bulk interactions due to modal confinement. For example, the theoretical, single pass,
birefringently phasematched SHG efficiency in a LiNbO 3 waveguide can exceed 100 %/W-cm 2 ; for a 1 an long
interaction length, 100 mW of fundamental radiation would generate 10 mW of second harmonic radiation. This
enhancement was known for a long time, but devices suffered from problems arising from the use of birefringent
phasematching. A technique to circumvent birefringent phasematching was invented by Bloembergen in 1962,2 but
but not implemented until recently. Termed quasi-phasematching, this approach involves a periodic modulation of
the nonlinear susceptibility of the material, resulting in a periodic modulation of the nonlinear polarization. A
spatial harmonic of the nonlinear polarization may be chosen to match that of the freely propagating field, resulting
in a signal that grows quadratically with distance, similar to conventional phasematcbmg. Periodic modultion if the
sign of the nonlinesr coefficient yields the highest conversion efficiency and can be achieved in LiNbO3 through
ferroelectric domain inversion. QPM has emerged as the most versatile method to achieve phasematching. The real
utility of QPM is that any interaction may be phasematched at room temperature, and the fields may be polarized in
the same direction to allow use of the large d33 nonlinear coefficient in LiNbO3 . Theoretical waveguide QPM-SHG
efficiencies can exceed 2000 %/W-cm 2 . Reference 3 contains a detailed analysis of QPM.
Ther are several important issues in the design of waveguide frequency conversion devices. Devices are
usually formed by fabricating a ferroelectric domain inversion grating for QPM, followed by channel waveguide
fabrication. While the QPM grating period can readily be controlled, a priori knowledge of the dispersion in the
phase velocities of the waveguide modes at each wavelength may be unavailable, making prediction of the
phasematching wavelength difficulL The efficiency of a waveguide interaction is given by the cross-sectional spatial
overlap integral between the waveguide modes, the relevant Fourier component of the ferroelectric domain grating
used for quasi-phasamatching, and the nonlinear coefficient in the waveguide. There are several techniques based on
periodic dopant diffusion near the Curie temperature that result in ferroelectric domain inversion in LiNbO3. These
methods generally yield domain gratings that have depths about 1/3 of the period, with a duty cycle that varies with
depth. The overlap between the domain gratin3 and the waveguide modes couples the two separate material
processing steps and complicates device design.
The widest range of devices, and the highest normalized conversion efficiency devices for blue light
generation, have been obtained in LiNbO3 using titanium diffusion for perodic fezroelectric domain inversion 4 and
the annealed proton exchange (APE) twchnique for waveguide fabrication. Development of models for the liuear 5 and
nonlinear 6 optical properties of APE-Ld*0 3 waveguides combined with studies of the domain grating for different
processing conditions have allowed us to fabricate and optimize a variety of frequency conversion devices. Figure I
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shows the theoretical waveguide modes, the Fourier coefficient of the domain grating used for QPM. and the
nonlinear coefficient vs. depth for a SHG device with the second harmonic in either the TMOO and TM0 t transverse
mode. Evaluation of the spatial overlap integrals are very helpful in designing devices with optimized efficiencies,
and knowledge of the effective mode indices is useful for accurate prediction of the phasematching wavelength. For
example, we recently demonstrawd a QPM-SHG device that doubled 976 nm radiation with an efficiency exceeding
7
200 %/W, the highest values to date for waveguide QPM-SHG.
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Figure 1. Waveguide modes (duhed lines), Fourier coefficient of the domain grating (solid lines), the nonlinear coefficient
(dotted lines), and product of these terms (hatched area) vs. depth for a QPM-SHG device with the second harmonic in either
the a) TMO0 and b) TMh01 transverse mode.
Quasi-phasematching offers new opportunities for controlling the tuning characteristics of nonlinewr optical
interactions. The wavelength or temperature tuning curve is determined by the square of the magnitude of the Fourier
transform of the axial distribution of the nonlinear coefficient; QPM with a uniform grating shifts the sinc 2 tuning
curve away from Ak =0 but doesn't alter its shape. Perturbations in the period, duty cycle, or phase of an ideal QPM
grating can be used to engineer a desired phasematching response. Since shortening the length of a uniform grating
results in a linear increase in bandwidth but a quadratic reduction in peak efficiency, a useful tuning curve is one that
yields a better tade-off between bandwidth and peak efficiency. We recently demonstrated a QPM-SHG device with a
linear trade-off by imposing aperiodic phase reversals on an otherwise ideal QPM grating. 8 Figure 2 shows the
experimental and theoretical results for a SHG device using uniform and phase-reversed QPM gratings. The aperiodic
phase reversal sequence used was based on a 13-bit Barker code. The bandwidth of this interaction was increased by an
order of magnitude over the uniform interaction, with an accompanying linear efficiency reduction.
Quasi-phasematched waveguide frequency conversion is not limited to SHG; several different types of
parametric interactions have recently been demonstrated in LNbO 3 waveguides. We demonstrated difference frequency
generation (DFG) of near IR diode laser wavelengths to generate 2.1 pm 9 and 2.6-3.1 pm 10 radiation, the longest
wavelengths generated to date in LiNbO 3 waveguides. Idler powers of about 5 pW were measured, suitable for
spectroscopic investigations of molecular species. We also demonstrated nearly degenerate DFG at 1.5 Pjm for
potential application as an all-optical channel shifter, an important device in wavelength division multiplexed
communication systems. 11 Wavelength conversion from a 1.564 gm signal to a 1.559 pm idler with an insertion
loss due to the frequency conversion process of -17.8 dB was achieved, the best to date using Z(2) for this
application. With bandwidths exceeding 100 nur, these devices may be useful for broadband wavelength conversion.
The waveguide and domain inversion models accurately predicted the performance of these parametric devices.
Optimization similar to that performed for SHG devices indicate that idler powers exceeding 1 mW at 3.0 pm and
wavelength conversion with a -3 dB loss at 1.5 pin should be possible with - 100 mW laser diode pump sources.
The 1.5 mun
parametric devices described above also served as the first step towards the demonstration of
QPM-optical parametric amplification and QPM-optical parametric oscillation (OPO). 12 We measured a parametric
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gain of e 0 .96 = 2.6 with 5.5 W of peak pump power exiting the 1 cm long waveguide, corresponding to an
efficiency of 21 %IW. A symmetric OPO cavity was formed by affixing thin mirrors to the waveguide endfaces with
a fluorinert liquid. Thc mirrors had a 90 % reflectivity band extending from 1.4-1.7 ILm. At 1.55 t.m, the

and the roundtrip OPO cavity losses were 35 %.The
independently measured waveguide propagation losses 9 %Van
measured cavity loss and observed parametric gain yield a predicted singly resonant oscillator (SRO) threshold about

2.4 W. We observed parametric oscillation with peak pump powers exceeding 4.5 W coupled into the wavguide.
Figure 3 shows the tuning data for this device for several 1m of pump wavelength tuning. This interaction in
LiNbO 3 waveguides could prove useful for generating rapidly tunable radiation over hundreds of nm between 1.2 1.8 pu using a near-IR laser diode. Overlap integral calculations indicate that a factor of 4 increase in the parametric
gain can be achieved by optimized Ti-diffusion and APE-waveguide fabrication receipes. Along with a factor of 2
reduction in the waveguide propagation losses and optimized output coupling, singly resonant QPM.OPO thresholds
below 100 mW should be possible in LiNbO3 waveguides, suggesting cw diode pumping.

We have demonstrated a variety of quasi-phasematched frequency conversion devices in LiNbO 3 waveguides.
Development of models describing the material fabrication processes used for domain inversion and waveguide
fabrication allow rapid device demonstration and optimization. More sophisticated quasi-phasematched optical
frequency conversion devices will probably be demonstrated in the near future.
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Second-Order Cascaded Nonlinearity in Lithium Niobate

Channel Waveguides
R. Schick, D.Y. Kim, M.L. Sundheimer, G.I. Stegeman
CREOL, University of Central Florida, 12424 Research Parkway
Orlando, FL 32826, USA
The large nonlinear phase shifts produced by the cascaded second-order X(2 ) X(2) nonlinearity [1] make this process interesting for fast all-optical data processing. Due to the
well-known advantages of waveguiding for nonlinear optics, cascading is most efficiently implemented in optical waveguide structures. In fact the first observations of cascading in
waveguides by spectral broadening [2] and interferometric intensity-dependent phase shift
measurements [3] have been reported. Here we describe a systematic interferometric investigation of the influence of the wavevector-mismatch on cascading. Titanium indiffused
LiNbOM
waveguides are used because their superiour optical quality and the detailed knowledge of their fabrication and characterization make them promising candidates for the first
application of cascading in all-optical data processing.
We investigated several 47mm long channel waveguic.es with propagation along the X-axis
of a Y-cut crystal. They were produced by indiffusion of 43nm thick Ti-stripes of different
widths varying between 4pm and 25prm at a temperature of 10600C during a time of 9 hours.
The resulting waveguides have relatively large effective areas (20 - 125pm 2 ) and small core
index enhancements (0.001 ,- 0.004) yielding low loss waveguides (0.03 - 0.4dB/cm). The
waveguides are characterized by measuring the number of guided modes and their intensity
profiles at the Nd:YAG-wavelength A = 1.32Am and the second harmonic A = 0.66pom.
Theoretical modelling is based on graded index profiles which are dependent on wavelength
and polarization and which are determined by the indiffused Ti-concentration profile [4].
The agreement between the experimental and the theoretical waveguide characterization
guarantees tha" ,e theory is comprehensive enough to be an essential tool for adjusting and
optimizing the conditions for cascading.
SHG is phase-matched in the channels by coupling fundamental TM-modes with a wavelength of A = 1.32prm to second harmonic TE-modes. The following results were obtained with a single mode waveguide at the fundamental resulting from indiffusion of a Tistripe with 10pm width. The temperature-dependent Sellmeier equations yield a predicted
phase-matching temperature of TpM = 359.42°C for optimizing the coupling between the
fundamental TanQ
second harmonic TEo0 mode. In order to tune the Navevector36

mismatch around phase-matching the crystal is placed in an oven with temperature controlled
to a stability of 30mK. The measured spectrum of the SHG shows maximum conversion ot
a temperature of 339.9*G. An overestimate of the birefringence, predicted by the Selimeier
Equations used, explains the disciepancy of 19.5K. The serious asymmetry in the spectrum
is well explained by the nonuniform temperature profile in the oven. A flat profile in the
center of the oven provides phase-matching only over a distance of ; 20mm in the waveguide center. The temperature falls toward the edges of the oven. Taking into account the
resulting change of the wavevector-mismatch along the waveguide, we calculate a spectrum
in good agreement to the observed spectrum. The calculated spectrum in. Fig. 1 is corrected
for the TPM discrepancy. The increased bandwith of the measured resonances indicate that
the temperature profile which has been used in the calculations yields an overestimate of the
effective phase-matching length.
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Figure 1: Temptiature dependence of second harmonic generation
With the interferometer described in detail elsewhere [5], we observed intensity-dependent
phase shifts of the fundamental with opposite sign on either side of the phase-matching
temperature (see Fig. 2). Again, we find an asymmetry in the results around the phasematching temperature. It is worth noting that this is not a drawback! In fact such a variable wavevector-mismatch can be a great advantage: an appropriate wavevector-mismatch
distribution can be used to tailor and optimize the effective nonlinearity for bandwidth and
throughput. In our example the cascading is improved by having larger phase-shifts at lower
temperatures where damping of the fundamental due to conversion to the second harmonic
is minimized.
The observed nonlinear phase shifts and the good agreement between measurement and
simulation confirms the usefulness of the LiNbO 3 material system and that the model can
37
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be used to design devices for a first demonstation of all-optical data processing based on
cascading.
We thank Dr. W. Sohler from the University-GH-Paderborn for providing the Ti LiNbOswaveguides and the crystal oven.
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Figure 2: Nonlinear phase shift (Fundamental peak power: Pp..k = 1OW, SHG-efliciency:
E,.k = 40%)
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Application of injection-locked high power diode laser arrays as pump source for
efficient green or blue Nd:YAB lasers and cw KTP optical parametric oscillators
R. Knappe, J. Bartschke, C. Becher, B. Beier, M. Scheidt, K.-J. Boiler
and R. Wallenstein
Universitit Kaiserslautern
Fachbereich Physik
67653 Kaiserslautern, Germany
Injection-locking of high power diode laser arrays") is a powerful means to improve the
spectral and spatial quality of high power diode lasers. In our experiments the 45mW output
of a single stripe diode laser (SDL 5422) was focussed, for mxample, into a 20 stripe 1W
diode laser array (Siemens 480401). The substantial improvement in beam quality is shown
in Fig. 1. The injection-locked array emitts about 80% of the 800omW output power of the
free running array in a nearly diffraction limited beam. While, free running, the diode laser
array is highly multi-mode with a spectral width of 2-3nm, the injection-locked radiation is
single-mode with a spectral width of less than 20MHz. Injection-locking thus improved the
spatial power density by a factor of 50 and the spectral power density by 5 to 6 orders of
magnitude.
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FIg. 1: Far field of a 20-stripe diode laser A: without injection-locking and B: with
injection-locking.
Injection-locked diode laser arrays are of advantage for many applications, like nonlinear
frequeticy conversation 2, or pumping of solid state lasers with small mode volumes.
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An example of such laser is the self frequency doubling Nd:YAB laser 3). For optimum
efficiency, the TEMo0 beam waist should be about 25gm. For TEMm-mode operation, the
pumped crystal volume should not exceed the volume of the laser mode.
The importance of a small pump focus is seen from Fig. 2.A. The efficiency increases
considerably wi.h smaller emitter size of the pump laser. Best results are expected for
TEM~o pump radiation. Fig.2.B shows the output of a Nd:YAB laser, endpumped by an
injection-locked diode laser array, vs pump power. With 500mW at 807nm the power of the
531nm output is close to 50mW. For comparisation, the same Nd:YAB laser was pumped
with a TEMoo mode Ti:Sapphire laser. As seen in Fig. 2.B, the output is identical to the one
measured with the injection-locked array.
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Fig. 2: A: Efficiency of self frequency doubling Nd:YAB lasers pumped by diode laser

arrays with different emitter sizes or the TEMo output of a Ti:Sapphire laser
B: 53nmm TEM,, output of a Nd:YAB laser pumped by an injection-locked diode
laser array (dark cirkles) or the TEM~o output of a Ti:Sapphire laser (open circles)
The Nd:YAB laser's visible efficiency increases with laser- and thus with pump power.
With 2.2W from the Ti:Sapphire laser, the Nd:YAB laser emitted more than 450mW of
single mode 531nm radiation. This corresponds to an optical (807nm to 531nm) conversion
efficiency of more than 20 percent! The same efficiency and output power will be obtained
with multi-Watt injection-locked diode laser arrays which are at present under investigation.
The injection-locked array radiation is also of advantage as pump source for single
frequency self frequency doubling Nd:YAB microchip lasers.
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With appropriate orientation the Nd: YAB crystal generates also the sumfrequency of the
fundamental 1062nm laser radiation and the coherent pump light. In this way up to 6mW of
blue radiation were generated in the wavelength range of 452 - 466nm. The continuous
tunability is achieved by changing the wavelength of the pump light.
Blue light is also obtained by self frequency doubling in a quasi three-level Nd:YAB laser.
Angle tuning of the 1.9mm long Nd:YAB crystal (cut at 34.5*) generated blue light at
454.5nm, 454.9nm and 455nm.
Besides Nd:YAB the new laser crystal Nd:LaSc 3(BO 3)4 could be another efficient self
frequency doubling laser material, if grown in the noncentric trigonal space group R32. So
far only crystals grown in the centrosymmetric space group C2/m are available. The
advantages properties of this laser material is demonstrated by a 0.22mm thick 25% NddoDed LaSc3(BO 3)4 microchip laser which generated up to 180mW of single-frequency
radiation if pumped by 450mW of injection-locked diode laser radiation4).
Besides for laser pumping injection-locked diode laser arrays should be compact pump
sources for cw optical parametric oscillators. For this purpose we investigate the cw
oparation of a tunable noncritically phasematched KTP-OPO with a 12mm long KTP-crystal
(XY-cut) placed in a linear cavity, resonant either for the signal- and idler wave or the
signal- and pump radiation. The OPO is pumped at present by a cw single-mode Ti:Sapphire
laser. Because of the tunability of this pump source (710 - 980nm) signal- and idler waves
are tunable in the range of 1.05 - 1.31Am and 2.2 - 3.114m respectively. The collinear
pumping maintains the required perfect alignment.
In first experiments, the doubly resonant OPOs were operated at pump wavelengths of 715 820nm which corresponds to 1.05 - 1.17pm and 2.25 - 2.75sm of the signal- and idler
radiation. Although the losses in the OPO cavity are not yet minimized, the threshold was
as low as 150mW. With a pump power of 2W the total output power exceeded 80mW.
A detailed characterization of this OPO system and its spectral properties will be presented,
including investigations which use the radiation of an injection-locked 1W, 764nm diode
laser array as pump source.
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Single-mode optical parametric cocwiator system of BBO and KNbO3 tunable
from the visible (0.42gm) to the infrared (4prm)
A. Fix, R. Urschel, G. Goeritz, D. Wildt, A. Borsutzky, and R. Wallenstein

Fachbereich Physik
Universitit Kaiserslautern
67663 Kaiserslautern, Germany
As has been demonstrated in previous investigations' 2 Nd:YAG laser-pumped optical

parametric oscillators (OPO) of beta-barium borate (BBO) are powerful all-solid-state sources
of coherent radiation with a large tuning range (300-3000nm), high internal conversion
efficiency (60-70%), and high output energies (100-200m3). Narrowband operation was achieved
by injection seeding with low power monochromatic radiation'.
In the present OPO-system the seed radiation is generated by a BBO-OPO with a wide
mode sph•ing (of about lcm-'). This OPO - with a 2.5-mm-long BBO crystal in a 3.6-mm-long
flat-flat mirror resonator - is pumped by an injection seeded frequency tripled Q-switched
Nd:YAG laser. Despite the short crystal the OPO efficiency exceeds 25% at a 355nm pump
pulse energy of 30mJ (3 times above threshold).
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Fig. 1 Averaged mode spectrum of the short-cavity BBO-OPO oscillator.
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The OPO signal wave mode spectrum is shown in Fig. 1 recorded with a I m spectrometer
and a 1728-element photodiode-array providing a spectral resolution of 0.25cm'. The width of
the spectral mode distribution is determined by the gain bandwidth. The pulse-to-pulse energy
of the individual OPO modes varies considerably. The pulse energy distribution in an individual
mode is close to an exponential function. The mode energy cross correlation coefficient for
different modes indicates that mode coupling is almost negligible.
Because of the wide mode spacing a single mode is easily separated by a spectral filter like
a Fabry-Perot (FSR 25cm', Finesse > 30). The width of the mode transmitted by the FabryPerot is less than 0.03cm-". The wavelength is tuned by synchronous piezoelectric tuning of the
length of the OPO cavity and of the mode-selecting Fabry-Perot.
The radiation of the selected single mode (with pulse powers of 10- 1000J) is used to seed
a 355-nm-pumped high power BBO-OPO (consisting of a flat-flat mirror cavity and a 12-mmlong BBO crystal). With a pump power of 70mJ the energy of the single-mode output (Fig. 2)
exceeds lOmJ.

Fig. 2 Fabry-Perot ring pattern of the
seeded single-mode BBO-OPO
(FSR 25cm", Finesse < 30).
For BBO the infrared transparency limit restricts high power OPO operation to wavelengths
shorter than '2.3prm. For the generation of infrared radiation at longer wavelengths the OPO
crystals of choice are KTP or KNbO 3 (KNB). While transparency range and damage threshold
of these crystals are similar, the cffective nonlinear coefficient of KNB is about three times as
high as the one of KTP.
In our investigations a KNB-OPO was pumped by pulsed 1.06prm Nd:YAG radiation. The
OPO consisted of a 7.8-mm-long crystal (type 1, 0 = 41, ,
= 01) placed in a 12-mm-long flatflat mirror cavity resonant for the signal wave. The energy density at threshold was about
0.48Jcm"2 and 0.58Jcm 2 for I % and 10% output coupling, respectively. These thresholds are
about 3 times higher than expected from theory4 . This may indicate that the value of the
effective nonlinearity quoted in the literature is too large.
43

The OPO wavelcngths measured
5
are shown in Fig. 3. As seen in this and calculated as function of the phase-matching angle
figure
1.4 5 -2 .0lprm and 2 .2 7 -4.0gm, respectively, signal and idler wave are tunable in the range of
using two sets of mirrors. With appropriate
mirrors
the tuning range could be extended
to 1.4 - 4.5gm.
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Fig. 3 Measured and calculated wavelengths
of the signal and idler radiation of
the 1.064 -14mpumped KNB-OPO.
At pump energies of two times above threshold (82mJ
in a pump beam with 3mm in
diameter) and a i0%output coupler
energies exceeding 5mJ at both the the OPO efficiency is about 14%. This corresponds to pulse
signal and idler wavelength. The OPO
bandwidth increases
with the signal wavelength from less
than 5nm at k. < 1.7/Am to 15-30nm
Narrowband single-mode operation
at Xs > 1. 8tm.
was achieved by injection seeding
radiation of the single-mode BBO-OPO.
with nfrared idler
In this way the KNB-OPO is a powerful
source of
tunable narrowband infrared radiation.
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Second-Harmonic Controlled All-Optical Modulation by Cascading
DJ. Hagan, M. Sheik-Bahae, Z. Wang, G. Stegeman
W. E. Toruellas and E.W. Van Stryland
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Via Eudossana 18, 00184 Rome, Italy

One of the key features of electronics is that the complex amplitude, including phase, can be
preserved, modulated, amplified and recovered electronically during signal processing. Since the first
work on optical bistability, the nonlinear optics community has been trying to develop such transistor
operations for optical beams by using an intensity-dependent refractive index.[Il] This has placed
emphasis on using intensity as a control variable, omitting the opportunity for utilizing the optical
phase. A totally different approach is to use second-order nonlinear processes such as secondharmonic generation (SHG) or parametric generation. These interactions are coherent, therefore, both
amplitude and phase of the fundamental and second harmonic (when the SHG process is seeded)
determine the output signal. As an initial step, nonlinear phase shifts (both + and -) in the
fundamental beam have been recently demonstrated by using the Z-scan in bulk SHG-active media[2]
and by self-phase modulation[3] in quasi-phasematched waveguide media, all in agreement with
theoretical predictions. Figure 1 shows the phase shift as a function of detuning from phase match
for a crystal of KNbO,. This cascaded second-order nonlinearity provides an alternative to
conventional nonlinear refractive (n2 ) materials for all-optical switching application, and it
circumvents the problems of obtaining large n. combined with low loss as there is no irreversible loss
in the X(2) process, i.e., the interaction can be terminated when all the light has been reconverted to
the fundamental by proper choice of crystal length. These phase shifts depend on the phase mismatch
Ak so that by controlling Ak, we may 'tune' the nonlinearity to a desired application. For example, a
positive Ak results in a negative phase shift and vice-versa.[2] Physically, these phase shifts do not
result from induced changes in refractive index, but arise from energy exchange, and subsequent
propagation at different pilase velocities, between the fundamental (w) and second-harmonic (2w)
waves. If there is no input at the second harmonic and Ak-0, energy is always transferred from w to
2w. It is well known that for Ak#O, the direction of energy transfer is reversed upon propagating a
distance of one coherence length (f.) and the energy is completely converted back to the fundamental
after a disance 24. Due to the phase mismatch, the phase of the downcon',."rted light is shifted with
respect to the original (uncornv',rted) wave and hence the fundam~ntar
axporiences an irradiance
dependent phase shift. Because the proce•s of nonlinear phase shifting irr.olves upconversion
followed by downconversion, it is referred to w, a 'cascaded X( I~(2) process'. It has been shown
theoretically that such nonlinear phase shifts may be applied to ncrfinear Mach-Zehnder and
directional coupler switching devices.[4] Furthermore, nuteric..l studies show that if a weak SHG
beam is also input, both the amplitude and phase of the fundamental output cen be controlled with
the phase and/or amplitude of the s-ed,[5] leading to new applications to switching devices, including
small signal gain and transistor action[6,7]
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Figure 1. Phase shift versus phase mismatch, AUkL, in a 0.5 cm thick sample of KNbO3
along with theory.

Here, we consider this arrangement where the coherencG of the second-order interaction is utilized.
We introduce an input second-hazmonic wave which has a well defined phase with respect to the
fundamental, AO, at the input. We refer to this second-harmonic input as the 'seed' or control pulse.
We show that under certain conditions, even a very weak seed can strongly modulate the transmitted
fundamental irradiance. For Ak-O, the phase of the emerging second harmonic is w/2 with respect to
the fundamental. Hence the application of a weak seed with AO-w/2 will have minimal effect on the
output of the system. However if A4 is 0 or r, the irradiances of the transmitted waves may be
strongly modulated. Hence, either phase or amplitude modulation (PM or AM) of the seed results in
a strong amplitude modulation of the fundamental. The AM-AM transfer with gain between the two
frequencies is analagous to transistor action (although the control beam is at a different frequency).
For Ak#O, we find that the differential gain may be larger than for Ak=O. Plane wave calculations
show that 100% modulation may b- obtained, but spatial and temporal variation of practical optical
inputs results in less ideal switching characteristics.
A I mm thick sample of KTP, oriented for type 11 phasematching for SHG at AX-.06/um is used to
experimentally demonstrate modulation of the fundamental by a weak seed. Using a Q-switched and
modelocked, 20 ps FWHM NdcYAG laser puise, a thin type I phase-matched KDP crystal was used to
produce the second harmonic seed. Control of &0 is accomplished by passing the collinear seed and
unconverted 1.06 jum pulses through a cell containing N2 gas. By varying the pressure, we exploit the
dispersion of the gas to produce a precise variation of A&. The output of this cell is then weakly
focused into the KTP crystal. We either monitor the energy transmittance of the pulse, or by imaging
and using a small aperture, we eliminate spatial integration effects and observe the transmitted onaxis flence Df the fundamental.
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In Fig. 2(a) we show the experimental variation of on-axis fluence transmittance, TF, as a function of
peak on-axis irradiance with AkL-l.1 radians, for cases of Aq4-O and AO-x. In this experiment, the
seed fraction is continually varying since the efficiency of the seed generation process increases with
laser output.
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Figure 2: (a) On-axis transmitted fluence as a function of input 1.06 pm irradiancewith
a weak second-harmonicseed. (b) the transmitted fluence versus A0 at an input irradiance
of 20 GW/cm2. The solid lines in (a) and (b) are theoretical calculations from the
harmonic generation equations.
As seen in Fig. 2(b) the input irradiance can be chosen to give a modulation with phase (or
amplitude) of up to 4:1 agreeing with the calculations obtained from the standard harmonic
generation equations including temporai integration over the time varying pulse. At this irradiance
the seed energy is !x1% of the fundamental energy (..2.8% of the fundamental peak irradiance).
Similar experiments have begun on a crystalline sample of the organic material DAN which has a def
approximately 10 times that of KTP48]
The results presented here give a demonstration of the potential of all-optical switching using X(2)
nonlinearities. The switching irradiance scales as jy(2)]-2, so that new organic crystals with X(2) more
than ten times that of KTP will significantly reduce switching irradiances. In addition, waveguide
geometries will lead to further reductions in the switching energy.
We wish to thank W.E. Moerner, R. Tweig and G. Bjorklund for supplying the DAN crystal.
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Intracavity and extracavity sum-frequency
generation between pump and signal waves of an

optical parametric oscillator
E. C. Cheung, Karl Koch, and Gerald T. Moore*

Nonlinear Optics Center, Phillips Laboratory
3550 Aberdeen Avenue SE, Kirtland AFE, NM 87117-5776
SUMMARY.
Sum-frequency generation (SFG) between the pump and the signal waves of an optical
parametric oscillator (OPO) is a promising efficient means of generating widely wavelengthtunable radiation of shorter wavelengths [1]. Shortly after the advent of OPO's, intracavity SFG and second-harmonic generation in OPO's were investigated both theoretically
and experimentally [2,3]. However, the spectral quality and the stability of their outputs were poor because the nonlinear materials and the lasers then available required
the use of doubly resonant OPO's. Recently, intracavity second-harmonic generation in a
Ti:sapphire-laser-pumped femtosecond, singly resonant OPO was demonstrated, yielding
nearly transform-limited pulses at greater than 10% overall conversion efficiency [4]. In
this paper, we report SFG between the pump and the signal waves of a singly resonant
AgGaS 2 OPO, synchronously pumped by 100-psec pulses from a conventional CW actively
mode-locked Nd:YAG laser.
We have investigated both intracavity SFG and extracavity SFG between the resonant
signal beam and the residual pump beam that is not converted in the parametric generation process. For intracavity SFG, the pump beam can be incident first either on the SFG
crystal or the OPO crystal. We refer to these two orderings for intracavity SFG as the
SFG-*OPO and the OPO-aSFG configurations, respectively. It is theoretically shown in
Ref. [1] that the SFG--.OPO configuration is more favorable than the OPO--4SFG configuration in terms of the stability of the output, the conversion efficiency over a large range
of pump powers, and the power loading on the OPO crystal.
Schematic diagrams of the three configurations for SFG are shown in Fig. 1. The three
experiments are based on a AgGaS 2 singly resonant OPO that is reported in Ref [5]. The
average pump power incident on the OPO was reduced from 20 W to 625 mW by passing
the pump beam through a low-duty-cycle chopper. In the experiments described in this
paper, the OPO consists of a single 10-cm long AgGaS 2 crystal, placed at near normal
incidence with respect to the pump beam. We use for SFG a single 8.5-mm long KTP
crystal, cut for type-II phase matching with 0 = 790 and 4 = 00. The pump beam at
1.064 pm and the sum-frequency beam near 589 nm are ordinary waves, and the signal

beam near 1.319 pm is extraordinary.
For extracavity SFG, we use an output coupler of 4% transmission at 1.319 pm and
93% transmission at 1.064/y. The pump and the signal beams are focused by a 10-cm focal
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Figure 1: Schematic diagrams of experimental setups. (a) External SFG, (b) intracavity
SFG--OPO configuration, and (c) intracavity OPO-iSFG configuration.
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Figure 2: Cavity length detuning characteristics of extracavity SFG when the OPO cavity
is aligned to maximize the power of (a) the signal from the OPO, and (b) the sum frequency.
length lens to spot sizes of approximately 44 and 55 pm, respectively, at the KTP crystal. The results are shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2(a) shows the SFG power as the round-trip
length of the OPO cavity is varied while the OPO is aligned to optimize for the OPO signal output. However, the OPO aligned in this manner does not yield the maximum SFG
conversion because the pump pulses are substantially depleted and the birefringence of the
AgGaS2 crystal causes spatial walkoff between the pump and the signal beams. Better
SFG conversion efficiency can be achieved by having a better balance between the pump
and the signal powers and a better spatial beam overlap between the pump and signal. By
aligning the OPO cavity to maximizz the SFG power rather than the OPO signal output,
higher conversion efficiency is obtained as shown in Fig. 2(b).
For intracavity SFG, the output coupler is replaced by a high reflector at 1.319 pm. Be-

cause AgGaS2 crystals absorb 589-nm radiation, we place a color filter (uncoated RG695
glass) in front of the AgGaS2 crystal to filter out the sum-frequency radiation in the
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Figure 3: Cavity-length detuning characteristics of intracavity SFG with the crystals arranged in (a) the SFG--OPO configuration and (b) the OPO-4SFG configuration.
SFG-iOPO configuration. The color filter is placed at Brewster angle, and the measured
transmissions for the signal and the pump beams are 100% and 70%, respectively. The
color filter also reflects 20% of tlit si~m-frequency radiation. To better compare the two
intracavity configtrations, we also place the color filter in front of the AgGaS 2 in the
OPO-+SFG comifiguration.
The results of the intracavity experiments are shown in Fig. 3. In both configurations,
the cavity is aligned for maximum SFG power. The conversion efficiency is calculated with
the incident pump power at the AgGaS2 crystal and at the KTP crystal for the SFG-•OPO
and the OPO-+SFG configurations, respectively. Overall conversion efficiencies of slightly
less than 5% are achieved in both configurations. In the OPO--SFG configuration, the
color filter, which was used only for the purpose of comparison, can be removed to increase
the incident pump power. With the incident pump power at 625 mW in the OPO-+SFG
configuration, we observe conversion efficiencies as high at 10%, which corresponds to a
SFG power of 62.5 mW at 589 nm.
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Summary
Complex transverse effects in nonlinear optics like spontaneous pattern
formation and nonlinear dynamic phenomena have attracted increasing research
activities during the recent years (11. Beside being of fundamental interest, the
understanding of these effects is important for many applications where optical
nonlinearities shall be used with any kind of optical feedback. Nonlinear dynamics
and pattern formation may inherently appear e.g. in devices like optically bistable
filters 12] or lasers (31 leading to complex spatial and temporal behaviour.
Pattern formation and self-organization is also discussed to be important in
future applications like optical pattern recognition [41, associative memory [S],
optical information storages [6] and adaptive optics [7].
In order to understand features of pattern formation processes in more
complex systems, one needs to deal with simpler systems first. Recently [8, 9),
a rather elementary arrangement, consisting of a thin Kerr-slice in front of a
single feedback mirror was shown to exhibit diffractive spatial instabilities and
spontaneous two-dimensional pattern formation using nematic liquid crystals as
nonlinear optical media (Fig.l). In the present contribution it is shown that the
predicted [10, 111 hexagons may only appear with plane input waves but are
generally not observed in experiments with laser beams of finite diameter. It is
shown that the observed patterns for axially symmetric input intensity profilos
using cylindrical transverse coordinates p and cp can be described analytically 1121
by superposition of Besselfunction spatial modes as
E=
- nm,(q, t) cos(-mp)lJl(qp)
m

for 0 9 p I w.

(1)

where W is the refractive index modultion, w. the input beam radius and Jm a
Besselfunction of first kind and Integer order m. Examples of observed patterns
compared with modes eqn. I are displayed in Fig. 2.
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lg.1: Scheme of the feedback-mirror experiment. The nonlinear liquid crystal
film (LC) is placed in front of a high reflectivity mirror and illuminated with a
linear polarized cw laser beam. The pattern formation is observed by imaging
the transverse near field distribution with a lens on a CCD camera or a screen.

l

11W/cmn2.

1 28 W/C112 1=20cm

17cm

Jo(qp)

1 30 W/cm2,

J3(cjp)co8(3)

=17cm

Jo(q()+JS(qp)cos(5p)

1=

9W/cm 2

1 2Icm

Jo((Ip) +J6 ((p)Cos((OP)

Rg.A Examples of patterns obtained with the feedback-arrangement and comparision with calculated Besselfunction modes, cf. eqn.l.
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For modes m> 0 the observed patterns exhibit symmetry breaking from the
If,
however, m =0, the patterns consist of concentric rings showing no symmetry
breaking at all. Furthermore, the observed patterns are discussed in terms of
phase transitions. Performing a nonlinear analysis of the generalized LandauGinzburg equation describing the system, it is shown that the Investigated
pattern formation can be described by second order phase transitions if m> 0
but is of first order for m = 0. Consequently, bistability and hysteresis can be
expected in the latter case, which has been experimentally verified using photothermal nonlinearities In these experiments for the first time.
Our experimental results and analytical description of the patterns will be
discussed and compared with numerical simulations (131 of an arbitrary Kerr-slice
in front of a feedback mirror considering gaussian input beams, and with more
specific simulations of a liquid crystal film in the investigated arrangement which
have been performed very recently [14],
02 space group of the Input Intensity profile Into reduced subgroups D..
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When accounting for the polarization of the electromagnetic field, light propagation in
isotropic Kerr materials is described by two incoherently coupled nonlinear Schrddinger
(NLS) equations [1]. It is known since the early study of Berkhoer and Zakharov that
incoherent coupling between two NLS equations leads to a&- extension of the frequency
domain of modulational instability (MI) to thi normal dispersion regime [1]. The physical
mechanism behind incoherent coupling is cross-phase modulation (XPM) which refers, in
this case, to each polarization component modulating the phase of the other. It was shown, in
the context of fiber optics, that MI with normal dispersion can also occur through XPM
between waves of different frequencies [2]. The author of this latter work foresaw the
fundamental importance of this phenomenon when he conjectured that a soliton must exist
that is associated with MI in the normal dispersion regime in the same way as the bright N4LS
soliton is associated with MI of the scalar NLS equation in anomalous dispersior. The aim of
our analysis is to confirm the existence and describe the features of this fundamental soliton.
In dimensionless units the evolution cf the circular polarization components of light
propagating in a normally dispersive Kerr medium is ruled by the incoherently coupled NLS
equations [1]
i E. - i}uF-t + IE±2 E± + a IFw:2 E± = 0

(1)

where E± are the counterrotating polarization components, z is the coordinate along the
propagation axis, t is the time in the Gallilean reference frame travelling at the group velocity
of the waves, and v is the XPM coefficient related to the nonlinear susceptibility teasor of the
material. From a standard linear stability analysis it was shown in ref.[ 1 that the linearly
polarized continuous wave (cw) solution of this equation, i.e., E, = E_ =
Eoexp[(l+6)ilE0 I 2z], is modulationally unstable. A more thorough analysis of the problem [31
indicates that modulational instability of this linearly polarized wave induces the growth of
periodic perturbations of opposite sign in the two cirular polarization components. As a
consequence, one may expect that, up to the nonlinear stage of the modulation, the envelopes
of the two circularly polarized fields exhibit two identical but 7 out-of-phase periodic
structures. Since this instability involves a change of the state of polarization of the field, it is
called polarization modulational instability (PMI).
In order to study the dynamics of the periodic solutions associated with PMI of eq.(l), we
introduce the truncated three-wave model of ref.[4]. This model is based on the Fourier mode
truncation of the n out-of-phase periodic structures of both field components:
E±(z,t) = Eo(z) ±42E1 (z) cos(fb)

(2)
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where l1 is the frequency of the temporal patterns. Introducing the powers Po, P1 and the
phases 0o and ý, of the pump and sideband waves through the relations Eo = (Po)"lexp(i¢o)
and El = (P1 I)I2exp(iol), the model reduces to a set of coupled ode's for the real variables
T1 = PI/P and
=o
- 0 , where P is the total power P = JEo12 + 1E112 . Simple algebra
shows that the variables arc in fact conjugated through the Hamiltonian
H(TI,O) = (0 2/p - o + 1) + (5y - 3)yl 2/4 - (o -l)(l-TI)Tlcos 2 O

(3)

A simple glance at the contour lines of H(t,o) allows us therefore to characterize the
dynamics of the periodic solutions of eq.(1). These contour lines are shown in fig. 1 in polar
coordinates (ri,o) for which the origin represent the linearly polariztd cw solution. PMI of
this solution corresponds naturally to the presence at the origin of a hyperbolic unstable fixed
point. The associated homoclinic orbit surrounds two stable elliptic fixed points which reveal
the existence of stationary periodic s.lutions to eq.(1). These stationary periodic solutions are
the equivalent of the so-called cnoidal waves of the scalar NLS equation.
In the case of the scalar NLS equation the link between modulational instability and the
bright soliton can be simply seen by verifying that the cnoidal waves tend to the sechenvyilope soliton as their period tends to infinity (see ref.[5] for a detailed analysis). Here, to
identify the soliton associated with PMI we have therefore to study the stationary periodic
solutions as their period tends to infinity, i.e., for Q -4 0. Such a study cannot be performed
by means of the Hamiltonian model which is only valid for frequencies close to the optimal
frequency of PMI. However, the information brought by this simplified model (namely the
stationary periodic solutions have the form E, = u(t)exp(iJoz), E. = v(t)exp(iJoz) where u(t)
and v(t) are two real identical but n out-of-phase periodic functions) allow us to calculate the
stationary periodic solutions numerically from the full dynamical model eq.(l) in a very easy
way. Fig.2 shows the envelopes u(t) and v(t) of these solutions for different values of the
frequency Ql. We see that as Q decreases, the envelopes acquire higher harmonics
corresponding to the appearance of domains of constant polarization separated by localized
structures in which the polarization of the field switches from one circular polarization to the
other. Fig.3 shows the envelopes obtained in the limit Q -4•0. We see that they take the form
of two symmetric semi-infinite kink waves. The localized structure they form appears then as
a solitary wave exactly as the sech-envelope soliton constitutes the limiting state of the cnoidal
waves of the scalar NLS equation. As a consequence, this new solitary wave must be seen as
being the soliton associated with polarization modulational instability. We have checked the
stability of the vector soliton by numerical simulation of the full dynamical model cq.(l). As
illustrated in fig.4 which shows the collision between a gray NLS soliton and the vector
soliton, we verified a robust soliton-like nature of this new fundamental nonlinear wave.
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obtained from numerical integration of eq.(l). (a) (1 =
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Fig.l: Phase portrait of the dynamics of the periodic
solutionsof eq.(l) as obtained from the truncated
Hamiltonian system. The homoclinic orbit reveals the
existence of stable elliptic points representing the
statkomny periodic solutions of eq.(l).
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Optical Kerr nonlinearity can give rise to interesting soliton phenomena. Spatially,
the combined effects of Kerr nonlinearity with diffraction produces spatial solitons. Temporally, the combined effects of Kerr nonlinearity with group velocity dispersion produces
temporfJ solitons. In homogeneous media with cubic instantaneous Kerr nonlinearity,
solitonj in more than two dimensi3ns are not stable. Recently it was found that there
exist stable 3D soliton solutions "- raded-index (GRIN) materials as long as the optical
power is less than a critical powerill. The graded-index seems to help stabilize the soliton sclution. This strongly suggests that stable four dimensional (3D space + 1D time)
solitons mav also exist in GRIN materials. In the present paper, by using a variational
approach, we hav. investigatcd the propagation of a 4D optical pulses through gradedindex: materials with Kerr nonlinearity. We find that stable 4D solitons can exist as long
ts the dispersion is negative &nd as long as the pulse energy is less than a critical energy.
A GRIN mn-atcrial is a mateiial with a parabolic refractive index.
n(x,v,z) = n0 (w)[1

-

G(w)(x2 + y2)]

(1)

The propagation of an optical pulse on thFc axis of a GRIN waveguide is described by
the following usually used paraxial wave equation in the time domain.
.a

u 2
02 u )D iAia•u
,9,U + Ou
. =,,,
02

2+

-

2U

1U

f(x + y2)u + KIul 2 u

(2)

Here u(x, y, z, t) is the pulse envelope in the time domain. If the carrier frequency of the
pulse is w•, &nd the propagation constant in the center of the GRIN material is k(w)
no(w)w/c, then the coefficients in eq.(2) are given by a, = 1/[2 k(w0 )], D = k"(w.),
S= k(w 0 )G(w0 )/2 and K
k
2*= Here n2 is the nonlinear coefficient of the refractive
index.
By using the standard variational approach based on the Ritz optimization procedure[21
and by assuming that the pulse can be well described by the following solution ansatz:

pU(

7xj

Y

u(x,y,z,t) = A(z)exp[jO(z)]F[-j]F[-;-]F[w-t
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p(z)2
2

exp~z)-(- +y
+

2 +Pt(Z)t2j
±+j
2

tt

(3)

we obtain the following evolution equations for the four pulse parameters.

dw = -2a.p,

(4)

dz
dp =2aole - Cl-KE,
+2 P +c2
_ io
dz =C

dpt

_D

-dwt = Dpw
dz
1

t(5)
(6)

KEo
W

9

Here the two coefficients ci and c2 are two constants that depend on the pulseshape
function F. For a gaussian pulseshape [F(x) = exp(-x 2 /2)], cl = I and c2 = 1/(4vf2).
Eo -" A 2 w 2w is a measure of the pulse energy. Its relation to the real pulse energy also
depends on the pulseshape function F. For the same gaussian pulseshape, the real pulse,
energy Ep is given by Ep = w3/ 2E 0 .
We find that eqs.(4-7) have stationary soliton solutions as long as the dispersion
parameter D is negative and E. is not too large.

0<Eo _<4c8)Ia.312
4/2

The stationary beam width and pulse duration are plotted in Figure I and 2 in norimelized units. The normalization units we use are: (1) spatial width:.
(cwa=/iC) 1 /E (2)
2
pule duration:w = [ci IDI2/(4a.0o)]/ 4 (3) energy: E. = •(/ID5a1
I(84VIK2).
After performing the stability analysis, we find that one branch of the solution is stable
while the other one is unstable. This has been labeled in Figure I and 2, too.
As a numerical example, for a typical GRIN lens (W-2.0 from NSG America In4.), at
the 620 nm wavelength, Go = 9.3 x 104 m- 2 , P = 7.5 x 1011 m- 3 , aD
0 -. 3.i x 10- m. If
2
n2 = 3.2 x 10-20 m /W, then K = 3.2 x 10-13 m/W. These are the typical magnitudes of
Lhe parameters for commercially available GRIN materials. However, at this wavelength
the dispersion of this material is positive with D = 1.4 x 10-5 Rec2im. 3ince there
is no (bright) soliton solution when the dispersion is positive, it way seem that one

needs to try other materials or other wavelengths. Fortanately the sitnation is not so
bad. It has been shown recently by one of the authors (J. Wang) und his students
that by off-axially propagating the optical pulse in a helix trajectory, the net dispersion
can be made negativel 31 . Negative dispersion up to hundreds of square femtoseconds
can be generated by a 1 cm long commercial GRIN materials. They also proposed to
generate optical solitons at a wide range of wavelengths by taking &vivantage of this
phenomenon14 1. We have generalized our variational approach to treat off-axial vulse
.propagationproblems5 lI. We find that if the pulse propagates in a helix trajectoiy with
the offset distance remaining constant and if the beamwidth is much smaller than the
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offset distance, then eqs.(4-71 are still correct except that the dispersion parameter D
has a new value. I" we assume D
x- 10-sec2 /m axd the pulseshtpe is gaussian,
×
for 4-D sohtons to cJst, E, has to be less them 8.7 nJ. That is, the pulse energy
EP = 7r3/ 2 E. has to be less than 43n.J. If we choose E, = 1 nJ, then the soliton beam
width is w = 14 pi and the soliton duration is wt = 180 fts. Proui the numbers given
abcve, it can be seeu that there should be no big difficulty in generating such solitons
in today's laser labs. We believe this may be the simplest method to generate solitons
at a -wide range of wavelengths.
In our variational formulation, the biggest approximation is the solution ansatz
cq.(3). In eq.(3), the b,,amwidth is assumed to be the same across the whole pulse.
We think this is a good assumption for solitons if they exist. Intuitively, for solitons the
self focusing, diffraction, selfphwe modulation and dispersion effects should be in belance to produce a nice pulse and thus the solution ansatz eq.(3) should be good enough.
To make further investigation, we are currently using a more general solution ansatz to
study the same probilam. The results will be presented in the conference, too.
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1. Introduction
Potassium niobate (KNbO 3) is an attractive choice as a photorefractive material for
dynamic holography because of its iarge electroopuic coefficient and high photosensitivity. The
physical mechanism behind hologram storage and retrieval has been recently extensively studied
[1,21.
In this paper we describe a new nonlinear phenomenon observed during scattering of a
single Ar laser beam in a photorefractive KNbO,:Fe crsytal. A vertically polarized laser beam
(see Fig. 1) initially scatters in a cone angle V-2 degrees behind the crystal, and later reananges
in a hexagonal spot array: the transmitted beam is surrounded by six spots lying on the scattering
cone. These six spots may rotate about the center, and the rotation speed and the intzasity ratio
of the peripheral spots to the central spot are dependent on the intensity and diameter of the
incident beam.
This remarkable self-organization of the scattering cone into a hexagonal spot array may
be explained by a holographic intermode scattering [3] which develops in two stages. In the first
stage, scattered light is rearranged into a cone due to intermode scattering, forming the first
generation of gratings. At the second stage, waves scattered in the cone write new holographic
gratings (second generation gratings), and those amongst them twat have holographic grating
vectors equal to the strongest gratings from the first generation gartings are enhanxed. This
holographic self-organization model explains the appearance of hexagonal spof szractuxe around
the transmitted beam.
2. Experimental Results
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. An Ar laser (?ý=514 nm) with vvi'Mal
polarization and with initial beam diameter of lmm is reduced to a beam diameter of 0.5 mmuusing a confocal L,-L 2 lens combination, and illuminates a KNbO3 :Fe crystal of dimensions
5x5x5 mm 3 . When the laser beam is exactly normal to the incident surface, th. aiu-field p•atrn
comprises a strong central spot with a peripheral ring (which appears instantaneously), which
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thereafter, evolves into six symmetrically spaced spots on the ring, as shown in Fig.2. The angle
of divergence of the peripheral cone is approximately 2 degrees. The time taken to form the
spots is in the order of a few seconds for an incident power of 7.5 mW. Both the central spot
as well as the peripheral spots are predominantly vertically polarized. The intensity ratio of each
peripheral spot to the central spot is about 7%. If the incident angle is slightly off-normal (= 0.5
degrees), the six soots are observed to have unequal intensities, and the entire pattern rotates.
The rotation speed depends on the incident beam intensity: for instance, it is 55 degrees per
minute when the incident power is 7.5 mW.
When the illuminating beam diameter is changed to 1 mm, the intensity ratio of each
perpheral spot to the central spot is reduced to about 1%. With an incident power of 7.5 mW,
the rotation speed decreases to 4.5 degrees per minute. With increased power (viz. 15 mW), the
rotation speed increase to i I degrees per minute.
3. Discussion
This unusual phenomenon of self-organization of the scattered light in a hexagonal spot
pattern may be explained by competitive supporting interactions between two generations of
photorefractive gratings. The small angle of cone scattering ( approximately 2 degrees) may be
due to the confinement of scattering near me optical axis and the optical ray axis. For principal
values of refractive indices in KNbO3 at 0.514 microns [4] n,=2.3337, ny=2.3951 and n,=2.2121,
we obtain in the z-y plane, the angle of the optical axis (w.r.t. z-axis) is 33.8 degrees, and for
the ray axis, the angle is 35.96 degrees [5], which implies an angle difference of 2.2 degrees.
This value is close to the observed scattering cone angle, and gives us good hints to detailed
calculations of observed phenomenon, which is now in progress.
The authors acknowledge the assistance of Prof. Don Gregory for providing the crystal
and helpful discussions. This work was partially supported by a grant from the U.S. Air Force.
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Fig. I Experimental setup.

J

Fig, 2 Far-field pattern showing central spot and hexagonal spot array.
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A ring-cavity system, filled with an isotropic nonlinear medium and driven by a linearly
polarized coherent input field, has been the subject of intense study over the last decade.
This system can show a number of non-equilibrium phase transitions, including optical
bistability (OB) [1], and transverse pattern formation [2-5]. In particular, a mean field OB
model [4] was found to give rise to hexagonal patterns, at least for a self-focusing medium.
This mean-field model was shown to represent a special case of a more general infinite
dimensional map describing transverse coherent structures in optical bistability [3]. A selfdefocusing medium has not been studied in great detail for the reason that the parameter
regime in which transverse pattern formation occurs coincides with the bistable regime: The
instability responsible for pattern formation then simply serves to drive the system from the
unstable lower branch to the stable upper branch. This conclusion, however, is based on the
assumption that the internal field in the nonlinear ring-cavity preserves its polarization 9tate
as that of the input field. Here we extend the mean field model to include polarization effects.
This extension leads to a polarization instability which can occur without accompanying OB
for a defocusing medium. We find that there are in fact two pattern forming modes, one of
which preserxes the state of polarization of the field (symmetric mode) while the other does
not (asymmetric mode). The symmetric mode, which dominates in a self-focusing medium,
gives rise to hexagonal patterns while the asymmetric mode, which prohibits the formation
of transcritical hexagons, may be isolated in a self-defocusing medium. In this case we find
that rolls dominate close to the instability threshold, while further from equilibrium we
observe a variety of structures including disclinations, dislocations and roman-arches.
Our basic model consists of a nonlinear ring-cavity which is filled with an isotropic
nonlinear Kerr medium and driven by a linearly polarized input field. We may generalize
the mean-field model [2] by allowing for the vector nature of the field, in which case the
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evolution equation for the electric field becomes
=

-(1 + ii7O)E + Ex + iaV E + i'q(A(E.E*)E + 2(E.E)E')

where E = col(4., 4) is the (scaled) vector electric field envelope, El is the input field,
17= +1(-1) indicates self-focusing (self-defocusing), 0 is the cavity detuning parameter, V'
is the transverse Laplacian and 'a' measures tbe relative strength of transverse diffraction.
The scaling employed is identical to those in references [2,4]. Note that A + B/2 = 1 and
for the Kerr effect in liquids A = 1/4, B = 3/2 while A = 1, B = 0 for an electrostrictive
nonlinearity. The mean field model [2] is recovered in the limit of a linearly polarized field,
e.g. E = xE, for arbitrary A and B. Their work, however, gives no indication of whether
these linearly polarized solutions are stable.
These equations admit both symmetric and asymmetric stationary plane-wave solutions.
The symmetric solutions give rise to vector fields with the same linear polarization state as
the input field. This corresponds to the scalar case previously discussed in references [2,4].
Asymmetric solutions were previously discussed [6] in the context of OB in a symmetrically
pumped ring resonator. In that case the symmetry was with respect to the propagation
direction around the ring cavity, whereas here the asymmetry is with respect to the two
circular polarizations.
Linear stability analysis of the symmetric stationary plane-wave solutions reveals two
distinct forms of instability - symmetric and asymmetric instability. In the former case, the
pertu'bations to the plane-wave solutions are in phase, so the field remains linearly polarized
even though the underlying (symmetric) solution is unstable. The symmetry between the
two circular polarization states is therefore preserved, and the vector field maintains the same
linear polarization as the input field. This case is identical to that previously described in
references [2,4], that is, the scalar case.
In the latter case, i.e., that of asymmetric instability, the perturbations are Tr out of
phase. This is a polarization instability which produces a symmetry breaking between
the two circular polarizations, and causes the vector field to evolve away from the linear
polarization state of the input field.
We will report on the consequences of the existence of these two distinct pattern forming modes. Why distinct? Hexagonal patterns are generically preferred in the absence of
further symmetries [7], such as an inversion symmetry. The symmetric instability gives rise
to a mode which does not have this symmetry and we therefore expect, in general, that
(transcritical) hexagon will dominate. This was confirmed in the scalar case [4,5], where the
instability is to the symmetric mode.
The asymmetric instability, on the other hand, yields a mode which possesses the inversion symmetry. In general we do not expect hexagons in this case and we have begun to
consider which planforms are permissible. If we operate close to the bifurcation point then
we can completely isolate the asymmetric mode in a self-defocusing medium when 0 < 2. We
have run numerical simulations on our model equations on a periodic domain for a variety
of parameter values, and in Figure 1 we show the results for B=2 (A=0), 9 = 1. Figure
1(a) shows the stationary solution that prevails at 50 % above threshold, and it exhibits
several interesting features. The underlying structure consists of rolls, and we see several
dislocations, a disclination at the top and a roman arch. The next five images depict the
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temporal evolution of Figure 1(a) when we decrease the pliuIfl to 10 (A above threshold.
The disclination and theý romian ircli are un-t.atlle and the fitial sta~te, once the remaining
dislocations glide across rolls and annihlil:W, k9 a set of straight parallel rolls,.

(a)

(d)

(b(C)

(e)

f
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Recent experiments [1] have established that exotic transverse patterns such as defects, squares
etc, can emerge across the aperture of a large Fresnel number laser. A key theoretical observation, for example, is that the Maxwell-Bloch equations describing wide aperture homogeneously
[2], inhomogeneously broadened lasers or, the many-body Maxwell-Semiconductor Bloch equations
describing a broad area semiconductor laser, are isomorphic to a certain class of universal order
parameter equations describing patterns in general. The latter equations are universal in the sense
that they describe patterns (convection rolls, squares, hexagons etc), and their defects in diverse
physical systems such as fluids, liquid crystals, magnetisation phenomena near a critical point (for
example a Lifshitz point). The basic mathematical form of the order parameter equations remains
fixed with the physics of the relevant process contained in their coefficients. Quantitative information on the scaling laws determining characteristic space and time scales are reflected in how
the physical parameters are combined in these coefficients. Such scaling behavior is by no means
eviderit in the original physical model equations.
Of what relevance are such equations to laser physics? First of all, they remove a spurious nonphysical instability associated with standard adiabatic elimination of the polarization variable in the
Maxwell-Bloch equations when diffraction is added [3]. These instabilities mimic grid oscillations
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and are often mistakenly identified with unstable numerical schemes. Secondly, the analysis of such
equations tells us which transverse patterns (modes) are selected near threshold and whether those
are stable to further sideband instabilities Thirdly the stability of a particular pattern (shape of a
mode in the transverse dimension) can be inferred analytically from the study of a phase evolution
equation associated to that particular pattern. The combination of original physical model, order
parameter equation and phase equation provides a unique self-consistency check of the theory.
The Maxwell-Bloch laser equations for a transversely extended single longitudinal mode laser
are given by:
et +

iaV 2 e = -e

pt

(1+tfl)p
=(r -n)e(1
1
bn = (e* + p*e)

nf

+
+

+-p

where time is scaled to the polarizationdephasing rate 7y1, a = A-,b - • and 11 = (W1 2 -W)/Y 1 .
Complex ordei parameter equations for class C lasers (7
- r .) where 72 is the inversion
".•
class of systems and have been
to
the
Lorenz-like
damping
rate,
belong
decay rate and K the cavity
studied in some detail [4,5]. Near-field transverse traveling wave solutions, which are the only known
exact finite amplitude solutions to the Maxwell-Blcch equations given below, tend to be robust in
large ranges of physical parameter space. When the detuning of the laser from tha gain peak is finite
and negative (fQ< 0) the near threshold pattern dynamics is described by the Complex GilizburgLandau order parameter equation [4]. The transversely homogeneous state of the laser tends to
be stable but defects (complex zeroes of the field) can arise from noisy initial conditions and these
tend to persist and show complex spatio-temporal behavior. For positive detuning (fl > 0), two
coupled order parameter equations, called Complex Newell-Whitehead-Segel (CNWS). appear as
the natural description of near-threshold patterns representing counterpropagating traveling waves
in the transverse x-y plane [5]. The presence of one traveling wave tends to depress the other
traveling in the opposite direction and the far-field output of the laser tends to appeat as a single
off-axis lobe.
We will discuss a novel out-of-phase (by !) oscillating standing wave pattern which appears
as a stable output of the laser near threshold. This pattern when time-averaged (to allow for an
integrating detector) appears as a stationary square lattice bearing a remarkable similarity to the
recent experimental observations in a high Fresnei number C0 2 laser. We also predict the existence
of complex spatio-temporal pattern evolutions which, when time integrated, appear stationary and
rather regular. The geometry of the external pump can profoundly influence the nature and relative
disposition of near-field patterns. Figure 1 shows a sequence of frames of the near-field intensities
of square and circular geometry wide aperture two-level laser. Each of these pictures are stationary
in intensity but show dynamic traveling wave and spiral-like patterns in the real and imaginary
parts of the complex field. The boundary conditions in the square pictures are periodic and in the
circular pictures the region outside the pattern is absorbing. With reflecting boundary conditions,
one can observe complex spatiotemporal dynamics in the near-field intensity but the time averaged
dynamics appear stationary.
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We will show that near the peak of the gain curve, the pattern dynamics is described by a
Complex Swift-Hohenberg equation (CSH). The real order paaiameter version of this equation was
originally derived in the context of hydrodynamic fluctuations at a convective instability and is also
relevant to the study of a phase transition near a "Lifshitz point" for example, in alloys. Using
singular perturbation methods and multiple scales (time and space) analysis we obtain the following
CSH equation for a two-level laser:

= (r-1)I(a + 1)-O
at

(1 + a)2

(fl + aV 2 )2 t + iaV2

- b12
b

(2)

where 0 is the complex order parameter. We will also demouRtrate that for a Class B laser,
the single order parameter equation description is invalid. We obtain instead a generalized rate
equation description which captures the correct physics and consequently does not suffer from the
spurious instability mentioned above.

Figure 1 (a) Square like lattice observed in the near-field intensity of a wide aperture laser. (b)
Zippper states, (c) annular standing wave in a dylindrically pumped laser and (d) annular emission
in the same geometry as (c).
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Numerical simulations of composite grating dynamics
in photorefractive crystal
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(619)534-2413
Photorefractive crystals have promising applications in storage for parallel information
processing due to their large storage capacity, fast access time and read / write / erase capabilities.
The dynamics of a composite grating' which consists of an original grating and a newly
superimposed grating with arbitrary relative phase shift has been investigated for reconfigurable
optical interconnection 2, updating
interconnection weights in neural networks 3 and fast update in
photorefractive memories. 4 However, previous research 5 neglects beam coupLng effects such a.&
nonuniform distribution of the space charge field along the crystal depth and fringe bending
phenomena. In this summarl of presentation, the effects of beam coupling on the dynamics of a
composite grating is investigated by numerical simulations.
The dynamics of a composite grating is derived by solving a combination of coupled wave
equations and photorefractive material equations. 6' 7 The behavior of the beam coupling can be
described by the following coupled wave equations,

a'
3zS2

X2
r Eis*S,

1

where S, and S2 are complex amplitudes of the two writing beams, r is the coupling coefficient,
E. is the complex amplitude of the space charge field, z denotes the coordinate in the directien of
photorefractive crystal thickness. Assuming first order perturbation, the dynamics of a space
charge field E. is obtained from material equations and is given by
0 Esc +A Esc

B S1 S 2 ,

(2)

1E

OrN E,

where T0 is the sum of the two writing beam intensities, Eq is the limiting space charge field, tN =
t / t is the time normalized with respect to the dielectric relaxation time -:, and A and B are
constants determined by. materials as well as recording conditions.
Eqs. (1) and (2) are numerically solved using the following assumptions: photorefractive
crystal is SBN, the grating period is 1 urm, two writing beams have extraordinary polarization.
Material parameters are taken from the literatures. 9' 10 Two different cases are considered: crystal
thickness is 3 mi with no external electric field, and 1 mm with dc external electric field of 8 kV/
cm applied along the crystal optic axis. The first case (with no elctcric fitld) includes only the
effect of the nonuniform distribution of the space charge field due to beam coupling, and the
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selective erasure is realized by applying the phase shift of 1800. The second case (with electric
field) includes both nonuniform distribution of the space charge field and the fringe bending
effect. Figs. I(a) and I(b) show the time evolution of the diffraction efficiency of the composite
grating for recording with and wIthout electric field. First, the original grating was recorded for a

certain period of time, then various relative phase shifts were introduced in one of the two writing
beams at tN 2.0 for Fig. l(a) and tN - 0.5 for Fig. l(b). Phase shift Wwas determined so that the
diffraction efficiency reaches the minimum value during the erasure process: W - 1800 for the
case with no electric field and iV- 285° for the case with the dc electric field of 8 kV/cm. Both
cases show reasonably large decrease in diffraction efficiency. Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show the
normalized amplitude of the space charge field IEsj / Eq as a function of crystal depth z at various
times after the phase shift was introduced. Fig. 2(a) shows that the original grating in the deeper
region of the crystal is erased faster by the superimposed one than that in the shallower region
because the initial space charge field distribution is nonuniform due to beam coupling. Fig. 2(b)

shows that the original grating is completely erased only at the center of the crystal. Since the
fringe bending results in dramatic phase change between the interference pattern and the space
charge field, simply applying a constant phase shift does not lead to the effective erasure of the
original grating over the entire crystal thickness. Both Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) indicate that there.
remains residual grating when the overall grating diffraction efficiency reaches zero. This
contradiction between the zero diffraction efficiency and the residual grating is clearly explained
in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show the integrated diffraction efficiency as a function
of crystal depth z at various times. Since the phase of the composite grating varies depending on
the crystal depth z, the diffracted beams from the shallower region and the deeper region of the
crystal destructively interfere and result in smaller integrated diffraction efficiency at the output

surface of the crystal.
The dynamics of the composite grating is investigated using numerical calculations
including the effects of beam coupling. Both nonuniform distribution of the space charge field
and the fringe bending result in the residual grating after the erasure process. Simple analytical
solutions which neglect beam coupling effects will be compared with the simulation results in
terms of memory applications at the presentation.
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Figure 1. Tune evolution of the diffraction efficiency of the composite grating with (a) no electric
field and (b) dc electric field of 8 kV/cm along the optic axis.
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Controlling Unstable Periodic Orbits in a Nonlinear Optical System: the Ikeda Map
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SUMMARY
With the publication of the seminal paper by Ott,
Grebogi and Yorke (OGY) [1] the concept of control.
ling chaos has become part of the lexicon of physicists
and engineers dealing with chaotic nonlinear dynamical
systems. The authors showed that by using small, judiciously applied perturbations the unstable periodic orbits, which are dense in a chaotic attractor, could be
stabilized. The strength of their approach lies in the abseuns of the necessity for any a priori analytical model
of the chaotic system in order to affect the control. The
information required to construct the controlling perturbations can be extracted from experimental time series
obtained from the unperturbed system. Since the publication of [1', the OGY controlling algorithm, and numerous variations upon its central concepts, have been
implemented numerically and experimentally in a host
of nov•linear dynamical systems ranging from lasers and
electronic circuits to chemical and biological systems. For
excellent review articles see [2] and the references therein.
In this paper we wish to discuss the application of
the OGY scheme and some of its variants to the IkedaHammel-Jones-Maloney map given by [3)
Zn+ =po+Rzne
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where po is the dimensionless input amplitude, T = 1- R
is the input and output mirror intenstiy transmission
function, 0 is the laser empty-cavity detuning, a0 L is
the linear absorption per pass, and zn is the dimensionless intracavity complex field amplitude. The map is area

2.0

Xn

(1)

The Ikeda map can be envisioned as arising from a string
of light pulses of intracavity amplitude E. impinging on
"apartially transmittig mirror M, of a ring cavity with
"anonlinear dispersive medium, as depicted in Fig. 1.
Here we assume the time inte-rval between the pulses is
adjusted to the round-trip travel time in the ring cavity,
This form of the map assumes that saturable absorption
has been ignored and that the dimensionless detuning of
the laser two-level-atom A > I [A = (w-w. 6 )/7j], but
not so large that we are in the Kerr limit. In addition,
the usual assumption has been made that the response of
the nonlinear medium in the cavity is much faster than
the cavity round trip time. The various parameters of
the Ikeda map are defined as follows:

Pc

contracting, i.e. detJ = R2 = At.A2 < 1, where A, and
A2 are the the eigenvalues of the Jacobian J of the map.
The Ikeda map demonstrates a richness of nonlinear
phenomena such as bistability, hysteresis, period doubling bifurcations and chaos. Recently, van der Mark et
al. [4] have conducted experiments using a single-mode
glass fiber as the nonlinear dispersive medium and 10 ps
laser pulses in a ring cavity to investigate the influence
of group velocity dispersion and pulse shape in the map.
M_

1: (a) Ikeda map viewed as a sequence of pulses entering a
ring cavity with a nonlinear dispersive medium through a partially
traimitting mirror MI; (b) the chaotic attractor for the IkedA.map
Eq. (1), (zn
z+
+ iVn) with parameter values P0 - 1.25, R = 0.9,

0 = 0 and r 7.0.
For the parameter values p0 = 1.25, R = 0.9,
= 0
and a = 7.0 the Ikeda map is chaotic. We wish to apply
the OGY algorithm to control the unstable periodic orbit
buried inside the attractor. Before we begin, we first
recall the derivation of the OGY formula for a general
chaotic nonlinear dynamical system.
Let ý,, be a vector of the phase space variables of some
dynamical system at the crossing of some surface of section through which the trajectories pass. There exits a
Poincare map F, depending on some control parameter
p, which relates the values of successive iterative crossings via 4.+1 = F(C,,,p). In their original paper, Ott,
Grebogi and Yorke [1] derived a formula for the perturbations necessary to control the unstable periodic orbits
A.
6

p.

=

f

(Gn - 4F(Po))
(2)

Au - 1
fu .
Here, Au is the eigenvalue of the unstable contravariant
eigenvector f, of the local mapping D4F(4•, p), eval72
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uated at the fixed point 4F, of F, and g = DPF(tF,P0)
the shitt of the fixed point due to a change in the control
parameter. The OGY formula is derived by requiring
that upon applicaion of the perturbation, the next iterate of the mapping falls on the stable manifold of the fixed
point. If this is the case. then successive iterates of the
mapping will be attracted to the fixed point, and a period
one orbit will have been extracted from the chaotic attractor. Equation (1) is derived for a local mapping with
one unstable eigenvalue (IAI > 1), which is applicable to
the Ikeda map.
For the parameter values used, the Ikeda map has an
unstable fixed point at (ZF, YF) = (0.6723,0.4132). To
measure g, the change in the fixed point as we vary the
dimensionless input po, we could observe the Ikeda map
at an input value of po + 6 p, measure the new fixed point
and approximateg % f[xaF(P04*P)-zF(pO)]/6 p, [YF(Po+
bp) - YF(pc)]1/p}. A strict application of the OGY formula would imply a measurement of the real and imaginary parts of the electric field amplitude z, which constitutes the 2 dimensional phase space. Figure 2 shows
a numerical implimentation of Eq. (2) where the control
is turned on at some arbitrary iterate it = 0 after the
system has been running for some time such that all subsequent points are on the attractor.

more accessible experimental variable is the intensity
I, = H(z,.) =_ I.12 = x2 + y'. However, thie intensity poses a problem for the OGY formula since Eq. (1)
has assumed that 4, is the si ate of the system defined
by the full set of phase space variables, for which single
scalar time series I,, is clearly not. Dressier and Nitsche
[6] addressed this problem by considering the modification of the OGY formula when a delay coordinate vector X(t) = {x(l), x(t - r) . , x(t - (M - 1)r)}, constructed from a single scalar time series x(t), is used
to reconstruct the attractor. The mapping from the
full set of phase space variables to the delay coordinates introdices a dependence of the Poincard map F
on p,,_1 in addition to the normal dependence on Pn.
For the case of the Ikeda map we can consider a vector
- {I= ,
.uI....-(M-)}, where I,, is the value
of the intensity at the nth peak (i(t) = 0, i(t) < 0).
In this case we do not have a delay coordinate embedding, but the mapping H induces a similar additional
dependence of F on bp,_, i.e. 4n+t = F(•,, p,_-1,pn).
Therefore, a perturbation formula can be derived in exact analogy with that of Dressier and Nitsche by requiring
that f, • 6,+2 = 0 and 6 p,+i = 0 yielding [6]
6kp, = -A.

f

u -

.64'-

A

1.0

(3)
,f ,U + f •Vp- •,i
+
with u = DPAF and v = DPn_1 F evaluated at the fixed
point 4F(Po) and pn = Pn-1 = Po. Equation (3) is in fact

0.0
S-I

the controlling perturbation formula for the simplest case
2.0 -

-of

projecting down from a general N-dimensional phne
vector (here N = 2) to a single scalar varl..
able. This projection produces a dependence of bpn on
the history of the N - 1 previous values of the perturbations [7]. Figure 3 shows the stabilization of the intensity
unstable periodic orbit at the fixed point 'F
F+ F'.
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the stabilization of the unstable period 1 orbit of the Ikeda map
1

located at (X'P, yF) = (0.6723,0.4132).

The Ikeda map is an example of a nonlinear
differential-delay dynamical system for which a map can
be derived. Recently Gavrielides et al. [5] have demonstrated that by using the OGY algorithm, unstable orbits of !ip to perio)d -ight can be controlled in the LangKobayashi system. This system is described by a set
of three nonlinear differential-delay equations describing
chaos in a semiconductor laser subject to a small amount
of optical feedback from an external mirror,
In an actual experiment, the detection of the real and
imaginary parts of the electric field is not practical. A
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Fig. 3: Stabilization of the Ikeda map from measurements of
the intensitypeaks I,, via Eq. (3). Here 64,. = (I•n-
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wher IF = XF + O=
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F
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d
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Notice that the above OGY perturbation fo
formulas
use
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do]

data 64, measured at the nth peak to control the n + I
peak. Depending upon the apparatus used in an experiment, one may be concerned about the time involved ii.
the process of detecting the peak of the intensity, caiculating the controlling perturbation and then imolementing it. For example, in the experiment by van der Mark
et al. [4], the cavity round-trip time was 48ns. To tackle
such situations, Alsing ei al. [8] have developed an 3GYbased controlling scheme which utilizes data measured at
the n - k peak to control the n + I peak. They call this
method prior iterate control (PIC). The PlC formula corresponding to the Dressier and Nitsche formula Eq. (3)
is
r
6
p

=

-A

-

+

As a final implemrentation of an OGY-based controlling algorithm we note that Al~ing et aI. [9] have demonstrated numerically that a feed-forward backpropngating
neural network can be trained to control unstable periodic orbits for a variety zontrolling perturbation formulas. It has been shown by a number of authors [10] that
neural networks %an be useful in extractihg chaotic attractors from noisy data. The thrust of [9] was to sbow
that the neural network need only be trained about the
fixed point of tiie attractor and thL necessary itiformatior
could be extracted soley from experimental data obtained
from the unperturbed system.
When training is performed with the above OGYbased formulas in which 6p, depends on 6b v. Ithe neural network is implicitly learninig the chaotic map locally
about the fixed point. Even though the neural network

/

A
A,\

Auf
•u+

f

A•V
. u + U'V

-f.
V

-4n,1

+ 6()ý)+
]
j

is trained on the unperturbed system, in which case the
fixed point is at .•F(PO), At is still able to control the
unstable periodic orbit in the presence of a iterate dependent fixed point 4F(pn) where p, = p0 + bp,,. This is
a manifestation of the robustness exhibited by the OGY
algorithm in its tolerance of small amounts of noise in
the controlling perturbation.
P.M.A & V.K. thank the NRC for support of this work.

(4)

where the superscript (1) on 6p's denote the use of data
measured one iterate back to affect the control. An application of Eq. (4) to the Ikeda map yields a plot of In
versus n similar to Fig 3. For one iterate back, the transient time preceeding the time to control is essentially
the same as for Eq. (3).
Note that the first two terms of Eq. (4) are just the
negative of the Dressier Nistache formula Eq. (3) with
the change of indices from n - n - 1. When 6p, = 0,
the terms inside the square brackets simply reproduce
the Dressier Nitsche formula one iterate back. Therefore, instead of using the data {64n, 6p•n- 1 } to control the
nth peak, the PIC formula Eq. (4) jses the information
{6n-,1,6Pn-,,-Pn-1), one iterate back, to accomplish
the same task. The extra factor of A, out front has the
implication that the control region for the PIC formula
is IAI times smaller than the corresponding region when
Eq. (3) is used. This point is discussed more fully, in [8]_
The general form of PIC perturbation formula using
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SPONTANEOUS PATTERN FORMATION IN AN ABSORPTIVE SYSTEM
W. J. Firth and A. J. Scroggie
Department of Physics and Applied Physics
John Anderson Building
107 Rottenrow
Glasgow, G4 ONG, UK
Telephone No. (UK) 41 552 4400
We present analytical and numerical results indicating pattern formation in a purely
absorptive medium, namely a resonantly-excited two-level system in a ring cavity. Pattern
formation occurs when the cavity is mistuned such that the optical wavelength exceeds that
of the nearby cavity mode. But then off-axis or "tilted" waves can exactly fit the cavity, and
tlhis determines the dominant transverse wave vector of the pattern. This is a geometrical,
linear, and very general mechanism found also in lasers [1] and recently in OPO's [2].
We use the mean-field ring cavity model described by the Maxwell-Bloch equations [3-5].
In terms of deviations from the steady state values:
x=x.(l+A); p=p.(1+P); f=f.(l+F)
the Maxwell-Bloch equations are exactly equivalent to:

A=

K

[-A( + i0)
L1

P
F

2C(1 - iA)P
+ A 2 +I +

+ iaV2A

(1)

(2)

-=y(1
+ iA)[A + F - P + AF]

(3)

7111IRe(P*+ -A+i-Z PA\A}
F[F+

4
(4)

where I = [x j2, and the other symbols have their usual meanings [4]. There is a patternforming instability with K = K. where
2+aI
=O;

0<0

(5)
This is precisely the condition under which the tilt of the perturbation wave cancels the
cavity mistuning, For A 5 0, the medium contribute to the cavity tuning and complicates
the interpretation of KC,.
We have performed perturbative nonlinear analysis of (2, 3, 4), and obtain amplitude
equations with a diffusive spatial coupling. The system is well-behaved around A = 0 for
finite, negative 0. A quadratic coupling characteristic of hexagon formation is found [6].
Unusually for an optical system, it may be of either sign, or indeed zero, implying that both
positive and negative hexagons, and also rolls, should exist as stable patterns for appropriate
parameter values.
We have developed numerical codes to simulate the system on a square grid with periodic
boundary conditions. We concentrate on the case A = 0 and 0 = -1. Selecting a value of
C greater than 4 and increasing I across the instability region, we observe a transition in
the stable pattern which forms from noise: "hexagonal spot patterns" (H+) for I < 3; rolls
for I = 3: "honeycomb (H-) for I > 3 (see Figure 1). Near basin boundaries, domains of
different patv--rns typically form from noise, then one pattern invades the other, eventually
winning (see Figure 2).
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Results for the case A . 0 are broadly similar to those described for A 0, and relevant
analysis and simulations will be presented. Extension of these models to describe real alkali vapours [7], by inclusion of polarisation and optical pum)ping dynamics, will be described.
This work is supported by the EC via ESPRIT grant 7118 (TONICS). A.J.S. acknowledges support from an SERC Studentship.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Example of the change in the stable pattern observed as I is varied at a fixed value
of C(= 4.4). (a) H+ for 1 2.9 (b) rolls for I = 3.3 (c) H- for 1 4.5. A = 0, 0 = -1.

)(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Time sequence showing roll-H- competition with rolls winning. The figures show
the real part of the field at (a) t=240, (b) t=400, (c) t=560 cavity lifetimes. A = 0,0 = -1,
I = 5.5, C = 5. The defects in the roll pattern persist with no perceptible change until the
end of the simulation (t=3600 cavity lifetimes).
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MP10
TIME-RESOLVED DFWM SPECTROSCOPY OF FULLERENE IN TOLUENE AND GLASS
Huimin Liu and Weiyi Jia
Department of Physics, University of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez,
PR 00681, U.S.A. Tel: (809)-265-3844
Recently, the interest in the nonlinear optical properties of Coo and C7. have
resulted in a great number of experiments[l -31. These experiments focus on tne third
order susceptibility of these material using a variety of techniques.
In these
experiments, emphasis was placed on the determination of the third order nonlinear
susceptibility x'l), The large variations in the measurements have caused a number
of discussions[2,31. In order to to understand the reason causing the discrepancies
in numerical determination of X(1) we use time-resolved DFWM spectroscopy iu show
that three signal components appeared with time evolution, which obscured the
intrinsic signal associated with the measurement of x(l). Furthermore, attempt to add
fullerene into a laser glass host was made. To compare the DFWM spectroscopy of
fullerene in toluene with that of fullerene in glass shows that fullerene does exist in
glass matrix after melting at high temperature.
Single 20 ps pulse from a Nd:YAG laser operating at X = 532 nm was used in the
conventional backward propagating degenerate four-wave mixing geometry[4]. The
purified C,0 and C70 powder samples were provided by Dr. D.R. Huffman. Fullerenedoped inorganic fluorophosphate glass was prepared by using a special device to
isolate from the atmosphere and melted at high temperature. The obtained glass
sample is transparent and the electronmicroscopy analysis shows that fullerene is
dissolved homogeneously in glass matrix.
The observed ps-DFWM spectrum is categorized into three probe delay time regions
as shown in the figure: a sharp scattering peak at zero delay with a FWHM equal to
the autocorrelation of the three pulses, a small decaying transient signal which lasts
a couple of hundred picoseconds and is then obscured by the third intense, periodic
signal. The left side of the figure shows the time dependence of the absolute
diffraction efficiency for 0.4g/1 C 60-toluene solution along with that of pure toluene.
It is seen that the intensity of each signal component is dependent on the sample. In
particular, the absolute scattered probe-signal intensity of the peak at zero delay
(coherence peak) decreases with addition of C.,) to toluene. Conversely, the maximum
of the periodic signal undergoes a anomalously large increase due to the presence of
C6o and C 70 . Therefore, while the coherence peak is the dominant scattering
mechanism in toluene with an intensity ratio of I(coherence)/l(periodic) -20, the
periodic peak is the dominant mechanism in C6o-toluene samples with a ratio of
I(periodic)/l(coherence) - 20. The coherent peak is associated with the third order
susceptibility X(3) of the material, and the periodic oscillation signal originates from
laser-induced-phonon-spectroscopy(LIPS)[51. The inset in the figure shows a
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FIGURE. Time-resolved DFWM spectra of fullerene in toluene(Top-left)
and fluorophosphate glass(Top-right). The lower traces represent the
DFWM spectra of undoped toluene solvent and glass. The experiments
were conducted at pump beam crossing angle of 21.10 for the left and
8 1 for the right. The inset(on the left) shows the expansion of coherent peak at zero delay, repreaenting the population grating.

population grating signal which is immediately following the coherence peak and only
observable in the fullerene doped toluene or glass. The population grating is produced
by optical excitation from singlet So state of fullerene to excited S state followed by
a rapid relaxation to triplet T1 state.
The right side of the figure represents the spectrum of fullerene-doped
fluorophosphate glass. The intensity ratio of I(periodic)/l(coherent) was measured to
be -0.8, much smaller than that of fullerene-doped toluene. The reason for less
intense LIPS signal in glass is due to much smaller concentration of fullerene, which
has so far been achieved. The population grating signal was also observed in glass.
The decay rate of the signal is - 106/s, much larger than - 104/s for C, 0-toluene[6],
reflecting a stronger lattice relaxation existing in glass matrix.
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Changes in the refractive index at zero delay can be divided as those arising from
toluene and those due to fullerene. These coefficients are related to X(3) and the
values estimated through comparison with scattering from CS 2. X(1) for pure toluene
was found to be 3.7x10"4 (esu). Since the coherence peak is reduced in the fullerene
solutions, it can be concluded that the contributions due to dopants are opposite in
sign to those due to the solvent. This is consistent with previous studies in these
materials[7]. Numerical estimations of dopant contributions are further complicated
by inclusion of scattering due to absorption changes. Such changes may arise in
these samples since addition of dopants increases absorption at 532 nm[7].
The signal, at longer delays, due to LIPS has two main characteristics. Firstly, the
LIPS signal in fullerene-toluene is at least an order of magnitude greater than the LIPS
signal due to pure toluene. Secondly, the ratio of scattered signal due to xý3) to LIPS
undergoes two orders of magnitude decrease due to presence of fullerene dopants.
This reduction was found to be even larger from C30 to C70 doped toluene samples.
It originates from (i) increase in the LIPS signal due to Coo or C 70 , (ii) the decrease in
the coherence peak due to presence of oppositely contributing factors.
To summarize, addition of Coo to solvent and glass matrix increases the LIPS signal
by at least an order of magnitude while decreasing the coherence peak by a factor of
3.4 in Coo-toluene, and a factor of 5.3 in C70 -toluene. Such an effect may result in
erroneous calculations of x(1 which are based on comparison of the coherence peak
with a standard of CS 2.
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MPh1
SENSITIVE DETECTION OF BIOMOLECULAR CHIRALITY
BY NONLINEAR OPTICAL ACTIVITY
Thierry Verbiest, Martti Kaurancri, and Andrd Persoon's
Laboratoryof Chemical and BiologicalDynamics, University of Leuven, Celestijnenlaar.
200 D, B -3001 Heverlee, Belgium, Tel. +32416-201015, Fax. +32-16-201368
Chiral molecules interact differently with left- and right-hand circularly-polarized light. This
optical activity provides the basis for several linear optical techniques that can be used to detect
molecular chirality. Optical-activity effects arise from contributions of magnetic.-dipole transitions, in addition to the usual electric-dipole transitions, to the linear optical properties of chiral
media [1]I. Due to their helical structure, chiral molecules possess magnetic transition moments
thait are much larger than those of achiral (e.g., atomic) media.
Circular-difference effects have been predicted to occur also in nonlinear optical processes. Such effects were recently observed in second-harmonic generation from chiral molecules adsorbed at an air/water interface [2]. However, no conclusive evidence was provided as
to which of the several proposed mechanisms would be responsible for the observed effects. We
have studied nonlinear optical activity in second-harmonic generation from Langmuir-Blodgett
monolayers of a synthetic chiral polymers. AM observed effects are explained by a model that
includes the contributions of both electric and magnetic dipole transitions to the second-order
nonlinearity of the chiral surface. In this Paper, we use samples of bacteriorhodopsiiu as an
example to show that such nonlinear optical activity can be used as a scrnsitive probe of chiral
environment of biological material.
To include the contributions of magnetic-dipole transitions to the second-order nonlinearity of the chiral surface, we take the nonlinear polarization of the surface to be
Pi~
~ ~ Xe~
~ ~~~~vj
w(2oE

()+Xe

(w) Bk (mo)

Similarly, the nonlinear magnetization of the surface is
Mi (2wo) = JXXj~keE1 (co) Ek(w)

.(2)

jk

In Eqs. (1) and (2), E(wo) and B(ao) are the electric field and the magnetic induction field at the
fundamental frequency, respectively. The subscripts i, j, and k refer to Cartesian coordinates
and the superscripts e and m refer to electric and magnetic dipole interactions between the molecules and the light field, respectively. Thus, Xeec is the usual second-order nonlinear susceptibility, which depends only on electric-dipole transitions, and X"em and X"'e are susceptibilities
that account for magnetic-dipole contributions to the nonlinearity [3]. Formral molecular wavefunctions and for off-resonant excitation, the components of X,4 are real and !he components
of X11m and Xm1c are imaginary. Furthermore, even under resonant conditions, this 900 phase
difference between the electric and magnetic contributions is approximately preserved.
The chiral surface consists of a collection of electric and magnetic dipoles that radiate at
the second-harmonic frequency. By averaging the dipoles over dimensions larger than molecules but smaller than wavelength, the effective oscillating dipole moments are proportional to
the nonlinear polarization and magnetization given by Eqs. (1) and (2). In the far field, the electric component of the second-harmonic field that is radiated by the oscillating dipoles is
E (2u) - [nx P(2(o) Ix n- n xM(2(o) ,
(3)
where n is the direction of observation. The finite size of the fundamental beam provides a
phase-matching condition in the plane of the surfac.e. However, the sub-wavelength thickness
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the experimental setup.
of the surface allows second-harmonic light from elementary dipoles to be coherently added in
the transmitted and reflected directions.
The nonlinear polarization and magnetization of the surface and the amplitudes of the
reflccted and transmitted second-harmonic fields can be directly calculated by using Eqs. (1)-(3)
and the tensor components of Xeee, Xeei, and Xmee that are compatible with the symmetry of
the surface. The circular-difference response of the process then arises from interference
between the electric (real) and magnetic (imaginary) contributions to the nonlinearity.
Our experimental setup is schqmatically shown in Fig. 1. We illuminate the chiral surface with the intense (-100 MW/cm") beam of an injection seeded Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm,
-10 ns pulse length, 10 Hz repetition rate). The polarization of the incident beam is varied from
linear to left- and right-hand circular by means of a half-wave plate. The sample is oriented at
-45' angle of incidence with respect to the fundamental beam and the initial linear polarization
of the beam isp-polarized with respect to the sample. The waveplate is rotated through an angle
of 3601 and the intensity of the s- and p polrxized components of the second-harmonic field is
recorded in transmission and in reflection.
To assess the sensitivity of nonlinear optical activity in detecting chirality of biological
material, we use bacteriorhodopsin as an example. We have observed nonlinear optical activity
from all bacteriorhodopsin samples that were prepared, independent of the sample preparation.
For a typical sample, a drop of bacteriorhodopsin in water is placed between two glass substrates. A typical experimental result is shown in Fig. 2(a). A theoretical fit to the experimental
results based on our model is shown in Fig. 2(b). The efficiency of second-harmonic generation
from the sample is seen to be strongly dependent on the helicity of the incident light.
It is interesting to compar these results to those obtained by linear circular dichroism
from samples of bacteriorhodopsin [4]. We express the relative magnitude of the circular-difference effect as
(4)
Al/I = 2 (1left -- [nsht)/ (left +fright)
where I is the intensity of the detected second-harmonic light and the subscripts refer to the
helicity of the fundanmenial beam. For our bacteriorhodopsin samples, Al/I ranges from -5%
up to -100%, depending on the polarization of the detected second-harmonic light, linear circular-dichroism spectra of bacteriorhodopsin, on the other hand, typically show a relative circular-difference effect of Ae/E = 0.1%, where c is the (linear) molar extinction coefficient.
Hence, the nonlinear circular-difference signal is up to three orders of magnitude higher than the
linear. Furthermore, we typically usedl an amount of bacteriorhodopsin (10-11 moles) that is
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Figure 2. Experimental (a) and theoretical (b) results for the intensity of the s-polarized
component of the second-harmonic field that is generated in the transmitted direction from
bacteriorhodopsin. The plots are shown as functions of the rotation angle of the quarterwave plate that was used to control the state of polarization of the fundamental beam. The
linear polarization (00, 900, 1800, and 3600) corresponds to a p-polarized fundamental field
with respect ) the sample. The intensities of the second-harmonic field for the two circular
polarizations (45', 135*, 2250, and 315') of the fundamental field are indicated by the circles and the squares.
three orders of magnitude less than that used in linear measurements. We believe that the
amount of material can be further reduced in future refinements of our experiments. This high
sensitivity makes this nonlinear approach a potential tool for analytical (bio)chemistry to detect
chirality from small amounts of molecules.
Other advantages of nonlinear optical activity are related to properties of second-harmonic generation. Linear optical-activity effects in isotropic solution depend only on transitions from the ground state to the excited states of the molecules through p . m, where [t and m
are the electric and magnetic dipole moments, respectively [1]. Hence, structural chirality of a
molecule does not necessarily give rise to strong linear optical activity. Nonlinear optical activity depends also on transitions between different excited states. Furthermore, a large number of
tensor components of second-order susceptibilities are allowed by the symmetry of chiral surfaces. Hence, nonlinear optical activity can be used to probe molecular properties linked to
chirality on a more fundamental level than the linear techniques. Chiral molecules with low linear optical activity could therefore give rise to an easily measurable nonlinear optical activity.
Also, nonlinear optical activity considered here is a surface-specific process provided that the
media on the two sides of the surface are isotropic. This feature could be important in surface
chemistry and cell biology because the nonlinear approach makes the chiral environment of biological membranes and interfaces accessible to measurement.
This research has been supported by the Belgian Government (IUAP-16) and by the Belgian National Science Foundation (FKFO 9.0012.92). M.K. is a research fellow of the University of Leuven.
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J-aggregates of cyanine dyes show a sharp absorption peak, called Jband, below the transition band of monomers [1, 2]. The band is due to the
transition of excitons delocalized over an aggregate by intermolecular dipole
interaction. A simple model of N identical molecules aligned in a onedimensional chain has been proposed to explain the optical spectrum of the Jaggregates [3-6].
In the present paper, we report extremely large change in a static dipole
moment and polarizability observed in oriented J-aggregates of 1,1'-diethyl2,2'-quinocyanine bromide [pseudoisocyanine bromide (PIC-Br)] by electromodulation spectroacopy. Recently, we have developed a new method, named
"vertical spin-coating", to prepare highly oriented J-aggregates dispersed in
polymer films [7, 8]. The solid-state omiented films prepared by the vertical
spin-coating enabled us to measure the polarization dependence of the electroabsorption spectra for the first time. The electro-absorption spectra due to the
Kerr effects were measured in all the four parallel and perpendicular
configurations of both the polarization and static electric field with respect to
the oriented axis.
The absorbance change due to the Kerr effect is given by
p.F 2 2 ' :A:E
(2)
Ar 2 M~ 2
Z
(2
1 A F:Aa:F
AAKerr =
-

where Ap., Aa, F, A, E are the static dipole change, the change in the linear
polarizability, the applied electric field, the linear absorbance, and the photon
energy, respectively.
Charge separation between the cationic dye molecules and anions is
much larger than charge transfer among dye molecules to form the static
dipole moment. The former should more likely cause the static dipole
moment, and the static dipole change is due to the displacement of the anions.
Since the motion of the anions is not instantaneous as electronic response, it
results in some phase retardation,o, of the response to the applied field.
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The polarizability change is considered to be mainly due to n electrons in
the J-aggregate. The response of the contribution from the polarizability is
instanteneous.
Static dipole changes were determined corresponding to the four
different configurations as shown in Fig. 1. These are larger than the static
dipole change reported for polar organic molecules used in studies of the
optical nonlinearities [9]. We recently conclude the size of the aggregates to be
in the range from 20 to 100 [101. Change in a static dipole moment in each
molecular unit is no more than 1 debye.
Although the linear dichroism is remarkable, the static dipole change
showed no large difference between the parallel and perpendicualr applied
fields. Almost isotropic response of the EO effect in the oriented J-aggregates
suggests that the displacement of the anions is most probable.
On the contrary, the polarizability change is dominant with the external
field applied parallel to the chain axis, as shown in Fig. 2. The transient dipole
moment of the one-dimensional excitons in the oriented J-aggregates is also in
the same direction as the axis. This anisotropy in the polarizability change is
interpreted in relation with delocalized excitons along the one-dimensional
chain of J-aggregates.
The polarizability change obtained here is about 100 times larger than
that of DMANS [9]. The enhancement is due to the delocalization of the
excitons, and this factor means the average number of the constituent
molecules in an aggregate. It is consitent with the aggregate size reported
previously [10].
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Polymeric Guest-Host System for Nonlinear Optical Fibre
G.D. Peng, A. Latif, P.L. Chu, R.A. Chaplin
University of South Wales, Kensington, U.K.

The application of organic materials for nonlinear optical processes, such optical
modulation and all-optical switching, has been gaining considerable interest in recent years [i].
Organic polymer materials do provide very good synthetic and processing options that are not
available with single crystal or multiple quantum well MQW classes of NLO materials and,
importantly, they have considerable higher nonlinearity than the usual optical fibre material, viz.
silica.
The study of organic polymers for NLO optical fibre &evices are still at the very beginning
stage. Previously, organic polymer fibres with dye-doped cores have been reported 121. There
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) has been used as the base materials while several dyes
which possess large third order nonlinear optical susceptibility are used as the core dopants.
Another report presents a picosecond fibre optical switch achieved from a capillary glass fibre
with liquid organic core 131. However, better core-doping organic compounds with low loss,
high nonlinearity and fast response are still to be pursued. We started to study organic polymer
materials for high nonlinear fibre recently. Our attention is focussed on polymer fibre doped
with conjugated organic polymers which have been shown to have very large non-resonance
third-order nenlinearities.
We start with acrylic monomers: methyl methacrylate (MMA) and ethyl methacrylate
(EMA), as the base materials. These materials have low refractive indices (in the range of
1.41-1.42) After polymerisation, their indices increase due to the volume reduction during
liquid-to-solid phase transition. Polymerised materials: PMMA, PEMA, or poly(MMA-EMA)
gives indices in the range of 1.478 - 1.482, varying with polymerisation conditions. Obviously.
these. indices match well with silica fibres. In fact, using another similar monomer (trifluoroethylmethacrylate -TFEMA) (41, we can produce copolymers with lower refractive indices. In
one of our experiments, copolymerisation of EMA (67%wt) and TFEMA (33%wt) produced
good polymers with index 1.4636. Even lower index is possible with larger percentage of
TFEMA.
Concerning the core materials, there are several conditions to be satisfied before a
desirable organic fibres can be made. Firstly, we require that highly nonlinear organic
compounds be uniformly dissolved in the monomers. Normally, to enhance significantly the
nonlinearity, we need to dope as much nonlinear organic materials as possible. Secondly, the
doped materials should be fabricated with a slightly elevated refractive such that light could be
confined to regions of high third order nonlinear-optical susceptibility. Thirdly, the polymer core
and cladding should have their thermal properties enabling fibre drawing. Also mismatch of
thermal properties between core and cladding should be kept low since it could introduce
internal stresses to fibre during drawing. Finally, it is essential to assure a smooth core-cladding
boundary to avoid significant scattering.
We have tested different polymerisation conditions and different combinations of organic
materials. Different rod polymer or copolymer samples of PMMA, PEMA, poly(MMA-EMA),
poly(EMA-TFEMA) and poly(MMA-EMA-TFEMA) have been fabricated and their refractive
indices and losses have been measured. Both PMMA and PEMA have optical transmission
windows at 1300nm and 1550nm and that PEMA have lower losses that PEMA in the windows.
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For the loss of PMMA, we are able to compare with reported results in Refs. [21 and [5), and
find agreeable results (their material loss at 1300nm ranges from 0.2 to 0.6 dB/cm).
We have selected a conjugated biochemical - 13-carotene, as our first trial dopant. 1carotene is known to be a typical conjugate organic material which has the Kerr coefficient, n2,
as high as 1.4 X 10 "' m 2 /W (a)out 5000 times that of silica). We have experimented to
incorporate 13-carotene into PMMA, PEMA or PMMA/PEMA). Good and unifrnn polymer and
copolymer rods doped with f-carotene have been successfully fabricated. The loss spectrum of a
PMMA doped with 4.4%wt 1-carotene is shown Fig. L. We could find that the loss at 130hnm
and 1550nm ire increased to
and
1.5dB/cm
IdB/cm
absllmDon (11cm)
respectively. The percentage
concentration of the highly
nonlinear organic dopant is
the
to
related
directly
4
enhancement
of the
fibre
nonlinearity. However, we find
2
that 13-carrtene concentration
will be saturated at about 5% by
weight in MMA. EMA or both
______._.___
-_-___ ,____ .______
of them as solvents. We note that
the incorporation of A-carotene
h(.)
to polymers does not change
much their thermal properties
Figl Absorption spctrum of a sample of
and that the thermal pioperties of
PMMA doped with I[-carotene (4.4% wt.

polymers mainly depend on the
base materials used. Evidently
PEMA has lower transition
temperature than that of PMMA. Therefore for PMMA/PEMA copolymers. the higher
percentage of EMA the lower transition temperature. We use benzoyl peroxide or laurel
peroxide as initiator. Different levels of initiators, ranging from 0.005 - 2 %wt, have been
experimented. From the experiment, it is found that higher initiator level will result in slightly
lower transition temperature. This may imply that lower molecular we:ght be obtained with
higher initiator level, as we would expect. The refractive index of P-carotene is about 1.53.
Dop;ng a few percents of 13-carotene into PMMA/PEMA copolymer elevates the refractive index
by a fraction of one percent. For the sample shown in Fig. 1 where f3-carotene dosage is 4.4%wt,
the resulted index is 1.486, a raise of 0.003 from the corresponding sample without 0-carotene.
We have tried two methods to make a polymer fibre preform. In the first method, a small
doped polymer rod (2.5mm) is fully polymerised. The rod is then put and fastened in the centre
of a glass tube (inside diameter 24mm). Now partially polymerised cladding materials is filled
into the tube and it is put into oven for the cladding polymerisation. Unfortunately, this method
failed to produce any good fibre preform up to now. The main difficulty is how to control
properly the pre-polymerisation of cladding materials. The core rod will dissolve quickly, if
cladding materials is only lightly pre-polymerised. However, enormous air bubbles would come
out if the cladding materials is over pre-polymerised.
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In the second method, we put a small teflon rod in the tube and fill it with cladding
materials. Thus we begin with cladding polymerisation. After removing the teflon rod, we fill
with core monomers as well as dissolved dopant and do core polymerisation. Uniform preforms
free from air bubbles have been fabricated with this method. The polymerisation usually takes
from 3 to 6 days. This time scale is significantly fast than the method used in Ref.[2] where
polymerisation of core takes over one month to avoid air bubbles. In Fig.2, we show the
refractive index profile of a 3-carotene doped priform we fabricated. Here the core to cladding
index difference is about 0.005 which is appropriate for weakly-guiding fully polymer optical
fibres.
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Flg.2 The refractive index profile of one polymer fibmbprelorm we fanlwcated.
"7he prefom has a polyiMMA38.3%-EMA4g.7%-TFEMA13%) cladding
- aroenc.
a
and a poly (MMA44%-EMA56%) core doped widh 4.4%wt
In sunn•way, preliminary experimental study or nonlinear organic polymer fibre is carried
out by characterising material losses, refractive indices, and thermal and mechanical properties
of several organic polymers. e.g. poly(MMA-EMA) and poly(MMA-EMA-TFEMA), and a
highly nonlinear organic compound ($ý-carotcnc). The polymrcnisation or copolynierisation
conditions have been investigated and low loss samples for either core or cladding have been
fabricated. Further, we have fabricated uniform PMMA/PEMA fibre preforms doped with 13carotene. The work is being continued to investigate other high nonlinearity organic compounds
and to fabricate noniinear polymer fibres. upon the completion of a fibre drawing setup.
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Summary
We report on optical second-harmonic (SH) and sum-frequency (SF) measurements from vicinal Si(l 1!)-interfaces covered with a thermally grown oxide
film and subjected to different annealing temperatures. We observed that the
ainnuthal anisotropy in the nonlinear optical response from the S;/SiO 2 interface
changes aftei rapid thermal annealing (RTA) [1]. The RTA step allows relaxation
of strain in the oxide film and at the Si/SiO 2 interface. The SH and SF photon
energies of 3.1 eV and 3.5 eV are close to the recently observed strong resonance
at 3.3 eV which arises from the presence of strained bonds at the Si/Si0 2 interface
121. We suggest that the change of the step-induced onefold symmetry indicates
the relaxation of atomic bondings at the steps of the interface. The relaxation
mechanism can be well described by the viscous flow model [3].
In our experiments Si(llI) wafers with off-axis orientation of 50 + 0.50 in
the [112] direction were studied. On these surfaces an oxide (30 niii) was grown
in a dry oxygen ambient at a temperature of 8500 C [1]. Somr of the samples
were subjected to RTA (900*-l100* C for 100 ;) in a dry argon atmosphere
but containing enough oxygen to prevent reduction of the oxide [11. For SH
generation we used a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser operating at a wavelength of
780 nm (1.55 eV), generating a train of 100 fs pulses at 78 MHz '.ith an average
power of' 0.4 W. for SF generation we mixed the fundamental (1053 nrn) and
the frequency-doubled 40 ps lser pulses of a Nd:'YLF regenerative amplifier. In
our experiments we used the ps (p in, s out) and sp polarization configurations,
where the reflected SH and SF signal were .aeasured as a function of sample
azimutthal orientation. Using a truncated Fourier expansion to fit the azinmuthal
dependence of the reflected SH and SF field we have dedu':ed the corimplex Fourier
voefficients Cm for various rapid thermally ann.aled Si/SiO 2 interfacýs [4]. The
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onefold coefficient cl is indicative of intrinsic C1 ,, symmetry ariiing from steps,
whereas c3 is generated over tWe entire terrace [41. Within the experimental error
the c3 remain constant after RTA, therefore we hiave normalized C1 to C3 Figure 1 shows Re(c1 ) obtained from SH measurements for various Annealing
temperature.1I. The experimental results shown in Fig. 1 are well described by
the stretched exponential relaxation model (see Ref. [3]) as
c,(T)
1

--ci(f.r.) ::-(ci(n.a.)

-

ci(f.T.))exp

{(

*- )1

(1)

where ci(n.a.) and ci(f.r.) are the values of the non-annealed oxide and the
oxide fully relaxed, and the annealing time f. is 100 sec In all RTA. The parameter
a 6s a -measure of the coupling to cooperativity, and the best fitted values for a
are about 0.32 wIL~ch is in agreement with a = 0.3 obtained from ellipsometry
measurements on Suprasil W si:;Sc- glass 13j. The relaxation time for the oxide
density is expressed as r(T) =. roexp(E.fkiT) -xhere tro =2 x l0"sec and
EL, =5.1eV.

In Fig. 2 are p!otted the variation of log r vs WI3 T for various polarization
combinations of SH and SF generation. Indeed r has an activated behavior with
temperature. The comparison with viscosity variation vs temperature found for
thermally grown dry oxides and fused silica yields a remarkable good agreement
for the activation energy which is about .5eV 131. However the SiO 2 structure
is quite flexible indicating, that the stress relaxation Of atorni( bonding% at the
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Figure 2: Relaxation time r as a function of reverse temperature 10 3 /T.
steps requires breaking bonds in agreement with the viscous flow model [3]. The
relaxation time at 900*C is 160 sec, while at 1050'C T is only 1 sec. Therefore,
the RTA process below 900°C relaxes the bondings at the steps only a little,
whereas the relaxation is complete after RTA above 1050°C. In the actual oxidation process around 8.50*C, the thermal relaxation significantly influences the
oxidation rate because the relaxation time (25 min at 850°C) is less than the
actual processing time (150 min).
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DYNAMICS OF POLARITON SOLITONS IN SEMICONDUCTORS:
FORMATION, PROPAGATION, AND INTERACTION
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The concept of polaniton solitons, which has recently emerged in
semiconductor optics, destribes a new aspect of light-matter interactionI
processes. The physical cause which leads to polariton soliton formiation is an
exact balance between the dispem--ive sprczding of a polariton pulse and thirdorder nonlinear effects, as a result, the polariton wave pack-It propagates
through a crystal without changing its shape. The formation of steady-state
polariton. pulses is not only of fundamental interest as a phenomenon not
encountered in conventional linear optics of semiconductors, it may also prove
useful for applications in all-optical devices.
We consider formation of bright and dark polariton solitons in
semiconductor crystals and show thiat these solitons have some properties which
are different from the properties of the solitons in optical fibers.
To describe optical pulse propagation in a sea~nicrducior crystal in the
spect.ral region el an exciton resonance-, we use a ncw approach described in
Ref. 1. In th'is approach, the nonlinear material equation which relates the
induced excitonic pilarization, P(z,t), and the electric field of the light, E(z,t),
(propagating along the z axis) in a nongyrotropic cubic Kerr-type crystal can
lxc written as

1-..ŽL.. .T

fa

where c4o-FL

Pzt + XOIP(Z,t, 2 P(z,t) = BZt

2 -oWTZ)/4rn,

ro is the tackground dielct~ric constant of the
medium, oiL and 6)-r are the frequencies of longitudinal and transverse
excitons, respectively, ji is the exciton effective mass, y is the damping
con.'p-it~-, and XD is a nonlinear coefficient (X0 >O).
Uj. (1) together with tile wavl- equation for !he propagation of a plane
wave packet in an isotropic di n-xrsiv%: medium
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We seek a solution of the system of equations (1)-(2) in the form
P(z,t) = P(z,t) expli(Qz - flt)],

(3)

where f0 is a carrier frequency, Q(Q) is determined by the dispersion low of
the polaritons, and the amplitude is a slowly varying envelope function.
In the moving coordinate system (x = z, j = t - z/U), we finally obtain
the perturbed Nonlinear Schrodinger Equation for the envelope function
•- -p-K"
1, "k-'+o(•,•)+X--

a4

2

•l]•'

= 0,(4

4

aq

where U and k' characterize the group velocity and the group dispersion of a
polaritnn, respectively, and O(ý,ri) is a Hamiltonian perturbation.'
In anomalous dispersior, regime, Eq. (4) has a bright soliton solution
P(ý,n) = ipo sech(m/t)exP[i(vt + 1,

(5)

where the relations between the soliton parameters are given in Ref. 1. Eq. (4)
has also a dark soliton solution in normal dispersion regime.
Analyzing the properties of the polariton solitons, we show that these
solitons: a) have a restriction on the soliton duration to be larger than a certain
critical value; b) are wave number and frequency downshifted from the
corresponding small amplitude polaritons.
Numerical calculations have been performed to determine the critical
value of the soliton duration as a function of photon energy and the values of
the wave number and frequency downshifts as a function of the soliton
duration for CuCl, CdS, Lnd GaAs crystals.
The influence of damping on propagation dynamics of bright polariton
solitons has been examined, and the conditions for observations of these
solitons in seniconductor crystals have been discussed.
We also consider a nonlinear resonant interaction between two different
polariton waves in spectral region near an exciton resonance. At frequencies
above (OL, where spatial dispersion leads to the existence of an additional
po',ariton wave, two different excitations propagate through a crystal at the
same frequency - the upper branch polariton, UP, and the lower branch
polariton, LP. In the presence of Kerr nonlinearity, the interaction between UP
and LP, which are generated simultaneously by an initial laser pulse, can lead
to coupled propagation of UP and LP wave packets through the crystal. We
show that UP wave packet can form a soliton and provide a "potential" within
which the LP is trapped. 2 Numerical calculations for CuCi and CdS have been
performed to examine the conditions under which this trapping effect can take
placc.
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3-Methyl-4-methoxy-4'-nitaostilbene \MMONS) exhibits one of the largest
powder second harmonic signal.s (1250 x urea)") and thus has a great
potential in frequency doabling and parametric conversion. The crystal
possesses highly polar structure which leads to the abnormal growth behavior
in the polar c-direction. The single crystals of a size 40 x 35 x 30 mm3 and of
an excellent quality could be grown from methyl ethyl ketone solution by
controlled solvent evaporation (Fig.1),
Refractive indices were measured by using Brewster angle method&2 1at the
wavelengths of 1.064 pm , 0.632 t.m and 0.532 g.m. Phase matching angles for
the second harmonic generation were determined from the refractive index
data (Fig.2) and it was found that the type I and type II phase matchings are
possible. The measured phase matching directions agree to within 0.30 of those
calculated from the Sellmeier equations. The walk off angle for the type II
phase matching is rather large and varies from 7 to 120 , depending on the
polar and azimuthal angles. However the welk -ff angle for the type I can be
as small as 0.570 for 9 = 14.080 and = 5.00.
The effective nonlinear optical coefficient was measuied relative to LiENO,
by using Maker fringe method and d. = 67 pm/V. The laser damage thresholds
are observed to be greater than 1 GW/cm2 at 1.06 gtm where the type I phase
matching occurs. The full width at half maximum of the phase matching peaks
is about 0,5°.
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Fig. I. MMONS crystal grown from solution by solvent evaporation.

Type II

x

y

Fig.2. Lo~ci for the second harmonic generation at 1.06 pin.
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Summary
A mutually-pumped phase conjugator takes two input beams and transforms each into the
phase-conjugate replica of the other [1]. The two input beams need not be coherent with each
other. These conjugators may prove useful for optical communication, laser phase-locking,
optical inmsconnecdon, and optical computing [2]. It has been experimentally observed that
making the two input beams mutually coherent changes the performance of some mutuallypumped conjugators, but not of others [3]. Here we present experimental results and theoretical
calculations on the performanc,. of various mutually-pumped phase conjugators that use
photorefractive crystals. Our theory includes the usual transmission grating but also includes a
reflection grating [4] and backscattering gratings inside the photorefractive crystal. In addition,
we allow depletion and absorption of all of the beams. For simplicity, however, we do limit
ourselves to the case of one interaction region. We assume that charge transport is dominated by
diffusion, so that all of the coupling constants are real. Figure 1 shows two input plane waves
have amplitudes A2 and A4, respectively. These two waves have a mutual coherence of v
(0_v5 1). As long as the these two input waves are at least partially coherent (v * 0), then in
addition to the transmission grating AAa + A;A 3 , there is a reflection grating AA; + A;A 4 , and
backscattering gratings A1A;, and A3A present in the crystal. The nonlinear coupled wave
equations are then:
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IA412 is the total intensity of the beams, 't, Yr, rybackcater, and

Ybackscatter-prime am the photorefractive coupling coefficients for the transmission grating, the
reflection grating, and the two backscattering gratings, respectively, q is the intensity ratio of the
pump beams, L is the interaction length, and a is the bulk ampl;tude absorption coefficient of
crystal. When the two input beams are mutually incoherent ( v = 0), these coupled-wave
equations reduce to the conventional equations having only a transmission grating [5].
We solve the coupled-wave equations numerically and investigate the transmission of the
device as a function of the mutual coherence of the two input beams. Two transmissions are
defined by the ratio of the phase-conjugate power to the pump power, i.e.,
Tiepr-to.right -

,

for the left-to-right transmission, and Tright-0o-left = jA3(O

for the

right-to-left transmission. For a mutually-pumped phase conjugator having only a transmission
grating, these two transmissions are equal [5]; however, in the presence of additional gratings,
these two transmissions are no longer the same. Depending on the sign and the magnitude of the
backscattering grating coupling strengths, the performance of mutually-pumped phase
' onjugators can be significantly enhanced or reduced when the two input beams become
mutually coherent. We also performed experiments to verify our theoretical model. We carefully
vibrate a mirror to vary the mutual coherence of the two input beams. For example, Fig. 2 shows
the measured transmissions Tlefltorikht and Trighttoleft versus the mutual coherence of the
two input beams in a BaTiO3 crystal acting x, a British conjugator [6]. The solid and dashed
lines are our theoretical fits using lots of free parameters.

In conclusion, we have investigated the performance of inutually-pumped phase
conjugators where the two input beams are partially coherent. For some conjugator geometries
our experimental results are in good agreement with our calculations. This study shows that
reflection and backscatter.,ig gratings have different effects on the performance of different
r7. 'Tvwork at UCSB and USC was supported by the Air
mutually-pumped phase conjigats.
Force Office of Scientific Research.
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SUMMARY
Organic dyes show great potential in the field of nonlinear optics due to their high phase
conjugate reflectivities. The large effective third-order nonlinear coefficients they possess are
a result of saturable absorption and the long lifetime of their transient states. 1 Aromatic azo
compounds have been the focus of much attention in recent years in the fields of holographic
storage and information processing.34 Azo dyes are attractive because of their low cost and
many of them are water soluble, making the preparation of samples simple and inexpensive.
Also, the molecular designs of these materials can be optically altered to produce optimal
results.' Possible applications for azo dyes include image processing, interferometry, signal
processing, optical switches and other devices, and recording materials for holography,
nonlinear optics, and optical waveguides. 4 . 1
One of the contributing factors to the nonlinear properties of organic dyes is the trans
4-4 cis photoisomerization which occurs ii. the molecules. Optical excitement induces rearrangement or rotation around the central N=N bond.3 , 2 This conformational change induces
reversible anisotropic changes in both the absorption and refractive index of materials which
have been doped with these molecules. Information can be written to and erased from these
materials with polarized optical fields.
Since the azo dyes must be allowed to phoioisomerize, a polymer matrix has to be chosen
that will allow the reorientation of the molecules through photostimulation.' 2 Both liquid and
solid matrices can be used, but liquid solutions require high-intensity light pulses, their time
of memory is very short, and the interference pattern is unstable.- Solid materials, on the other
hand, provide a strong nonlinear response when orientational gratings are formed. These
gratings also offer better signal-to-noise ratios .213 The properties of these dyes also depend on
the matrix material. The effects of matrix and pH on the phase conjugate signal and holographic
recording have been studied for methyl orange.
The azo dyes used in this experiment were purchased from Aldrich Chemical Company
and were preparedin various solutions such as water, ethanol, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), PMMA,
and epoxy. Some of the solutions were spin-coated onto or pressed between glass plates to
observe any differences between the signals from liquid and solid matrices. A Cary model 2300
UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometer was used to take the absorption spectra of the samples.
The DFWM experimental setup shown in Figure 1 was the standard scheme for optical
phase conjugation. A Lambda Physik EMG 102 MSC excimer laser operating at 308 nm using
xenon chloride was used to pump a Lambda Physik FL 2002 dye laser. The wavelength on the
dye laser was set at 480 nm because of the resonance enhanced strong phase conjugate signals
obtained from the samples at this wavelength.
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Holograms were written in the samnples using the 514 nm line of a Spectra Physics
Argon Ion lisr. A HeNe laser was used to reconstruct the hologram beamuse f the low
absorption of the dye at this wavelength The expeAimental byatem ix shown in FhiSure 2 Both
intensity and polarization gratings were written to the material using parallel and perperdicular polarized object and reference beams, respectively. The angle at which the reconstructicn
beam reflected off mirror M4 statisfied the Bragg diffiaction equation for a thick grating with
a fringe spacing, d = (MdVsinO), where X= 514 am and 0 is the angle between the reference and
the object beams.
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Figui'e 1: Degenerate four wave mixing setup

Figure 2. Holographic setup

The phase conjugate signal of methyl orange in different matrices has been measured.
A large signal was observed in all of the samples. A normal dependence of the phase conjugate
signal to the laser input intensity was obtained (see Figure 3). No significant enhancement of
any matrix relative to the other matrices was observed, implying that for this azo dye, the choice
of matrix has little effect on its signal. pH has a significant effect on the color of methyl orange
(see Figure 4) but no differences were observed in the phase conjugate signal of samples that
were acidic or basic.
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holographic recording. In a low pH media no holograpic response was observed from the methyl
orange in either film. In neutral to basic media, grating growth, decay and erasure times for the
epoxy films were found to be much slower than the PVA films. The highest resolution was
obtained with the PVA films. These results were anticipated due to the relative rigidity of thematerials. The resolution of the PVA films is comparable to that. of silver halide film. Both the
PVA and the epoxy based films have extremely slow response times when compared to silver
halide and photopolymer films. Diffraction efficiencies for polarizaiion gratings were found to
exceed the diffraction efficiencies for intensity gratings in both PVA and epoxy systems, in
agreement with other research published. The maximum diffraction efficiency observed in the
PVA films was higher compared to the epoxy film although very weak compared to silver halide.
Decay times for information written to the films are on the order of hours in the epoxy films,
much longer than the several minutes decay time of the PVA films. TPhe damage threshold of
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In conclusion, solid and liquiid, matrices and changing pH of methyl orange showed no
significant difference in the DFWM results. Holographic recording in methyl orange doped
filma was observed only in the basic form of the azo dye. The increased damage threshold and
decreased humidity sensitivity however, make the epoxy films much more attractive for
practical applications even with the increased wx.ite/erase cycle time over the PVA films.
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The delocalisation of the x electrons along the backbone of one-dimensionally
conjugated molecuLs gives rise to large electrical polarizabilities.

Therefore, a large

nonlinear response can be expected in these systems. A major technological advantage of
organic materials for photonics applications is that these molecules are relatively easily
processable into thin films on various substrates.

Because the solubility of these

centrosynmetric molecules decreases drastically with length, an accurate estimation of the
saturation length (i. e. the number of repeat units at which the length dependence of the
optical response becomrs linear) yields valuable information. Thienpont et al.1 report
experiments where a saturation of the optical nonlinearity for the oligothiophenes is
observed. In present contribution, we show that the coupling between the repeat units in the
chain determines the length dependence of the optical properties, without having to introduce
any anharmonicity of the constituents. Funhermore, we present quantitative results on the
effects of conformation. Therefore, this contribution can be seen as both a simplification and
an extension of previous work 2 .
We propose to model the oligomeric series by a periodic succession of harmonic
oscillators (Eq. 1), truncated at a distance Id, i. e. monomer delocalisation length (F-t. 1).

V(x)=

mw

2

for -2

2

X!<t(1)

If we associate two electrons with each repeat unit of the oligonicr and apply a static electric
field, we obtain, as outlined in Ref. 2, the optical band gap E., the polarizability cE and the
second hyperpolarizability y. The two parameters in this model are the resonance pulsation
of the monomer harmonic oscillator wo and the delocalisation length ld. Fig. 2 displays the
calculated second hyperpolarizabiiity y as a function of the number of repeat units N, together
with the available experimental data". 3 and recently published detailed quantum-chemical
calculations4 fo- the thiophene oligomeric series. The experimental values are reduced to
their static limit using the well-known dispersion relations for a two-level system and the
parameters are obtained from the experimental band gaps of the monomtc and diret
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The

calculated band gap and linear polarizability show a vcry similar behaviour to the ones we
presented in Ref. 2, but we stress that there the results were obtained with a model for which
the monomnr potential is anharmonic. Ilere however, zhe saturation of the optical properties
is obtained by a model potential, where the individual constituents do not possess a nonlinear
response. On visual inspection of Fig. 2, it can also be noted that the extrapolation of the
calculations to N=I provides a rather good estimate of the experimental monomcr
hyperpolarizability y.
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Figl. 2 :Second hyperpolarizability7 (l0O'#n3V-2) vs. umnber of repeat wands N for thiopheie ofigopwrs (our
calcuiations(plain fime); ab iaitio calculations by Betjonne et al.4 (ýong dashes); experimental values
Thienpomi et Wl.1 (triang~es),Z}ao eale.3 (squares)). The dashed lines indicate the $hort-c"A and Inng-chain
lengthi dependencie$;.

In order to study the effect or conformation, we calculate the optical band gap Eg as a
function of the monomer delocalisation length Id for the biphenyl molecule, using the
parameter value for wo) determined from the band gap of benzenes. As the dihedral angle 0
between the two phenyl rings increases, the overlap between the p,. orbitals of the two catrbo~n
atoms on either side of the bond will decrease. resulting in an increased bo~nd length andl
hence an inhibition of the tunneling, This is modeled by an increase of the po~tential harrie;r
between thc two consecutive wells.

By increasing the spacing between the mono)mer

Potential Wells Id and relating this spacing to the overlap of the Pz orbitals following Eq. 2,
we obtain the dependence of the optical band gap on the dihedral angle 0 ('Fig. 3).
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S(rO*) - S(r*,0).cosO

(2)

1Here, S stands for the X-x overlap integral between two carbon atoms, calcutated on Slater
type orbitals with an orbital exponent6 of 1.625 and ro for the bond length r (defined in inset
of Fig. 3) at 6-W. The experimental points also shown in Fig. 3 are the mean values of the
data compiled from numerous sources for biphenyl in the crystalline and gas phase and in
differmr solutions in nonpolar solvents. The flags indicaie dke range of measurements found
in the litierature.
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Fig. 3: Optical bamdW ES (eV) vs. 4diedal axgle 0 (*)for bpkaey. Our calcadlaions (plabi WL); ParoerPmn-Pople celcule~as! (crosss); experimadvaimaI 'l
(caret.) :(1) solid sme, (2) liquid phase, (3) gas
phase,(4) the Ymehuefivbeasawx. Inset: moecular frncaure and paramerder finvi .

In conclusion, we have shown that resonant tuincling phenomena alone can account
for the length dependence of the optical properties of conjugated systems, in good agreensent
with the experiments of Thienpont et al.l. In addition, we have quantitatively studied the
effect of a twist in the conjugated chain by using a very simple relationship between the
spacing of the minima in the potential profile and the dihedral angle between the tilted pz
orbitals. The results on the biphenyl molecule are in good agreement with the experimental
data. The very simple parametrisation of the model makes it i powerful tool for the
estimation of the optimum length of newly designed conjugated molecules. In fact, the
optical band gap of the monomer and its geometry are sufficient to predict the oligomer
length at which the optical properties level off. Hence, the physical lower limits of wo and Ld
will determine the maximum molecular nonlinear response obtainable in these conjugated
systems. Therefore, oue bhould focus on the ordering of the molecules into a proper
macroscopic sample to obtain organic materials suitable for ultrafast optical switching.
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There has been much recent interest in the optical properties of
semiconductor microcrystals which are of sufficiently small size that
quantum size effects become importint [1-4]. The deep potential well in
these systems provides strong confinement of the carriers, profoundly
alitering the observed linear and nonlinear opticl properties. The ability
to control the strength of this confinement, and consequently the optical
properties of the material, by using different microcrystal sizes provides
a rich field of study and has the potential to provide materials for
photonic device applications.
One method used in the fabrication of such structures is to grow the
semiconductor in a glass matrix, and glasses doped with II--VI and I-VII
materials have been investigated [5-9]. These fabrication techniques are
not as well suited, however, to !I1-V and IV-IV semiconductors. An
alternative is to grow these materials in the voids present in a porous
glass such as Corning Vycor glass. In this work we report studies of the
optical properties of 1nP microcrystals deposited in Vycor.
The Z-scan [10-12], in which the sample under study is moved along
the direction of propagation of a focused beam, has been employed to
study these systems. This experimental technique allows measurement of
the bound electronic nonlinear refractive index y, the refractive index
change per unit photoexcited charge carrier density Cr, and the two photon
absorption coefficient P. !n [9] a Q-switched/mode-locked Nd:YAG laser
providing lOOpsec duration pulses at I064nm was used to study 40A
radius GaAs microcrystals. These experiments found y=-5.6xiO- 12cm 2 /W,
Gr=-8.5x10- 2 1cm 3 , and P=30cm/GW. The importance of the quantum
confinement to these results becomes clear when one considers that the
GaAs represented, by volume, only about 1 of the the sample.
Here, we report results of Z-scans with 150A tnP microcrystals
deposited in Vycor. This work employed a Q-switched/mode-locked
Nd:YAG laser which pumped a Ti:sapphire laser. The system was operated
at 850nm and provided pulses of 8nsec duration. These studies have
determined y to be negative in these materials at this wavelength, with
I•YI<1.3xlO-1 2cm 2 /W. The results also indicate significant nonlinear
105
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absorption which could not be attributed to a single loss mechanism
Given the relatively long pulse duration, excited-state absorption is a
reasonable explanation for this nonlinear loss. It was not possible,
therefore, to extract P from these measurements.
In other work with 150A InP microcrystals, a pulse plucker was
used in conjunction with the Q-switched/mode-locked NdXYAG laser to
provide single 1 00psec duration pulses at a repetition rate of I kHz.
Figure I shows the result from one Z-scan. The peak incident intensity in
thib case was 1.8GW/cm 2 and the aperture size [10-121 was 6=0.64. This
data clearly indicates that the bound electronic nonlinear refractive index
is negative in this system, and we find y=-0.4xl0-1 2cm 2 /W for this
incident irradiance. Unlike the previous set of studies, howpý,er, .-nlinear
absorption was negligible, which we attribute to the difference in pulse
duration between the two sets of measurements. The absence of
significant nonlinear absorption can be inferred from Figure 1 by the good
aareement between the values of (the peak transmittance-I) and (1-the
minimum transmittance) [1 1,121. The absence of nonlinear absorption was
further confirmed by open aperture Z-scans. In both InP studies the
concentration in the glass was only about 39 by volume, again indicating
the strong influence of the quantum confinement on the optical properties
of these systems. Pump/probe experiments have also been performed to
study the temporal characteristics of the optical nonlinearities. This
wcrk was performed by placing the sample at, for example, the
transmittance maximum and observing the temporal decay of the signal
with a probe beam.
In conclusion, we report results of Z-scan experiments with InP
microcrystals deposited in Vycor. The data indicates that the quantum
confinement provided by the microcrystals produces a significant
nonlinear refractive index. It is also shown that, for a short pulse
duration (lOOpsec), nonlinear absorption is negligible at I064nm. Further,
the .emporal characteristics of the optical nonlinearities have also been
investigated.
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FIGURE 1 Closed aperture Z-scan data (S-0.64) for a 400 micron thick Vycor glass
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SOLITONS IN MULTICORE NONLINEAR WAVEGUIDE ARRAYS

A. V. Buryak and N. N. Akhmediev
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Physical phenomena in arrays of multiple nonlinear waveguides
or fibres have attracted much attention in recent years [1-4].
In these works, the input radiation usually has been assumed to

be a continuous wave. However, in real devices CW excitation has two
major problems. Firstly, CW is known to be modulationally unstable at
powers close to the threshold
switching powers. Secondly, only short
pulses (preferably solitons) rather than quasi CW-signals can be used
for ultrafast all-optical switching. In this paper we start to investigate
solitary wave propagation in multi-core nonlinear fibre arrays of
circular symmetry. We find new classes of stationary solitary wave

solutions for this type of array. We also investigate the structure of
these new soliton solutions and the parameter regions where they exist.
It is shown that tMe bifurcation phenomenon, which was recently found
for the case of the two-core nonlinear coupler [5], has a universal

character and can be observed for every number n of cores
core nonlinear fibre array of circular symmetry.

in a multi-

The propagation of pulses in an array of n
coupled
nonlinear fibres of circular symmetry (the geometry of a sample fibre
array is shown in the Fig.1, n > 3) can be described in terms of n

linearly

coupled

nonlinear

Schr6dinger

equations

normalised form, this set of NLSE's is given by:
,aU
-!
-2 +IU1 l2U1 +K(Un+U
1

.aU

1-g22 +

a2U
2 a•+
+

ann

,

°uIU

+

[4].

In

2 )=O

+I2U2 12U 2 +K(UI+U
-

(NLSE)

3 )=O0

(1)

(

U =0

All variables are dimensionless and normalised. We consider K to be
the only material ccnstant of the problem and assume that K > 0.
Using substitutions :

(2)

Ui(, '")= uj(c, q') e q'
ui=/i'fi.

r=t/rK,

where i is the index of a core (n
obtain:
10-

q'=qK

(3)

is the number of the cores), we

-~f

I d2 f
2dt 2

fn_

2dt2

-

qf1 + f3+

(fn

4

f2) - 0

qf2 +

+ (fn + f3) -0

qf +

+ (fn., + fl) =0

which has now only one combined parameter q

q /K.

This combined

parameter is the only parameter L-f the problem.
Eqs. (4) are invariant with respect to four major symmetry
transformations. They are the following:
(a) rotation symmetry (fi -4 fi+,, for 1 S i S (n - 1) and fn "- fl ),
(b) mirror symmetry
(f1 -*f l and fl + i -'fn+1 -i for I <i < (n - 1)),
(c) sign inversion symmetry
(fi -4 -fi, for 1 :< i < n),
(d) time reversal symmetry
(fi (t) -+ ti (-t) for 1 • i < n).
The internal symmetries of the system (4) result in the existence
of a solution, which exists for every value of n (n ý! 3) This is the fully
symmetric solution:
-12 (q-2)sech [V22"(q-'2) t] ,

(5)

for all i values (I S i . n ). Using the approach of [5) we can find the
positions of the points where asymmetric solutions bifurcate from the
solution which has identical pulses in each core:

%, - 8 - 2 cos(2x(j-1)/n)

(6)

-(n)

Eqs.(6) determine *he location of the bifurcation points.
(Superscript n and subscript 0-1) (where 2 > j _>n) denote the number
of the cores and the number of the bifurcation respectively.)
The convenient way to classify soliton solutions is by the
construction of the energy-dispersion diagram [5, 61. The energy of a
stationary soliton solution is defined by:
q)c

J-.*

UjiI2

u'diKvf )

7-,..
-

i

I

d=-K"j•

-I i~d

(7)

dt

(7

On this diagram, a bifurcation point can be explicitly seen as the point
where a curve which corresponds to the solution of one type splits off
from a curve which corresponds to another type of solution.
Since in any switching phenomena, nonlinear modes with the
lowest energy are initially excited, we have carried out a full numerical
investigation only for the asymmetric solutions of the lowest order. The
energy-dispersion bifurcation diagrams
for the cases n = 3, 4, 5 are
shown in Fig I (a, b, c respectively). Only the curves for the fully
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The numerical results obtained for the cases n = 3, 4 and S show
that the number and positions of the points of bifurcation are in accord
with formula (6).
In conclusion, we have investigated the problem of stationary
pulse propagation in circular arrays of n coupled nonlinear fibres.
At
low energies, the stationary pulses can only propagate in the array if
their field envelopes have identical forms and amplitudes in all fibres.
Increasing the energy above the energy of the firsi bifurcatilon gives
the possibility of a redistribution of energy among the cores, go that the
energy becomes concentrated in a few cores. Further increase in the
total energy leads to a concentration of the energy in a single core.
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
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THIRD ORDER OPTICAL NON-LINEARITY OF POLY(PPHENYLENEVINYLENE) AT 800nm

B. Luther-Davies, M. Samoc, A. Samoc, M. Woodruff
Laser Physics Centre
Research School of Physical Sciences and Engineering
The Australian National University
Canberra ACT 0200
Telephone (61) 62 494244

Poly(p-phenylenevinylene) (PPV) is a conjugated polymer known for its interesting
optical and electrical properties. In particular large values of its third order optical non-linearity have been reported at wavelengths close to its single photon absorption edge 1 .
Of special interest is the fact that PPV is processible in the form of a soluble precursor
which can be dissolved in water and mixed with media such es sol-gel glasses to obta:n
organic/inorganic compos.tes of good optical quality useful for waveguide fabrication.
The crucial point in determining the application of the material in photonics is
however, the ratio of the real to imaginary parts of the non-linear susceptibility 2 as well
as the sign of the real part. These determine the kind of phenomena that can be observed
using the material, and if sufficient non-linear phase accumulation can occur for a given.
application before multi-photon absorption attenuates the non-linear waves.
Between its single and two-photon absorption edges PPV is expected to have a
defocusqing non-linearity and although measurements of the magnitude of X3 around
600nm have been reported the sign has not yet been deteminied. A defocussing nonlinearity is required for the excitation of dark spatial solitons which are predicted to be

relatively insensitive to two-photon absorption 3 in photonic applications. It is thus of
interest to determine the non-linear properties of PPV within its transmission band.
We, therefore, report here measurements of the sign and magnitude of the third
order non-lifnearity, and the magnitude .jf the two photon absorption coefficient using
125fs pulses from an amplified mode-locked Ti:sappnire laser. We also demonstrate
that the non-linear index change saturates at An=10- 2 , with saturation accompanied by
the appearance of a long lived component in the transient grating generated within the

material associated with excited state absorption.
Single pulses extracted from the pulse train from a Coherent MIRA fs

S~111

Ti:sapphire laser were amplified to a mnaximum energy of I mJ using a standing wave
Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier pumped at 3011z by a frequency doubled Quantaray

.--.

GCR-130-30 Nd:Y.AG laser. After recompression the pulse duration was meas'red to
be 125±Sfs. The amplified beam was split into three and configured in the BOXCARS
geometry for time resolved forwtrd DFW. rne4t.Eummenz cf the optical non-linewity.
The beams were loosely focussed to -300 m diameter onto 3-41gm thick PPV samples
on glass microscope slides as substrates. The PPV films were fabricated from a
precursor with a tetrahydrothiophene leaving group synthesized according to 4 and their
thickness determined from the waveguide modes using a METRICON prism coupler.
By measuring the non-linearity as a function of laser intensity it was possible to
determine its saturation properties. Fused silica was used as a reference material to
obtain the magnitude of the non-linearities from the DFWM signals.
Typical data from these experiments are shown in figure. 1 which illustrates the
presence of two contributions to the t-ansient grating formed in PPV: one a fast
component limited only by the pulsewidth of the laser and corresponding to an
n2-7.5i0.5 10- 13cm 2 /W; and the second an intensity dependent tail attributed to the
onset of excited state absorption.
In other experiments single beam power dependent transmission measurements
and two-beam pump-probe measurements allowed the two photon absorption
coefficient to be determined as f1. 1 10"crW, whilst the eclipsing z-scan 5 technique
was used to determine the sign of the non-linearity as negative.
The consequences of these results for the application of PPV in photonics will
be discussed.
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Two-photon absorption in 7c-conjugated polymers
due to biexcitonic states
V.A.Shakin
Photodynamnics Center,RIKEN, NagamachiKoeji 19-1399, Aoba-ku, Sendai 980, Japan
Tel. 81-22 228 2012
Shuji Abe
ElectrotechnicalLaboratories,Umezono 1-1-4, Tsukuba 305, Japan.Tel. 81-298 58 5370
Today conjugated polymers are among the most promising nonlinear materials. The
configuration interaction (CI) method utilizing Pariser-Parr-Pople (PPP) model has proved to be
very efficient for the calculation of the nonlinear optical properties of organic molecules. Until now
suc'h calculations in the case of conjugated polymers were restricted to either very small systems
(about dozen sites) or only one-electron excited states taken into account (S-C0). However, S-CI
approximation is usually insufficient to describe properly nonlinear effects, and inclusion of
double excited states is inevitable. Here we are interested in the properties of bulk polymer solids,
so that, using cyclic boundary condition, we can treat relatively long chains in the CI calculation
with all single and double excitations taken into consideration (SD-CI).
The third order susceptibility, X( 3)(d);0O,--),0)), is calculated in the SD-Cl approximation
using PPP hamiltonian [1] for polymer rings of N=2M sites (we present here the results for
N=40) with the san.e number of electrons interacting with each other through the Pople potential
Vnm=Va/rnm, where rum is the distance between the sites n and m, and a is the average site
spacing. The polymer ring is supposed to be dimerized with the transfer energy modulation 8t. All
energy-like quantities are presented here in units of transfer energy t (typical value is about 2eV).
On-site interaction energy is taken U=2V=2t.
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Fig. 1 shows a typical spectrum of the imaginary part of X( 3)((0;0),-o,Qo) (solid line). The
damping is introduced phenomenologically and has a relatively small value (0.02t) to resolve
resonance peaks. In the region of the two-photon absorption one can clearly see two groups of
peaks. The smaller group represents the peaks which usually appear in the S-CI approximation
[1], while the large broad group of peaks near the excitonic linear absorption resonance is an
essential feature of SD-Cl calculations. This becomes obvious if we analyze a contribution of the
double excitations to the resonant states in the c'egion of the two-photon absorption (Fig.2). The
contribution of double excitations we define here as a sum of the squares of modular of the
expansion coefficients related with wave functions of Hartrce-Fock double excited states in the
114
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series, which represents an eigenfunction of the PPP hamiltonian. The positions of its eigenvalues
are marked in Fig.2 by circles. It should be noted here that the absolute values of the resonant
energies should be corrected to the lower magnitudes, because in the case of long polymers a
neglecting of higher order excitations (triple and so on) leads to the overestimation of the resultant
excitation energies. But as for the relative position of the eigenstates of the PPP hamiltonian, it can
be satisfactory described in the SD-CI approximation, the exception being the pair of the lowest
one-photon and two-photon excited states [2].
In the present work we have also investigated the dependence of the two-photon
absorption spectrum upon some parameters of conjugated polymers. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) differ
only by the value of the transfer energy modulation St. It is clear that polymers with weaker
dimerization are more favorable for getting strong two-photon absorption.
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Two-photon absorption spectrum demonstrates also a strong dependence upon the strength
of the electron-electron interaction (Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) for 8t=O.1t). Two times increase in the
interaction strength has forced us to use logarithmic scale to show the difference. So, we may
conclude that conjugated polymers with strongly correlated electrons are poor candidates for
systems with a large optical nonlinearity.
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THIRD-ORDER SUSCEPTIBILITY OF NEW MACROCYCLIC
CONJUGATED SYSTEMS
Qihuang Gong, Shao-chen Yang and Xingyu Gao
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Recently, there is a rapidly growth of interest in two-dimensional It-electron
organic materials due to their large third-order nonlinear optical effects, thermal and
physical stabilities and film forming property. A considerable amount of investigations on
3 has been accumulated. In this paper, the nonlinearity
porphyrinil-l and phthalocyaninest'
of a new kind of macrocyclic metal-coordinated complex and their derivates was reported.
The new metal-coordinated molecules are asymmetric tripyrrane-containing 22 ntelectrons aromatic macrocyclic cadmium (2+) complex (I) and gadolinium (3+) complex
(iI). The chemical structures of the molecules are shown in Fig. 1. Both the complexes were
synthesized by an improved procedure, in which the acid-catalyzed 1:1 shiff base condensation of 0-phenylenediamine with diformyltripyrrane were used and sequentially oxidized
to form the methine bridged 22 t-electrons aromatic macrocyclic \rnetal complexes in high
yielus by treating with corresponding chloride in the presence of air [41.To investigate the
affect of the charge transfer within the molecule on the nonlinearity, a series of electron
accepting groups, such as -NO2 -C0Na and -Cl, were incorporated to the pyrolane.

7-

N

72-

R-

I

II

Fig. I Chemical Structure of two compiexes

All the complexes and their derivates were studied with degenerate four wave
1-i6

mixing ( DFWM ) in solution state. The solvant is methanol. The experimental arrangement
was a standard phase conjugate DFWM, similar to our previous reportt1S. 5 nanosecond
pulses at 1064nm from a Q-switched YAG laser was used. The spectroscopic analysis
indicated that there is no absorption in the region of 1064nm. The value of X(') for the solutions were measured by using CS2 as a reference. Both xxxx and xyyx components of XM
were measured by changing the probe beam polarization with a 44 waveplate. The ratio of
xxxx component to xyyx component for the samples was determined to be 3:1 within the
measurement

error. This excludes the contribution from the thermal effect. With the

magnitude of (3)measured for the solutions at a certain concentration, the value of thirdorder hyperpolarizability of the molecules were obtained with the relation1 61 of X(3)=NL4y.
Where, N is the number density and L4 =1(n 2 +2)/3I4 the local field correction term. n is the
refractive index for the solution. The results are shown in table I.
TABLE I

The third-order hyperpolarizability of complexes and derivates

Sample

y•

(10"esu)

Harmitt constant

Gd'*:CN-cle
Gd7":Cycle
GdTh*Cycle-CONa

1.2
1.0
1.0

/

Gd":Cycle-Cl

1.15

0.23

Gd":Cycle-NO 2

1.47

0.78

/
0

It is clearly that the nonlinearity of the molecules is enhanced by incorporated an
electron accepting group. The magnitude of of y is linearly increased with the increment
of Harrnitt constant. This is of great importance for synthesising new macrocylic nconjugated molecules.
Reference
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Nonlinear .amma Processes In Polydlacetylenes
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In the present paper we have developed a Raman gain spectroscopy with
femtosecond resolution. The advantage of the method is as follows. (1) The
method is not suffered from disturbance by fluorescence. (2) The Interference
of signal with nonresonant background does not appear. This is extremely
advantageous to the time-resolved CARS spectroscopy. We have applied this
new method to the excItons in polydiacetylene (PDA) with only 1.5 ps lifetime.
This offers the vibrational spectrum with the highest time resolution.
Conjugated polymers have attracted much attention because of their
inique properties as model compounds of one-dimensional electronic systems.
Conjugated polymers have localized excited states with geometrical relaxation.
We have investigated self-trapped exciton (STE) in polydiacetylene (PDA) using
femtosecond spectroscopy [1-6]. The formation process of STE from freeexciton (FE) has been observed as a spectral change of photoinduced
absorption with a time constant of about 150 fs [4]. Transient fluorescence
from FE in PDA obse'rved by probe saturation spectroscopy (PSS) has a peak
at 1.9 eV and decays with the formation of the STE [6].
Time-resolved resonance Raman spectroscopy has been recognized as a
powerful method for studying structures of transient species and electronic
excited states. Teral et al. have calculated phonon modes of localized excited
states in (CH)x and predicted that solitons and polarons can be distinguished
by Raman spectroscopy [7]. However, only a few time-resolved Raman
experiments have been pexformed In conjugated polymers because of the
difficulty due to very short lifetlime of the excited states [8,9]. However, the
observed signals are due to the depletion of the ground state. New phonon
modes of excited states in conjugated polymers have not been observed by
transient Raman spectroscopy.
The femtosecond Raman gain spectroscopy was performed using three
ulses of femtosecond durations as shown in Fig. 1. The 1.97-eV femtosecond
pulse was generated by a colliding-pulse mode-locked dye laser and amplified
.-y a four-stage dye amplifier [1]. The duration and energy of the amplified
pulse were 100 fs and 200, J, respectively. The amplified pulse was split intc

three beams. The first beam (pump-l) generated excited states in PDA. A part
of white continuum generated from the second one was amplified by a tviostage dye amplifier. The amplified pulse has the center photon energy of 1.78
eV and the duration of 200 fs and was used for the pump pulse of the Raman
gain spectroscopy (pump-2). The probe pulse was white continuum generated
from the last beai.. Using this technique the time dependence and spectra of
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photoinduced absorption, bleachRaman

gain

were

observed

at

the same time. The Raman gain
signal was distinguished using
the time dependence and sharp
structure. Polarizations of the
three

beams
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3BC1MU
deposited on a KCl
crystal [5]. All the experiment
was done at room temperature.
Figure 2 shows Raman gain
spectra obtained using the
l.78-eV pulse at several delay
times after the 1.97-eV photo-

Fig.1 Time-resolved Raman gain
spectroscopy.

excitation. At -0.5 ps, two Raman
gain peaks are observed at 1440 and 2060 cm-1. They are assigned to the
stretching vibrations of the C=C and C=C bonds in the acetylene-like structure
of the ground state. The spectrum at 0.0 ps has broad signal below the 1440
cm-1 Raman peak down to 1000 cm- 1 . At jelay time longer than 0.2 ps the
Raman signal has a clear peak at 1200 cm- . The spectral change of the Raman
signal around 1200 cm- 1 ii reproducible and is observed also in PDA-C 4 UC4 .
The width of the 2060 cm- Raman signal becomes slightly broader after the
photoexcitation, but no new Raman peak is observed around 2000 cm- 1 .
Figure 3 shows the transient Raman gain change at 1200 and 1440 cm- 1 .
The negative change at 1440 cm-o is explained by the depletion of the ground
state due to the formation of STE. The time dependence is consistent with the
decay kinetics of the STE. The signal appears slightly slower than the 1.97-eV
pump prlse and decays within several picoseconds. The solid curve is the
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best flt•ed curve using time constants of 150 fs and 1.5 ps. The change a•
2060 cm-• is also negative and has similar tlme dependence with th• 1440-cmsignal. The •Ime dependence of the Raman signal at 1200 cm'I has two
components. The long-life component decays within several picoseconds and Is
asslgncd to the S•. The short-llfe compouent has rime constant shorter than
the present resolution time of 300 fs and is probably due to the nonthermal
STE, because the 1.78-eV pulse can be resonant with the transition between
the nonthermal STE and the ground state.
The theoretical calculation has predicted that the localized excitations
in trans-(CH)x have several Ramdn •ctlve phonon modes [7]. The expected
signal is the reduction of the stretching vibration modes and new Raman lines
at lower frequencies than the stretching modes. The Raman signal observed in
PDA is similar to this feature. However, the phonon modes of tlle STE in PDA
have not been investigated. Here, the observed R•man frequency is compared
with stretching modes of center bonds in unsaturated hydrocarbons wltn four
carbon atoms, i.e. repeat units of PDA [I0]° The formation of the STE in PDA is
expected to be the geometrical relaxation from the acetylene-llhe structure
(=CR-C=C-CR=)x to the butatrlene-like structure (-CRfC=CffiCR-)x. The C=C bo•d
in trans-butene-2 (CHs-CHffiCH-CH3) has a stretching mode with 1675 cm-I.
while the frequency of the C-C bond in trans-lS-butadlene (CB2fCH-CHfCHo)
is 1202 cm-I. Therefore, the 1200 cm"L Raman peak can be ass!gned to the C-'t
bond in the butatrlene-like structure. However, Haman signal due to the C--C
bond in the butatrlene-llke structure cannot be observed in this study. It can
be explained by close frequencies of the stretching modes of the center C=C
bond in buratrlene (CH.=CfC=CII2) and the C=C bond In dlmetylacetylene (CH3C C-CH•), 2079 and 223• cm-I, respectively-The expected new Raman slgnal
near t•e 2060 cm-I peak cannot be resolved '.n this study because of the
broad pump spectrum.
In conclusion, we developed a new timr resolved Raman spectroscopy and
the new •aman peak due to self-trapped exclton in PDA has been observed at
1200 cm-• for the first time by the femtosecoud tlme-resolved Raman gain
spectroscopy. The observed Raman signals indicate the butatrlene-llke
structure due to the formation of the STE after the ge•metrlcal relaxation from
the acetylene-llke structure m the FE state.
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Summary
.1-aggregates of cyanine dyesl, 2 are attracting interest of many scientists from a
spectroscopic viewpoint, because they are expec.ted to show the crossover between the
macroscopic properties of bulk materials and micriscopic ones of isolated molecules.
The mechanism of the fenitosecond nonlinear response of excitons has not yet been
studied on the basis of the one-dimensional Frenkel-exciton model. Recently, the
transizion from a I1-exciton state to at2-exciton state was observed in ethyleneglycol/waterglass (E.GWG) by femtosecond 3 ,4' and picosecond-5 pump-probe spectroscopics. The
present paper describes ihe first observation of femntosecond many exciton states in onedimensional i1-aggregates of 1,1 -die~thyl-2,2'-quiinocyanine bromide I pseudoisocyanine
bromide (PlC-Br)] in EGWG at low temperatures. The decay time of the many-exciton
state was determined to be 200 fs.
Time-resolved difference absorption spectra of 1-aggregates in EGWG were measured
in the whole spectra! region covering the i-band at 2.18 eV. The pump light resonant on
the J-band is amplified white continuum111 with a 300-fs pulse dulation. All the experiments
were performed at 20 K. The excitation power density at 2.18 eV was changed in the
range between 0.98 GW/cm 2 and 0. 15 GjW/cm 2 .
To analyze the complicated temporal behavior of the transient difference absorption
spectra and to extract the characteristic spectral change, the time dependence of the
absorbance change was fitted with a few exponential functions. To describe the absorbance
change in the whole spectral region by the same functions, at least three exponential
functions with the characteristic time constants of 200 fs (rF1 -1 ), 1.5 ps (F 2 -1), and 20 ps
(1-3 ' 1) were needed, besides an instantaneously responding component and a long-life
component () 100 ps).
rhoere are various models which can explain the observed temporal behavior
characterized by the above three time constants. Here we adopted one of the simplest
models, such. that the system relaxes sequentially via three excited states li> (i = 1, 2, 3)
with each relaxation rate of 1i~. Here the absorption spectra per unit population density in
the three states are defined as Ai (i = 1, 2, 3), and stationary absorption spectra per unit
population is defined as At). The dlifferenceo spectra AAi (= A1 - 2 Aei) multiplied by the
excitationi population density p are shown in Fig. I in the case of the highest excitation
power dlensity. The derivative shape with induiced absorption at the higher energy of the
bleaching appears just after excitation, ind the zero-crossing point shifted red within 200
fis. Finally the signs of the absorhance clizinges; at the longer and shorter wavelengths are
reversed in 1.5 ps.
Figure 2-( I) shows the effect ofcxeitatilon density on the shape of the AA I spectruim.
Ini the case of the high intensity excitation, the rel, live ;ntensity of' the peak absorbance
change is substantially suppressed and thc zall appears in hle It gh energy sidle ofIthe peak.
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In the case of the low-power excitation, the transition from the I- to :.-Cxciton state is

dominant. When the excitation power is increased, the transitions from the n- to (n+I)exciton state with larger n than 2 start to contribute to the difference absorption spectra.
Because the transitions from the n(> 2)-exciton states have higher energies than that from
the I-exciton, the peak position of the induced absorption spectrum shifted blue with a tail
on the higher energy side of the spectra in the case of higher density excitation. The
absorbance change represented by the AA 1 is due to the n(> 2)-exciton states, which are
concluded to be dominated by the 2-exciton state from the the estimated exciton density. A
typical decay time of the many-exciton states is about 200 fs.
Figure 2-(2) shows the intensity dependence of AA2. In comparison with Fig. 2-(1),
the higher energy side of the induced absorption of the high-power excitation disappears,
resulting in a spectral shape similar to that of the lower excitation. Since the higher nexciton states decay much faster than the 1-exciton states, AA2 is mainly due to the
transition from the 1- to 2-exciton state. As a result, the induced absorption from the 1to 2-exciton state is increased and the zero-crossing point shifts to the lower probe photon
energy.
In conclusion, we observed the transitions from n-exciton states to (n+ 1)-exciton states
(n Ž 1) of one-dimensional J-aggregates by femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy and
found the decay time of the n(> 2)-exciton states to be 200 fs.
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Quadratically Enhanced Second Harmonic Generation from
Interleaved Langmulr-Blodgett Multilayers
Pudan-T.D.
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In this paper we report a new type of two-legged amphiphilic molecule spacers 1,10.
bistearyl--4,6,13,1S--tetraene--18--aiitrogencrown--6 (NC), the principle being that the single
leg of the optical nonlinear hemicyanine derivative (HD) (E-N-docosyl.4-(2-44diethylaminophenyl)ethenyl)pyridinium bromide (DAEP)) dye might insert in the spacer
molecules thus fasten the interleaved LB multilayers, and improve the degree of order &
structural stability. Quadratic SR intensity enhancement has been achieved up to 114 layer
(57 bilayers) in the above mentioned LB multilayers.
Th1e chemical structure of the amphiphilic hemicyanine derivative dye and two-legged
spacer material used in this work are shown in Figure 1.
The interleaved multilayerjIwere deposited on hydrophilically treated glass slides at a
constant pressure of 3OmNm- HD was deposited on the firstupstroke at a rate or 3mm/mmn
while NC on the following downstroke at 2mm/mmn, the process was repeated up to 114
layers (57 bilayers).
SUG measurements were carried out using a set-up (seeing reference[2J). By SHG
measurement, we found that the molecular hyperpolarizability #~of NC was less than 10-30
esu which was much smaller than that of 111) (10-2 4su), therefore the direct contribution
of NC to X2fthe interleaved multilayers could be safely excluded.
The SI! light intensity is given by:
2o.2d.ý,2

(

2
2

22A

on 2)2
cn(,n
According to equation (1), measured S1! intensity should increpse quadra~ically with 1, or
number or bilayers, if the molecules in the inultilayer form a perfectly aligned array. Thus
a quadratic dependence of SI! intensity with bilayer number could be consider as a criterion
for perfect degree of order in LB multilayers. Here we deposited up to f ifty-seven bilayers
of 11D interleav~ed with NC maintaining a transfer ratio of 1±0.08 which was much better
than pure liD V-type multilayersin the sanme conditions. Our measured data of square root
of the S11 intensity vs. bilayer number of liD interleaived with two-legged NC are shown in
Figure 2. TJhe results indicate that SlIG intensity increase quadratically with increasing
bilayer number of up to S7 bilayers which was considerably higher than the upper limit of
3
bilaycr number (-20) when fattyacid was adopted as a spacer in the same condition~ 3t
perfect transfer ratio and quadratic dependence showed that N~C played a good role of
spacer which improved degree of order ard enhanced SUG lutensity of LB multilayers.
Those promising features could be due to inssertion of the docosyl tail of the lID dye
between the open dioctadecanoyl legs of NC. A preliminary evidence for it has been
provided by Small-angle X-ray Diffraction. Assum~ing the two applroximlately identical
densities did not change too much after molecules were deposited to glass substrates, we
infer that the above mentioned fastening happened between two species at a ratio 1:1.
A non-ccntr'JsymifhlCric LB miulfilayer structLure has been fabricated by interleaving an
optically active component (111D) with an inert spacer (NC) having an appropriate molecular
geometry to fasten the bilayer. The NC molecule has attractive features as an spacer in
fabrication of LB inultilayers made fromi mtany optically nonlinear materials with
124

hydrophobic long tails. Quadratic SHG dependence has been realized in such multilayer
systems.
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Nonlinear Optical Properties and Poling Dynamics of a Side-ChainPolyimide/Disperse-Red Dye
Film: In Situ Optical Second-Harmonic Generation Study
J.Y. Huang, C,L. Liao, C.J. Chang, W.T. Whang
Chiac Tung University. Tiawan, R.O.C.

Nonlinear optical (NLO) polymers are advantageous over inorganic crystalline materials in
several aspects' and have found interesting applications such as modulators, switches, and more
recently as photorefractive devices. However, the second-order NLO response of the materials,
which is created by an electric poling process, decays as time lapses. For the us'.' of an electrooptic device, it is highly desirable to keep the NLO response in an infinitely long period. But for
the photorefractive applications, a fast response of the orientational distribution of NLO
molecules to an electric field is more important. 2 For both cases, the orientational distribution
and its response to an electric field convey valuable information of the polymeric materials. In this
report, we will show that probing the orientational distribution of NLO molecules during the
poling process provides insight of the thermal stability of NLO response and the underlying

interaction between the polymer and NLO molecules.

Two types of aromatic polyimide films, poly(pyromelliticdianhydride)-DR 19 (abbreviated
as PMDA-DR 19, Tg - 110oC) and poly(pyromelliticdianhydride)-4,4'-diaminodiphenyl ether-DR
I (abbreviated as POA-DR 1, Tg - 1650C), were used in this study. During the poling, we
measured the second-harmonic (SH) signal, temperature, and electric field across the film
simultaneously. Fig. I shows the results of the SF1 measurement, Ipp, as a flinction of the film
temperature. The averaged polar angle of NLO molecules can be deduced from the ratio of Ipp
and Is..,p and the result is depicted in Fig. 2 for PMDA-DR 19. The polar angle was found to
change irregularly as the film was heated (see the open symbols in Fig. 2). It was attributed to the
appearance of randomly distributed potential wells inside a fresh prepared polymer. After the
polymer was kept at the poling temperature for a sufficiently long period and then was cooled
down to room temperature, the polar angle of the DR 19 molecules varied smoothly with the
temperature (filled squares). It is interesting to note that the polar angle levels off to a constant
when the temperature decreases below the glass transition point, which clearly indicates that the
result be caused by the global motion of polymer chains. Similar phenomena were observed for
POA-DR 1.
The NLO response and thermal stability of the polymers critically depend on the durtion
of the highest poling temperature. An IR absorption measurement indicates that chemical
reactions between functional groups on the polymer chains occur, which reduce the cavity volume
around the NLO molecules and thus improve the thermal stability. By using the information of
poling dynamics, an optimum poling procedure was devised. Above Tg, the temperature variation
of Ip_,p measured with a long poling film closely matches with the calculated result from a simple
free rotor model which the thermal fluctuation and the alignment strength of the poling field are
taken into account (see the dashed curves in Fig. 3). The agreement is less satisfactory for the
sample with a shorter poling time since the chain motion in the short poling film is significantly
larger than the long poling sample. The large discrepancy below T8 originates from the
interaction between the polymeric matrix and NLO molecules, which is not taken into accounted
in this simple model. We also added epoxy into PMDA-DR 19 to control the glass transition
temperature and then investigated the kinetics of the thermal decay of NLO response. The kinetic
parameters deduced were found to correlate well with the poling dynamics.
JYH acknowledges the finacial support from the National Science Council of R.O.C. under grant
No. NSC82-0208-M-009-037
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Figure Captions
Fig. I The second-harmonic (SH) intensity, Ip_.p(2co), is plotted as a functic i of the temperature
of PMDA-DR 19 during the corona poling. The heating data are indicated b, open squares and
the cooling by filled symbols.
Fig. 2 The polar angle of the NLO dye molecules in PMDA-DR 19 during the heating (open
symbols) or cooling (filled squares) process of the corona poling.
Fig. 3 Ip_+p( 2 0o)versus the temperature of PMDA-DR 19 at the cooling process of the corona
poling. The film was kept at the poling temperature for 30 minutes (bottom.) or 120 minutes (up).
The dashed lines are the theoretical curves calculated from a simple free rotor model.
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Nonlinear Optical Studies of the Molecular Structure in CHOEHIHO and
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CIHCNPUH
1 O Binary Liquid Mixtures
J.Y. Huang. M.H. Wu, Chiao Tw Univiwrsity, Tiaan.RO.C.: Y.R. Shen, Uniersity qfCaJtroiwa.Berkeley, CA

Hydrogen bonding liquids, such as methanol and water, exhibit peculiar thermodynamic
behaviors. These liquids as well as the binary mixtures are important solvents and relevant to
many chemical and biochemical processes appeared in our daily living. Unfortunately, our
understanding of these liquid systems are rather poor owing to the lack of suitable techniques with
which the molecular structure can be probed. In the past, the structural information of liquids was
obtained indirectly by the measurements of thermodynamic quantities. We will show in this report
that important structural information of liquids can be deduced by use of third-harmoific
generation (THG) and infrared-visible sum-frequency generation (IVSFG).
Fig. I shows the measured THG susceptibility (XM ) of CH3 H0H20 versus the mole
fraction of methanol (cm). The THG susceptibility, which has been normalized with that of fused
silica, exhibits a nonlinear dependence on cM*. Since XM can be expressed in terms of the THG
susceptibility of water (Xw) and methanol (XM) as
XT(CMP)=CMZm +(1 - CM)MW

(1)

thus the nonlinear behavior Of XT on cM indicates that both XM and Xw be concentration
dependent. Considering that the correlation length of liquid molecules in CH 30-RIH 2 0 is much
shorter than the excited area, the observed concentration dependence must be caused by the
different strength of hydrogen bonding experienced by the liquid molecules as they are mixed. A
simple molecular model based on the hydrogen bonding strength will be proposed to explain the
features observed in the measured THG susceptibility. By applying IVSFG to the liquid surface,
the orientational order of methanol molecules at the liquid/vapor interface was found to increase
as the surface methanol molecules were hydrated. Similar IVSFG results were also reported by
Laubereau et al.1 previously.
We also studied CH 3CNiH2 0 with THG technique (see Fig. 2). Different behavior from
that of CH 3OH/H 2 0 was observed. Within our experimental accuracy, XT of the CH3 CNIH20
mixture was found to linearly depend on the mole fraction of acetonitrile (CA ) when CA>0. 3 . But
abrupt change was observed at CA - 0.3. This change can be attributed to a phast; separation of
the binary solutioi into acetonitrile rich and water rich regions 2 when there is a significant amount
of acetonitrile in the solution. By applying IVSFG to the liquid/vapor interface of CH 3CN/J-1 2 0,
Eisenthal el al.3 observed sudden strucLural change at the liquid/vapor interface at cA - 0.07. The
asymmetric interaction experienced by the surface acetonitrile molecu,.,s is considered to be the
major cause of the less acetonitrile molecules being needed for the structural change at the liquid/
vapor interface.
JYH acknowledges ihe finacial support from the National Science Council of RO. C. under grant
No. NSC82-0208-M-009-037
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1 Measured THG susceptibility of methanol/water mixture as a function of the mole fraction
of methanzol. The data of THG susceptibility are normalized with that of fused silica glass.
Fig. 2 Enhancement of the orientational order of methanol molocules at the liquid/vapor interface
of CH 3 OH/H 2 0 versus the mole fraction cf methanol. The curve is deduced from the fit of the
measured IVSFG susceptibility of the symmetric stretch of the methyl group (v - 2830 cm-1) to a
theoretical formula for the effective surface susceptibility.
Fig. 3 Measured THG susceptibility of acetonitrile-water mixture as a function of the mole
fraction of acetonitrile. The THG susceptibility date are normalized with that of fused silica glass.
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fluoelecirk Optical Nonilnearitles In Stralwd [111] InGaAs-G.,s
Multple Quantun Well p4-n Sructe
Arftur L. Smirl, X. R. Huang, D. R. Harken, A. N. Cartwright and D. S. MLCalum
Center for Laser .cienee and Engineering, 100 IATL, University of Iowa, Iow& City, IA 52242
Tel. (319) 335 3460
and
J. L. Sinchm-Rojas, A. Saceddn, F. GonzAlez-Sanz, E. Calleja and E. Mufloz
Dpto. Ing. Electrdnica, ETMI Teleomunicacidn, Univ. Poiit6cnlca de Madrid, Cludad Universitaria,
28040-Madrid, Spain.
Tel. 34.1.336 73 21

Strained multiple quantum well (MQW) structures conipored of zincblende naterials grown on
substrates oriented in directions other than [100] are. attractive for a number of novel nonlinear optical and
electronic device applications because of the prege of large piezoelectric fields along the growth directions. For
er.ample, strain-induhced piezoelectric fields in such structures have been exploited to proxduce self-dectro--ofic
effect devices (SEEDs) that exhibit a blue shift with applied voltage and that consequently have a !ower switching
voltage.' In addition, improved performance has been predicted for piezoelectric electronlc devices such as
HEMTs. 2 Full exploitation of strained piu-,detric MQWs, however, depends on a more thorough
understanding of the band structure, carrier dynamictic
nieav
l hoesses
bpdical
these
an materials. Thus
far, the existence and Jlsc
of these dynlectric
pie
fields have been deponostrated, and the steady-state
nonlinear optical response of piezoelectric MQWs has been shownrý to be an order of magnitude larger than that
measured in shi-ilar structvtxes grown in the, [100] direction. Most ,'cently,6 by comparing the transient and
steady-state d'fferential transmission spectra, we have demonstratedl that the larger steady-state response for
[11 1]-oriented MQWs is caused by carrier accwamulation over the longer (density-dependent) lifetime for such a
samrnple and that it is not the result of a larger nonlinear optical cum section
Here, we provide dwe first temporal and spectral resolution of the optical nonlinearities associated with
the screening of the built-in fields in p-i(MQW)-n structures. Moreover, we demonstrate that the nature and
magnitude of the nonlinear optical response and the carrier dynamics in such structures depend criticaliy on the
band structure and that simple changes in the band structure can make dramatic changes in both. We do this by
enbedding strained [111 - rIeIted InGaAs-GaAs MQWs in the intrinsic regon of a p-i-a strucatre such that the
p-i-n field opposes the piezoelectic field. We then show that, by simply doubling the barrier thickness in one of
two othcrwise identical p-i(MQW)-a structures, we can transform the nonlinear response associated with a blue
shria into one associated with a red shill
The distinctly different band structures of the two samples are shown schematically in the inset Figs. Aa
and 2a. In addition, detail of a single period of each QW structure is provided in inset Figs. lb and 2b. Each
sample contains ten 10-nim-wide Inn5aG& 1 As quantum wells that are separated by GaAs barriers. In one sample
(#279) the barriers are 15 nm wide, whereas in the other sample (#280) the bairrers are 30 nn wide. In each
sample, the QWs are clad on both sides by undoped GaAs spacer layers with thicknesses chosen to make the total
thickness of each intrinsic region 570 nm. Both samples •e grown on n+ doped [ I IB-oriented substrates.
Finally, a 300-mn-thick p+ GaAs cap layer was grown to complete the p-i-n structure, The n+ and n- doping
concentration was sufficiently large (>2 x 10ts cmn3) to allow a built-in potenAtial of - 1.4 V to form between the
doped r-egions in each sample without completely depleting the doped regions. Tle samples did not have
electrodes applied and were not connected to any external potential. Thc pievzelectric field in the wells was
estimated to be -215 kV/cm. Because of the orientation of the substrate and the ;ocations of the doped regions,
the piezoelectric field points in the opposite direction to the built-in p-i-n electric field. The design of sample #279
is such that the accumulated decrease in potentiai over the entire MQW region due to the piezoelectric field is
greater thin the accumulated increase due to the p-i-n field. As a result, the net pctential change is negative over
the MQW region, resulting in a local potential minimum for electrons at !he end of the MQW region nearer the
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contrast. in sanmle #28C, the barrie wki
am wcreased to emmure tw qpuite cuifitlon. That is, ft cesign
Is such tt the accumulr4ed decrease in poendal associated with the pka. echic field Is approximately equal to,
but slightly less than, the amiumnlated increase due to the p-i-n. In the latter case, the average poenidal in the
MQW region is approximately flat and there Is no local minizum in the average poteeal for the electroas or
holes iHnM Iately adJa&= to the MQW regkoin Finally, 3s a rdem= a thdr sample was grown with thesarme
structure as sample #280 excep that it was grown on a [100]-orletei substrate. This sample (#280R) coniains
m) plewdectric field.
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FI. I Absorption coeflfl
chane, Am ofp4e-n 279 ploft as a fuackm of wavelength for
selected promc delays at a pump fluene of 3 PJIcm. Then
hets show ft bandstructures of (a)

drhuexcitaed sampi.. (b) a single quantum well priod adn (c) th sample after photoexcitatim
Th cimanges in absotpdon co-ficrent ltx each of these three samples was measured as a fwnion of
tM of wavelent, and of excitation ievel using a tunmable. cavity-umped CW modelocked dye lase thai
o c pulse of 3.2 p (FWHM) at a 147 kHz. rxdtion rate (-7 Is between pulses). lhe absorptim changes
wve extracted from differentlal transmilssio measmu5eme, in which a weak pIcbe beam was used to measuve
the change in transmission Induced by a pump beam.
Several reresentatve spectra lur sample #279 are shown in Fig I for selected time delays between

pump and probe puses. (x sample temperature was 80 K for all data to be discussed hem) Severa features
are of note. FMrst we comment that the curve labeled 7 lis was obtained by acquiring the Aix spectrum with th
probe arranged to arrive 50 ps before the
wrpidc correponds to 7 ps after the previus pump puA. Tlis
Aix spectnum is indicative of a blue-shlfted exdcui• and It represents the accumzlated (quasl-steady-state) change
incduced by the previous pump pulses. This acmunudata barkground (or bias) must be taken into account when
performing ine shape analyses on the remaining spectra. When this Is doa the other specta- (as well as those

no shown) are consstent with the folloing: Immedaty fowing the pump (2 ps), the Aa spectrum consists
of a small positive lob. followed by a large negative lobe, cosistent with a bleaching of the already blue-shifted
excitons as carriers are photogeneate In the wells. The bleacbing companent t .gradually decays as carriers
escape from the weds and dclf to scre the elctic field ex••ened by the quantum wells or as they eveatlly
recxinbixe. As depicted In tie inset Fig. Ic. the photogenatvl carriers acemmilMe In the local potatial minima
at the ends of the MQW regions utll this region is on the average flat. Tle carriers In this location screen the
1386
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MQWs, but not the undoped inmlrnsic layes. theby redcuing flu decic field experienced by each QW and
causing a blue shift of tlu exciton. Tbese spatailly-sqiated cwniefs recombine non-exponentially on very long
dmu scales, as evldoxed by the ranalning aborbamce dchnge at 7 Its.
Similla results for sample #280 are shown in Fig. 2. TheInterpretaion and the carrier dyrrnmcs ar
similar to the discussed in conJunlcon with Fig. I with tlu ikwing significant excpltiom: In sample #280,
pharctitatlon prodhuces a definite red shift, in direct cinrast to the blue shift observed in #279. As the electrons
and holes escape tlh wells, trey drift to the doped reglons as depicted In theinset Fig. 2c. Comequntly, by
comparison to Fig. Ic, throe carriers scree both the MQWs and the undoped Inrinasic layers. inceasing the
dectric feld explenced by the QWs and causing a eiiioft the exclton. Finally, notice that the peak nonlinear
response arising from screening in ifs staple Ishalfthit of ftl pevious snmple.
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Fig. 2 AbsorTon coelidet change, Aa, of p-I-n 280 ptted as a function of wavelength for
selected prxo delays at a pump fluenoe of 3 pJ/cm?. The Insets show the bandstoKcures of (a)
the unecited sample, (b) a single quantum wef pedod and (c) the sample after photoexclitaion.
Detailed line shape analyses confirm that our results are consistent with the above qualitative
interpreaUton and are consistent with the band structure assunt!xi hem We emphasize that a simple doubling of
the barrier width in one of two otherwise idantical samples with opposing built-in fields converted a blue shift to a
red shift, changed the location where the carriers tend to acc•m•ilat. and nmdfied. the magnitude of the response.
This example illustrates the flexibility in tailoring the nonlinear optical response of such strnctures.
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TUA2

A Novel Optical Nonlinearity in a Semiconductor Gain Medium and its
Applications to Wavelength Filtering
Serge Dubovitsky, William H. Steier, Atul Mathur and P.D. Dapkus
Center for Photonic Technology
Department of Electrical Engineering, m/s 0483
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, CA 90089-0483
(213)740-4412

We report here on a novel NLO material and a new approach to an implementation of
tunable, very narrow band, wavelength filtering and wavelength recognition based on the time
response of an optical nonlinearity. The approach makes possible some important new optical
devices for wavelength division multiplexing and is based on a new optical nonlinearity: a
optically induced birefringence sensitive to the intensity and polarization of the optical signal.
The proposed wavelength filtering can best be understood by considering a four-wave
mixing(FWM) interaction in an NLO medium with a finite time response, 'r. The corifiguration is
shown in Fig. 1. An input composed of several optical wavelengths, or equivalently trequencies
'" , interacts with two local pump beams at frequency Cop, E and E'. An NLO
...
grating is written by Ej and Ep and the FWM interaction deflects pump Ep into &e output port
only if the frequency o, such that o0j--cp<l/-T, is present in the input. The deflected beam, E0
is frequency shifted into coj and contains any modulation which might be on the input Ej. The
FWM interaction thus filters from the input a band of wavelengths centered around Xp. The filter
bandwidth, Ae•I!t, is determined by the time response of the nonlinear optical medium used to
affect the nonlinear interaction. In the conventional FWM configuration, the input, pumps, and
the deflected output propagate in different directions and therefore the various beams are easily
isolated on the basis of their direction of propagation.

filtered output

EOP(coo

E

with
time,,

)medium

,._response

Fig. 1. Wavelength filtering based on a FWM interaction.
For the implementation of a wavelength filter suitable for practical applications there are
significant advantages in using an integrated optics approach because of the increased optical
intensities, large interaction lengths, and ease of integration into optical systems. A desirable
filter would also have a bandwidth in the gigahertzs (AX-0.1 ,A)range and hence would require a
NLO medium with a time response in the sub-nanosecond range. The integrated optics
implementation implies a collinear interaction in a waveguide and therefore does not allow the
separation of the beams by direction of propagation, as is done in a typical FWM configuration.
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To isolate the desired output, Eo, from the pump, E,' in a collinear configuration we
propose to use a medium with nonlinear birefringence sensitive to the intensity and polarization
of the optical signals, i.e. nonlinear polaization-dependent birefringence. In this medium the
TM intensity would change the TM index more than it would change the TE index and vice
versa. In such a medium, shown in Fig. 2 the interfering copropagating pump, Ep, and the signal,
Ej, produce a total polarization vector rotating at 0 =cOp-Oj. This produces a waveplate
oscillating at Q, which is somewhat analogous to the grating in Fig. 1. The counterpropaga.ing
pump, E,, reads the waveplate and as a result, in addition to the usual frequency shift, this
medium rotates the polarization of the counterpropagating pump, E;. The angular deflection of
Fig. I is replaced by the rotation of polarization in Fig. 2. The rotation of polarization in a
collinear configuration allows one to separate the generated output, E0 , from the pump based on
polarization.

Eo(

0)

EE
j

ourco

Fig 2. Wavelength filtering in a collinear configuration. The generated sidebands, E0 , of
the pump E' are separated from the pump E' on the basis of polarization.

--

To implement the above concept one requires a medium with the appropriate response time
and nonlinear polarization-dependent birefringence. We have therefore investigated this NLO
-ffect in a novel semiconductor gain medium based on strained quantum wells. In general, the
semiconductor gain medium has an ideal response time for filtering (-0.2ns), which leads to
0.3 A bandwidth, and has been demonstrated as a very efficient FWM medium[l]. The nonlinear
effect is the gain saturation which in semiconductors also produces an index change due to a
linewidth enhancement factor.
The particular medium has recently been demonstrated[2l and used to implement two
polarization lasers[21 and polarization insensitive amplifiers[3]. The gain medium consists of
compressive and tensile strain quantum wells(T/C QW) and can be thought of as two separate
but inter-dependent sourccs of optical gain. The compressively strained wells, with the heavy
holes occupying the lowest energy level in the valence band, serve as the main source of TE
gain. The tensile strain wells, where the light holes are in the lowest valence level, split their
gain as 3/4 TM and 1/4 TE and therefore provide the sole source of TM gain. The interaction
of light holes with both polarizations determines the minimum possible coupling between the
sources of TE and TM gains, whereas the coupling of caj'r'er densities in the different wells [41
determines the actual amount of cross-coupling between the gains. The coupling of the carrier
densities in the wells occurs due to a finite carrier escape rate from the wells. The polarization
resolved gain saturation properties of the medium have been analyzed[41 and tuilored for an
implementation of a wavelength converter[5, 6]. The effective nonlinear polarization-dependent
139
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birefringence of the medium results from differential saturation of the two gains and therefore
depends on the cross-coupling. Low cross-coupling results in high birefringence. The amount
of cross-coupling depends on placement, structure and operating condition of the quantum wells
in the amplifier and therefore can be somewhat tailored for a given application.
We have experimentally investigated and demonstrated the NLO waveplate due to
nonlinear polarization-dependent birefringence in an InGaAsP T/C QW amplifier at 1.319 glm as
shown in Fig. 3. The input beam is a linearly polarized beam at 100 off the TM axis and is
intensity modulated at frequency f. The large TM component preferentially saturates the TM
gain and changes the TM index due to the polarization sensitive saturation. This creates a
waveplate oscillating atf which is read by the intensity modulated input. The output contains a
component polarized at 900 and modulated at 2f. This component is the product of the input
beam modulated at f, and the medium birefringence, which is also modulated at f. The
amplitude of the orthogonal component at 2f is a measure of the NLO waveplate. We have
observed the intensity induced waveplate and measured up to 1.45 radians of birefringence
when optical resonance effects in the amplifier enhanced the effect. The measurements
demonstrate this new NLO effect and the analysis shows how the effect can be increased by
designing the amplifying medium to further isolate the TM and TE gain saturation.
•-i-electronic spectrum analyzerl
'amplifiecompensatorl

2,•-Pf_

fpo

PD

a.zing beam splitter

Fig. 3. Schematic of the experimental setup used to measure the nonlinear polarizationdependent birefringence
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Four-Wave Mixing in Semiconductor Traveling-wave Amplifiers
for Efficient, Broadband, Wavelength Conversion up to 65 nm
Keny J. Vahala, Jianhui Zhou, Namkyoo Park
Department of Applied Physics, Mail Stop 128-95
California Institute of Technclogy, Pasadena, Califk.,aia 91125
Michael A. Newkirk, and Barry !. Miller
AT&T BeRl Laboratories, Holhdel. New Jersey 07732
Wavelength conversion is recognised as an important function in future fiber networks employi.g wavelength division multiplexing. We have recently demonstrated broad-band wavelength conversion over spans
as large as 27 nm [1, 2]. Our approach ises ultra-fast four-wave mixing dynarrice associated with intraband
relaxation mechanisms ;n semiconductor traveling-wave amplifiers (TWA's). Iii this paper we present new
results showing conversion over wavelength spans as large as 65 nm. This surpa.sses the previous record by
over a factor of two. Of equal importance, we also verify experimentally our previous theoretical prediction
that wavelength conversion efficiency varies as the cube of TWA single pass Zain.
In the course of our previous work 12], we have shown that the theoretical efficiency, t, of this procew
can be expressed by the simple relation:
.7 = 36 + 2P + R(A,)

where 17is the ratio in dB of the converted signal output power to the signal input power Fuid C is the
single pass TWA optical gain. A crucial point ,s the presence of 3G in this exprosr.oJI - essentially, the
wavelength converter uses the availoble !'WA optical •,ain throe times. We verified this expression using ar.

experimental setup similar to that aescribed in [2] Tunable, single-frequency, erbium fiber ring lasers were
used as pump and signal sources and TWA devices used contained tensile-strained mutli-quantum wel! active
layers described in [3]. Figure 1 shows conversion efficiency data plotted versus single-pass saturated optical
gain. The pump power was -4.2 dBm and the signal power was -11.3 dl3m. The measured slope of 3.18
confirms the cubic dependence of efficiency on single pass gain.
.5

~

•"

~Slope=3.18
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LJJ
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1p --

0
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Iq-
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-11.3 dBm
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Gain (dB)
Figure. 1: Measured conversion efficiency vcrsus saturated single-pass TWA optical gain, showing cubic
dependence oi efficiency on gain.
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Other parameters appearing in the above equation include the input optical pump-wave power P (expressed it. dBm), and a quantity we call the relative efficiency function, R(AA). The relative efficiency
function contai-as information on the intraband dynamics responsibla for wide-band foui-wave mixing. By
using a tandem geomet-, amplifier (i.e., two low gain amplifiers in series, separated by an optical isolator),
it was possible to measure R(AA) for wavelength shifts as large aG 65 nm. Data for positive and negative
wavelength shifts are presented in figure 2. It is important to note that figure 2 is not the actual conversion
efficiency, ij, which is a vastly larger number, because o! its dependence on amplifier gain, G (in dB), and
pump power, P (in dBm). Once, however, R(AA) is measured, the requirements on these other quantities
!or specific conversion efficiencies aTe known. Based on the above data, figure 3 shows the TWA single-pass
gain required for lossless wavelength conversion versus the desired wavelength shift. The four-wave mixing
pump power assumed in this calculation is a modest -9 dBm. Because of the cubic gain dependence verified
here, it can be seen that, 100% efficiency is .ttainable for wavelength shifts as large as 65 nm with optical
gains in thN rarige of JO dB.
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Figure 2: Meawured relative conversion efficiency function,R(AA), versus wavelength shift. Note:R(AA) is
not the actual conversion efficiency (see equation in paper).
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Figure 3: Single pass TWA optical gain required for lossless wavelength conversion.
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Due to the limited single pass optical gain of the tandem converter tested here (18.9 dB), lower efficienc'es
were observed. Figure 4 shows the measured eficiency -erss wavelength down-shift, for a pump power of
-7.0 dBm. Despite the reduced gain, sign-ificant wavelength rhifts with high efficiency are possible (e.g., -12
dB for 10 nm of shift). These values are already sufficient for certain system applications.
This work is sponsored by the Office of Naval Rescearch (N00014-91-J-1524)
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Figure 4: Measured wavelength conversion efficiency versus wavelength downshift for a pump power of -7,0
dBrn.
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TUA4
Dynamics of Instantaneous Frequency and Amplitude of Coherent
Wave Mixing In Quantum Confined bemlconductor Structures
Daniel S. Chemla
Department of Physics, University of California at Berkeley
Materials Sciences Divisions, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
In the last fifteen years, quantum confined semiconductor structures
(Q•SS) have attracted much attention because of their novel properties and
their potential for electronic and photonic applications [1]. Electronic and
optical propertios of QOCSS are domnated by the combined effects of quantum
Their response to electromagnetic
statistics and Coulomb interaction
excitations is determined by a polarization which possesses a time dependent
amplitude and phase. Although the phase is a very sensitive probe of
microscopic scattering and collision mechanisms, most of ultrafast
spectroscopy of heterostructures has concentrated on measuring the
amplitude only r2].
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Figure 1, Left, CWM time integrated intensity vs At. Center CWM power
spectra for the 3 At marked by the arrows. Right, dynamics of the phase
(relative to the Laser) within the ultrashort pulse emission fur the same 3 At.
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Using a combination of time-resolved, frequency-resolved, and
interferometric correlation techniques we have recently investigated the phase
and amplitude of coherent wave mixing (CWM) emission from quantum well
structures excited by two ultrashort pulses [3]. For excitation near the
absorption edge, we have observed ultrafast nonlinear phase dynamics that
are very sensitive to the two times involved in the experiment At, the time delay
between the exciting pulses and, t, the absolute time within one pulsed
emission. The left part of Figure 1 shows the usually measured time integrated
CWM signal vs At for a configuration where only the lowest resonance is
excited. In the center part of the figure the CWM powo; spectra, for the three At
indicated by arrows, clearly demonstrates that the frequency content of the
signal depends strongly on the time delay At. Furthermore, as shown in the
right side of the figure, the phase difference oetween the signal and a
refercnce laser, A,, exhibits, within each ultrashort pulse, a nonlinear dynamics
vs t, which also depends on L.t [3].
When two resonances are simultaneously excited we observe quantum
beats whose dynamics can be extremely fast just above the fundamental limit,
AoAt-l. As shown in Figure 2a, for the case of two resonances 15meV apart,
Aý exhibits an abrupt ir-shift at the beat. Figure 2b compares the

-0)
2.8ýfs

Aýj S(a)

-2,c

-2m
0

Trme Delawy (is*
80

160

240

Figure 2: (a) Evolution of the phase difference between the CWM
emiszion and the reference laser, (b) details of the interfernmetric autocorrelation fringes at the center and close to the first node of the trace.
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interferometric fringes at the beginning of the emission and close to the Ibeat,
showing that this shift Is completed in 12 fringes or 50fs and, therefore,
corresponds to ,Mwt-1.4.

1 For exchtation in the two-dimensional
continuum of quasi-free e-h states,

Laser.,44mev

above the lowest exciton state,
tho dephasing time is of the order of a

fS

few tens of fs [4]. When the pulse
duration exceeds T2 , the dephasing

time,

the time

integrated

CWM

0fSprovides no interesting information. In
contrast the temporal evolution of the
CWM power spectra gives directly the
spectrogram [21 and is a direct
visualization of the phase dynamics of

220 fs

1.48

1.5

1.52

t ......
1.54

the emission.
As shown in Figure 3, we observe as
a function of At a clear dynamical shift

of the power spectrum relative to that
of the laser spectrum. We attribute this
effect to the dynamics of the nonequilibrium e-h Ferrii-sea created by
the intense pulse [5]. This "blue
shiftedt emission Is the counterpart of the *redshifted' spectral hole burning
observed in pump-probe experiments [6]. This effect corresponds for nonequilibrium distributions to the well known Fermi-q9dge singularity of equilibrium
distributions.
Figure 3: Spectrogram of the CWM
for excitation in the continuum of(
quasi free e-h pairs.

Elaborate numerical simulations based on the semiconductor Bloch
equations [71 account for the general features of the experiments. They fail.
however, to reproduce important aspects of the data which we track back to
the statistical treatment of screening and Lorentzian description of dephasing.
These experiments challenge the present theoretical description of
semiconductors and reveal a need for refinements in the treatment of
microscopic processes in non-Markovian theory. On an ultrashort time scale
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the microscopic effects of iaser induced non-equilibrium populations cannot be
described by statistical oc mean-field approaches. The parameters of the
materials, effective masses, resonance energimý, transftion amplitudes, etc.. all
experience an Ahiafast time dependent renormalization [8). General and
consistent descriptions of Coulomb scaitlering and phonon collisions have been
proposed [9,10), but they have not yet beenr applied to complicated nonlinear
optical experiments such as those described inthis lecture.
This wovrk m~s supported by the Director, Office of Energy R1eseatch, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, Vh~sion o,"Materials Sciences of the US Department of Energy, under contract No.
DL.AC03-76SF0OO98.
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Implementation or Second-Order Nonlinearities in Semiconductor Waveguides
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Semiconductors are known to exhibit large second order nonlinearities (e.g.
d14=200pmV-1 for GaAs at 10.6pm [1) compared with d 15=5.5pmV- 1 in LiNbO 3 ).
However, efficient generation of new frequencies has not been possible due to the
difficulties of phase-matching as zinc-blende semiconductors do not exhibit
birefringence and typically have a large dispersion in the near infrared. One possible
quasi phase-matching scheme for second harmonic generation in semiconductors is to
use a refractive index grathig [2]. However, the generation efficiency of such schemes
is poor and Bragg scattering can increase losses. In addition, the high symmetry of
zinc-blende semiconductors only gives one iton-zero X(2) tensor element and therefore
restricts the choice of potential device geomet-ies. By breaking the symmetry of the
structure, additional (and potentially enhanced) X(2) tensor elements can be generated.
One particularly promising method for achieving this is to grow asymmetric quantum
well structures . For long-wavelength (10m) operation, inter-sub-band transitions
with n-doped wells, nonlinear coefficients as large as 360nmV-1 have been measured
[3]. For near infrared operation, inter-band transitions in intrinsic asymmetric
quantum well (AQW) structures can also be used to obtain a second order
nonlinearity. Theoretical predictions have concentrated on the heavy-hole transition
and obtained nonlinear coefficients of dl 5=6pmV'1 in coupled quantum wells [41 and
d15=200pmV- 1 in stepped quantum wells i5]. However an implementation of the d 15
coefficient in a waveguide geoinetry would require the excitation of both TE and TM
modes. Alternatively, a d33 coefficient would permit the excitation in just the TM
mode. However, transitions from the heavy-hole sub-bands do not contribute to the
d33 coefficient due to wavefunction symmetry, but there should still be adequete
oscillator strength from the light-hole transitions.
Using an A.p perturbation, the second order susceptibility v, in general given by,
e3

1

P.
-

_xi.

_
-

#

J

()

where in0 is the free electron mass, ii is the unit vector in the direction of the ith
polarisation and p,, and hQ, are the momentum matrix element and energy
difference respectively, taken between the electronic states a and 0. Here S, denotes
that the expression which follows it is to be summed over all 6 permutations of the

pairs

("-")I -o(2)1

(jwo) and (k W 2 ). To obtain the electronic states g, a, P. a

parabolic band model is used for the conduction band and a 4x 4 Luttinger-Koht,
Hamiltonian is diagonalised for the valance bands (the split-off band is neglected).
Figure l(a) shows the stepped quantum well (with the calculated energy levels) that
will be used as an example here, dtsigned for use at a wavelength of 1.55gm. The
transitions from the n=l valence stute, to the ni=2 conduction state are permitted in
this structure because of the asymmetric potential. Th-!se An*0 transitions are
essential in obtaining a finite second order nonlinearity. The calculated dispersion of
X(2) from equation (1) is shown in figure I(b). Operating beneath the resonance (to
ensure the second harmonic is not absorbed) gives a potentially employable
d33=60pmV- 1 (although the peak value is around d33 =i l0pmV-') which is only a
factor of 2-3 smaller than the intrinsic d 14 c(,efficient for GaAs and predicted peak
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values for the d 15 coefficient in similar structures (in spite of the lack of contribution
from heavy-hole transitions).
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of asymmetric stepped quantum well consisting of 4nm
Alo.15Gao.85As and6nm Alo.33Gati.67As layers within 2Onm Alo.48Gao.52As barriers
showing the energy levels of the bound states. (b) Calculateddispersion of the second
order susceptibility X. for Mhis AQW structure showing both real and imaginary
parts.
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Fig. 2 Schematic showing the initial growth of second harmonic for perfect phasewatching (Ak=O), non-phase-matched(Ak*O), and first order quasi phase-matched
by dorain reversal (DR) and domain disordering(DDM). The dashed lines indicatethe
exterit of the domains fkr quasiphase-matching.
The use of struuirWrely induced second order nonlinearities widens the scope for
possible phase matching techniques. Domain reversal is feasible by periodically
inverting the asymmetric quantum wells. Practically, this would involve etching and
regrowth which would probably lead to substantial propagation losses. A more viable
technique is to periodically reduce the size of the nonlinearity (ideally to zero). Fig. 2
shows how SHG would evolve in such a structi,"compared to domaLn reversal and
effective nonlinear coefficient
ideal phase-matching with a reduction
L.

dDD=deqfln. In doped quantum wells for lOtm operation, the nonlinearity has been
reduced by proton implantation [6] which eliminates the carriers. The technique we
propose for the near infrared is quantum well intermixing to remove the induced
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asymmetry. The most promising technique, in GaAs/AlGaAs systems is impurity-free
vacancy disordering (IFVD) due to the low optical losses [7]. Disordering is realised
by depositing an SiO 2 cap on the material and then annealing in a rapid thermal
processor. Selectivity across the wafer is achieved by placing a layer of SrF2 between
the SiO 2 and the semiconductor in regions where intermixing iv not required [8]. The
spatial resolution of the process is more than adequate to define gratings with a pitch

"-41.
In additioa to potential applications for frequency conversion, second-order
nonlinearities can be cascaded to produce a nonlinear phase shift which can be
controlled through phase-matching [9]. This then can be used to achieve all-optical
switching. One possible device design is shown in fig. 3 where the sum of two input

freqiuencies is generated, but because of a set phase mis-match, downconversion

subsequently occurs which is, in general, out of phase with the original input [ 10]. It
can be shown that this gives an induced nonlinear phase shift at (01 which is
independent of the relative phase of the input at (02 (i.e. incoherent sources can be
used). To induce a phase shift of n at frequency tol in a 1cm long and 81.tM 2 crosssection AlGaAs AQW waveguide phase matched by domain disordering (using the
optimum phase mis-match AkL=2n), estimated optical power levels at w2 of 4W using
d33=60pmV' 1 and 400mW using d15=200pmV-1 [5] are required. This figure should
be compared with equivalent all-optical switching devices based on the third-order
nonlinearity in AIGaAs where switching power levels of the order of 100W are
required.

Fig. 3 Schematic of an asymmetric Mach-Zehnder all-optical switch based on a
cascaded second order nonlinearity. For semiconductors, quasi phase-matching is
employed in the arm where both opticalfrequencies are present.
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Resonant surface second-harmonic generation on Cu(111)
by a surface state to image-potential state transition
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Summary
Here we present the first observations of resonant enhancement of X(2) from a metal
by a surface state-image potential state transition [1]. This conclusion is reached from
a systematic experimental investigation of second-harmonic (SH) generation from a
clean Cu(111) surface as a function of photon energy, and crystal azimuthal orientation. We also suggest that earlier observations of the sensitivity of the SH resonance
in Cu(1] 1) to lattice temperature and bombardment of the surface by ions [2] can be
explained by a linewidth broadening associated with electrons in surface states scattering into bulk states, consistent with angle-resolved photoernission measurements
[3].
In our experimenls a Cu(11 1) sample was mounted in an ultahigh vacuum chamber
(5x1O-° Torr base pressure) on a manipulator which could be used to vary the
azimuthal orientation of the sample. Surface crystalline order and cleanliness were
monitored using low-energy electron-diffraction and Auger electron spectroscopy. For
the SH dispersion measurements, we used a synchronously pumped mode-locked dye
laser which produced a train of 3-ps pulses at 76 MHz with an average power of 200500 mW. With three different dyes the wavelength range 775-590 nm (1.6< hw <
2.1 eV) could be covered. A p-polarized beam was focused to a 50. pm d~ameter spoton the sample at an angle of incidence of 670 and p-polarized reflected SH light was
detected using a photomultiplier and conventional photon-counting techniques.
Figure 1 shows the SH efficiency of the bample as a function of wavelength obtaincd
for two azimuthal orientations 0 of the sample. The reflected SH efficiency, R, depends

or

4' as

given by:
X1?ff

I=c [A + Bros(30)j j)

for a surface of C3, symmetry [2]. Here 4 is the angle between the plane of
incidence and the [0111 surface vector, Xf$ is the effective second-order susceptibility,
and A and B are linear combinations of .Xijk tensor elements multiplied by angle-ofincidence-dependent Fresnel factors.
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Figure 1: The p-polarized SH efficiency R of the clean Cu( 11I) surface as a function
of wavelength of the p-polarized light incident at 67". Details see text.
The incident plane in curve 1(a) (A) is parallel to the [011] direction corresponding
to = 0* while the crystal has been rotated •' 300 in curve I(b) (e) so that the
plane of incidence is parallel to the [110. "tfollows that R oCJ A + B 12 in curve 1(a)
while R oci A I in curve 1(b). Figure 1 indicates that the peak in the SH response
near 4.1 eV is entirely due to a resonance in the isotropi coefficient A, whereas the
anisotropic coefficient V increases slowly with S11 phot& . energy [1]. Therefore the
linear optical paramneters can be excluded as a source of the observed SH resonance
as they contribute to both A and B. 'urthermore,Bloch et al. found that during
exposure of the Cu(111) surface to oxygen, the SH efficiency drops by a factor of
10 at wavelengths in the vicin;ty of the resonance. Therefore, the contribution from
the isotropic bulk electric quadrupole term is relatively srnall at the resonant energy.
Thus the strongest candidates ior the resonance feature at 4.1 eV are the isotropic
surface susceptibility elements of Q/).
Figure 2 Ahows the dicpersion relation E(kU
1 ) of the occupied surface state (SS)

r

at the pont of the surface Brillouin zone along with the projected bulk continuum
adapted from Ref. [4]. The s-band edge continuum states (LI) are approximately
4.3 eV above the Fermi level and are too high in eniergy to be involved in a resonant

excitation with the laser frequencies used in Lhese studies. However, the n=i merinber
of a Rydberg series of image-potential su-face states (IS) has exactly the correct
energy separation of 4.1 eV from the Fermi level.
We conclude that the observed SH resonance at 21hw = 4.1eV is due to a coup152
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Figure 2: Surface projected band structure adapted from Ref. [4]. Details see text.
ling between the SH photon and an electronic transition between the lowest image
potential state arid the Gartland-Slagsvold surface state near the Fermi level at the
r point of the Cu(ll) surface Brillouin zone. This conclusion is supported by highresolution angle-resolved photoemission measurements on the SS state on Cu(111)
demonstrating that its peak width increases on approaching the Fermi energy [3].
Kevan explained the broadening mechanism by considering SS as a defect-induced
state which interacts more strongly with the bulk states as its energy approaches that
of the bulk continuum near EF. This explaination is consistent with the SH efficiency
of Cu(l11) at 2hw = 4.1eV being sensitive to the density of surface defects [2]. A
defect-induced energy broadening of the SS state leads to a decrease in the SH efficiency, which in fact has been observed by Bloch et al. after sputtering or annealing
of the Cu(11) surface [2].
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Linear and Nonlinear Optical Properties in
Fractional-Layer- Superlattice Quantum Wires
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Atsugi-shi, Kanagawa 243-01 Japan
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Summary
We present the results of theoretical studies numerically analyzing the linear and nonlinear optical features of AlGaAs fractional-layer-superlattice (FLS) quantum wires, The
results of the calculation are discussed in terms of quasi-ID quantum confinement effects,
and are compared with experimental results.
The fractional-layer superlattice (FLS)1' 2 , which has compositional periodicity normal
to the direction of crystal growth, has been attracting much attention as a potential
material for optical devices. Due to the lateral quantum confinement optical anisotropy
normal to the grown surface can be readily observed 3 . The FLS quantum wire is an FLS
layer sandwiched by barrier layers, as shown in Fig. 1. We believe it can be classified as a
new type of low-dimensional structure. It is known that the compositional distribution in
AIGaAs FLS is more gradual than the nominal distribution because of intermixing of Al
and Ga. Therefore, in the direction of the FLS periodicity the wavefunctions of electrons
and holes penetrate into adjacent wells, and quantum confinement is superlattice-like.
The wavefunctions normal to the grown surface are strongly confined within the well, and
quantum confinement is quantum-well-like. The quantum confinement dimension in the
FLS wire is between 1D and 2D, that is, quasi-lD. Here, we discuss optical properties
of the FLS wire from the view point of the asymmetrical quantum confinement in the
quasi-lD structure.
To investigate linear and nonlinear optical properties it is necessary to know the detailed conduction and valence subband structures and the wave functions of an electron
and a bole generated by optical excitation. A simple effective mass model is used to
calculate the conduction subband structures. The valence subband structures resulting
from the quantum-confinement induced mixing of heavy-hole and light-hole bands are
calculated by diagonalization of the Luttinger-Kohn 4x4 Hamiltonian4. To include the
quantum-well like confinement effect, strongly confined envelope functions are assumed
for electrons (e) and holes (h) in the z direction;
V)'(z)
Zc,s,sin-.,
where i = e, h.
The envelope functions of Bloch form' are used in the y direction to take into account
superlattice-like behavior.
•;(Y) = ec/e-1t', where K = 21rn/L•; n =integer.
The Al composition in the FLS layer is assumed to be sinusoidally modulated in the y
direction.
Optical anisotropy normal to the grown surface is a good measure to assess the lateral
quantum confinement effects in the FLS wires. Figure 2 compares the calculated absorption anisotropy all_± = oai - a.L with the experimental results. Hlere, we con; ider linearly
polarized light incident along the z direction with electric field vector in the x (El!) and y
directions (E±.). The experimental anisotropy is measured for a (AlAs) 1 / 4 (GaAs)ý 1 4 FLS
quantum wire fabricated by MOCVD 6 . The lateral period L. and thickness L. of the
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FLS layer are both 8nm. The calculated anisotropy agrees well with the experimental
results, reproducing the details of the spectral structures. The good agreement with the
experiment confirms the validity of the present theoretical treatment.
Figure 3 compares the calculated optical gain coefficient for an AIGaAs FLS quantum
wire with that for a GaAs quantum well (QW). In the calculation the modulation depth
of the Al content in the lateral direction is assumed to be 6- = 0.1. The polarization
dependence of the gain is a result of the lateral quantum confinement in the FLS wire.
The gain spectrum for Ell is found to have a more pronounced peak for the FLS wire than
that for the QW. This is caused by the modification of the joint density-of-states at the
bandedge in going from 2D to quasi-lD. A 3-fold enhancement in the gain coefficient can
be expected by incorporating the FLS layer in the well position. The gain spectrum for E_
has two peaks. The lower energy peak corresponds to the transition between the lowest
conduction subband and the heavy-hole-like subband. The higher energy peak is due to
the mixed heavy- and light-hole states produced as the result of quasi-lD confinement.
This transition has a larger oscillator strength for E_.. Although the Al compositional
modulation is as small as 0.1, a large change in the gain spectra is generated by the lateral
confinement effects.
Concerning nonlinear gain properties, the higher energy gain peak for (E±.) tends
to build up faster than the lower energy peak with increasing carrier density N,. The

crossover energy, where gain values for Ell and E-. are balanced, therefore, shifts to the
highei energy side as the carrier concentration increases. Furthermore, not only linear
birefringence but also polarization-dependent nonlinear dispersion nh (nonlinear birefringence; nehll - nehl) is obtainable in the vicinity of the crossover energ), as shown in Fig.
4, corresponding to large anisotropy in nonlinear optical gain.
Existence of this crossover point together with nonlinear gain and dispersion are inportant from the view point of the application to a novel vertical polarization switch7 .
Dy incorporating the FLS in a vertical microcavity laser structure, and tuning the optical
resonance in the vicinity of the crossover point, small changes in the carrier density N, induced by electrical or optical means can switch the laser from one linear polarization state
to the orthogonal state. It should be emphasized that by using FLS quantum wire not
only as a gain media but also as an anisotropic nonlinear media, a simple structure consisting of FLS wire and vertical microcavity will be e;rough to configure> the polarization
switch.
In conclusion, we have theoretically investigated linear and nonlinear optical properties
of the quasi-ID FLS quantum wire. This theory accurately explains the polarizationdependent absorption spectrum. experimentally assessed for AlGaAs F LS quantum wire.
The small lateral modulation of the Al content (6x = 0.1) is found to change the optical
properties markedly and improve the gain characteristics largely. The anisotropic linear
and nonlinear properties, brought about by quasi-ID quantum confinement, are expected
to lead to novel optical devices which control the polarization state of light.
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The FLS layer is assumed to have an av- FIG. 4. Dispersive nonlinearity nh calculated
in gain regime for Nc=2 x 101 cm- 3 . The
erage Al content x of 0.25 and modulated
dispersive nonlinearity is defined as
by 6x of 0.1 with a 16 nm periodicity.
nfh=Afz/ANc, where An is the refractive
The vertical well thicknesses of the FLS
index change induced by the change in
quantum wire and the quantum well are
carrier density AN,.
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Quasi-phase matched (QPM) second-harmonic (SH) generation in both insulator' and
semiconductor 2 waveguides has applications ranging from the generation of coherent
visible light to optical signal processing. 2 '3 QPM compensates the wavevector mismatch
between the fundamental and SH light by periodically varying the SII susceptibility,
and refractive index, along the SH light propagation direction. It would be
X()
very useful if quantum wells could be used to engineer materials with a large X*(2)
which can be easily varied. Large asymmetric quantum well SH susceptibilities have
been measured for far infrared '.avelengths, where the nonlinear response is dominated
by intra-subband transitions. Although there have been several theoretical studies
predicting a quantum well X' comparable to that of LiNbO 4 or larger ' in the near
infrared and visible wavelength range, there hp"e been no experimental measurements
of X . We use reflection geometry QPM 6 to selectively enhance the SH signal from an
asymmetric coupled quantum well (ACQW) superlattice. In addition we present the first
measurement, to the best of our knowledge, of X(2) in the visible wavelength range for an

ACQW.
A 1.0 pm thick ACQW superlattice, shown in Fig. 1, was grown on a (100) GaAs
substrate using molecular beam epitaxy. Each ACQW consists of a 3.85 nm GaA,&well
separated from a 1.3 nm GaAs well by a 0.88 nm A1o0 5Gao. 5 As barrier. The well and
barrier dimensions have been chosen to give the optimal X(2 ), according to the ACQW
calculations carried out by Khurgin'. The orientation of the quantum well pairs is
in order to satisfy
periodically reversed, thus changing the sign of the 4CQW X(,
6
the reflection QPM condition for A = 1.319 Pm incident light. Light from a Q-switched
A = 1.319 pm Nd:Yag laser was incident at 450 on the specimen, and the SH light radiated
in the specular direction was detected using conventional photon counting techniques.
as )the air/GaAs
Each ACQW pair has the same
(2) ,T and hence the
2) = interface,
()=(2
() symmetry
same tensor elements, namely X(ZZ,

XX(2)

Xzz X

:

(Y2)

Xyz3

and X(2)
Xzz

(2)y

will be nonzero

Fig. 2 shows the variation of the p-polarized SH intensity generated by a p-polarized
incident beam for both a GaAs reference and the ACQW superlattice, as each specimen
was rotated by 4 about its surface normal. The SK- intensity variation with rotation
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Fig. 1 The Al concentration profile of the uppermost unit cell of the asymmetric couplcd
quantum well (ACQW) superlattice.
angle b has the form,

I(M) = [4cososino + B(1
In homogeneous GaAs, A is proportional to the bulk susceptibility Xx•) , while B i.s 4y,to the surface SH signal. In the ACQW specimen, A is proportional an average of the
barrier and quantum well intrinsic bulk susceptibilities, while B includes both surface
and ACQW contributions. Since the top layer of the ACQW specimen is also GaA6, the
surface contribution for both specimens must be identical. A comparison of the best fit
of Eq. 1 to the GaAs and ACQW data in Fig. 2 indicates that the isotropic component
of the SH signal for the ACQW specimen is due primarily to the ACQW superlattice
SH response. Measurements were also made of both the s-poiarized and p-polarized SIl
signal from the ACQW superlattice as the incident beam polarization was rotated, with
the plane of incidence along the crystal (010) axis. Using this data and the data. of Fig.
2, ar, correcting for the SH signal amplification due to the QPM geometry, the ACQW
= 1.3 x 10-12
susceptibilities are estimated to be IX(2) 1 = 1.5 x 10-11 mV"- and X
mV- 1 . The x
result is in good agreement with the calculation of Khurgin 4 for similar
ACQW structures. On the other hand, the measured value for ,x(2 is comparable to XY)'•
contrary to theoretical ccnsiderations4 ,s suggesting that Xy--.)y should be much larger than
all other components.
In conclusion, we have presen.ted the first measurement of the S.I susceptibility of an
ACQW superlattice, for SH generation in the visible wavelength range. The measured
values of Ixy;l = 1.5 x 10"1 mV-' and IX I
1.3 x 10-11 mV-' are comparable
to the x(2) of LiNb03. These measurements show that it is poss'ble to use quantum
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Fig. 2 The variation of the p-polarized SH signal with rctation angle V)about the surface
normal fo: the ACQW superlattice (squares) and GaAs reference (circles), using
p-polarized incident light. The smooth curves show the best fits of Eq. 1 to the
data.
well engineering to fabricate materials with SH susceptibilities at visible wavelengths
comparable to commonly used nonlinear crystals. We have also demonstrated that the
use of QPM in a reflecdon geometry is a practical technique for amplifying the optical
SII response of quantum wells and other microstructures. This technique opens new
possibilities for applying optical SH and sum-frequency generation to investigate nonlinear
ontics in semiconductor microstructures.
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Femtosecond nonlinear spectroscopy of semiconductor quantum dots:
effect of two-electron-hole-pair interaction
S. Hunsche, V. Klimov+, and I-1. Kurz
Institut fir Halbleitertechnik II, RWTH Aachen, 52056 Aachen, Germany

Tel: +49-241-807896; Fax: +49-241-8888-246; e-mail: hunsche@basl.rwth-aachen.de
+Permanent address: Physics Faculty, Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia
Semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs) can be treated as quasi-zero-dimensional objects or
quantum dots.' Photo-induced absorption chcnges of the NCs are usually dominated by
state filling. However, Coulomb interaction can also be important in the nonlinear
absorption of the NCs. In particulai, the two-electron-hole-pair interaction (biexciton effect)
may !ead to a shift of the energies of the optical transitions from one- to two-pair states.
The two-pair interaction energy can be interpreted as biexciton binding energy 8E2 = 2E, -

E2, where E, and E. are the energies of the one- and two-pair states, respectively.
Theoretical studies lead to contradictory results for the sign and magnitude of the two-pair
interaction energy.2 ,4 Until now, experiments bave not given definite evidence for the
Coulomb interaction-induced shift of the energy levels of the two-pair states which can be
expected to result in increased absorption below (8E, > 0) or above (8E2 < 0) the one-pair
resonances depending on the sign of the interaction energy. The observation of this effect is
usually complicated by strong broadening of the levels of size quantization and bleaching of
the one-pair transitions due to state-filling.
We report on measurements of the femtosecond dynamics of differential transmission
spectra (DTS) of CdSe NCs excited well above the energy of the lowest optical transition.
The effect of the two-pair interaction manifests itself at the initial stage of carrier relaxation,
before the lowest electron and hole levels become occupied, as a red-shift of the lowest
resonance in the nonlinear absorption spectra.
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Figurel: [)TS of CdSe NCs at different delay times between pump and probe pulses
The samples are ('dSe-doped glasses with average radius of the NCs of about 5 nm. The
dynamics of the I)lS is studied by femitosecond pump aiid piobc measurements (pulse
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duration is 80-100 fs, pump photon energy is 4 eV). An optical multichannel analyzer
system is used to measure DTS= [T(X)-Tj0 X)]/T,(), where To(k) and TMX) are the
transmission spectra of the unexcited and excited sample, respectively. In additional
experiments with 2 eV excitation, we have studied the excitation density dependence of the
DTS, which allows a determination of the energetic structure of the CdSe NCs in our
sample. In addition, from comparison with these data, we estimate that the average
excitation density in the measurements presented in this paper is less than one electron-hole
pair per NC.
The DTS recorded at small delays between pump and probe pulses (At = 200 - 800 fs)
exhibit three well resolved features (Fig 1): two bleaching bands at ;k and X, and one band
of induced absorption X,'. In Fig. 2 we show the temporal evolution of the changes of
optical density, -Acid, derived from the DTS at different wavelengths. The bands X, and ?',
are characterized by extremely fast dynamics. Their amplitudes increase within the first 400500 fs after excitation and then decay during the next 500-600 fs. The band X, exhibits
slower dynamics. Its rise time is of about 900 fs, and exponential relaxation time is 2.5ps
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Figure 2: Time dependence of induced absorption chaages at the maxima of the XI, X2 , and
XI' bands in the DTS

The structure and evolution of the DTS can be explained in terms of Coulomb interaction
and state filling due to carriers relaxing to the lowest available states. The two bleaching
bands X,and • are attributed to the saturation of the two lowest dipole-allowed one-pair
transitions se-I s, and lp,-lPh coupling electron and hole states. Just after excitation these
states are not occupied with carriers. During the energy relaxation carriers reach the Ip
states, resulting in the saturation of the corresponding transition (k, bleaching band). Twopair inateraction causes a shift of the energies of the two-pair (biexciton) states including the
ground biexciton state. This manifests itself as a bleaching in the range of the lowest
resonance (band X,) and the induced absorption below it (band %').The relaxation of the
carriers to the lowest Is states causes the increase of the amplitude of the ,, band due to
state filling and results ;n the suppression of the increased absorption below this band.
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Figure 3: Measured DTS at delays of 300 fs (a) and 1100 fs (b) compared with calculated
DTS assuming occupation of either p- cr s-states.
The measured DTS are modeled by taking into account six dipole-allowed transitions
coupling vacuum state, two one-pair states and three two-pair states, The DTS recorded at
small delay (At < 600 fs) can be well described by the calculated spectra assuming
occupation of the excited states lp, and ip, [Fig.3 (a)]. The spectra observed at longer
delay (At > 900 fs) are well fitted assuming that the Is, and Ish states become occupied
[Fig.3 (b)]. Fror. fitting the experimental spectra we obtain a value of the two-pair
interaction energy (biexciton binding energy): 5E, = 32 meV. This value is much higher than
the biexciton bnding energy in bulk CdSe indicating a strongly enhanced attractive
interaction of the electron-hole pairs in the NCs.
V.K!imov gratefully acknowledges the support from the Alexander von Humboldt
Foundation.
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Femtosecond Pulse Compression and Adiabatic Following in
Semiconductor Amplifiers
R.A. Indik, J.V. Moloney a,.d R. Binder
Arizona Center for Mathematical Sciences
Department of Mathematics
University of Arizona

Tucson, Az. 85721
Telephone: (602)-621-6755
Fax: (602)-621-1510
A. Knorr and S.W. Koch
Fachbereich Physik and Zentrurn fiir Materialwissenschaften
Philipps-Universit~it
Renthof 5, D-35032 Marburg
It has been recently shown that high intensity fenitosecond pulses that saturate the gain medium
can undergo net absorption when propagating in semiconductor amplifiers [1]. The re!evant behavior cannot be captured by a conventional gain saturaticon model of a semiconductor amplifier [2] but
instead requires the resolution of the full many-body dynamics such as bandgap renormalizaion,
dynamic Coulomb screening, Pauli blocking etc. (3]. In contrast to uniformly inverted atomic levels, the inverted semiconductor is characterized by an electro-hole plasma which obeys Fermi-Dirac
statistics, causing gain below and absorption above the quasi-chemical potential. Therefore after
strong pulse excitation, saturation of the gain of the leading part of the pulse leads to absorption
of the trailing part by those noninverted states which have a finite spectral (absorptive) overlap
with the pulse. Since amplification or absorption can continue indefinitely along the amplifier, it is
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unclear how the nonlinear interaction between the pulse and different carrier states manifests itself
in the pulse propagation process.
We will report on our studies of a plane wave femtosecond pulse propagating in a semiconductor
amplifier over gain lengths well beyond that reported in reference [1]. Preliminary results on the
extension of our study to include transverse spatial effects necessary to model realistic waveguiding
and broad area amplifier structures will also be discussed. The overall conclusion of our study for a
plane wave pulse is that, after initial linear amplification and saturation, the pulse undergoes strong
intensity and spectral deformation before settling into a strongly compressed intense superlumipal
pulse undergoing adiabatic following (AF) with off-resonant noninverted states, well above the
chemical potential. In this AF regime the pulse continues to sharpen and grow in intensity. This
scenario appears to hold irrespective of the initial pulse intensity or its carrier frequency offset
from the gain peak. However, the transient evolution of the pulse intensity and spectrum is very
sensitive to the inital detuning of the carrier frequency from the linear gain peak. Dynamic bandgap
renormalization leads to a downshift of the peak gain as the carrier density is driven down on the
leading edge of the pulse as it saturates. This in turn leads to linear amplification of that part of the
pulse spectrum that lies under the maximuni of the gain. If the pulse center frequency is initially
offset from the renormalized peak gain, we observe strong modulation of the pulse spectrum which
in turn modulates the intensity and the pulse transient looks very complicated. We anticipate that
these effects will strongly modify the frequency chirp observed across short pulses in semiconductor
amplifiers. Figure 1(a) depicts the relevant stages in the pulse intensity evolution over 40 lineaw gain
lengths (reference [1] showed results over 1 gain length) while Figure l(b) shows the corresponding
evolution of the total carrier density.
The dynamics of the field and carriers in the semiconductor amplifier is described by the
Maxwell-Semiconductor Bloch equations:
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where (i?, ) are the retarded time and space coordinates [1 4] and we include diffraction in one
transverse dimension. The polarization functions P. are determined from the solution of the
Semiconductor-Bloch equations [5]:
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with the renormalized IRabi frequency Q, = f -q
eq-(fq,+
9 ,l Vg-q,Pg. Here fq, and Ai
f4) denote the distribution functions for electrons or holes and the energy dispersion including the
band gap renormalization, respectively. The Coulom potential Vq, is treated in a quasi-statistical
screening model. The Rabi frequency Q = d, -E/h is determined by the dipole matrix element d,,
and the amplitude of the external electrical field E - E(7, )e-i°wot+ikoz. For simplicity the collision
terms in Eqs. (2) and (3) are approximated in the relation rate approximation using time constants
of 60 fs [6].
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The inclusion of the diffraction term in the rnodeil allows for simulation of ferntosecond pulse
amplification in waveguided or broad area amplifiers. The computatioral challenge is much greater
here and we are investigating parallel vector supercomnpiters such as the Cray C-90 and the CM5
Connection Machine for optimal compute performance. The very strong temporal and frequency
distortion of plane wave pulses in the temporal domain should manifest also across the transverse
Gaussian profile of a finite width pulse. In addition diffractive effects and self-phase modulation
should act in concert with these "plane wave" mechanisms to produce some fascinating spatiotemporal evolutions in broad area amplifiers in particular. Figure 2 is the first such result for an
injected Gaussian pulse (FWHM = ) propagating over 10 linear gain lengths in the amplifier. This
propagation distance is insufficient to observe the strong temporal transient leading to the AF
regime in Figure 1 but it already indicates the appearance of interesting spatiotemporal features.
This particular simulation corresponds to a 150 femtosecond pulse which is strongly saturating
in the center. The outer wings undergo strong initial linear amplification arid most of the transverse cross-section has reached saturation after 10 gain lengths. Work is in progress to study such
spatiotemporal evolutions over longer gain lengths and for lower peak intensity injected pulses.
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TUB4

Effects of carrier' relaxation on excitonic nonlinear absorption In GaAsIA
qJuantum wells
S. Hunsche, K. Leo*~, H. Kurz, and K. K?5hler+
Institut ffii Halbeitertechnik- 11, RWTH Aar-hen, 52056 Aachen, Germany
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4'Fraunhofer Imititut fujr ane-ewandte Festk~irperphysik, 79108 Freiburg, Germany

We use time-resolved differentI-l transmission spectroscopy with time-resolution better
than 100 fs to study exciton absorpt~iori saturation in by optically excited carriers in
GaAstAIGaA~v multi quantumn wells (MQWs). We performn pump-probe experiments using
near infrared pump pulse.s tunable from 1.44 eV to 1.56 eV and a white-light continuum
probe. Pump-induced transmission changes are recorded as differential transmission spectra
(DTS). These specra show bleaching of the excitonic transitions at various subband edges
due to carrier-induced loss of exciton oscillator strength and broadening of the excitonic
absorption lines. The former contribution to the saturation of the exciton absorpdion peaks
can be separated from pure broadening (and shift) of the exciton by integrating the DTS
over the width of the broadened exciton line. The maiin mechanisms leading to exciton
bleaching are phase space filling (PSF) and exchange effects, which are directly related to
the. occupation of can-er states, and long-range Coulomb screening.
The influence of intra-subband carrier relaxation on exciton bleaching was studied in a
sample consisting of 40 periods of 10 nm GaAs wells and 20 nm AlGaAs barriers. The
pump was tuned to 1.53 eV, below the transition firom the second heavy hole subband to the
second electron subband (E2H2), creating carriers with a total excess energy of 70 meY in
the lowest subbands only. Figure 1 displays DTS at different delay times, showing exciton
bleaching at various subband edges.
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The inset shows the temporal evolution of the integrated transmission changes, i.e. the
loss of oscillator strength, of the transitions corretsponding to the first and second electronic
subband. Additionally, it shows the transmission change at 1.5 eV that is due to band-filling
of continuum states of the lowest subbands. After a very fast increase, this signal relaxes to
a quasi-stationary level within 800 fs. This indicates the intrasubband relaxation arid
cooling of the pump-excited carriers.
In contrast, the integrated transmission change at the lowest subband edges indicates an
instantaneous ,eduction of oscillator strength that reaches its maximum within the pump
pulse duration. Obviously, this signal shows no significant influence of the intrasubband
carrier relaxation. This is in strong contrast with calculations predicting a distinct
dependence of PSF on the carrier temperature.1, 2 According to the existent theory, carrier
cooling is expected to result in an increasing efficiency of PSF, which would lead to a
delayed increase of the integrated transmission change. This is not observed in our
experiment.
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the E IH I transition
As no carrier are excited into the second subbands, the E2H2 transition cannot be
influenced by PSF, but only by Coulc.mb screening. The DTS in Fig. I indicate a
broaden'ig and a slight red-shift of this transition, while the integrated transmission change
remains essentially zero. This shows that Coulomb screening does not result in a reduction
of the exciton oscillator strength. However, the bleaching of this transition associated with
unoccupied subbands shows that exciton absorption saturation cannot be explained in terms
of PSF alone. In order to obtain more information about the different contributions to the
bleaching, we compare the excitation density dependence of the peak and the integrated
transmission change at the EIHI transition (Fig. 2). The first value contains contributions
due to PSF and Coillomb screening, while the latter is given by PSF only. While the latter
signal increases roughly linearly up to 1012 cm-2. the peak value shows some saturation
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already at much lower densities. This different density dependence suggests that pure
broadening by Coulomb screening may be the dominant bleaching mechanism at low
carrier densities, while PSF becomes more important with increasing density.
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Figure 3: Reduction of exciton oscillator strengths after excitation resonant with the
E2H2 transition
The effect of intersubband carrier relaxation has been studied in a MQW sample with 15

nm wells, corresponding to a electron subband splitting of 50 meV. The sample was excited
resonantly at the E2H2 transition. Approximately half of the pump-created carriers are
excited into the second electron and hole subbands. Figure 3 presents the temporal
evolution of the integrated transmission changes at the E l H 1, E2H2 and E3H3 transitions.
As shown above, these are a measure of the carrier density in the respective subbands. The
E3H3 exciton shows no loss of oscillator strength, confirming that no carriers are excited
into the third subbands. The bleaching of the E2H2 exciton shows an increase during the
pump pulse and a subsequent fast relaxation to a quasi-stationary level. Corresponding to
this relaxation, the EIHI exciton shows a delayed increase. Thi;s time dependence can be
well explained by a sub-picosecond electron intersubband relaxation, which has been shown
to occur for subband splittings larger than the LO phonon energy. 3 From fitting the data, we
determine a relaxation time constant of 160 fs.
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Femtosecond Resonant Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) in Potassium Vapor*
J. Y.Zhang
Department of Physics, Georgia Southern University, Statesboro, GA 30460, USA
K. S. Wong and G. K. Wong
Department of Physics, The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Kowloon, HK
and Y. R, Shen
Department of Physics, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA
It is well-known that the second-order nonlinear effects, such as second harmonic generation
(SHG), difference frequency generation (DFG), and sum frequency generation (SFG), in atomic vapors are
theoretically forbidden by symmetry on both a microscopic level because the individual atoms in the vapor
do not possess a dipole, and on a macroscopic level because the atoms are isotropically distributed.
However, SFIG is vapor was first observed by Mossberg et all1I in "I and then in many other atomic
vapors and some noble gases by other groups. Several explanations for this phenomenon have been
presented. A model, proposed by Mossberg et al.11] and later modified by Bethune,[21 attributes it to a dcfield, which is created by laser-induced multi-photon ionization and spatially separation of free photoelectrons from the heavier ions either by the pondermotive potential of the laser or by the kinetic energy of
photo-electrons and makes SHG allowed. Such a model is most coimnonly accepied thus far, although it
was called to question by the experimental result of Zhang et al,[ 3] in which there was no correlation
between the SHG and the ionization meamired. All experiments reported so far have been carried out by
using either nanosecond or picosecond laser pulses.
We report here the fist femtosecond SHG in vapor. The experimental study is done in potassium
vapor using femtosecond pulses from a mode-locked Ti: sapphire laser. The output of the laser has a
quasi-Gaussian beam profile with a pulse width of 100 femtoseconds and a repetition rate of 72 MHz. The
output power is split into two parts, 30% as the probe beam and 70% as the pump. Before fowising, two
beams are parallel and separated by about 1-cm. They are then focused by a lens with f=20-cm and
overlapped near the focal point at an angle of -0.1 tad. The temporal and spatial overlaps of the two
beams are examined and optimized by sum frequency generation (SFG) in a 1-mm thick BBO crystal at
the focus. The optical delay between the pump and the probe can be adjusted by a computer-controlled
stepping-motor-driven translational stage with a resolution of 6.7 fs/step. The K vapor is prepared by a
heat-pipe and protected by 30-50 torr of He. The K vapor pressure can be controlled from 0.1 to 20 tort.
The pumping power can be further adjusted by a Glan-prism. The SHG generated from the pump and the
probe caq be analyzed separately. The detection of the SHG is through a 0.5-m spectrometer and a CCD
detector cooled to the liquid nitrogen temperature. The experimental set-up is shown in Figure 1.
Narrow band SHG (with a bandwidth of about 0.35 nim) at 364.2 um can be detected in the
forward direction when the broad band (about 8 nm) Ti: Sapphire laser pulses are focused into the heatpipe and tuned to the atomic 3s-4d two-photon resonance of potassium. The SHG signal level is rather
week and has roughly the same polarization as the pump. Under the optimum condition (vapor pressure of
10 tor" and pumphig intensity of 5x 107 w/cm 2) it is about one count per million pump pulses. The fourwave mixing output around 405 mn resulting from mixing of two laser photons and the IR photon
generated from the hyper-Raman process 4d--*5p is also observed and is found to be more than two
orders of magnitude stronger than the SHG component.
One may suspect that such a low SH signal could be the disguise of a signal from collision
*The experimental work is carried out in The Laser and Photonics Laboratory, Physics Dept., HKUST, HK
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induced hype Rayleigh scattering or two-photon-.induced fluorescence. However, we have found that the
SH output is highly directional, proportional to the square of potassium vapor density, and dependent on
the pump laser intensity with IsHc-

The latter result is descried in Fig. 2. No appreciable S11G is
detected when the pump is below 25 mW. Thus, the observed SHG appears to be a generic coherent
nonlinear optical process.
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1~119
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Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement for femtosecond
second harmonic generation in potassium Valor

Laser Power (=W)
Fig. 2 Dependence of SHG signal on the pump
power. A laser power of 100 mw is equivalent
to a peak intensity of 5x10 7 W/cm2 at the focus.

We have studied the effect of the 3trong pump beam on SHG from the weak probe beam. The
intensity of the arobe beam is so adjusted that with our detection sensitivity the SHG signal generated by
the probe beam alone is hardly detectable. Then the strong pump beam is added and the SHG induced by
the pump in the direction of the probe is measured. The effect of the pump on the probe is examined as a
function of time-delay (positive and negative). It is found that SHG signal reaches the maximum around
zero-delay. The result is presented in Figure 3. At longer delays, the signal drops to .-40% of the
maximum. The lower level SHG signal disappears completely when the pump beam is blocked.
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4"

Time Way Urs)

Fig. 3 SHG from the probe beam as a function
of time delay. A negative time delay means that
the pump pulse comes after the probe pulse.

The pump-and-probe result indicates that the pump-induced SHG has a very fast, nearly
instantaneous, response as well as a more slowly varying component. This is very similar to the result
obtained by picosecond pulse[4]. It can be understood as coherent transient dc-field-induced SHG with the
dc-field generated by multiphoton icnization. Obviously, the femtosecond pulse excitation of atomic
resonances necessarily requires the consideration of the coherent transient process in the SHG, as has been
used to explain resonant SHG in potassium vapor pumped by picosecond pulses[4 ]. The result could be
also affected by the continual presence of some degree of ionization in the medium due to continuous
excitations by high-repetition-rate mode-locked laser pulses. Further measurements are being carried out
to more ciosely idntify the responsible mechanism.

Reference:
1. T. Mossberg, A. Flusberg and S. R. Hartmann, Opt. Commun. 25, 121 (1978).
2. D. S. Bethune, Phys. Rev. A 23, 3139 (1981).
3. J.-Y. Zhang, H.-T. Zhou and P. Jin, in Resonance Ionization Spectroscopy, T. B. Lucatorto, J. E. Parks,
Eds. (Institute of Physics, Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA, 1988) p. 29 .
4. C. Mullin, D. Kim, and Y. R. Shen (unpublished); C. Mullin, Ph. D. thesis, Univwrsity of California at
Berkeley (1993).
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Dephasing-induced nonlinear vibrational
spectroscopy
John T. Fourkas, Hitoshi Kawashima and Keith A. Nelson
Department of Chemistry, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139. (617) 253-1562
Advances in infrared laser technology have made it possible, for the first time, to perform nonlinear optical experiments directly on IR-active molecular vibrational modes.[1]
As a 3sult,. we are only just beginning to appreciate the profound difference between the
nonlinear-optical behavior of electronic states and of vibrational states. Here we present
an analysis of IR nonlinear optical experiments that predicts a wealth of new, dephasinginduced signals that provide unique information about the interactions between molecular
vibrations and their surroundings. We also make a connection between our predictions and
echo phenomena observed in anharmonically--oupled classical oscillators.
It has been predicted that nonlinear-optical signals, such as photon echoes, cannot be
generated from a quantum harmonic oscillator that is linearly coupled to a harmonic bath.[2]
This phenomenon is a direct consequence of a complete destructive interference between th!
different quantum-mechanical wave-mixing pathways that contribute to the signal. Similar
interferences are well known in nonlinear-optical experiments invloving electronic transitions;
however, such interferences can be broken by pure dephasing, leading to so-called extra
resonances.f3] This suggests that dephasing processes must be taken into account carefully
in the analysis of purely vibrational nonlinear optical experiments.
A detailed analysis of a quantum oscillator coupled to a heat bath reveals that both
lifetimes and pure-dephasing rates are highly dependent on vibrational quantum number.
For a harmonic oscillator, the relative population relaxation rates from various quantum
states and the relative pure-dephasing rate of coherences between various quantum levels
can be calculated directly. As a consequence of these quantum-number-dependent dephasing
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processes, the abovementioned quantum interference is readily broken, creating dephasinginduced vibrational nonlinear-optical signals.
We consider three different third-order nonlinear spectroscopies performed on harmonic oscillators. Two are in Lhe time domain, pheton echoes (PE) [1] and transient gratings (TG),[4]
and one is in the frequency domain, nearly-degenerate four-wave mixing (NDFWM).[51 In
each case, a quantum interference arises from Liouville-space pathways involving excitedstate/excited-state absorption at the third interaction, and we find new dephasing-induced
phenomena.
In a PE, the signal is produced some delay time after the third interaction. During this
time, different mixing pathways involve coherences between different vibrational quantum
levels. It is only when these coherences dephase at the same rate that the quantum interference is complete. However, as noted ;above, both population-relaxation and pure-dephasing
rates are dependent on the quantum number. At zero delay between pulses, there is no time
for dephasing to occur, and the interference is expected to be complete. However, as the
delay time is scanned, the signa, builds in with the faster of the two vibrational dephasing
time and decays with the slower, revealing extra information about the vibrational dephasing
process.
In the TG, the delay time is between the secand and third interactions, and the signal
comes out beginning immediately after the third interaction. The sample is able to radiate
the signal for a time on the order of the vibrational dephasing time T2. The diffracted
signal following an infinitesimally short probe pulse is initially zero, builds in as the different
vibrational dephasing rates destroy the quantum interference, and decays with the slower T2
of the 0-1 vibrational coherence.
In NDFWM one again expects to see no signal unless there exists quantum-numnberdependent dephasing. Both the strength and shape of the signal will be dependent on the
relative dephasing rates, again yielding extra information about the nature of the dephasing
processes.
Finally, we point out interesting parallels between the IR echo and echo phenomena that
occur in classical anharmonic oscillators.[6] This class of echoes has been observed in acoustic
waves in piezoelectric powders[7], as well as in a cold plasma in a cyclotron[8]. It is thus
instructive to consider a classical description of the iR experiment, in which the echo arises
from anharmonicity either in the vibration or in its coupling to other intramolecular or
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irterinolecular modes. Several important features of the classical echo are derived in Ref.

"[7]: (1) fourth-order anbarmonicity is the lowest-order source of the echo; (2) multiple echoes
occur; and (3) the echo intesity is null at zero delay time and builds to a maximum at a
later delay time, before decaying away. We examine the behavior of a classical system of
two coupled modes of the same frequency, where only one mode is IR active. The coupling
between the modes is cubic in the active corrdinate and linear in the dark coordinate. A
perturbative treatment of this sylitcm predicts that echo behavior will occur. The phase
memory of the active mode is stored in the dark mode until recalled by the "read pulse".
Thus, intramolecular vibrational scattering can be the source of the anharmnonicity that
causes the dephasing. induced echo. IR echoes are therefore a sensitive probe of anharmonic
coupling between intramolecular modes, as well as of the intermolecular interactions noted
above.
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[1] D. Zirndars, A. Tokmakoff, S. Chen, S. R. Greenfield, M. D. Fayer, T. I. Smith, and 1-I.
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[2] Y. Tanimura and S. Mukamel, J. Chem. Phys. 99, 9496 (1993).
[3] L Rothberg, Progress in Optics 24, 39 (1987).
[4] H. J. Eichler, P. Giinter, and D. W. Pohl, Laser-Induced Dynamic Gratings (SpringerVerlag, Berlin, 1986).
[5] A. R. Bogdan, M. W. Downer, and N. Bloembergen, Opt. Lett. 6, 348 (1981).
[6] R. W. Gould, Phys. Lett. 19, 477 (1965).
[7] K. Fossheim, K. Kajimura, T. G. Kazyaka, R. L. Melcher, and N. S. Shiren, Phys. Rev.
B17, 964 (1978); K. Kajimura in Physical Acoustics, v. 16 (Academic, New York, 1982),
W. P. Mason and R. N. Thurston, eds., and references therein.
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7:50pm - 8:05pm
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Nonlinear Contributions in Intracavity Dispersion Measurements
W. H. Knox
AT&T Bell Laboratories Holmdel, NJ 07733
(908) 949-0958 ; (908) 949-2473 (fax) 8fs@spin.att.com
Current state-of-the-art Ti:Sapphire laser systems operate in a dispersion-limited regime at
around 10 fs pulsewidth [1]. This remarkable progress has been mnde as a result of intracavity
dispersion optimization, as initial results in self-focusing modelocking produced pulses of -90
fs duration [2]. The recently developed technique of Frequency-Domain Dispersion (FDD) can
provide measurements of the complete intracavity group delay under operating conditions [3].
"Since dispersion is a linear optical property, one might wonder whether it is meaningful to
measure the dispersion inside a nonlinezr system while it is operating. In this paper, we discuss
the magnitude and origin of nonlinear corrections to the measured intracavity group delay in
FDD measurements. We also raise the generad questions - (a) since a modelocked laser is a
nonlinearoptical system, is it correctto measure its dispersion when it's lasing ? ; and (b) since
a modelocked laser iv a nonlinearsystem, is it correct *o meas'ure the dispersion when it's not
lasing ?
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Figore I. Measurement system for Frequency-Domain Dispersion measurements. A modelocked
laser is tuned and its repetition rate is measured at each operating wavelength: (a, frequency change
and (b) corresponding group delay change for laser containing SF-10 prisms.
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Figure 1 shows the method of FDD [3] applied to measurement of dispersion in a
modelocked Ti:Sapphire laser. The laser is tuned and its repetition rate is counted with a digita.
frequency counter at each wavelength. Figure 1 also shows typical data for cavity repetition rate
(a) and the conversion to group delay variation (b). The group delay typically varies by a few
hundred femntoseconds as the laser is tuned over a 70 nm bandwidth. This method yields a
complete characterization of the group delay. This function can be fitted and integrated to yield
the frequency dependence of the phase 0(0).
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through
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nonlinearity of the modelocking
mechanism. This is illustrated

Pulsewidth (ts)
Figure 2. (a) A 20 fs pulse chooses a mean group delay that is
averaged over its very large bandwidth. (b) a 1 ps pulse propagates
with a group delay that is very close to the group delay at the center
wavelength. (c) The net effect is that if the pulsewidth varies as a

in Figure 2. Figure 2a

shows

that a broad band (20 fs) pulse
exhibits a mean group delay that
is averaged over the cavity gIoup

result of nonlinearity in the cavity as the later is tuned, a time error is
delay curve, however for a
introduced.
longer pulse, the group delay is
almost exactly equal to the group delay at the center frequency (Figure 2b). Figure 2c shows the
shift of the mean group delay as a function of pulsewidth for a cavity containing SF10 prisms.
Thus, if the pulsewidth is kept longer than 100 fs or so, this error group delay shift is less than
a few femntoseconds. Both the explicit nonlirearity and this cubic phase effect therefore do not
affect the dispersion parameter D=clTl/a? unless the pulsewidth/bandwidth widely varies
during a dispersion scati. Figure 3 summarizes this situation. We note that the filtering action
that is required to obtain long pulses can introduce dispersion as well.
As a check on the role of nonlinearities in FDD measurements, we insert some adjustable
loss into the cavity and monitor the repetition rate. Figure 4 shows that as the intracavity power
is reduced by introducing some adjustable loss, the cavity repetition rate is not measurably
shifted. In principle further nonlinearity could be observed in the explicit dependence of the
dispersion parameter on the intensity. This is equivalent to the 'shock' term in nonlinear pulse
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propagation in fibers. This coufirms that for Ti:Sapphire lasers - these nonlinearities contribute
less than a iew femtoseconds correction to the group delay [4].
changes group,>delay/
/_Gain,
Bandwidth changes

lose an

cag

Intrfcavlty power changes

Pulnewldth changes

-•P(NL)Peak power changes
Figure 3. Summary of role of noinhlinearity coupled with cubic phase term in

producing possible errors in intracavity dispersion measurements. These errors can be
minimized by using long pulses for FDD measurements.

Recently, a new technique for measuring intracavity dispersion has been introduced [5]. In
this approach, the laser is maintained below thceshold and the amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) is cross-correlated with itself after propagating through the cavity on'. round trip. The
result is a complete measurement of the intracavity dispersion in a regime in which the laser is
not lasing. In contrast to FDD, this technique only works when the laser is not lasing, since it
requires a broadband ASE to obtain the group delay resolution. When applied to laser diodes,
some dependence of the group delay with injection current was noted [5]. In such a case, it is
likely that th, intracavity dispersion will be different when the laser is above threshold. In
semiconductors lasers, the carrier distribution changes strongly with injection current, thus
changing

800.

the index

of refraction
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waveguide, and the intracavity dispersion.
Then, what is the correct cavity dispersion to
describe the operation of the laser above
threshold, and what is the best way to measure
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Figure 4. Effect of introdcing intracavity loss and
lengthening pulsewidth on (a) cavity repetition rate
and (b) equivaknt change in group delay. No change
is detected.
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8:05pm - 8:20pm
TUC4
Recent Developments in the Measurement of the Intensity and Phase of Ultrashort
Pulses Using Frequency-Resolved Optical Gating
K. W. DeLong, David N. Fittinghoff, and Rick Trebino
Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore, CA 94551
James Hunter and William E. White
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories, Livermore, CA 94550
Daniel J. Kane
Southwest Sciences, Inc., Santa Fe, NM 87501
Recently, we developed a simple and general technique, which we call
Frvquency-Resolved Optical Gating (FROG), that succeeds in measuring the full in.Mnsity and phase evolution of an individual, arbitrary ultrashort pulse.1 -3 In brief,
FROG involves measuring the pulse ,pectrogram, i.e., the spectrum of the sigal
pulse in an auto- or cross-correlation using any instantaneous nonlinearity, yieldin
signal intensity vs. delay and frequency. This trace can then be shown to fully and
uniquely characterize the pulse--the pulse extraction problem is equivalent to twodimensi*rnal phase retrieval, a solved problem from image science.
In previous work, we have demonstrated FIROG on a single-shot basis in the
visible and ultraviolet using a polarization-gate (PG) beam geometry, where a newly
improved version of our phase-retrieval algorithm opcrates reliably and quickly
and without ambiguity, even in the presence of significant amounts of noise. 4 In
this work with lower-intensity pulses, however, we utilize (multi-shot) self-diffraction (SD) and second-harmonic-generation (SHG) FROG arrangements, for which
all previously published algorithms3,5 are unreliable. As a result, we have made
significant improvements to these algorithms for these arrangements, including the
use of least-squares optimization, generalized projections, Weiner-filtering, and a
variety of other techniques. We report significantly improved performance, espedally for SHG FROG.
We have also performed an in-depth study, using SHG FROG, of the
operation of a Kerr-lens-mode-locked Ti:Sapphire oscillator. We have fully characterized the output train of -100-fsec, -2.5-nJ pulses for a wide range of operating
parameters, obtaining the pulse intensity and phase evolutions as a function of the
lasing wavelength and the amount of glass in the cavity. For most stable operating
modes, we typically find little higher-order phase distortion. For operation with
much glass, we find almost pure cubic chirp. When some linear chirp is present, we
typically also find that chirp of the opposite sign occurs in the wings of the pulse.
Figure 1 shows a typical SHG FROG trace for the pulse train from the
Ti:Sapphire laser oscillator. Recall that, using SHG FROG, the trace is necessarily
symmetrical in delay and, as a result, has ambiguity in the direction of time. Thus,
unlike PG FROG, which directly yields a frequency-vs.-time plot of the pulse, SHG
FROG traces require running the algorithm in order to obtain usable information
regarding the pulse. Fortunately, the SHG FROG algorithm is fairly robust
(although not as robust as our PG FRCOG algorithm), and the intensity and phase derived for the above FROG trace are shown in Fig. 2. Figure 3 shows a careful comparison of the derived pulse fields with independently taken pulse autocorrelations
and spectra, indicating excellent agreement between autocorrelations and spectra
calculated for the derived pulses and these experimental measurements. Note that
the intensity is smooth and that a small amount of residual quadratic phase (linear
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chirp) is present, although it is not possible to determine whether it is positive or
negative due to the time-direction ambiguity. Note also that, in the wings of the
pulse, the sign of chirp has the opposite sign. This is a common feature of these
Ti'Sapphire laser pulses. It is reasonable in view of the self-phase modulation and
compression occuaiing in the laser.
While the laser generally produced pulses similar to that shown above, it
was also possible to obtain more complex pulses when much intracavity glass was
inserted in the beam. Figure 4 shows a FROG trace with considerable structure.
This structure is indicative of spectral cubic chirp. We have recovered this pulse's
intensity and phase evolution from its FROG trace (see Fig. 5). It is shows the
5
intensity structure and phase jumps representative of cubic phase vs. frequency.
Figure 6 shows the spectrum and phase in the frequency domain, where the cubic
phase dependence vs. frequency is more evident.
In conclusion, while FROG has already been shown to be effective for mea&
sl.ring ultrashort pulses of energy greater than about 1 ptJ, we believe that, with this
work, we are close to achieving with FROG a very simple and general diagnostic for
low-energy ultrashort pulses, as well. In addition, our study of the Ti:Sapphire oscillator should shed light on the dynamics of the mode-locking process in this laser.
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8:20pm - 3:45pm (Invited)
TUC5
Ultrahigh Nonlinear Harmonics In Gases
G. Mainfray, A. L'Huiliier,P. Salidres, T. Auguste and P. Monot
CEA - SPAM, BAt. 522, C.E. Saclay,
91191 Gif-sur-Yvette cedex, France
The nonlinear interaction of a short laser pulse with neutral gases gives rise to
very high-order odd harmonic generation [1]. Coherent radiation wavelengths as short
as 7.8 and 7.4 nm have been obtained in Ne, corresponding respectively to the 135th
harmonic generated by a Nd-glass laser at 1053 nm [2] and the 109th harmonic
generated by a Ti-sapphire laser at 806 nm [3]. The laser intensity used was in the
1014-1015 W/cM2 rang depending on the atomic species, the laser wevelength and
pulse duration.
The subpicosecund laser pulse is focused into a pulsed gas jet which has an
atomic density of about 1017 cm- 3 in the interaction region. The VUV light generated
in the nonlinear interaction with the atomic medium is analyzed along the laser axis by
using a grating moiochrcmator. The harmonic spectrum has a characteristic universal
shape. The yield of the first few harmonics drops rapidly, then it exhibits a plateau
where all the harmonics have nearly the same strength. Finally tV,e harmonic spectrum
ends with a sharp cut-off. The highest harmonic order produced depends on the
highest laser intensity seen by the atom before ionization occurs.
An important insight into the physical understanding of the cut-off has recently
been given using a serni-classical approach [4, 5]. In the single-atom response the
maximum energy of the emitted harmonic photons is : Ei + 3.2 Ep, where Ei is the
atomic ionization energy and Ep the quiver energy of the electron in the laser field.
When propagation effects and phase matching are taken into account, the cut-off
value is about Ei + 2Ep in good agreement with experimental results [6].
Harmonics in the XUV range are generated with very high spectral brightness
because of the ultrafast subpicosecond pulse duration and small transverse
dimensions of the XUV beam.
It is also of interest to consider the high-order harmonic spectrum in the time
domain. The Fourier transform of a comb of harmonics of similar amplitude, as in the
plateau, and extending over 50 eV should give rise to a train of extremely short
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duration pulses (10-17 - 10-16 sec) if all the harmonics have the same phase
relationship. If harmonics have non-ideal phases, the subpicosecond envelope will
have about 30 attosecond substructures.
Recent compact terawatt laser sources are capable of producing focused
intensity of about 1018 W/ayi 2 . At such high intensity the quiver electron v-10ocity
becomes relativistic. The nonlinearities in the relativistic quiver motion are expqc:i ýd to
generate harmonics of the incident laser field. We present preliminary result,- on the
3rd, 5th and 7th harmonics produced in a weakly relativistic hydrogen plasma. by a
1 psec terawatt laser pulse at 1053 nim.
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results; in a grating amplitude that is maximum at z=(I and dcrreases for increasing z:. Readout
with the forward propagating .514.5 rim beam in the gain direction leads to an initial increase and
tht-i decay of the diffracte~i signal (Fig. 2). '[his occurs, because the light diffracted fromt the front
of the crystal interferes, with the readout beam, writing another photorefractive grating where the
original grating is weak. With time, the erasure proceeds from z =0 to z = d with the maximum
propagatia1g through the crystal resuilting in a prolonged readout. Readout with the counterpropagating 'grc beam leads to a rapid, mnonotonic but iron-exponential, erasure of the grating due to
very weak diffraction from the initial interaction. Readout in the loss direction, that is with 1911 or
1.,2,, leads to new gratings that ~re ir out of phase with the existing grating and therefore an even
more rapid decay of the diffracted signal. Qualitatively similar behaviour is observed for readout
with the long wavelength (632.8 nrn) but quantitatively the behaviour is quite different - both in
time-scale and in the details of the dynamics.
The simultaneous numerical solutions [4) to the coupled wave equations and the differential equation for the first hanrmonic of the space charge field for small modulation approximate the observed
behiaviour [2). Figure 3 shows the time 'dependence of the diffracted signal (luring readout at 632.8
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urn for different configurations. We show fairly good agreement between experiments and theory
using parameters determined from experiments and supplemented with those available in the literature [5]. We have neglected the affect of beam farning in our modeling.
The details of the ,,a-sure dynamics depend ,ignificantly on the. writing beam ratio and the readout
geo•metry. If the punp couples energy to the weak beam, tke maximum index amplitude is found
at approximately the centcr of the crystal resulting in non-monotonic ezasur, in both forwa d andI
woumter proPagating geowmetries. We propose a simple intuitive and t-hysical interpretation of the
ab,,ve results Tlhse idea.- can be used in novel ways to substantiall% increase the readout time - :3
to I ,,rders of magnitude, by employing the appropriate readout geometry and wavelwngth.
This research has been supported in part by the Advanced Rei...arch Proje,-ts Agency through
contract number NO0014-92-J 193. The authors thatik R. Neurgaonkar for providing the SBN:60
crvstal.
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The Application of Nonlinear Optics in Ocular Biophysics.
Benjamin A. Rockwell, William P. Roach and Mark E. Rogers.
Optical Radiation Division, US Air Force Armstrong Laboratory, ALOEOP, 8111 18th
Street, Brooks Air Force Base, Texas 78235-5215.
Summary of Presentation:
When laser pulses of high peak powers are incident on tissue, nonlinear processes can
be observed as the pulses propagate through the tissue. Some of the processes are
relatively benign altering only the amplitude and phase of the pulse but leaving the tissue
relatively unchanged. Some of the phenomena ar, much more destructive, leading to
irreversible tissue damage. Understanding how such processes occur are important both
to laser safety research, where we seek to set exposures that will not damage an
individual who inadvertently is exposed to a laser beam, and to medical applications
where the surgeon intentionally uses the laser to cause tissue damage for therapeutic
effect. It is important to quantitatively correlate the laser parameters such av pulse energy
and pulse duration to the amount and type of tissue damrage. By better understanding the
biophysical process by which high peak power laser pulses cause damage to tissue, the
size and location of the damage site can be better controlled as well as the peripheral
damage can be limited.
Some applications of nonlinear responses are already used in medicine. Laserinduced breakdown is routinely used to cut fibrous tissue such as the posterior capsule
behind the lens of the eye. Ablative processes can be used in the destruction of gall and
kidney stones and the removal of plaque inside arteaies. Several dermatological
techniques such as tattoo removal and rcmoval of piussible melanomas use short pulse
lasers that generate nonlinear events.
Currently, lasers are commercially obtainable which produce sub-nanosecond laser
pulses in the visible and near infrared spectral regions. These wavelengths casily
propagate in the eye and can result in retinal damage and functional vision Loss if
appropriate laser protective measures are not used. Unfortunately, there is no cunrnt Air
Force or national laser safety standard (ANSI Z136.1-1993) which mandates allowable
exposures for pulses shorter than I ns in duration. This is due in part to the lack of
minimum visible lesion (MVL) data to support standard setting for pulse durations less
than one nanosecond. An MVL is defined as the amount of energy necessary to produce
a barely perceptible change in the .rradiated portion of the retina. The MVL threshold is
usually presented as a probability of producing a perceivable change in the retina for 50%
of the laser pulses (ED5o) and this data forms the basis of the data used to set laser safety
standards. According to the increasing sub-nanosecond MVL data basel.2, one can
conclude that extending the current microsecond to nanosecond constant-corneal-fluenceregime ANSI laser safety standard to shorter pulse durations may prove to be imprudent.
The present study uses concept!, of nonlinear optics to help evaluate ultrashort laser
exposures and attempts to understand deviation from the trends in MVL data seen in the
fermtosecond to microsecond regime.
We first consider how scif-focusing can affect the propagation of ultrashort laser
pulses in the eye. To assess the effec! that nonlinear propagation may have in ocular
tissue and therefore on retinal damage, i sensitive and accurate method of determining
the nonlinear optical properties in this media is required 3 . As a logical extension of the
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z-scan technique, which has been used to determine the nonlinear optical properties for a
plethora of optical materials 4,5,6 , low 1-2 aqueous mlaterials are investigated. We report
the nonlinear refractive index (n2 ) for rabbit cornea 7 , human and rabbit vitreous humor,
ultrahigh purity water, and physiological saline using picosecond-visible laser pulses. In
the z-scan measurement, self-action effects in the sample as a function of z. the
propagation direction, cause the normalized transmittance spectrum recorded to be
characterized by either a minimum-maximum or maxjmum-m.'nimnum signature
corresponding to positive and negative refractive nonlinearities, respectively. Table I
summarizes the measured n 2 values for several relevant ocular and optical materials.
We apply these measured n 2 values to determine the effect self focusing will have on
laser pulse propagation in the eye. First note that tbcth the MVL date and the ANSI
standard above one nanosecond show two general trends. For exposures longer than 2C
lts there is a region where near constant irradiance (Wicm 2 ) is required for retinal
damage. For pulses from 1 ns to 20 ps, diffusion of heat is regligible during the exposure
and the fluence (J/cm 2) required for retinal damage is nearly constant. For pulses shorter
than one nanosecond, Roach et al. 2 have shown a decrease in the amount of laser fluence
necessary to produce laser damage. In this study we calculate the change of spot size and
corresponding changes in retinal irradiance due to nonlinear propagation in the eye. We
use experimental values for norlinea- refractive indices measured for ocular components
with relevznt pulse durations 3 . We find that the trend toward decreasing pulse energy
incident at the cornea required to produce retinal damage can be explained in par! by the
effects nonlinear propagation has on the spot size at the rethin.

The z-scan measurements were also used to limit the magnitude of the nonlinear

4
absorption coefficient (.). Nordinear absorption can also be measured using the z-scan
technique by removing the aperture before. the detector and collecting P1! of the
transmitted light. Using this procedure, no nonlinear absorption wis mea2.urable fo.
water, saline or vitreous humor. Using the maximum irradiance used in these absorption
measurements and the minimum measurable transmittance change, we can calculate an
upper bound on the value for the nonlinear absorption coefficient 0 < 4 x 10.12 cm/W
which is consistent with other studiesg. This value leads us to believe that nonlinenT.
absorption will have at most a slight effect on the irradiance at the retina.

Table

IL
n 2 (esu)
[,ps, 58Onm]"

Rabbit Corn,&

(2.5 ± 0.8) X 10 -12

Human Vitreous

(2.1 ± 0.8) X 10 -13

(1.4 t 0.4) X 10.13

Rabbit Vitreous

(4.3 ± 0.7) X 10 -3

(2.7 ± 0.6) X 10

(3.2:i: 1.7) X 10 -13

(1.3 ± 0.6) X 10 -13

(3.2 ± 0.9) X 10 -'3

(1.8 ± 1.3) X 10 -13

Wate,
Saline (0.0%)

tenatve data analysis
S"186

n 2 (esu)
[0ps, 532nm, Ref 3j

3

Several other nonlinear phenomena have possible effects on laser retinal damage
studies. We have measured the laser induced breakdown thresholds for visible ultrashort
laser pulses from several nanoseconds to one hundred femntoseconds. We find that the
threshold for this phenomena is above the MVL threshold and therefore does not affect
those damage studies, but LIB probably does play a role in suprathreshold damage (e.g.
hemorrhagic lesions). We also consider group velocity dispersion, continuum generation
and other critical nonlinear phenomena and their possible effects on retinal laser damage.
We conclude that the application of nonlinear optics in biophysics was essential to
fully understand trends seen in laser retinal injury for ultrashort laser pulses. Work is
continuing to determine the full extent to whicb the various phenomena studied affect
laser retinal damage and the interplay between nonlinear optical effects and olher changes
in damage mechanisms.
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A two-tone approach for prolonged readout of
multiplexed photorefractive holograms
A. Aharoni, M. C. Bashaw and L. Hesselink
Department of Electrical Engineering,
Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305
Tel. 415 723-2166

FAX 415 725-3377

Photorefractive materials offer important advantages in many optical holography applications,
hb
1tt th, recorded images typically remain sensitive to light and therefore erase on readout. Thermal
fixing (1, 2], electrical fixing [2, 3], two-photoon absorption during grating formation in the pres,2n-e
of a sensitizing wavelength [2, 4], and system-level image refreshing procedures [2, 5, 6] have been
used to sustain the recorded image during replay. We propose and demonstrate a novel two-tone
holography approach that overcomes the unfavorable speed and poor diffraction efficiency of the
thermal and electrical fixing, the complexity of refresh techniques, and the high intensities requzred
f1r two-photon absorption methods.
In our two-tone approach, holograms are recorded with short wavelength light, typically in the
blue-green spectrum for which the photorefractive material is sensitive, and replayed with longer
wavIength light, typictaly in the red-infrared spectrum, for which the material can be essentially
iu,.rt. The rep•ay light diffracts off of the recorded gratings, but due to significantiy rmdu:'ed
pbloiorefractive senitivity, it intr,-hices minimal eraiur,-. While this concept. is well established
for plat,,e waves [7], the high Bragg selectivity Neverely limits the allowable image field of view iii
thews, thick media. Wo overcome this limitation by using a composite red-replay beam consisting
of a v-t of plane waves, offering a piecewike matching to the stored grating over a wide field, This
approa'h ovovrcomes the' nevere alignment sensitivity and low efficiency of a spherical replay beam
adllw,, fatter readvt than can be affected with a scanning plane wave, rference [9], and avoids
pag., formatting required int interleaving techniques r10].
Figire I shows the experimental arrangement. Green light (.514 nin) records the hologia•ams in a
e',ri mi doped (0.2 rinl %) SIMN:60 (S&MsoelNbaOs) crystal. A transmissioni fnask encodes a binary
datta page on the sigral bearn. A C(I) canera and a hetund Fourier lens detect the replay images.

r,41

R, play with pltil, wavesfs iltcwn hor tlhe green reference, beani [Fig. 2(a)] aid a red reference
h,..411 (6:13 Fmir)[Vig. 2(b)]. SV'ainng is required to access the entire page at the longer wavelength
ihg. 2( c)-(f)J. The red-replay image is confii'ed to a narrow strip whose width is defined by tie
!lragg se.lrctivity iM the, plane of reference and signal incidence. The Bragg matching is vssen
lially inaffected by.,excursions in the, perpe-ndicular direction, a prop.erty closely related to B1ragg
d4-gener.ay. "'1irefere the red replay strips hpan the height of the image.

T'o, ,Jaici the full image field w," split the red replay beain into three plane waves that are
iifl en t on the crystal at throe different reiplay angle- (Fig. I); this approach is readily extensible
to a large nritiier of ii ag,' tic•lpun,ts 1
(-tan con venient ly he fornmed with a beamn generator.
We. ,se this arrang,,,,,nt to mmmli
sl,,t~o images: the photographs of Figures 3(a) arl(i 3(c) show
the demniltiplvxed imagoage's u. readtout by the' green recording reference beam, while Figs. 3(b)
198

Figure 1: Arrangement for two-tore parallel replay with three Bragg-moatched components.
separation between the components is ex~gexiated for clarity.

The small angular

and 3(d) show the same images as dernultiplexed by a composite red-replay beam. The diffraction
efficiencies are on the order of up to 3% and 10% for red and green replay, respactively. For the
samne intensities, the characteristic erasure times at 633 nmn are up to 50 times longer than at 514
nm.
Replay time can be increased further by developing photorefractive materials with lower sensitivities at the replay wavelength. The ability to prolong multiplexed holograms without image. field
loss by readout at a different wavelength makes ths approach an important optical data processing
tool.
We thank Dr. R. R. Neurgaonkar of Rockwell for loan of the SBN crystal. This research
has been supported in part by the Advanced Research Projects Agency through contract number
N00014-92-J- 1903.
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Improved second order nonlinear optical polymers by covalent attachment
comparison of four different thermally stable systems
Srinath Kalluri and William H. S-teier
Center for Photoiuic Technology, Department of Electrical Eagineering
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089-0483
Chengzeng Xu, Bo Wu, Mark W. Becker, Zhixin Yang and Larry R. Dalton
Chemistry Dept., University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089
Yongqiang Shi and James 11. Bechtel
TACAN Corporation, 2330 Faraday Ave., Carlsbad, CA 92008
The practical implement-tion of polymers into electro-optic and nonlinear optical (NLO) devices
requires thernmally stable polymers with high optical nonlinearities. The nonlinear moieties
(chromophores) can be either doped or covalently incorporated into the different classes of polymer
matrices - polyimides, sol-gels, thernosetting, thermoplastic, etc. Although incorporation of
covalently attached chromophores along with a means of thermally stabilizing the poling alignment
involves difficult synthesis work, its advantages over doping, namely, high chromophore density,
reduced phase separation, and improved nonlinearity and thermal stability - make it the route of
choice.
We report here on four different approaches to improved long term thermal stability of the poling
and the NLO effect. Two crosslinking polymers, one, "side-chain 1" in which the synthesized
polymer contains the chromophore as a side chain and is crosslinked during poling to anchor both
ends of the chromophore and one, "tri-linked" in which the synthesized chromophore containing
prepolymer is crosslinked into a 3D polymer matrix during poling, are discussed. In the second
material, the crosslinker also contains the chromophore to increase the chromophore loading. We
also report on a polyimide material in which the chromophore is included as a side chain in the
polyamic acid precursor polymer and immidization takes place during poling. In the fourth
approach, the chromophore is covalently attached to a sol-gel system which is cured during poling.
The "side-chain 1" system: We have incorporated an amino nitro azobenzene chromophore as a
sidechain in an MMA-PMMA polymer system [1]. The chromophore was synthesized to be
crosslinkable at the ffee end and links through an iso-cyanate cros.slinker to the free crosslinkable
ends of other chromophores at elevated temperatures. After corona poling and simultaneous
thermal crosslinking near the Tg of the polymer (150'C), the thermal stability and the second
harmonic generation d coefficients were measured. We see a 30'C improvement in thermial stability
between the crosslinked and uncrosslinked samples (Fig 1). The long term stability of the d
coefficient at 100'C was monitored over 250 hours and showed very little decay. A resonance
enhanced d3 3 coefficient of 110prn/V was measured at 1.06pm fuwdamental wavelength and an
r33 value of 14 pm/V (at X = 1.3jim) was extrapolated from the data. We believe that the
chromophores anchored at both ends, the high crosslinking density and the high loading density
due to covalent incorporation contribute to the enhancement of the stability and nonlinearity.
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The "tr-linked" system: We have also explored a novel "ti-linked" polymer system where a
trifunctionalized amino-sulfone containing prepolymer crosslinks at high temperatures with a trifunctionalized a.no-sulfone crosslinker. The unique feature of this side-chain system is that the
polymerization and crosslinking take place in the same thermal heating step and the resultant 3D
network has both high crosslinking and high chromophore loading densities. Thermal stability
measuremerts indicate little loss of nonlinearity up to 185 0 C (Fig !). The measured d coefficients
were moderate. However, with an optimized programmning of the temperature and voltage during
poling, we expect a significant ina'rease in the NLO effect.
The polyimide system: A disperse red chromophore was covalently incorporated as a sidechain in a
polyamic acid precursor polymer 121. The cured polyimide has a Tg of 2050 C. The polymer
precursor was corona poled and cured at 220'•C - 2500 C to complete the imidization. lmidization
involves condensation and shrinkage of the polymer network at high temperatures. The resultant
collapscd network stabilizes the alignment of the NLO molecules. Thermal stability measurements
showed no significant decay of nonlinearity below -190 0 C (Fig 1). A r33 coefficient of 1lpm/V
1.3.t)
F.= was extrapolated from a d33 coefficient value of 1te2pmpV measured at a.06pirr
fundamental wavelength. The polyimides show exceptional thermal stability, however the high
curing temperatures requires high temperature stability in the chromophores.
The sol-gel system: For this system, we used an amino-sulfone dye, which was functionalized on
both ends with nine possible crosslinking sites. After corona poling and thermal curing the NLO
moieties which are covalently attached to the gel became part of a rigid network. We measured a
d33 coefficient of 10-13 pritV at 106pom fundamental wavelength. The measured NLO response is
smaller than what is expected from theoretical models for the calculated chromophore loading
density of 35%. We attribute this moderate NLO response to increased conductivity at higher
temperatures. Stability measurements indicate a slow decrease in nonlinearity starting at around
130 0 C and up to 60% of the original nonlinearity is retained at 200eC (Fig 1). The polymer also
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showed long term stability ?t lO 0 °C over more than 300 hrs. We attribute this dramatic increasc in
stability over existing sol-gel systems to multiple crosslinking sites which onchor the poled
chromophores to a dense matrix. This material system is promising because of the ability to
fabricate low loss waveguides. The apparent conductivity problem needs to be addressed however,
before significant gains in nonlinearities are achieved.
Each of the various polymer systems has its unique advantages and also presents challeges that
need to be addressed. Both the mature systems like the side-chain, main chain, polyimide and
novel systems like the sol-gels seem promising for electro-optic applications and we are working
on improving the norlinear properties in many of these polymers, for example by incorporating
bigger P3 chromophores. Table 1 provides a comparison between some of these polymers.
Table 1.

Comparison of NLO properties of the various polymer
systems tested in this study

Polymer

Apek

side chain 1

472 nm

trilinked

-440nm

J!33

pm/V

10

Desirable
Bigger moieties can be
attached by following a
generalized synthesis
scheme_

If corona poling: need
precuring to prevent
dnmage

High crosslinking densi:y

Compromise between
curing time and
conductivity

High loading density
polyimide

46C rrn

112

Schromophores
sol-gel

438 nm

10-15

Problems to solve

Good thermal, mechanical
land chemical stability

ExcJýeIical. quality

Required curing T
excludes many high 1
that
degrade at high T

God
,ermal,
mechanical
Sand chemical stability

Compromise between
curing time and

IIconductivitym
Good optical quality

Possible control of
irefrtctive index

Nonlinearities are small
at present
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Excited-State X(3) EnhancemenIt
for ap-Oligophpnylene Derivative
L.F. Warren, M.J. Rosker, and H.O. Marcy
Rockwell International Science Center
1049 Camino Dos Rios
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
805-373-4463

We have reported elsewhere1 a substantial enhancement in the non-resonart X(3) response
from a dilute solution of the molecule p-quaterphenyl [(Ph) 4 ] after it has been raised to its first
excited singlet electronic state [(Ph) 4 *]. Similar behavior was previously observed il
diphenylhexatriene by Rodenberger, et al.,2 although we found that the excited-state Xt3 ) signal
for (Ph)4 was substantially larger for samples of equal concentration. (Ph) 4 displays many
desirable characteristics for excited-state NLO applications. These include large absorption at
the pump wavelength (-320 nm), separation of the fluorescence and triplet absorption spectral
regions from the probe wavelength (--640 nm), and very high photochemical stability.3 -5 (Ph) 4
and its higher homologues (Ph)n suffer, however, in tneir limited solubilities (e.g., < 5x 10-4 M
for (Ph) 4 in dioxane). To achieve a larger figure of merit, X(3 )/aX, where (X is the absorption
constant at the degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM) wavelength, one must increase this
concentration substantially. This follows because, in the unsaturated regime, we expect the XU )
enhancement effect to increase with the solution concentration ([X( 3 )]* - n* o- (nolpump where
n* is the excited-state population density, no is the ground state density, lpump is the pump
intensity, and Y is the cross-section of the ground statef at the pump wavelength). We have
accomplished this increase in c3ncentration by synthesis of a derivatized form of (Ph) 4 , diethyl
ester of quaterphenylenediacetic acid (QPDA) which is substantially more soluble than. the parent
molecule. Concentrations greater than 2 x10-3 M were readily achieved. Here we show that
QPDA displays large nonlinearity in its excited-state (QPDA*) similar to (Ph) 4 . We will also
discuss the transient behavior of this nonlinearity as probed by fimtosecond time-resolved
degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM); its behavior will be compared to that obtained for the
underivatized molecule.
QPDA and it synthesis are shown schematically in Fig. 1. Derivatization at the end positions
of the (Ph) 4 moiety was chosen as it is less sterically disruptive to the aromatic system (i.e., it
avoids twisting of the benzene rings out of the plane) and should therefore leave the electronic
structure of (Ph) 4 intact. Also the CH 2 groups were designed to electronically insulate the
aromatic portion of the molecule from the carbonyls (C=O) of the solublizing ester groups. The
QPDA samples were made up in a nitrogen glove-bag in anhydrous dioxane (distilled from
sodium under N:) at concentrations of 5x10- 4 M and 2 x 10-3 M. DFWM studies were carried
out in the conventional backward counterpropagating pump geometry, with the samples
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contained in quartz celLk of 50 tui path length, which in essence deterniin,.d the temporal
resolution. The optical source was an amplified. mode-hkcked dye laser proJducing
approximately 120 1s, (600 mJ pulses at 20 Hiz at a waveiength of approximately 640 nni. The
pump light was generated by freqilency doubling (to - 320 nim wavelength) a portion of the
amplified light in a 1 mm thick KDP crystal. The renainiig ampliftied light formed the ba-'i, oi
the DFWM experiment.
,,H10

CH 2 CO 2 H

4

HOAc, H2SO4

I

CH2 CO 2 H

4-Biphenylacetic acid
DBU, Etl

NiCI 2 , Ph 3 P, Zn
CH2CO2Et

toluene

EtO 2 CCH 2

DMF 70

"

QCH2C2
0Q

Fig. 1. A schematic representation of the synthesis of diethyl-4,4"'-quaterphenylenediacetate
Figure 2 shows the amount of enhancement of the DFWM signal for QPDA at 640 nm when
the pump beam is present relative to the signal obtained for the molecule in the ground state. We
observe a factor of over 2000 enhancement for QPDA in dioxane at these concentrations and
wavelengths. It is interesting that QPDA has a measurable ground state (i.e., without the pump)
DFWM signal; we were unable to detect a signal from the ground state of (Ph) 4 larger than that
for the dioxane solvent or quartz windows of the cell. Like (Ph) 4 *, the DFWM signal for
QPDA* persists for tens of picoseconds after the grating has been written. For ground-state
QPDA, the DFWM signal decays promptly and cannot be resolved in our experiment.
Figure 3 shows the femtosecond time-resolved DFWM response on a longer time scale for
both QPDA and (Ph) 4 as a function of the relative delay of the readout beam. These results
demonstrate (i) that the excited state NLO response is long-lived and (ii) that the response
dynamics are similar (but not identical) for QPDA and (Ph) 4 in magnitude and in temporal shape.
The latter point suggests that this particular derivatization (i.e., QPDA) indeed does not
significantly disrupt the electronic structure of (Ph)4. For (Ph)4*, the initial grating dccay is nonexponential, but if the first -20 ps is excluded the decay is fit by an exponential with a time
constant of - 10 ps. For QPDA*, the initial decay fits well to a time--constant of - 20 ps, but
after about 30 ps the decay slows dramatically. Another interesting aspect of these data lies in
the apparent turn-on time required after the grating is written for the nonlinearity to develop, an
effect previously noted for (Ph) 4 *. The maximum DFWM signal was not achieved until almost
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I ps after the grating was written. %tich hchavior is characterWINt: of other niolecuiar
00onlincaritics (e.g.. CS 2 )
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In summary, we have demonstrated that an electronically excited derivative of (Ph,)4 displays
a largc enhancement nf its third-order optical nonlinearity like that seen in the parent molecule.
Thesc results point us towards the development new materials having even more favorable
excited-state nonlinear optical and chemical properties.
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Ught-induced Absorption in Photorefractive Strontum-Barium Niobate
Srgei Orlov, Mordechai Segv, Amrnon Yariv, and R.R. Neurgaonkar*
Calofnia Institute of Technology, 128-9V, Pasadena, CA 91125
Tel. (818) 395-4823
"Rockwell Intemational Science Center, 1049 Cexnino dos Rios, Thousand Oaks, California 91360
Photorefractive (PR) S!rontium-Barium Niohate (SBN) has been the subject of extensive research in
rocent years. Large PR nonlinearities and relatively fast response timp at low power levels make this
materipl a preferred candidate for a variety of applications such as oplical data storage. Intensitydepeident absorption [1] and related phenomena were discovered and investigated extensively in
different PR crystals and at different optical light intensities spanning the range of 1mW/cm 2 to
04 W/cQv 2 . In this study we investigate the light-induced absorption through pump-probe measurement at
relaitvely low optical power densities in photorefractive SBN:60 and SBN:75.
Wo employ high opt;;al quality 6mm x 6mm x 6mm crystal samples of Cr-doped SBN:60 and Ce-doped
SBN:75. Inour experimental set-up we use a polarized expanded beam (X=488 nm) of an argon-ion laser
as a pump. The light-induced changes in the absorption coefficient are measured by monitoring the
transmitted power of a weak, loosely focused (diameter -200 gm inside the crystal) probe beam
(X-633 nm) from a low power He-Ne laser. The polarizatiun of both beams is controlled independently by
appropriate half-wave plates. Our pump-probe method enables tne measurements of both the saturation
value of the increase in the absorption and the time response. The incident power of the pump beam is
controlled by a variab!e beam attenuator and is measured with a power meter in the beam path. The
pump beam is expanded by a cylindrical lens followed by a spherical lens, which results in a uniform
elliptical spot with the area of 0.1cm 2 inside the crystal. The probe beam occupies a much smaller area
and is enclosed entirely by the pump inside the crystal. Our measurements are taken in the pulsed regime,
i.e. the pump beam is blocked by the mechanical shutter and is switched on only for short periods of time
(0.2 to 20 sec). The power of the transmitted probe is monitored and recorded by a storage oscilloscope.
We define the light-induced absorption coefficient a, in a manner, similar to that of Ref. 1:
Is(with Ip 011) = e(1)d
Is(with Ip off)
where IS,Ip are the probe and the pump intensities at the crystal output, respectively, and d is the length
of interaction (crystal thickness).
We now perform a series of experiments to measure both the light induced absorption coefficient a, and its
response time .r.First we investigate the absorption,- of the weak red He-Ne probe induced by the strong
green pump in a SBN:60:Cr crystal sample for the different polarizations of both the pump and the probe
beams. The steady state values of a, are shown on Fig.l. The light-induced absorption coefficient
saturates at high pump intensities and appears to be fairly insensitive to the polarization of the pump
(488 nm) beam. The dependence of a, on the probe beam polarization is much more dramatic. The data in
Fig.1 suggests that for a given pump intensity and polarization: a1(extra)/a1 (ord) = 1.95±+0.10. If wo
assume that these traps are primarily structural defects (e.g., vacancies) rather then impurities and that
mutual interaction between them is negligible, the traps and the associated wavefunctions may possess a
crystal imparted symmetry, leading to strong polarization effects. Intuitively, one may view the shallow
traps as isolated (localized) potential wells with their associated wavefunctions localized differently along
the a- ard c- axes. This may result in a larger dipole moment (and, consequently, a larger photoionization
cross-section) for the light polarized along the c-axis. This explanation, if ccrrect, may also provide useful
information about the actual atoms whose absence leads to the shallow traps.
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Next, we investigate ihe build-up rate of the inducet. absorption, and define it as the inverse of the time
required for the signal to reach the (1-tVe) level of its saturation value. Our results are presented in Fig.2.
The build-up rate curves are significantly nonlinear with respect to the rump intensity with a pronounced
saturation at high pump intensities. For a given polarization of the probe, we otserve a shorter response
time for the extraordinary polarization of the pump due to the higher absorption of the extraordinary light
(aII = 2.0 cm-1 at X= 488 nm ) than of the ordinary one ( x.L = 1.5 cm- at X= 498 nm ). A linear
extrapolation to I(pump)=0 at the low intensity branch of the curves giýes an estimate of the effective
dark decay rate of the populatiot, of the shallow traps ( due to the thermal ionization ) which equals
to 30 ± 5 sec"1. This value is very close to the corresponding data obtained in the BaTiO 3 crystals [1].
However, even at mriderate intensities ( >5 W/cn2 ) the response time is about 1.5 to 2 msec, which is
significantly shorter than both the PR and the thermal response times for SBN crystals. This enables the
very fast recording of photochromic gratings by the light-induced absorption.
We use the same experimental set-up to investigate the induced absorption effect in a PR Ce-doped
SBN:75 sample. Because of a very strong PR coupling for an extraordinary light in this material, the
light-induced absorption measurehaents are performed only with the ordinary polarization of the probe
beam. Our experimental data, which are shown on Fig. 3 indicate that even low pump intensities
( < 5 W/am2 ) induce a large increase in the absorpticn at the probe wavelength, The linear absorption of
the crystal at the pump wavelength (X= 488 nm) it,nearly equal for the extraordinary ( oXI= 4.7 cm-) )
and the ordinary ( a-L = 4.8 cm-1) polarizations. The pujmp intensity at whicih the light induced absorption
coefficient exhibits saturation appears to be much smaller for the SBN:75. This may explain the intensity
dependent diffraction efficiency and intensity dependent wave-coupling cbserved [2] in some SBN:75
PR crystals. It should be noted that the dark decay (shown in Fig. 4) and the build-up of the light-induced
absorption at low light intensities (below saturation) both exhibit a non-exponential temporal behavior.
This phenomencn is attributed to the fact that the shallow traps may occupy a broad band rather than a
narrow level in the forbidden gap of the crystal. This, in turn, implies that the effective relaxa~ion time
depends on the initial distribution of the occupied shallow traps and the decay toward equilibrium obeys a
logarithmic, rather than exponential, law within a certain time window [3]. Our direct observations of the
dark decay indicate that the relaxation time for the light-induced absorption in SBN:75 may be as long as
3.0 to 5.0 seconds. This clearly indicates that in this material the secondary traps are relatively deep.
On the other hand, even at the moderate pump intensities, the build-up of the absorption is very fast and
is shorter than 5 msec for pump intensities near 10 W/cm 2 .
Finally, we obtain a lower estimate for the density of the shallow levels in the crystal studied using the
absorption cross-section sO evaluated for BaTiO 3 [1] sh= 5xl0- 8 cm 2 . The lower limit for the density of
the secondary traps Nsh is given, therefore, by aI(max)/sSh=Ns-N5x1O' 6 -101 7cm- 3. The actual value

may be at least 2-5 times higher, since the approximate formula we use assumes that all the traps are
Inconclusion, we have presented experimoatal evidence for light-induced, intensity dependent absorption in
photorefractive S'N:60 and SBN:75. Large changes in the crystal absorption can be induced even at
moderato CW light intensities in the visible range. This fact has a significant impact on applications such
as optical data storage where SBN is a potential candidate. Finally, we have found a non-exponential
thermal decay of the light induced absorption effect, which suggests that the shallow traps occupy a
broad band in the forbidden gap of the SBN:75 crystal.
[1] G.A. Brost, R.A. Motes, and J.R. Rotge, J. Opt. Soo. Am. B 5, 1879 (1988).
j2] J.B. Thaxter and M.Kestigian. Appl. Opt. 13, 913 (1974).
[3] R. Street and J.C. Wooley, Proc. Phys. Soc. A 62, 562 (1949).
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Thermal Enhancement of Diffraction Efficiency in Cerium Doped
Strontium Barium Niobate
Shogo Yagi, Yasuyuki Sugiyama and Iwao Hatakeyama
NTT lnter;!hsciplinary Research Laboratories, Tokai, Ibaraki, 319-11 Japan
Tel: +81-292-87-7F6&, Fax: +81-292-87-7853
Although Kukhtarev's band transport model1 well describes almost all behavior
related to the photorefractive effect, other origins ior this effect, such as ZEFPR2 and
polarization gratings 3 , have been reported in recent years. Here, we report an origin
which is possibly polarization related, and describe diffraction efficiency
enhancement by thermal treatment.
The SBN:Ce (ceriuii doped strontium barium niobate) was grown using the
Czochralski method and was polished to optical quality. To pole the crystal, gold
was deposited on its c-surfaces and then an electric field of 500kV/m was applied
along the c-axis at 95*C. The crystal was then slowly cooled to room temperature in
30min., and finally the electric field was removed.
All the two wave mixing (TWM) experiments were performed in an acrylic box
to avoid any air flow that might cause a fringe pattern fluctuation. The 514.5nm line
of an Ar ion laser was used and the intensity ratio of reference/object beams was
1.56. Both beams were horizontally polarized to the c-axis and were oriented so that
the grating wave vector was parallel to the c-axis. The grating period was 2.34g1m.
The object beam was set in the energy gaining direction during TWM. The
temperature was controlled to an accuracy of 0.1°C with a Peltier cooler positioned
below the crystal.
Figure 1 shows the development of the diffraction efficiency while the crystal was
being cooled. The index grating was recorded by continuous exposure at 60'C until
the diffraction efficiency saturated. The reference beem for readout was exposed for
only 10ms so that the beam would not affect the index grating while reading.
Although the diffraction must have suffered a Bragg mismatch when the crystal
was cooled since the c-axis expands as shown in Fig. 2, its growth was more than
mere compensation for the Bragg mismatch. Also, when the recording was
performed at room temperature, the saturated diffraction efficiency was 3.6%, which
is lower than that recorded at higher temperature. The solid circles in Fig.1 show
the estimated Bragg matched diffraction efficiency using the measured thermal
expansioit. Here, the phase mismatch was assumed to be x/2 and the hear coupling
during TWM was taken into account 4 ,5 .
Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of the electro-optic coefficient and
the figure of merit. Although it is shown that the n 3 rc/e slightly increases as the
crystal is cooled, the increase is not sufficient to explain the enhancement or the
weaker diffraction recorded at low temperature. Moreover, we observed no decay in
the diffraction efficiency, either for 3 hours at 60'C or for 3 days at 25°C. i: haý, bE:
expected that dark ,'olftuctivity would cause decay since relatively high dark
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conductivity of around 10-10 12- 1cm-1 had been previously reported6. Figure 4 shows
the decay time (T) oi the diffraction efficiency by light exposure, where t was
proportional to the dielectric constant and was not affected by the thermal excitation
term, exp(-E/keT), even when the light irtensity was as low as 20 PW/cm 2 . The
temperature dependence of t is opposite to those previously reported in BaTiO 3 and
SBN:Cr 7 ,S.
All the experiments described above suggest that the photorefractive origin of
our SBN:Ce is something other than band transport and charge redistribution. We
now postulate that it stems from the p(larization grating, wh.ch grows when the
crystal is cooled after the reversed polariiý,'tion domain has been seeded at a
temperature close to Tc. This might be possible since polarization grating formation
in SBN 75 without an external field has been reported3 , although the index grating of
our experiment was not fixed against light exposure.
In conclusion, the diffraction efficiency of SBN:Ce has been enhanced thermally
and the Bragg mismatch has been overcome. The index grating was not fixed
against light exposure but against dark conductivity. The origin of this
photorefractive effect can not be explained by charge distribution and is possibly
caused by the polarization grating.
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TRANSIENT TWO-WAVE MIXING OF PHOTORFFRACTIVE Bi12SiO 2 0
CRYSTAL WITH A SQUARE A.C. P'E'CTRIC FIELD
Chong Hoon Kwak and El-Hang I"e
Research Departmnnt, Electronics and Telecommunications
Research Institute, P. 0. •o". 106, Yuseong-ge Daejeon, Korea
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"Two wave mixing (TWM) gain in phatorefrac.'ve materials is one of the most fundamentall n'd
attractive aspc'ts of the photorefractive efiect. Several techniques for the enhancement oi TWM gain
have ben developed and analysed by many researchers: applied d.c. field techniqute[ll, d.c. field and
nmving grating technique[2] and applied a.c. field techn-que[3I. It was shown some time ago by St.panov
et al. (3] that TWM gain can be considerably increased by applying a square a.c. electric field instead of a
d.c. field. The temporal differential equation describing the build-up oif the space-charge field E,(t)
with exitrnmal applied field E(t) takes the following form 12];
-Esc + gi%-m
= hm
(1)
Here, the coefficients are as follows: g

=

(-i

/•(i

-i

and) h =-E /¶-d(1 - iE,,

where T,, is the

Maxwell relaxation time, Em and Eq are the characteristic electric fields of the material. Ii is noted that
dlthough Eq.(I) is derived for a d.c. applied field (i.e., E, = con,-t.), it is still valid for a.c. applied ficld
when the period T (=2r/11) of a.c. applied field is much longer than the photoelectron lifetime, i.e.,
T>>,te. In that case, each photoelectron essentially sees a constant applied field during its lifetime. in
addition, when the period of the a.c. field is much shorter than the grating build-up time Tg
(approximately equal to Reji /gf), one may use the time averaging method over the period T to solve
Eq.(1) 13]. Then the space-charge field cannot follow the a.c. applied field and the solution becomes
independent Elf the !ime period T. However, when the period T is comparable with t g, the usual time
averaging method will not hold, so we require to have the full temporal solution for Esc(t), applicable to
tlh whole frequency range of the a.c. field.
In this paper we developed, for the first time to our knowledge, the corresponding theory
describiag the buildup of the space-charge field in the prt'sence of square a.c field and compared with
the experimental results of the full terr.poral variation of the TWM gain for the square applied fields in
a photorefractive Bil2SiO2O crystal. Considering the square a~c. fie~d Eo(t) with the tinle period
T(ý27dfl) as shown in Fig.1, the time varying coefficients g(t) and h(t) in Eq.(l) become constants g"+and
h+ for each positive half-period of Eo(t)=Eo, and g" and h" for each negative half-period of Eo(t)=-Eo,
respectively, where Eo is the amplitude of square applied field. In order to solve Eq.(1), we apply the
step-by-step integration in each successive half-period of Eo(t). For the nth period of the applied field
Eo(t) (i.e., (n-l)T ; t L nT) we get the space-charge field En(t) for the positive and the negative halfperiod as:
+
I-expj-g+t-(n-1)T)j)}. E((n-i)T)exp[-g'(t-(n-t)T)j, for(n-l)T!5t<_(n- 1 )T (2a)
2
(t
E, ~O4

From Eq (!) we have the following relations: g4* - g+ and h =-h. Before
B
]proceeding any further, it is
covem•tnt to introdLlce the steady state values of E11(t). Since the steaiv state of En(t) Lorresponds to the
values for sufficiently large n, we may take the bIoundary conditios as Ei'((n-oI)T)
and Fl((,n-l)1)

F-il()

E.,.

After simple ihtt,,.,
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Fj,(i,-

)T)- E+

we have the reil and ioliii,,t V pir1t of

-qý-(a -L

a_,

ý

M

[22
b=Xr) F2 ghinM.' gihi + h2 m sT_21

(3b)

where we used the following notations: EL = ± a_, + ibon g. gi ± ig2 and h± =±hi + ih2. it should be
noted that in the limiting rase of T/2<<1/g 1 2 (J"e. for high frequency limit) Eq.(3) reduces to the same
expression dterived by the time a-veraging method[31. Bly us~ng the boundary condition of
Eq(n-f)T)= EiA((n-)T) andi E((n .i)T) = n_((n-1)T), we finally get the followinig expression by uasing

E;JnT) = E:"I - exp[-ngi.vll)
EI.((n-li)T) = Eý-

(4a)
2~p-n.,ET

(4b)

where IVJ0) =0 iN taken as the initial condition. On substituting Eq.(4) into Eq.(2) with Eq.(3) we may
ha~ve the triansievit solution of the space-charge field Esc(t) for each half-period of applied field. In a
photorefractive crybstal the effective gain in a two mixing configuration is defined as follows[21;
G-= 1(with pump beam and AC field) _(I + 0) exp[r(t)dl
I + P expir~tdl
.,(without pump beam and AC field)

(5)

where 13=lS(O)/IR(O) is thp incident intensity beam ratio between the pump beam IR and the probe beam
Ic. and d is the interaction Length of the crystal. The exponential gain coefficient F(t) is proportional to
the imaginary part of the space-c-harge fieldr21.
The full temporal variation of the two wave mixing (TWM) gain is measured in a photorefractive
Bi12SiO 20 crystal grown 1)y Sumnitome k(I~xI~xl~mm 3). The experimetal configuration is schematically
shown in FigIl. A beam from an Ar-ion laser beam of 514.5nm wavelength was split into two beams,
expanded .and collimated. The intensity beam ratio of purnp-to-probe beams set to 45 with at total
incident intensty of 4.6mW/cm 2The two beams were vertically polarized and were incident on the (11t))
face of the IISO crystal. The alternating square electric field of up to 7KV/cm amplitude was applied
between the (M01) faces of the :rystal. The interbeam angle beaween the two incident beams was chosen so
as to achieve the optimum gain in experiments at approximately 20. The frequency range of the applied
electric field was 11-Iz - 1KHz. Figure 2 shows the typical experimental curves of the time-dependent
TWM gain for the repetition rates of 20HZ. Figure 3 shows the theoretical curves for temporal behavior
of the TWMt gain for square ioc field of Eo=7KV/cm amplitude with repetition rate of 20Hz. In the
calculations we used the following crystal parameters: Em=O.35KV/cm, grating spacing of l5jtm andi Td
-1.3 nmsec for iniput intensity of 4.6mW/cm 2 amd gl ='4.7Hz and g2=37.7Hz for Eo=7KV/cm. One may see
that ihe theory agrees well with the experimnentei' results.
In conclusion, we have developed a theory, based on the Kukhtarev's materials ecluat~ons,
describing the tempoiral variations of two-wave mixing ga~n ir thl, prt--nerce of a square atc. f~eid in
phi.to'-efractive niat-rials. The transient behavior of the two wave mixing gain is also measured in
photorefractive 1312Sio 2 0 crystal with a square a~c. applied field of up to 7KV/cmn and compared with
the theory.
Acknozoledtgmeant: One oif Hie authors (CHK) wish to thank Professor L. cxlymar for helpfulI discussionS
on the theoretical resulif andi Dr. J. Takacs for his assistance of the experiments of the Oxford
University.
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Since the first observation of the spatial subharmonics in photorefractive BSO crystal by
Mallick et al.[1] in 1988, the possible physical mechanism based on the Kukhtarev's materials
equations has been intensively investigated. However, most of the work in this field has
been concentrated on obtaining the instability condition for the existence of the subharmonic
resonances[2, 3]. Jn this paper we attempt to calculate K/2 spatial subharmonic resonances
varying the detuning frequencies for several external electric fields and compare the theoretical
results with experimental data. A simple theory based on a differen'i:-. equation which is
derived from the materials equations for the space charge field and the coupled mode analysis
of the wave equation is developed to describe the subharn,.onic resonances. The mechanism
which is responsible for the subharmonic resonance is assumed to be spontaneous generation
caused by the inherent nonlinearity of the photorefractive e:-Ict itaelf[2, 3, 4].
We start with a nonlinear partial differential equation, which is derived from Kukhtarev's
materials equations to describe the space charge field EsC in a moving co-ordinate systemn[2].
The new co-ordinate ;s set to be ý = 1St - Kx, where K is the magnitude of the grating
vector and S1 is the amount of frequency detuning. Our differential equation takes the form
(E F
(1 + ---S-o)E'c

(EM

EE
+ Eo

±EEM (
-+

s
cos )Esc

where the primes represent the derivatives with respect to C, m is the modulation, E 0 is the
external electric field, b = flrd. Here, EM and Eq are characteristic electric fields introduced
by I ukhtarev et al.[5], and i, is the dielectric relaxation time. Diffusion field is neglected since
it is sufficiently small compared to the fields of E 0 , EM and E9 . The intensity distribution
in the crystal is given by 1o(1 -&-m coms) where 10 is the average intensity. Since E, and E0
are large compared to EM, the last term in the right hand side of Eq. (1) is neglected in the
calculation.
In this work we concentrate on the K/2 spatial subharmonics and start from the expansion
Esc = A1 /2 exp(iý/2) + A 1 exp(iC) + A3 / 2 exp(i3ý/2) + c.c..
(2)
We skip the contribution from the Fourier component 3/2 for simplicity and substitute Eq.
(2) into Eq. (1) to obtain coupled differential equations by equating the exponential terms
wi~h the same order. Considering exp(iý) terms, we obtain

A, = A 0o + 7(Aj/1 )2

(3)

with
2bfh/b-

nmEM
1 - (h + •)i} '7
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4Eo{h/b - 1- (h ÷ •)i}'

(

where h is defined as EM/Eo. Investigating exp(i4/2) terms and using Eqs. (3) and (4), we
obtain
2

(h
I/2

12

h

2

-- _n(-h.2-

+ (A +?t
I)i}Tn

-

25

1A 2

+

-1nh0A,, + Al 0 )

5+

E,1-

For simplicity, m 1 case is consiaeied in the calcuiation since it gives an optimum condition
for generating the spatial subharmonics.
In order to find out the relationship between the output subharmonic intensity distribution and the subharmonic space charge field given by Eqs. (2) and (5), the coupled mode
analysis of wave equation ;s utilized. The solution of the wave equation is assumed to have
the form of
E(r,t)

= E1 exp[-i(K 1 • r - (w +

QI)t)] + E2 exp[-i(K 2 r

+Ei/2 exp[-

¶'A1/2 " r -

-

W),/

wt)]
2

t)],

(6)

whe-.- w is the optical frequency, El tnd E2 are the amplitudes of the two pump waves and
Ei/2 is that of K/2 spatial subharmonic wave, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Using the slowly
varyqng amplitude approximation, we obtain a set of coupled differential equations for El,
E 2 pnd E1/2. Assuming that there is n . pump-beam depletion and no coupling between
pump waves it is straightforward to find solutions for the subharmonic waves satisfying the
boundary condition of E 1 /21= 0 = 0. Assuming equal pump beam intensities for El and E2,
the output subharmonic intensity in the photorefractive moving gratings is obtained as
C2AKL
2
2A= 12
)Io[Rc(A1, 2)J2 ,
(rL)2 sin c ( 2
,t1
1/E
LA
r2

(7)

2.
where 17=
2
' is the coupling constant, L is the interaction length of the medium,
sin c(x)
and Io is the total input beam intensity. it should be noted that the subharmonic intensity comes from the real part of A1 / 2 when the equal pump beam intensity is
assumed. This gives the same argument with that in the work published by Ringhofer and
Solymar[6] although the basic assumptions aie different from each other.
Figure 1 shows the schemiaitic diagram of experimental arrangement for ',bserving the
subharmonic waves in pbotorefractive BSO crystal. A beam from an Ar-ion la e; at a wavelength of 514.5 nrm is expanded, collimated and split into two beams. One of the pump
beams is detuned in frequency by applying a triangular signal to a piezoelectric mirror. The
comparison of our the'oretlcal results with experimental data for the detuning frequencies of
the K/2 subbharmonic resonances at various E0 is shown in Fig. 2. The physical parameters
of -rd, EM and E, are set to be 6.5 msec., 0.73kV/cm and 180kV/cm, respectively, which
are taken from Ref. [3]. Even though the contribution from 3/2 component (exp(i3C/2)
terms) is not included in the calculation, the prediction of our simple theory agrees with the
experimental data remarkably well.
In conclusion, the optimum detuning frequency of K/2 spatial subharmonics in the photorefractive moving gratings is calculated using a simple theory based on materials equations
and the coupled mode analysis of wave equation and compared with experimental data which
is obtained with the external electric fields varying from 7 kV/cn to 3 kV/cm and detuning
frequency varying up to 40 Hz. It is found that as the external electric field decreases the
optimum detuning frequency for K,1/2 cubharmonics increases and that our simple theory
which has no adjustable parameter describes the experimental data very well.
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Summary
The effect of phase conjugate feedback on semiconductor laser
continues to be a topic of interest 1 ,2.
Phase conjugate feedback has the
advantage of self-alignment and aberration correction.
These properties
result in good coupling back into the laser -- which is not guaranteed with
conventional mirror.
On the other hand,
it has been demonstrated that
the round trip phase delay for an external phase conjugate cavity is set by
the laser and the phase conjugate mirror, independent of cavity length 3 .
In this presentation we consider the impact of this phase delay on the
laser diode linewidth.
Agrawal has shown that the linewidth of a single mode in a
semiconductor laser with feedback is dependent on the external round trip
phase delay and how well the return light is coupled back into the laser
cavity 4 . The extent of line broadening or line narrowing is determined by
Af/Afo = 11 + X coS(Oo + OR

(1)

where
0o= 00t + 4 frn,

X = K't(l + a 2 ) 1/2 ,

OR

= tan-1 (X.

(2)

and Af is the laser linewidth with feedback, Afo is the free running laser
linewidth, woo is the free running laser frequency, t is the round trip time of
209

rm is the phase shift due to the external
flight in the external cavity,
reflector, ox is the linewidth parameter, and K is the feedback coupling rate.
When considering phase conjugate feedback to a diode laser, and
comparing the results with conventional feedback, it can be seen that K is
Also, while t can be controlled in the
not the same for the two cases.
it cannot be controlled in the
by
the
experimentalist,
conventional case
phase conjugate case.
For a conventional reflector the round trip phase delay is determined
by the path length of the external cavity. For any set of laser parameters
the narrowing or broadening of the linewidth depends on the position of
Therefore, for low external feedback both
the external reflector 4 .
can take place and can be controlled by
or
broadening
narrowing
linewidth
changing the length of the external cavity.
A photorefractive self-pumped external cavity has a delay which is
It is
independent of the position of the phase conjugate reflector.
determined by the boundary conditions of the laser and the
This phase delay is equal to an
photorefractive phase conjugate mirror.
integer multiple of 2nr;
(3)
+ OR = 2nn
±
where co is the frequency of the laser and n is any integer 3 . When this
boundary condition is satisfied, the threshold gain is reduced to its
Imposing the condition on the model developed by
minimum value.
Agrawal 4 it is found that the lasing linewidth is always decreased, but not
This should be contrasted with a conventional
by the maximum amount.
reflector where the optimal phase delay is that which compensates the
phase due to the linewidth parameter, i.e., the phase delay which produces
Because the complex amplitude of the
the maximum linewidth narrowing.
photorefractive phase conjugate return is itself not conjugate 5 , i.e.;
A

A*

(4)

the feedback can be treated in the same manner as a conventional
reflector where the total round trip phase delay is restricted to 2nn.
In our experiments a Hitachi HLP1400 laser is coupled to a ring
passive phase conjugate mirror (PPCM) that is constrained to unidirectional
This prevents reflection gratings to be formed in the
(Fig. 1).
photorefractive crystal and minimizes the effects of grating competition.
The photorefractive material used in the ring PPCM is barium titanate. An
etalon is inserted into the external cavity, as shown, to keep the laser
single mode even with feedback. For the phase conjugate reflectivities of
0.2% the FWHM linewidth is decreased by 80%. This is shown in Fig. 2
210

where the decrease in linewidth is clearly seen. Using Eq.'s. I and 2, the
expected decrease is 73%.
It has also been observed that he laser
frequency is more stable with the PPCM that with a conventional reflector.
There is no frequency jitter of the line center such as that observed with
conventional feedback.
We suggest here that this is due to the slow
response time of the barium titanate.
Any jitter from the central lasing
frequency does not have enough time to write a new holographic grating.
Only that central frequency is coupled back into the laser .

a

A

b

Fig. 2 Linewidth narrowing. a) with feedback, b) free running laser.
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Summary
Previous work'-2 has shown that a popular photorefractive phase conjugator is the ring
passive phase conjugator (ring PPCM). The ability of the ring PPCM to reconstruct images is well
documented 2. We have recently demonstrated that the fidelity of this image reconstruction is good 3.
This was accomplished by measuring the ratio of the beam quality of the phase conjugate reflection
of a laser diode to the beam quality of the diode laser when a phase abeirator was placed before the
ring PPCM. Good optical phase conjugate fidelity suggests that the phase conjugate feedback
should couple back into the diode laser quite well. We have also shown, experimentally, that the
round trip phase delay for a photorefractive phase conjugator, and indeed any phase conjugator, is
an integral multiple of 2W'. This phase delay is independent of the position of the reflector. It must
be noted, however, that while the fidelity of the phase conjugate feedback, and the 2nx phase delay
are independi-nt of the positioi of the phase conjugate reflector, the round trip time oi flight in the
external caviLy is dependent on the position of the reflector when it is a ing PPCM. The only
requirement is that the 2nx round trip phase delay be satisfied, i.e., the round trip time of flight must
be an integral multiple of the inverse of the frequency, r = n/v = nJc. Because,the round trip phase
delay is constrained, the amount of linewidth narrowing is also constrained5. When the round trip
time of flight is less than the coherence time of the laser, the linewidth of a single line is also
independent of the position of the reflector.
The above work, however, has not considered that the reflectivity of a photorefractive phase
conjugator may depend on the intensity of those beams which write the photorefractive gratings'.
A general rule of thtumb is that when the ratio of the rate of photoexcitation to thermal excitation of
carriers is greater than unity, the grating strength is independent of the writing intensity. If,
however, that ratio is less than unity, then the grating strength is approximately linear with the
intensity. The result is that the phase conjugate reflectivity is also dependent on the ratio of the
rates of photoexcitation to thermal excitation. Taking account of this effect and it. impact on
photorefractive feedback, it is seen that the weaker modes of the laser diode will "see" a lower
external cavity reflectivity. Those modes too weak to write a photorefractive grating within the_
crystal will not have a phase conjugate reflection at all. Since all lasing modes undergo the same
2nn round trip phase delay, the effective reflectivity (derived from the output coupler facet
reflectivity, the external reflector reflectivity, and the round trip phase delay) is dependent only on
the grating strength in the photorefractive phase conjugatorand hence only on the intensity of the
laser mode. It must be concluded that for the phase conjugate external cavity, the strongest modes
having the greatest effective reflectivity will have the greatest decrease in threshold gain. This
results in a narrowing of the envelope of the laser diode spectrum. It will also narrow the linewidth
of a single mode, but by a very small amount.
We have calculated the general effects of envelope narrowing for a unidirect'onal ring
PPCM. The gating strength was determined using the band transport model for photorefractive
materials 7 '. The reflectivity was calculated based on Kogelnik's expressions for transmission
212

vclurne holograms'. With the intensity dependent external cavity reflectivity determined, the
effective reflectivity was then calculated and used to determine the mode intensity. The results of
these calculations are shown in Fig. 1. Here the lasing envelope is compared with the multimode
spectrum if the external reflectivity were the same for all modes. In both cases there is a 2nx round
trip phase delay. Clearly obseivable are the effects of envelope narrowing and a slight linewidth
narrowing. The photorefractive phase conjugator is acting like a filter which preferentially selects
the strongest laser modes. The envelope narrowing effects are more pronounced for lower laser
intensity and less pronounced for higher laser intensity.
These effects of envelope narrowing were confirmed experimentally. In our experiments
a Hitachi HLP1400 laser diode is coupled to a ring PPCM that is constrained to be unidirectional
(Fig. 2). The advantages of such a geometry are described elsewhere 4. The photorefractive material
used is barium titanate. The laser spectrum was compared to that of a laser diode coupled to an
external cavity with a dielectric mirror, i.e., we compared the effects of phase conjugate feedback
to conventional feedback. In both cases the laser is multimode when coupled to the external cavity.
As can be seen in Fig. 3, however, the envelope for the phase conjugate feedback is narrower than
that for the conventional case. It can also be seen that in the conventional case the gains for the
different longitudinal modes vary with the phase delay as each mode experiences a different round
trip phase delay. This is not the case for the phase conjugate cavity because all ot the modes
experienze the same round trip phase delay.
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We report the results of our theoretical and
dynamics of photerefractive oscillators (PRO).
experimental analysis shows, that the field dynamics
Class-A lasers.
An equation of the Complex Ginzburg-Landau

experimental analysis of transverse
Our theoretical, numerical, and
in PROs is very similar to that in
type can be derived for the optical

field dynamics EM,t) in the single- longitudinal- mode PRO:
-.--

= (E+i)-E[(p-1) -

1E1 2]

- i.p. [-d42 -1]].E

2

y 8 t4

here p is the pump parameter, d is the diffraction constant, 9 is the cavity detuning,
S2 the Laplace operator in a two dimensional plane normal to the optical axis of the PRO
system, and , is the rclaxation rate of PRO material.
This is the so called Laser Ginzburg-Landau Equation (LGLE) which have been
derived from the Maxwell-Bloch equation system for Class-A lasers [1.2]. In addition to
terms of the usual Complex Ginzburg-Landau Equation (CGLE), a second order diffusion
term (the last term in rhs. of LCLE) is prescnt. Due to this term radiation with certain
transverse wave-numbers ti. (11•12 = (1-13)/d) grows most strongly in the LGLE, this
corresponds to the Tilted Wave (TW) excitation in Class-A lasers [3].
The PRO - Class-A laser correspondence is confirmed by numerical integration of
the PRO equations [4], and of the LGLE. The experimental observation of transverse field
structure emitted by a PRO also shows the properties expected for Class-A lasers. The
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tunability to different transverse mode families, thz pure transverse mode patterns and
square vortex lattices, as well as the periodic and turbulent behavior (also reported in
[5]), gives evidence of the PRO - Class-A laser analogy.
We investigate particularly the Square Vortex Lattices (SVL) in PROs and Class-A
lasers. The SVL has been shown to appear at the threshold of a laser tuned to a high
enough transverse mode family [2). The SVL in two dimensions is the analog of a Standing
Wave (SW) in one dimension. These patterns appears due to the influence of lateral
boundaries of PROs or Class-A lasers. Without lateral boundaries the Tilted Wave (TW) is
excited in wide aperture Class-A lasers [3].
Further, the destabilization of SVLs and SWs is investigated when increasing of
the pump parameter. In the case of one transverse dimension a sharp transition between
SW and the TW occurs for a particular value of the pump parameter. The pump parameter
corresponding to the ti-,nsition depends on the transverse size of the system. This SW TW transition is also interpreted in terms of phase locking between transverse mode
families.

(a)

(b)

(c)

PRO transv.prse patierns obtained from numerical integration of the LGLE. (a) stationary vortex latsice, (l•)
distorted vortex lattiue, (c)
nonstationary
(turbulent) pattern.
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Also in the case of two transverse dimensions is the SVL replaced by a TW-dominated
pattern for large pump values. The SVL-TW transition is in this case more complicated
than in the case of one spatial dimension. The transition scenario depends strongly on
the shape of lateral boundaries. For square boundaries the increase of pump results in
destruction of the SVL and onset of domains of TWs directed oppositely and separated by
rows of vortices. For ci:cularly symmetric lateral boundaries the numerical results show
that dislocations in the vortex lattice appear first, then nonstationary dynamics sets
in. For certain values of the pump parameter stationary TW domains have been also
observed numerically.

0+

A stationary pattern consisting of domains of TMs directed oppositely and separated by
array of vortices
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R.J. Crook, N.P.K. Cotter and J.R.Samble.,
Thin Film & Interface Gro-up, Phy~sics Department, Ulniversity of Exeter, EX4 4 QL, UK
Tel: 0392 - 264 156
R.Rangel-Roj'o, G.Spruce and B.LS. Wherreti
Department of Physi~cs, Herlot- Watt University, Riccarton, Edinburgh, EHLJ4 AS, UK
The nonlinear optical properties of polydiacetylene (PDA) are of interest both
fundamentally and technologic ally. The nonresonant third order susceptibility X(3 ) associated with the rnonlinear refractive index n 2 has becn found to be relatively large
(>10"1esu) and ultra-fast (< ips). Here we show how the reflectivity response of a
grating coupled PDA waveguide can be analysed to yield both the real and the imaginary parts of )(0) in a single experiment with the sample in thin film form. Figure 1
shows the absorption spectrum of the blue thermally evaporated P4BCMU with a well
defined band-edge at 630nm. The inset shows the experimental waveguide configuration
including the optically thick silver layer used to produce the high reflectivities and the
low propagation lengths (;zý30jtn, <<bearn spot, r. = 155yrni) allowing a completely
rigorous solution of Maxwell's equations [I] in a non-planar system. The laser system is
a Nd:YAG operating in TEMO¶J, mode producing 3Ops pulses with a 41,z repetition rate.
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The angular reflectivity scan for the guide at A =1.O64jtni using TM-polarized
radiation together with the awociated electric-field profile at the surface plasmon (SP)
coupling angle of 12.84' are shown in figures 2a and 2b respectively. Clearly there has
b~eenl a decrease in coupling angle AO = -0.100 and coupling efficiency 677 = -20% with
in(Teasing irradiance. The fit, to the data points for both low (l1iJ) and high (10MJ)
'uicident energies is self-consistent, with the polymner dlielectric Constant (e = fj + I. )
allowed to vary as e, = e:, -i- ,jE1 (i=1,2) at each point on the curve wiere JEl is the
local electric field averaged spatially throughout the guidie and (-, is the linear value.
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Any degeneracies in the fitting procedure are removed by having fitted the data at a
wavelength of 632.8nm fixing the thickness of the polymer guide to 0.83pmn. These
results give values for Re(X)(3 ) = -(2.5 ± 0.4) x 10- 1esu which corresponds to n 2
-(1.5 ± 0.2) x lO 4 cm 2GW-' and Im(x(')) = (4.0 ± 0.5) x 10- 1 1 esti corresponding to
a two-photon absorption coefficient (TPA) of (28 ± 4)cmGW-'. (Re(X( 3 )) = 2cE n7Yi;
Ira(y(3) = 2cEono7 2 ; no is the linear index and fo is the pcrmittivity of free-space).
Peak local irradiances are around 5 GWcm-2.
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Great care must be taken when as&igning an electronic rather than a thermal origin to the observed nonlinearity. Three control experiments are therefore performed
to demonstrate the electronic origin of these results. The first experiment conceins
the possibility of a theinal ?erturbation to the surface plasmon coupling conditions.
Calculations suggest the elu,,tron gas and the lattice of the silver film undergo considerable heating during the 30ps pulse to peak temperatures of around 700K and 200K
respectively above room temperature. Work by Van Exter et al [2] allows a prediction
of the corresponding changes in f, and E2 for the silver. These are Ar1 =+0.10 (with
80% lattice contribution) and A62 =+0.15 (100% lattice). Although these changes are
non-negligible, owing to the large dielectric constant of silver at 1.064 Iam (c, = -50.
6 2 =2.80) calculations show these should not significantly perturb the mode. To confirm
this a limiter experiment performed at the SP resonance angle of a substrate I silver
interface reveals no irradiance-dependent shift in reflectivity as shown in figure 3.
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Despic P_predicted timescale of ils for the heat generated in the silver to diffuse
into the polymer film, concern still remains that. this heat transfer could ac~count. for
the shifts seen in figure 2a. Use is made of the solid-state UV polymerization of 1'DAS
to eliminate this possibility. A monomer 4B3CMU waveguide is produced with similar
thermal properties to the polymer and the shift in reflectivity near the resonanicc ang!.e
Mc'ixitoied with increasing irradiance. The filmn is then polymerized in ,Itu, effectively
switching on the electronic nonlinearity, and the. limiter scan repeated near the( new
resonance angle. The results shown in figure 4 clearly show no nonlinearity for the
monomer but a system-atic shift for the polymer. On the basis of these results we are
conf~dent the observed nonlinear behaviour in the P4BCMU waveguide is electronic in
origin. Owing to the relatively large angular half-wvidth of these modes (AO ýý 10) the
angular detuning from resonance is chosen to maximize MOE/,~ This is ulnneces,-,;y
for modes where AO is comparable with the observed shifts ms is the case with the SP
resonance used in figure 3.
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The. sign and magnitude of n2 agree well with a recent self- defocussing experimnirt
10r:n2 GW` [31. The TPA coefficient lies within the iange of
giving n 2 =-(1-2)x
reported values (1.3-4G)cmGW-' [4']. It should be noted, however, that these reported
TPA results were obtained with red form spun P4CMU using TE polarization. We
believe the anisotropy of the pollyner film shiould make a TE measured TPA value
significantly higher (x 20) than the TM. value ineasuired in this wyork. Clearly this is
not consistent with our results and will be the subject of further investigation].
[1] S.J.Elston., G.P.FBrywi-Brown and J.R.Sarnbles. Phys. Rev. B 44, (1991), 639:3
[2] M.vmui Exter and A.Lagendijk, Plmys. R1ev. Lett. 60, (1988), 49
[3] .J.\'aera, A.Darzi. A C.Walker, W.Krug. E.Miao, M.Dtcrst~iue Mnd .J.N.Polky Elect.
Lett. 24, (1990), 222
141 Nunzi and Grec, J]. Appi. PhYs. 62, (1987), 2198
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A New Class of Strongly Photorefractive Materials
Richard A. Linke, Tineke Thio, James Chadi and George E, Devlin
NEC Research Institute, Inc., 4 Independence Way
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 phone:(609)951-2632
Certain doped compound semiconductors exhibit persistent photoconductivity (PPC) at
low temperatures as a result of the optical ionization of electrons from deep, spatially localized,
donor levels known as DX centers (see ref. [1] for a thorough review). We calculate that this release
of carriers also produces a refractive index shift (through the plasma effect) which is 30 times larger than that of conventional photorefractive materials. We report the results of diffraction measurements on samples of AlGaAs which support this prediction. The induced index changes can be
erased by heating above an annealing temperature determined by the material composition.
Deep donors in AIGaAs exhibit two stable structural states at low temperatures [1-3] as depicted in Figure I where the horizontal axis characterizes the position of the donor atom in the lattice. The curve to the left corresponds to the total
energy for the usual hydrogenic state of the donor
while that to the right corresponds to the donor haying captured an electron to become negatively
2
d +e
DX
charged [4]. For the AIxGa(l-x)As system studied
here, this DX state is the ground state when
,,
,
x > 0.22 and a reduction of the free carrier concentration by many orders of magnitude is observed as
the sample temperature is lowered and carriers beap
E0
come trapped in DX centers. [5.1
PPC occurs when electrons trapped in DX
Configuration Coordinate, Q
Figure '1
Eopt.
The
of
energy
by
photons
states are ionized
photo-conversion of all DX centers to ionized shallow donors produces a carrier density equal to
the original doping density. Recapture of the electrons, which requires excitation over the capture
barrier Ecap, does not occur when the temperature is sufficiently low. The carrier concentration remains high indefinitely even after the exciting light source has been removed. [31. ft is this change
in carrier concentration which leads to a strong photorefractive effect through an increa.sed pularizability of the free carriers (the plasma effect). If the exposing light intensity is a function of position, as in the formation. of a holographic grating, a spatial variation in the degree of ionization of
DX centers occurs. We estimate that the electrons liberated by the ionization of DX centers are constrained by Coulombic attraction to remain within -100nm of the positive ions they leave behind.
The resulting spatial variation in refractive index can lead to the formation of a diffiaction grating.
We have made a series of measurements on 1.0 ltm thick Si doped samples of
AI0 .2 7Ga 0 .73As grown by molecular beam epitaxy on GaAs substrates which were polished on the
back to allow for optical transmission. A wafer was cleaved into rectangular samples (2 x 4 mm)
for conductance and carrier concentration (Hall effect) measurements and square samples
(6 x 6 mm) for optical diffraction measurements.
Samples were put into the highly resistive state, with carriers trapped in DX centers, by
cooling in the dark from room temperature to 20K. Carrier concentration, N(cm-3), was then measuied as a function of exposure to HeNe laser light. Figure 2 shows the change in carrier concen-
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tration, AN(crn-3 ), relative to the unexposed

1019

case. At saturation, which occurs at a fluence
1 mJcm-2 ,

18

1

AI

Ga

As:Si

-

3

."
0 '
1018
AN reaches 4xl0 cm . Benear
2 , AN is seen to
T20K
VJcm-100
low a fluence of
1 17
be linear in exposure with a quantum efficiency near unity. Theoretically, the maximum M 1
16
quantum efficiency is 2 since the absorption 'E
10
DX
charged
negatively
a
of each photon by
15
center releases two electrons into the conduc- z
tion band. [4]
In order to measure the change in re1 014
fractive index resulting from the carrier concentiation change, a diffraction grating was
1 013
written into the sample using two interfering
10-9 10-8 107
beams of HeNe laser light. The interference
caused a linear fringe pattern at the sample

I
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10s

10-4
2

10. 3

Optical Fluence

with a grating period of 32 g.m. A high de-

Figure 2
gree of conductance anisotropy was found in
samples which had been exposed in this way, indicating that a grating in carrier concentration was
impressed in the material.
Exposed samples were examined for the presenc,: of a transmission grating using a probe
beam at 1.5 gim wavelength. The 0.83 eV energy of the probe photons is too low to cause ionization
of the remaining DX centers. A typical measurement of intensity versus diffraction angle is plotted
in Figure 3, where zero angle refers to the position of the zeroth order, undiffracted beam (which is
attenuated by about 50% by reflections at the sample surfaces). Both first-order diffracted beams
are seen in the scan, at the expected angle, with a diffraction efficiency of 1.3 x 10-4. To our knowledge this is the first observation of diffraction resulting from tbe photoionization of DX centers.
Sec, id order peaks are also visible at about one tenth the efficiency of first order. The baseline scan
2
in Figure 3 was taken after the sample was subjected to a large uniform fluence (>10 mJcm" ) of
HeNe laser light to ionize all DX centers. Neither diffraction nor conductivity anisotropy was observed i: the sample after this exposure, indicating that the grating was no longer present. Features
seen in both scans at -0.7 degrees result from a spurious reflection in the apparatus.
We determine the refractive index change in our I .tmthick epitaxial samyle from the following expression for the diffraction efficiency of a phase grating [6]: 11 e=Cadsin (ntAnd/?Xo). Here
a is the absorption coefficient, d is the grating thickness and Xo is the read-out wavelength in vacuum (1.5gm). Ignoring the (very low) absorption due to the substrate, we find an index change of
An = 5.8 x 10-3 which is 30 times larger than the An reported for conventional photorefractive materials such as BaTiO 3 [6].
We now estimate the expected index change due to the plasma effect. There is no conventional photorefractive effect here since both exposed and unexposed regions are electrically neutral.
The dielectric constant, F_((9), of a semiconductor is given by: E(')) = (t) - o)P2t2. Here to is the
measurement frequency, %(w) is the dielectric constant in the absence of the plasma, and (o is the
plasma resonance frequency given by (%2 -- 4itNe 2/m*, where N is the carrier density, mP is the
carrier's effective mass, and e is its charge. We find for the expected refractive index change due
>> p): An = -(21ANe 2 )!(n0m* w2 ). 'aking a carrier dento a carrier concentration change (for w»
DX .non.Iin.conf.940221.a
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trons in the F-band (normalized to the free-electron rest mass) of 0.09, we find an expected index
change An of 6.5 x 10- 3 compared with our experimentally determined value of 5.8 x l0- 3.
The value of Ecap (Fig. 1), which determines the maximum temperature of operation for
both PPC and this new photorefractive effect, depends on the material composition. In the
AlxGa(l1x)As system, persistent photoconductivity is ,stable at liquid nitrogen temperatures for
-room
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0I
temperature may be pos-x0.FuteoePCa
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______

sible with wide bandgap II-VI

Scompounds: DX centers simi-
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lar to those in AIGaAs have

been observed in ZnCdTe:In >, 10
[7] and PPC has been reported "•
in CdS:C! at ternpelatures up • 1
.*o250K, though it is not cur- -=-

-,

rently known whether this is ._> 10

.

caused by DX centers or by •
r• 1o"
a
some other mechanism. [81.
In addition to its larger•
1 o0,
index charmge, this new effect
offers seve,'a! other advantages

over conventional photorefractive materials, e.g., once index
changes are "written" they are
not erased by subsequent expo-
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sures. This significantly reduces the energy requirexl to write and dramatically increases the number
of possible stored holograms. [91. Thermal erasure is possible and we are investigating the possibi!i.ty of optical erasure.
We would like to thank Dr. M. Mizuta of the NEC Tsukuba laboratory for providing early
samples for this study and for his useful advice on techniques for obtaining reliable ohmic contacts.
We are grateful to J. Bennett for his technical assistance and to Dr. R. MacDonald for useful discussi~ons and help with sample preparation.
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Crosstalk control for multiplex holography
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*Department of Electrical Engineering,
Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305-4035
tDepartment of Applied Physics,
Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305-4090
Tel. 415 723-2166

FAX 415 725-3377

A number of spatially nonlinear-3ptical materials, such as photorefractive media, are
suitable for volume holography. High Brag selectivity of thick media has led to the development of applications of multiplex volume olography ranging from binary and aý'alog data
storage, to associative memory, to neural networks, to optical interconncts. An important
consideration is the balance between capacity and noise. We examine here crosstalk for angular, phase-encoded, and wavelength multiplexing for holographic data storage and describe
the properties of null-matched arrangemeat of reference waves, presenting new results for
adjacent, sparse, and fractal strategies. We emphasize the impact of signal bandwidth on
crosstalk and describe how crosstalk limits storage capacity. We consider first crosstalk due
to Bragg mismatch (mismatch-limited crosstalk), and then relate it to other noise sources
present in a holographic memory system.
Angular multiplexing is perhaps the most widely studied technique for superimposing
pages of holographic data in a medium. For several multiplexing strategies, we are interested
in evaluating the capacity using a crosstalk criterion, for which we define the signal-tocrosstalk ratio (SXR) as the ratio between the ensemble average of intensity of the desired
signal to the ensemble average of the undesired reconstruction. Early estimates for mismatchlimited crosstalk by Ramberg are based on the average occurrence of crosstalk arising from
Bragg mismatch for randomly ordered reference waves, with the signal-to-crosstalk ratio
estimated to be [1]:
1 2nL
SXR =
- ,(1)
in which L is the length of the medium, A is the wavelength of light in free space, n is the

index of refraction, and N is the number of stored holograms.
Angular selectivity is optimized for perpendicular signal and reference wavevectors [2, 3,

4, 5], which is especially important for media in which forward and back scattering dominate.
We evaluate a number of angular and other monochromatic multiplexing techniques in which
signal and reference wavevectors lying in a plane of incidence are centered essentially normal
to perpendicular surfaces of a medium and placed at the nulls of the angular selectivity

function. Careful selection of reference reference beams permits significant improvement
over the Ramberg limit. For paraxial signal waves, Gu et al. place plane reference waves at

adjacent nulls, for which [3]:
SR=1 2nL 1(2
SXR ~-- A -na.'

2

in which n.a. is the numerical aperture of the stored signal.
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"Because of constraints of peripheral devices, it may be necessary to space the reference
waves as sparsely as possible for a given range of reference wavevectors, in which NB is the
maximum number of accessible reference wavevectors for a given optical system [5j. For
proper placement of reference waves, the same signal-to-noise ratio may be achieved as for
adjacent spacing [Eq. (2)].
We compare these techniques and identify additional strategies to improve crosstalk performance in a holographic storage system. We show that for fractal geometries in which
additionai reference beams are included out of the plane of incidence, as implemented experimentally by Mok [4], mismatch-limited signal-to-crosstalk ratio can be estimated by
N_ 2nL 1
N A n.a.'

(3)

in which N, is the additional number of rows out of the primary plane of incidence.
We show further that phase-encoded multiplexing of high-bandwidth signals results in
modest improvement in mismatch-limited crosstalk over angular multiplexing and compare
the strategies outlined here for angular multiplexing to similar strategies for wavelength
multiplexing. For example, for wavelength multiplexing in a counterpropagating geometry
with adjacent spacing, the mismatch-limited signal-to-crosstalk ratio is estimated to be [6]
4
(4)
.
SXR =
(n.a. )2
We show that for sparse spacing of wavelengths, mismatch-limited crosstalk can be improved,
such that
SXR = NB
4
2
N (n.a.)
The criteria for comparison discussed above are based on ensemble averages of mismatchlimited crosstalk. We discuss the validity of these estimates and the impa -t of the variance
of crosstalk on system performance. Additional sources of crosstalk are dispersion in the
response of the medium as a function o2 grating vector and limitations in the accuracy of peripheral devices. Furthermore, scatter arising from imperfections in the active medium will
contribute to noise along with crosstalk. Figure 1 compares the contributions of crosstalk
and scatter to overall signal-to-noise for angular multiplexing and shows that only for highoptical-quality materials will crosstalk be the limiting criterion. We discuss how these estimates can be used to evaluate total bit capacity of a volume holographic storage architecture
for a number of signal pixel arrangements.
This research has been supported in part by the Advanced Projects Research Agency
through contract number N00014-92-J-1903.
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Figure i: Signal-to-noiv. ratio (SNR) fox asagular multiplexing as a function of th. number of pages, shown
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to croestalk alone, the dashed lines iepresent the contribution to SNR due to undesired scatter alone, and
the thick lines represent the net SNR for each can. (After Bashaw ei a!. [5].)
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'iheory of Ultrafast Nonlinear Refraction in Zinc-Blende Semiconductors
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and B.S. Wherrett
Department of Physics, Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh EH14 4AS, U.K.
The ultrafast nonlinear refractive index n 2 has been of recent interest, particularly in
semiconductors, due to the possibility of fabricating compact, integrated all-optical
switching elements [1]. It has shown that n 2 can be obtained by a nonlinear KramersKronig transform of the (nondegenerate) nonlinear absorption (e.g. two-photon
absorption) [2]. Applying a two parabolic band model for a semiconductor provides
the material scaling and approximate dispersion of n 2 [3], although the resulting
quantity has to be scaled by a constant factor to fit experimental data. As has been
shown for two-photon absorption [4], this difference is probably due to the neglection
of the multiple valence bands near the centre of the Brillioun zone. In this paper, the
mere realistic bandstructure model of Kane [5] (consisting of a conduction band and
heavy-hole, light-hole and split-off valence bands) will be employed in the
determination of n2 . Rather than use a nonlinear Kramers-Kronig transform, instead a
direct calculation o;f n 2 will be performed which is numerically simpler and also
ensures that all nonresonant terms are properly accounted for.
The nonlinear refractive index n. (defined An = n21) for linearly polarised light and
isotropic media (Kane bandstructure is isotropic) is given by,

(0=
-1

e

HOco,,1).

:

From a density matrix treatment based on a A.p perturbation, the third-order
susceptibility is in general,
41
e•(
(
(q3)

3!Fh3e0m4

(COI +C

2 +C)3)t)1(020')3

where mo is the free electron mass, ii is the unit vector in the direction of the ith
are the momentum matrix element and energy
polarisation and p. and &,
difference respectively, taken between the electronic states (x and P. Here S. denotes
that the expression which follows it is to be summed over all 24 permutations of the
pairs (i, 1, +o 2 + C(3), (jio,). (k,,o 2 ) and (1,0c3). Four of these permutations can be
associated with two-photon resonant transitions and four more give rise to the triply
resonant one-photon band edge nonlinear refraction [6]. The form of X(3) given in eq.
(2) has been recognised since the 1960's [7]. However the subsequent evaluation for
n2 in solids has not been possible in general due to the fact that some of the terms
diverge when one or more of the frequency denominators are zero. We demonstrate
that such a summation can be performed by appropriately grouping terms such that
cancellation of the divergences is obtained before numerical evaluation.
The resonances in eq. (2) arc of two types: real resonances when both the transition
frequency and combination of optical frequencies are finite (but cancel) and secular
resonances when both the transition freqwency and combination of optical frequencies
227
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are both zero. Secular resonances occur solely as a result of expressing the nonlinear
susceptibility as a summation of terms in eq. (2) and should cancel. To deal with both
forms of resonances, the analytic continuation of o) is taken, w,, -- co, + ic and the
limit s -+---O is only considered after the summation. This eliminates the secular
resrnances and for the real resonances, the real part of z(3) is then given by the
principal value. The corresponding imaginary part contains the Dirac delta functson
and at the appropriate frequency provides the two-photon absorption coefficient [8].
There are two equivalent approaches to performing thle stim over the electronic states
g, cx, 0, ,yin eq. (2) [6]. In the one electroa approach [7] the summation is performed
as it is set out in eq. (2) ignoring the Pauli exclusion principle for the virtual states cx,
I5,y. Alternatively the "Pauli-allowed" approach can be employed where the Pauli
exclusion principle is applied at each stage atid multiple electronic transitions are
allowed, but all possible time orderings must be summed over. In the "Pauli-allowed"
approach the frequency mis-match at each stage is ,..sed for the denominators, but is
further complicated by the fact that the reversal of some of the Fernti operators leads
to a factor of -1 in some of the terms. However, in spite of its complexity the "Pauliallowed" approach will be employed as numerically there are divergences, in some of
the terms in the one electron approach when the optical frequency is equal to an intervalence band transition (although analytically these divergences cancel).
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Fig. 1 The calculated dispersion of ReX,() for the semiconductors lnSb, InAs and
GaAs, where the photon energy has been scaled to the bandgap. The solid line is the
result of the present calculation and the dashed line is the result of the two parabolic
band nonlinear Kramers-Krinig calculation [3] (scaled to semiconductor twophoton absorptiondata).
On calculht;-st the
,•art Of X(3) for the Kane bandstructure it is found there is a
diverg ..-. at zer.. irequency which behaves as W-4 . This divergence can be shown to
be proportional to the nonparabolicity integrated over the Brillioun zone [8].
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Pericdicity dictates that this should vanish for an intrinsic semiconductor and in the

prescnt case is purely an artifact of expanding the wavefunctions around the F point.
This divergence is therefore unphysical and is subtracted from the calculated
nonlinear susceptibility.
The result for Re x,, is snown in fig. 1 for the semiconductors InSb, InAs and GaAs.
For comparison, the dashed curves show the result of the nonlinear Kramers-Kronig.calculation for two parabolic bands when scaled to semiconductor two-photon
absorption data (60% increase to account for the valence band degeneracy). It can be
seen that the main difference in comparing these two models is the larger resonance at
the two-photon band edge for the Kane bandstructure. This explains the apparently
anomalously large value of n2 measured for ZnTe at 1064nm [3] (although the Z-scan
measurements in [3] are consistently a factor of two larger than both theoretical
calculations). Another point to note is the second peak in n2 for GaAs due to the splitoff band.
In fig. 2 the dispersion of n2 is shown in the vicinity of the two-photon edge for
AIo.18Gao. 82As. The experimental points are the self-phase modulation measurements
in [9]. It should be noted that for the present calculation, the values shown are directly
from the calculatien (i.e. no subsequent fitting has been used). It can be seen that the
increased two-photon resonance in n2 with the Kane bandstructure is required to
account for the experimental data. The s1 'ht difference between experiment and
theory at long wavelengths is likely to ir: d'..e to band tailing which is not accounted
for in the idealised baadstructure model.
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Fig. 2 The dispersion of the nonlinearrefractive index n2 around the two-photon band
edgefor AIo.18Gao.82As. The solid line is the present calculation,the dashed line the
two-parabolicband nonlinear Kramers-Kr~nigcalculation [3] and the experimental
points are waveguide self-phase modulation measurements [9].
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Theory of Anisotropy of Two-Photon Absorption in Zinc-Ble.de Semiconductors
D.C. Hutchings
Department of Electronics and Elect-ical Engineering, University of Glasgow,
Glasgow G12 8QQ, U.K., Tel: 041-339-8855
and B.S. Wherrett
Department of Physics, Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh EH14 4AS, U.K.
Two-photon absorption (2PA) in semiconductors is of interest as it provides a
nonlinear spectroscopic technique in addition to having important consequences for
all-optical switching. Earlier calculations and measurements of 2PA in zinc-blende
semiconductors have concentrated on the linearly polarised single-beam case e.g.
[1,2], that is ignoring any polarisation dependence. This polarisation dependence can
take two forms. First, there is a dependence on the type of optical polarisation
employed that in the single beam case gives a difference between linearly and
ci,
o, -^]•ar..
o!-ised light 1"1. This variation can occur even for isotropic media.
Second, there is a variation in the 2PA coefficient depending on the relative
orientation of the optical polarisation with the crystalline axes which will be the main
topic of this paper.
For the cubic symmnetry appropriate for zinc-blende structures, there are only four
independent non-zero third-order optical susceptibility tensor elements, "' ( (3)
(3"
(3) and X(). Furthermore for degenerate (single frequency) nonlinear absorption
and refraction, permutation symmetry dictates that two of these are equal,
X •-)o,
o,) giving just three independent non-zero tensor
elements. The 2PA coefficient is directly related to the imaginary part of the thirdorder susceptibility [3]. For linearly polarised light where the polarisatior direction is
orientated at (0,%) with respect to the crystalline axes,

pL(0,0) = pL[001 l- _.(sin 20 + sin 0sina2 20)1,
and for circularly polarised light with a propagation direction (0,•)
the crystalline axes,
-- -I(sin
20, + sin' 0, sin2 20K)].

(1)
with respect to

(2)

Here the 2PA coefficient has been scalei to its va!ue for linearly polarised light
orientated parallel to a principal axis,

p [001]

(3

IM X(3

2 E0

ImXm(3
_
.,X
3)
__(3)

3c)

The two-photon anisotropy parameter a is conventionally defined as,
IX(3_-2
pL•
o =
I m ,
Im X, = 2
-,

,L[001)._ 0al1
fol

(4)

and we also define a two-photon absorption incremental dichroism parameter 8 as
- pc(,0, ON
=Im-,° + imxIY - 2 lm , =5Lt001]
These three parameters which can be used to obtain the general 2PA coefficient.
p"[001], a and 6, can be obtained experimentally with just three measurements (two
using linear polarisation of different orientations and one with circular polarisation).
Theoretically, these parameters can be obtained by calculating the three independent
nonlinear susceptibilities.
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The three third order optical susceptibility tensor elements can be determined from a
density-matrix treatment [3,41. For direct-gap semiconductors, the long-wavelength
end of the 2PA spectrum is entirely due to electronic states in the vicinity of the zone
centre. The band structure of Kane 15] (consisting of a conduction band and heavyhole, light-hole and split-off valence bands) is sufficient to obtain a linear/circular
dichroism in the two-photon absorption coefficient [3]. However, as the resulting
bandstructure is completely isotropic, it is insufficient to account for the anisotropy in
the 2PA coefficient. Here, we account for the anisotropy in the bandstructure by
including the next highest conduction band set (of symmetry Pis) [6]. For both
bandstrueture models, the k.p plus spin-orbit coupling Hamittonian i.s diagonalised
numerically and so automatically includes higher order terms in k that gives rise to
such effects as nonparabolicity.
Figure 1 shows the calculated spectral dependence of the three independent Im (3)
tensor elements for GaAs based on low temperature bandstructure data. It can be seen
that the effect of the upper conduction band set is to enhance the off-diagonal
elements and to slightly suppress the diagonal elements. The observed change in
gradient around hoJ 0.95 eV is due to the threshold of transitions from the split-off
valence, band,
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E
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Fig. I The calculated spectral dependence of the thr-,e independent, dcLgenerate
ImX° tensor elements for GaAs. (a) xhoivs the awisotropic result obtainted by,
including the upper conduction band set r'., and (b) showy the cquivaient,ise:trqpic
result obtained without the upper conduction bantds.
The calculated susceptibilities
are us
-,d to determaine the spectral dependence of the
..
.
.
anisotropy parameter cr and the incremental dichroisn, parameter 6 for the
semiconductors GaAs and InSb (based on low temperature bandstrueturn data) and
are shown in figure 2. It can be seen that a is ilway•i negative Indicating that the 2PA
coefficient for linearly polariszd li'ght has its minimu~m when the polgrisation veetot. is
parallel to the crystal axis. There Is a variation of about a factor of 2 if) C1from just
above the two-pnoton, band to the one-phaeton edge with tile. magnilude of a becominig
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large at the two-photon edge due to "allowed-allowed" transitions via the upper
conduction bands. For the diehroism parameter • both the results of the anisotrop•,c
and isotropic band structures are shown. The main feature is the minimum at the splitoff threshold. The offset between "he two curves for GaAs is almost entirely due to
the anisotropy; if instead the dichroism is calculated for propagation in the [111]
dheetion (for whioh there is no angular variation in the 2PA coefficient), one obtains
almost identical re,suits from the two bandstructure models.
The 2PA anisotropy values calculated here for GaAs are ha good agreement with
experimental results (for the same photon energy to band gap ratio). Van dex Ziel [6]
determined o---0.,15-1-0.06 at hco=0.8eV by measuring the band edge
photolun•inescence at low temperatures (-0.48 predicted). Direct measurements
inelude that of Dvorak et al [7], o =-0.76 at 950nm (-1.0 predicted) and that of
DeSalvo et al L8•, o =-0.74+0.18 at 1064nm (-0.9 predicted). A value of o =-1
gives a ratio of maximum (polarisation parallel to [111]) to minimum (polarisation
parallel to [001]) 2PA coefficients for lhaearly polarised light of 5/3.
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Fig. 2 Spectral dependence of (a) the 2PA anisotropy parameter o and (b) the
incremental dichroism parameter b for the semiconductors GaAs and IriSh. The
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useful first estimate of o [8]. The solid lines correspond to the attisotropic
bandstructure model with the UlqJer conduction band set and the dashed lines :o the
isotropic •andstructure model.
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Theory of the Teraherz Radiation via excitation
of the semiconductor structures above the absorption edge.

I. B. Khurgin

Departmentof Electricaland Computer Engineering
The Johns Hopkins University Baltimore MD 21218
Below the band gap optical excitation of the ultrashort electrical pulses in the semiconductors due to the optical rectification have been studied by numemous groups. The
situation when the excitation pulse is above the bandgap have not been studied up until
recently, since, it had been assumed that (a) the response time is determined by the
recombination time (i.e. it is slow) and (b) the screening effects will severely atteiiuate
the effect However, in recent results [ 1,21 strong THZ radiation had been observed.
We have developed the simple theory that explains how high intensity teraherz radiation
is obtained in zinc-blende materials and in the two-dimensional structures despite the
constraints mentioned above. Our theory uses the combination of Kane k'p theory and
bond charge theory of the nonlinear susceptibilities.
We have shown that the optical rectification telisor has two different components. The
first ultrafast (virtual) component has the "refractive-index-like" dispersion and relatively
small magnitude. The second component is real and is associated with the absorption of
electron from the bonding orbital of the valence band into the antibonding orbital of the
conduction band. The temporal response of this component and its strength are determined primarily by the scattering rates in the valence band. i.e. the second component
occurs on the 0. 1 ps scale. The dispersion of this component follows the absorption
coefficient. When the photon energy surpasses the bandgap energy by more than few
second component "overwhelms" the first one. The results of our calculation
meV &te
for GaAs are shown in Fig. 1
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We have also performred calculations for the strained materials and for the quantum
wells showing that in such structures the reversal of the sign of the X(2) observed in [2]
can take place.
We have also considered the interaction of thc materials with the inversicn >r7untry
such as siiicon, where the Ter-herz radiation can be produced by the simultaneous
interadion of the light of the fundamental frequency co and the second harmonic 2w.
This third-order "diiectionai pbotocurrent" effect does riot depend on the orientation of
the meterial, and, although its magnitodco is less than the magnitude of the effect in the
zinc-blende material?, it can find useful applications in the generation of the submillimiter range microwaves.
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Observation of intensity-dependent excitonic emission linewidth broadening
in periodic asymmetric coupled three narrow quantum wells
Y. J. Ding(l), A. G. Cui(l), S. J. Lee(2 ), J. V. D. Veliadis( 2 ),
J. B. Khurgin(2 ), S. Li(2), and D. S. Katzer(3 )
(I)Department of Physics & Astronomy,
Bowling
Green
State University, Bowling Green, OH 43403.
(2 )Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering,
"TheJohns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 21218.
(3 )Naval Research Laboratories, Washington, DC 20375.
Telephone: (419) 372-8785
It was demonstrated [1] that excitonic absorption peaks can be significantly broadened at
room tcmpn-ature while their energies stay the same by increasing excitation intensity in multiple
quantum well structure. The mechanism for this phenomenon was attributed to bandgap
renormalization [1]. Similar phenomenon has not been observed in excitonic emission peaks
because they are usually broader than the absorption pe-aks. Furthermore, the broadening of the
excitonic emission peaks is hardly observed even under high excitations since in this case it is
usually buried in dominated electron-hole plasma emission [2]. Here, by taking the advantage of
an extremely narrow excitonic emission linewidth in a sample of periodic asymmetric coupled
three narrow quantum wells, we report our first observation of the broadening of the
2
photolumiiescence (PL) excitonic linewidth under the low excitation intensities: 0.54 W/cm 1.6 KWlcm7 at low temperature.
The sample was grown by MBE on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate. The expitaxial
layers consist of 10 periods, each of which is composed of three narrow asymmetric coupled
GaAs quantum wells with the designed thickncs-es of 45 A, 30 A, and 50 A, coupled by 40 A Al0 ,3 Ga0 .7 As barriers, see Fig. 1. During the sample growth there is an interruption for 60
seconds at every interfLce, We measured photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectra in the
temperature range of 4 K - 300 K. In the low temperature range (4 K - 77 K), see Fig. 2, based
on our calculations, we have assigned three (primaiy) sharp peaks to the excitonic emission
peaks ejhhl, e2 hh2 , and e3 hh3 for the quantum well width of 50 A, 45 A, and 30 A,
respectively, see Fig.2. The shoulders next to these peaks correspond to those for the quantum
well widths of 52.8 A, 47AI A, and 32.8 A, respectively, each of which is one atomic layer
thicker tl-An the designed web width. Due to the growth interruption, many tiny growth islands at
interfaces join together to form large islands with their sizes larger than the exciton radius
corresponding to two different quantum well widths. Because our well width is much narrower
than those used previously, the energy separation between the excitonic emiEsion peaks for the
well widths of 50 A and 52.8 A is larger than the inhomogenous broadening of each peak after
the growth is interrupted at every interface. Therefore, we have observed two emission peaks
corresponding, to those for two different quantum well widths similar to Ref. [3]. For
comparison, we plotted a PL spectrum for low laser intensity in the excitation spectrum in Fig. 2.
We can see that the main peak in the PL spectrum corresponds to ephhI for the well width of
52.8 A and the broad shoulder on the high energy side corresponds to the well width of 50 A.
We did not observe any Stokes shift between the PL peak and PLE peak. This indicates that our
sample is of high quality.
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We measured the PL spectra for different temperatur-s and at different excitation
intensities, see Fig. 3. At 0.54 Wlcm 2 the half width at the half maximum determined from the
low energy side is - 4.5 A (0.95 meV. This is the narrowest linewidth obtained so far. When we
change the intensity from 0.54 Wlcm 2 to 16 Wlcm 2 at 4 K, we can see that the linewidth of the
PL peak increases dramatically. Indeed, it inci-pases from -0.9 meV to -4.3 meV. However, the
energy of the emission peak stays more or less the same for all the intennsities. Based on the
measurement of the energy of the PL emission peak as a function of the temperature at a fixed
laser intensity, we conclude that the excitons start to participate in the radiative recombination at
-77 K. As the temperature decreases below 77 K, the exciton recombination becomes more and
more important and eventually dominates the recombination process below -25 K. From the
above measurement we have determined the binding energy of the ejhhIj excitons for the well
width of 52.8 A to be -5 meV.
Following the argument in Ref. [1], for high density of free carriers the energy of free
electron-hole pairs is renormalized, whereas the energy of the excitonic emissions hardly changes
because of the charge neutrality of excitons. The binding energy of the excitons measured from
the renormalized continuum decreases as the laser intensity increases. As a result, the linewidth
of the PL peak is broadened. As mentioned above, the PL linewidth of the first emission peak is
the narrowest at low excitation intensity compared with those determined so far. Thus, the same
amount of the bandgap renormalization leads to a relatively larger change in the linewidth. This
explains why we have observed the large broadening of the PL linewidth afler the sample
growth was interripted, When we change the temperature of the lattice from 4 K to 30 K, the
linewidth stays unchanged while the pc:k wavelbngh shifts significantly. By contrast, in Fig. 3
the peak wavelength stays unchanged when the laser intensity increases. Therefore we can rule
out the thermally-induced broadening due to the laser heating of-the lattice at low temperatures.
Finally, we would like to note that because the emission peak for the well width of 52.8 A is
much weaker than that for the well width of 50 A in PLE spectra (Fig. 2), we cannot possibly
observe the broadening of this peak in PLE or absorption spectra.
This work is supported by AFOSR.
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Solid line: excitation spectra at -1 W/cm2 at 4.1 K. I - transitions for the designed
well widths; II - transitions for the well widths of 1 monolayer thicker than the
designed ones. Dashed line: PL spectrum.
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Normalized PL intensity spectra versus laser intensity at 4.1 K. Each curve is
normalized by the integrated PL in the entire spectrum range.
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Control of Photocurreat Directionality via Interference of Single and
Two Photon Absorption in a Semiconductor
H.M. van Driel * and A. Hach6
Department of Physics,University of Toronto

Toronto, Canada, M5S -1A7

Summary:

In quantum mechanics, if two or more perturbations induce a transition between the
same initial and final states of a system, the overall transition probability if deterntinecd by
the modulus squared of the sum of the transition amplitudes for each perturbation It is
therefore possible for interference effects to determine the outcome as it does in. e.g., the
classical Young's double slit experiment. If tw, coherent beams with freqaencies to and 2w
are applied to a system, the interference between the quantum mechanical pathways
associated with single and two photon absorption events can lead to final states on the
system whose properties are dependent on the relative phase of the beams.
Manykin and Afanas'ev 1 and Gurevich and Khronopulo 2 first showed theoretically
how multiple beam, multiphoton absorption can influence the occupancy of excited states.
More recently, Brumer and Shapiro3 showed theoretically that it is possible to control a
photozhemical reaction via the relative phase of two bcams. In a direct ei:tension of this
work Kuriziki et al. 4 determined that the photo-ionization of a doublet donor level In a
semiconductor prepared in a coherent superposition of states can generate electrons in a
preferred momentum state. Electrons flow in a direction which is dictated by the relative
phase of the beams creating the superposition and without any external electrical bias.
The necessary donor-semiconductor system is not easy to produce and mid-infrared
coherent sources of a particular wavelength would be required to observe the effect. Here,
we argue that multiple quantum wells or superlattices make it Possible to design systems so
tthat one could observe either charged or neutral currents using more readily available
beams. We illustrate one such design which should allow neutral electron-hole cuirelts, to
be generated using beams in the important 1.3-1.5/pm window which is of prime interest in
optical communications.
The basic ideas behind coherence control of photocrruent directionality is as
follows. For a direct gap semiconductor the transition amplitude between valence and
conduction band states is of the form
2
Cif "-a,/A
a_'Pv
+ a 2A

P- A",(

where a,, a 2 , are complex constants, c, v label conduction and valence band states, A0 is
the vector potential amplitude for the o beam, A2 `,) is that of the 2xo beam and p is the
momentum operator; only one intermediate (c') state is considered for the two-photon
trdnsition. For coilinearly polarized beams of field strength EW and E 2 0
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C I - b1E p,0 cosO e'+ + b2 p, pe(E )2 cosOe'"

(2)

where +, and +24,are the phases of the two beams and 0 is the angle between the electric
fields aid the momentum direction. The transition probability is then given by
ICiI 2 - A + Bcos(C+1

, -22+)

(3)

where a12 is related to the relative phase of the complex constants bl,b 2 . Note that A
contains the sum of terms involving cos 2 0 and cos-f0 respectively. These lead to
anisotropic but non-polar state filling and are related to the independent generation rates of
electron-hole pairs via single and two-photon absorption. On the other hand the B
"interference" term contains cos 3 0.
If one just considers the generated electrons,
integration over all occupied states (i.e. over 0) gives that A leads to no current whereas the
polar B term does. It follows that an electron current develops. Similar considerations
apply to the holes which will move in the same direction. By varying the relative phase
between the two beams, one can influence the directionality of the particle flow. By
altering the polarization direction of the beams, one can also change the current vector. A
more sophisticated analysis, taking into account details of the bandstructure, and the
wavefunctions of the electron and hole states yield the same qualitative results. As
Baranova et al. 5 have pointed out in the general context of multiple beam, photo-ionization
of media, the bias from using phase-related beams comes not from having the time
averaged dc field differ from zero (as it does in a typical electrical circuit) but by having
<E3> ;A 0 where E is the total optical field driving the excitation and <> denotes the time
average. Hence, although the effect can be understood in terms of the quantunm mechanical
interference picture presented above, it also has an explanation based on classical but
nonlinear electromagnetic theory.
To observe the directionality effect in a semiconductor, one needs an intense
fundamental beam to generate the phase-related second harmonic beam and to generate
carriers via two-photon absorption. Also, if one wishes to work with common
semiconductor materials such as GaAs, Ge or Si or their cousins which have band gaps in
the range 0.7-1.8 eV, one needs a fundamental source with photon energy of 0.35-0.9 eV (3
- 1.4/pm). Two years ago we demonstrated the first high average power femtosecond
optical parametric oscillator. 6 The system which is pumped by a 100 fs, 1W average
power, 80 MHz Ti:sapphire laser, produces pulses as short as 60 fs, tunable between 1.2
and 3 pin with appropriate mirror sets. The output beams have average power up to 300
mW, sufficient to generate 10% conversion to the second harmonic in a BBO crysta!. The
fundamental output pulses are also sufficiently intense to generate significant two-photon
absorption in direct gap semiconductors.
One might hope to observe the effect in a bulk material but the problem of detection of
the current flow is non-trivial. One possible method might take advantage of the different
masses of electrons and holes which, with the same initial momentum, will tend to spatially
separate, following excitation, generating an electric (Dember) field. The particle currents
however will persist for only the dephasing time or momentum relaxation time of the
carriers which is typically 100 fs. Therefore one would havw to detect this field using
ultrafast optical techniques such as electro-optic sampling. We are presently performing
experiments on asymmetric quantum wells grown on a GaAs substrate. Here, samples with
50 and 80 A wide GaAs wells are separated by A10.22 CG0 78As barriers with widths between
150 and 300 A; Al 0 .40a 0 .6 As barriers are used to separate 10 of these units. When electron
and holes arc generated via single and two-photon absorption processes (mainly in the
Al 0 .24 Ga0a7 6 As) they will move into the 50 or 80 A GaAs wells depending on the beam
phases. Because of the different carrier energy levels in the GaAs wells one can detect
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which direction the electrons and holes went based on the wavelength of the emitted (even
time-integrated!) luminescence.
For our samples the experimentally observed
luminescence from single beam excitation shows two equal-height peaks with wavelengths
of 772 and 797 nm at 295K. It is expected that under two beam excitation the relative
heights of the peaks will shift with the relative phase of the two beams. This relative phase
which is determined naturally by the second harmonic generation process in the BBO
crystal can be controlled downstream by thin optical wedges.
Other samples, geometries, and phase related beams are being considered for other
applications. This also applies to using doped materials and performing experiments when,
e.g. only one type of carrier is activated so that an electrical current will flow.
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Enhancement of the near-bandgap nonlinearity
using intersubband absorption in quantum wells and dots.
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All optical schemes of information processing heve been of major interest to many
researchers. It is well known that in erder to supply the necessary switching energy, the
all-optical processing schemes always require very high optical intensities that are
difficult to achieve and/or deliver to the switching element. In contrast, in the electronic
devices the switching energy, provided by the bias source, is readily available in virtually
unlimited (save for the thermal limitations) amounts. This fundamental advantage of the
electrical vs optical bias has directed the recent pr,,ctical trend away from the all-optical
and toward the hybrid devices, the so-called "smart pixels", such as S-SEED [1], FET
SEED [2] phototransistor/modulator combinations and others. The concept of smait
pixel combines advantages of optics (high degree of parallelism, interconnection ability)
with the forementioned advantages of electronics.
Basically, the smart pixel consists of the detector - amplifier (FET, phototransistor
e.t.c) and modulator. Often as in SEED's the same element serves dual purpose as both
modulator and detector. Then, one can think of the smart pixel as an entity in which the
natural optical nonlinearity is enhanced by the gain provided by the built-in electronic
circuit. However, the potential of the smart pixel is limited, since as the complexity of
the task performed by the system grows, the number of pixels nc~cessary increases
beyond the realistic limit and the connection to the power source becomes problematic.
At the present stage of miniaturization the smart pixel can not such as real-time holography, where the advantages of optics can be utilized in the most rewarding way.
Thus, it is very important to find the way to deliver the switching power to the
"pixel" without hard-wired connections. Far IR radiation (or microwaves [31) provide
sutch an opportunity. We propose to use the natural thermal nonlinearity of the confined
semiconductor materials, the energy for the temperature rise is to be
provided by the strong incoherentFIR radiation, but
controlled by the weak coherentnear IR or visible light.
"The proposed structure [Fig. 11 consists of the undoped multiple quantum wells
(inset) anid is split into the separate elements - "pixels", by, say etching the mesa structures. The element is illuminated with weak coherent signal light lig below the bandgap.
The population of the photogenerated carriers is
Ne=lsig Csis'TrXs.ig/hc
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where asi, is the absorption coefficient at the wavelength Xs, and
tion time.

T, is

the recombina-

The power transferred to the lattice directly from the signal radiation is then

(2)

Nic

The photoexcited electrons reside in the ground subband ( EI) of the conduction band,
and, by themselves change the absorption and refractive index insignificantly. Wae can
say that the signal have been recorded,but it has not been yet "developed".
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Now let us introduce the developing agent - the FIR radiation - the "bias" Ibis at the
wavelength Xt=hc/(E2-E 1). The "bias" does not to b.-- coherent - the only requirement is
that it should be properly polarized to be absorbed between the subbands. Then one can
write the balance equation for the population of the subbands 1 and 2

dN2 = bl•N-l/c
d--t Cx•~i(2-N~h

N2
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where "gi is the intersubband relaxation time, the absorption cross section found as
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where the saturation intensity is
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For the FIR power density below the saturation it can be shown that the power absorbed
directly fromr the signal, and thus the thermal nonlinearity is enhanced by the factor

I=Pb

Psis

Xirji/3jjiCbXi
4

bia sa= is

Obt

Iba,
1

(8)

where

he
I°•o-=lsa-

•tbxi
iT

(9)

This new "cross-saturation" intensity combines large absorption cross-section of the
intersubband transition with the long lifetime associated with band-to-band recombination. Assuming %-1ns and X.ig-lpm, IO-10' W/cm 2 - easy to achieve.
Thus the strong local heating will result where the signal light had been absorbed
resulting in the local change of the refraction index. The effective nonlinear index of
refraction can be introduced and evaluated as
62 'bia
2

n 2 =(dn/dT)axs,

Ib 0

where (dn/dT) is the thermooptic coefficient equal to 1.7xlO4K- 1 for GaAs, ic is the
thermal conductivity and d is the pixel 3ize. For the 10im pixel size the nonlinear index
of refraction can be as large as 10 3 crnw in the presence of Ibi.=lkW/cm2 infrared field.
Since we rely upon thermal nonlinearity the speed of the proposed scheme is determined
by the heat diffusion time
•D-d2cp/K

where cp is the heat rapacity , For IOpm pixel, TD-l s.
This switching time is much shorter that the switching time of the photorefractive
process and thus this scheme can be used in such applications as the four-wave mixing
and the m'eal-tinie optical holography. In conclusion, we have shown that intersubband
absorption by the photoexcited carriers solves the problem of the delivery of the bias
power to the optical switching elements without wires and lithography.
This research is supported ty the AFOSR
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Nonlinear guid;-d waves have received much attention due to its potential application to alloptical signal processing[ 1,14I In this paper we analyze, the optical bistability of the nonlinear waves
and obtain the critical power with vaF) ing the thickness of the nonlinear layers in a multilayer
nonlinear waveguide system which is composed of five layers including two nonlinear layers
covered by semi-infinite clad and substrate, as shown in Fig. 1. The nonlinear dispersion r.alations
ame formulated for secf~ocusing and self-defocusing nonlinear structures using the nonlinear transfer
matrix[3].

Xsemi-Jinfinite

linear medium

nonlinear layer
+____________________________________
linear waveguide layer
d
0nonlinear

Fig. 1. The schematic drawing of multilayer
nonlinear waveguide.

layerz

nl
=21+a,IEj1

semi-infinite linear rnediuri

nonlinear layers have a Kerr-like refractive index of n2 =h2 +aIEIj, where E is the
amplitude of the electric field, WT, the linear refractive index, and a, the nonlinear coefficient of the
Kerr-like medium. The electric field in a finite nonlinear layer can be expressed iri terms of the
Jacobian elliptic functions: ci: function for self-focusing nonlinear layer and sn function for selfdefocusing[2]. After manipulating the trial functions adequately, we formulate the nonlinear transfer
matrix describing the relation of the tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields at the
interfaces of self-foc'l~ing arnd self-defocusing nonlinear layers, as shown in Table 1. Applying the
boundary conditions at the interfaces, the nonlinear dispersion relation expressed by the elements of
nonlinear transfer matrix is giver, as follows:
The

t~~kdjT+j

tanh(k~d

In7,-ni)

-() E)
I +[U(PiEo)
+ V(/3E 0 )]
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for n 2 >,B
for n2 <I

where
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-
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=
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with wave number ko, the admittance of free space rq,, the mode index P3, the interface electric field
are presented in Table I with
E,. The elements of nonlinear transfer matrix I and
r =(n,-g#)+ +2a., zt 0 for self-defocusing system where C•,(.,•, is a constant of integration and the
+ (-) sign of off-diagonal elements corresponds to the positive (negative) coordinate.
Table I. Nonlinear transfe,- matrix elements and their parameters.

I

self-focusing
-(2

(/2r

1-mn(-

D(x)

I-m(+ E.2/A2)sn2 (koqxlm)
1-

E-/A2)sn2(koqxlm)

i- EoA

-IF)1)1(,c,

-/9))/2 r-1/(

K(x)

M(x)

self-defocusing

2

2

)[i + cn2(koqxjM)]

- m(E~/A2)sn2(k,,qx-m)
62(
r 12 +(2
1 +(E/A2

)sn2 (k,,qxlm)

(I - m E,2/A 2 d• 2 (kqxjm)
+ M (I- E,!/A') Cn2(koqXIrn)

t11 (fl, E0 )

cnk,,qxlm) K(x)

cn(koqxjn)dr(k,,qxjm)/K(x)

t,2(/,,Eo)

±-.sn(koqxim)dn(k,,qx"m)/( #70oqK(x))

±jsn(k,,qxlm)/( q,,qK(x))

t 21 6(, Eo)

±jr7eqM(x)sn(koqxim)dn(koqxlm)/K2(x)

±j7q.qM(x)sn(koqxlm)/K2(x)

t 22 (/f,EO)

D(x )cn( k,,qxIm)/K2 (x)

D(x )cn(k,,qxxm)dn(k,,qxjm)/K2 (x)

The dispersion relation of the multilayer nonlinear waveguide shows similar form with that of a
linear planar waveguide for both self-focusing and self-defocusing nonlinear systems[4]. The powerdependent mode index 13 and the electric field Eo at the interfaces between nonlinear layers and
cover media are the vital parameters of the nonlinear dispersion relation, After fixing the mode index
fl, we find the interface electric field using the shooting and matching technique. The pairs of /3 and
E, are utilized to plot the noidlincar dispersion curve which depicts the dependence of the mode
indices on the total guided power.
Since we found that under the our circumstances the self-defocusing system shows no
bistabilities, the self-focusing system is only considered and also concentrated on the TE0 mode, for
simplicity, in this work. The parameters of the nonlinear waveguide structure used for numerical
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simulation are iin=

=1.55, n, - ,= 1.5A n2 = 1.570, and d= 1.2 an. The wavelength considered
throughout this calculation is A = 0.515pm. Figure 2 shows the optical bistable curves of the
nonlinear dispersion relation as a function of !he thickness of the nonlinear layers for asymmetricai
and symmetrical structures: the nonlinear coefficiert of a, = 6.38 x 10- 2 m 2 /V 2 and dj,3 = 0 for
asymmetrical structure and the coefficients of a, a, =6.38 x 10-" m2/V 2 and dN,, = 'lNVI for
symmetrical structure, The solid curve gives the characteristics of the mode indices for dNL, = 1.0/am,
the dashed curve, dNL, = 0.77pn, and the dotted curve, d,,, = 0.5 nn, respectively. As the power
increases from zero, the field remains in the guided wave confined in the waveguide core until the
critical power is reached, and is coupled into the surface wave afterwards. As the power decreases,
the field remains in the surface wave until the second critical power is reached, and then there
is a discontinuous jump back of the mode index to the low-power value of the field. The critical
powers are around 40 mW/mm for symmetrical structure and have nearly double value with respect
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Fig. 2. The bistable curves of nonlinear dispersion relation for (a) asymmetrical structure and (b)
symmetrical structure.
to asymmetrical case, i.e., 80 rmW/mm for symmetrical structure. The critical powers also increase
with decreasing the thickness of the nonlinear layer for both structures as shown in Fig. 2.
In conclusion, we obtahied the nonlinear dispersion relation in multilayer nonlinear waveguides
by utilizing the method of nonlinear transfer matrix which has the elements of Jacobian elliptic
functions. The self-focusing system in multilayer nonlinear waveguide shows the ortical bistability
of power-dependent mode indices and the critical powers for the optical bistability increase with
decreasing the thickness of the nonlinear layers.
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.SLtmwary
THz radiation from various material excited by ultrashort pulse
lasers have been intensively studied in the respect of its mechanism and
potential application to ultrafast opt-electronics. I Especially quantum well
sample applied with electrical field was found out to be quite efficient. 2 In
this presentation, we will describe the observation cf THz radiation not due
to the rectification from semni-insulating bulk GaAs excited by ultrashortlaser pulses and its intensity dependence on the 1.5-th power of the
excitation intensity.
The experimental set-up consists of picosecond and femtosecond
mode-locked Ti:sapphire lasers as the excitation source, a 15-cm focal
length mirror for focusing the radiation, a silicon boroineter with various
low pass filteis ( 10 cn-l, 35 cm-l, 100 cm- 1 ), and a lock-in amplifier.
Several GaAs samples with (100) surface with were tested; non doped (
semi-insulating) GaAs with over 107 gQ cm resistivity, n-type and p-type
GaAs with 10- 3 V. cm resistivity, and 140-A GaAs single quantum well
(SQW) sample. Only non-doped GaAs and SQW sample emitted THz
radiation, however. THz radiation can not be detected from n-type and ptype GaAs samples. This results show that this radiation strongly affected
with the conduction type. Comparing non-doped GaAs and SQW sample,
bulk sample radiated one-order higher power at the same excitation
intensity. This difference may be, attributed to the small absorption in the
SQW layer.
Foi, these two samples, 1-psec pulses, 100-fsec pulses, and cw-laser
light at 787 nm with -100 niW average power were irradiated in the 3-mm
2L8

diameter spot. In the case of cw laser excitation, no radiation can be
detected. The fact
indicated that this radiation is not due to simple
heating. Compared with picosecond and femtosecond case, shorter pulse
excitation generated the radiation more efficiently. Using various set of
low pass filters, it was found that the power of radiation mostly contained
in the region between 10 cm-1 to 35 cm- 1 ( 0.3 - 1.2 THz) even with the
use of different pulse duration excitation source. If the radiation are due to
rectification, the spectrum should be affected by the excitation pulse
duration, and the peak of radiation should locate at 1 THz for 1-psec pulses
and 10 THz for 100-fsec pulse. Therefore, this experimental result suggests
that the radiation is not due to the rectification, and it should be regarded as
a kind of fluorescence.
To clarify the mechanism of this radiation, the fluorescence intensity
dependence on excitation power of 1-psec pulses at 787 nm were measured
for bulk and SQW GaAs. In both case, the THz-radiation intensity
depends clearly on the 1.5-th power of the excitation (Fig. 1). The
fluorescence intensity dependence on the excitation wavelength at the same
power and the same pulsewidth (1.5 psec) were also obtained and plotted
according to the excitation wavelength, 3 and it also shows 1.5 slope (Fig.
2). This coincidence can be well explained in the following way. The
excitation density in a unit volume will be proportional to the absorption
coefficient, and the THz-radiation intensity depends on this excitation
density. Thus it is reasonable that the dependence on the absorption
coefficient also indicates 1.5 slope. These two results and the sensitiveness
to the doping strongly suggest the photo-carriers play an important role in
this fluorescence. But still some more experiments will be needed to explain
the mechanism of this radiation.
In conclusion, we have c(tserved THz radiation from GaAs excited
by ultrashort pu!se laser. This radiation is not due to the optical
rectification as observed in other cases. It was found that this radiation is
sensitive to the conduction type and it depends on the 1.5-th power of the
excitation intensity. But still the mechanism is not clear at present.
References
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The search for new materials with a large nonlinear optical susceptibility and
the simple synthesis of selenium clusters of various crystal structure has caused the
investigation of nonlinear optical properties of nanometer-size selenium clusters.
Samplhs of PVA films with a-Se clusters on quartz glass were investigated by
picosecond pump-probe laser spectroscopy equipment with two photodiode matrices
as detectors. Laser pulses with wavelength of 540 nm, duration of 15 ps and repetition
frequency of 1 Hz served as pump beam .White continuum was used as probe beam.
Figure 1 shows differential absorption spectra AD of a-Se clusters in PVA film
obtained at the various delay time between pump and probe pulses and the energy of
pump pulse of 80 mJ/cm2 . Excitation of a-Se particles results in appearance of
induced absorption around E=2.1 eV (Fig.1 shows decay of absorption). Development
of induced absorption finished practically after pump pulse action within the resolution
time of our picosecond device (15 ps). The decay time of induced absorption is
significantly greater than pump pulse duration. Position of maximum in spectra of
induced absorption at the energy scale depends on delay time between pump and
probe pulses.
In Fig. 2 the kinetics of induced absorption AD vs time delay in a-Se clusters
are shown for six different energies of photons of probe pulses. From this figure can
be made conclusions that the decay time of induced absorption depends on energy of
photons and the relaxation of induced absorption at various energies of photons has
the exponential character.
Spectral behaviour of decay time T is presented in Fig. 3. Values of t are
independent of photon energy in the range of 2.1 - 2.2 eV and equal to - 550 ps.
Beiow 2.1 eV values of t decrease down to 260 ps at 1.75 eV.
4-4

Fig. 1. Differential absorption spectra ADI-lg(TfT 0 )
of a-Se particles in PVA film at the various delay
time t between pump and probe pulses of 15 ps
duration. The energy of photons ef pump pulse is 2.3
eV and pulse energy is 8O mJ/cm 2 . To and T are the
transmittance of sample before and after pumping. td
(ps) - 78 (1), 196 (2), 286 (3), 370 (4). Solid lines are
the best theoretical fit of experimental curves.
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We assume the effect of induced absorption in nanometer-size a-Se clusters
can be explained due to realization of the two- photon transition with formation of
biexcitons, 4-c. two bounded electron-hole pairs. Pump pulse creates the excitons with
life time of around few hundreds of picoseconds and observation of probe pulse
absorption through that period is conditioned by exciton-biexciton optical transition.
The solid lines in Fig. 1 drawn through the experimental points show the best fit
of data using Boltzman energy distribution of excited states.
*t-t.*

,.

Fig.2. The kinetics
of induced absorption AD vstd in a-Se particles at the
different energy of photons
of probe pulses Epr (eV) =
1.75 (1), 2.0 (2), 2.05 (3),
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The exponential form of low energetic side in induced absorption spectra (Fig.2)
reflects the Boltzman distribution tails of thermalized excitons.
Quasithermal distribution of excitons with some temperature TX appears at the
time less than 15 ps. Shift of maximum in induced absorption spectra reflects the
evolut'on of the effective exciton temperature in semiconductor.
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During the first 450 ps after the pump pulse action Tx reduces from 5900 to 3300 K
exponentially with time constant 1085 ± 245 ps and the total number of excitons NX
decreases more than three times. Therefore, reduction of total number of excitons
takes place before reaching the thermal equilibrium. Such variation of Nx can be
conditioned by surface rercombination of excitons in nanometer size clusters of a-Se,
Thus the time behaviour of induced absorption is determ~ned by the recombination
and cooling of excitons.
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In this paper we present the experimental studies on ultrafast ralaxation of carriers in CuInS 2xSe 2(1-x)-doped glasses under picosecond excltýtion. We report on
transient change of absorption observed in pump-probe experiments and dependence
of transmission on the input intensity obtained from a single-beam measurement.
Using the laser pulses (15 ps) at 1.15 eV we have studied transient absorption change
as a function of excitation intensity. Samples of glasses cortaining CuInS2,Se 2(,)
microcrystalls with four different values of bandgap (1.06: 1.14; 1.17; 1.22 eV) are
selected. The mean crystal diameter in our samples was 5-15 nm.
The transient change of absorption behave differently in different excitation
intensity regimes (Fig. 1). At low excitation intensities of - 50 MW*cm.2 the bleaching
effect with recovery time of - 1I[ns was observed for the photon energies slightly
exceeding the bandgap. The bleaching was assumed to result from the filing of
quantum-well levels in CulnS 2,Se 2(l.x) microcrystalls. At middle excitation intensity a

fast (-40 ps) transition from bleaching to strong induced absorption with relaxation
time of - 4 ns was observed, which was attributed to two-photon interband transition.
At high pump intensities (-10 GVV*cm- 2 ) only induced absorption was observed.
Bleaching did not occur when the photon energy substantially exceeded the bandgap;
the increase of pump level led to an appearance of induced absorption.
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We calculated the dependences of transrniss;on on the input ;ntensity. The
suggested theoretical model considers the effects of the single-photon absorption
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saturation, and two-photon absorption. The theoretical results are in good agreement
with experimental data (Fig. 2).
TE
Fig. 2. Measured
(dots) and calculIated (solid
line) dependence of the
transmission on the intensity
fo.- a CulnS1 0oSe 1 .0 -doped
glass at photon energy of 1.15
eV.
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The parameter of two-photon absorption has been estimated to be 0.48 cm/VGVV for
CulnSLOSe 10O-doped glass. Finally, it is shown, that these glasses can be used as
saturable absorbers in passively mode locking YAIO3-laser. Ultrashort (16 ps) pulses
are obtained.
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Sunune•ry
Saturable absorpt',n (SA) based on the ground-state absorption at the resonant
wavelength has been studied since the 1960's'. In these years many people are interested in
reverse saturable absorption (RSA) based on the excited- state absorption at the non-resonant
waelength2-3 . When the pulse width of the incident laser is shorter than intersystem-cros-ing
time (0.1-1 n.), RSA arises from the single first excited-state absorption which is stronger
than the ground-state absorption4 .
In this paper we reported a rew effect that the nonlinear absorption is changed from RSA
into SA at higher flLences of ps laser. SA in this case is dije to the singlet second exited-state
absorption which is stronger thn, that of the ground-state or/and the singlet first exited-state.
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Fig.2. Experimental data of
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transmittance versus fluence

simulation (solid carve) of transmittaiiue
versus incident fluences (23 ps at 532
nm) for (TXP)Cd solution in
acetonitrile. The change from RSA to
SA occurs at fluence. of 40 mJ/cm2.

(23 ps pulses at 532 nm) for
four samples: r--(TXP)Sm;
+-(Cl-TXP)Cd; O-(CH 3-TXP)Cd;
X-(CO 2Na-TXP)Gd.

In our experiments the Nd:YAG laser beam with 23 ps at 532 nm was focused into a cell
contained 2 mm thickness (TXP)Cd solution in acetonitrile by a lens with 9 cm focal length,
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A experimenial curve of the transmittance versus the input fluence for (TXP)Cd is shown in
Fig. 1. It can bL seen that the nonlinear absorption at low fluences is RSA, however the SA
occurs above 40 mJlcm 2 . A set of similar exicrimental curves with different critical fluence
for (TXP)Srn, (C0-TXP)Cd, (CH 3 -TXP)Cd, and (CO 2Na-TXP)Gd are shown in Fig.2.
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Fig.3. Seven-lever model for the
organic molecule.
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To explain th=se nonlinear absorption effects, a seven-level model is proposed here, see
Fig.3. Molecules in S0, S1, and S2 electronic levels absorb the incident photons with same
non-resonant frequency c and are exited into S,, S2, and S3V vibronic sub-levels with
absorption cross-sections oo, a, and a 2, respectively. Indicating So, S1 , SS, S2 , S $3,
S3 1 S3v
with 10), 11), I1'), 12), 2 t),
3 W') respectively, the Liouville equation for the density
matrix element p.

can be written as,

where Hamiltonian H! cani be written as
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where ci, is the energy of 1n) state, E is the monochromatic elctric field, and 1,." is the
electric dipole matrix e'ement.
Considering the relaxation of each level and neglecting the populations in S1 v, S2vand S3v,
the diagonal matrix element equations and the light-propagation equation can be obtained from
Eq.(1):
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(3p, jat=qo0poo-aj,•p,,I-KioplI+K21P22,

(3)

aP22/at=01 )p,, -K 2,P22,
poo+p1 +p22'= I,(5)
84/az=.-.(+OpO+e,p,+or2
1
22 )Mk ,

(4)
(6)

where 4,=I/h co is the photon flux, N is the total molecular density, K,, is relaxation rate from
In) state to 1m) state, and ao, a,, o2 indicate o02.,
OrI,,a23., respectively. oq,. is the absorption
cross-section from in)state to hn) state, which microscopic expression can be written as
,

..-___

2

_.UMI

(7)

where T,. is a characteristic relaxation time between the states In) and in), ,.m=(E_-Ej/h.
Using the photophysical parameters of the (TXP)Cd, and assuming Gaussian-shaped
temporal and spatial profiles for laser p.ilses, the Eq. (3)-(6) can be solved numerically. The
simulation of energy transmittance versus incident fluence for (TXP)Cd are shown as solid
curves in Fig.1, which is consistent with experimental data.
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Generation of Bistable Luminescence Radiation by Thin CdS
Films: Experiment and 11heory
Bruno Ullrich and Takayoshi Kobayashi
Department of Physics, University of Tokyo, 7-3-1 Hongo. Bunkyo-ku,
Tokyo 113, Japan, Phone: +81/'/3812/2111 Ext. 4156
The availability of efficient optical data links and optical interconnects
has lead to a worldwide outburst of excitement in the field of nonlinear
photonics in order to find nonlinear materials which are suitable for alloptical (all-OB) bistable logic gates. The research efforts span
semiconductors as well organics in various forms (bulk, thin films,
quantum wells and microcrystallites) and a considerable amount of
nonlinear phenomena (photoreftactive effects, photo-thermal bistability,
fcur wave mixing and phase conjugation).[1, 2] Recently, a new nonlinear
phenomenon was observed: The excitation of thin (_<10gm) CdS films
with the 514.5nm Ar+-laser line generates - besides the well known
photo-thermal all-OB in transmission - all-OB in luminescence in the
near infrared region of the spectrum.t 3 ,4 ]
220K
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Fig. 1: All-opticai bistability of the transmitted power (PTr) and luminescence
intensity at 800nm. Both measurements were taken at 220K. The luminescence
signal was recorded in transmission geometry with a monochromator by adjusting
the transmitted beam exactly in the middle of the entrance slit as shown in the inset.
Both slit widths of entrance and exit of the monochromator were 300gim.
Figure 1 shows the results for transmission and luminescence. It is
worthwhile to stress at this point that bistability in luminescence cannot
be concluded necessarily from the essentials of photo-thermal
bistabilities which are established on the photo-thermal shift of Urbach's
tail in the vicinity of the absorption edge. 15 1 We propose a model based
partly on the theory of thermoluminescence by Garlick[ 6 l to explain
bistability in luminescence.
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For the first time, we present the observation of refractive all-GB
bistable switches in luminescence as demonstrated in Fig. 2. A
comparison of the experimental conditions of Figs. 1 and 2 shows that
the refractive bistabilities cannot be observed if the luminescence of the
excited focus is measured but if the direct transmitted beam of the focus
is blocked by the entrance slit of the monochromator.
300 11m
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Fig. 2: The dependence of the luminescence intcensity on entrance slit widths - (a)
300gm, (b) 400gm and (c) 500pm - of the monochromator. The exit slit width
remains untouched at 3001±m. Clearly, besides the absorptive bistable switches
down pronounced bistable switches up, i.e., refractive bistabilities were observed.
Refractive bistability appeared only if the direct transm~itted beam of the 514.5nm
line was blocked by the entrance slit as depicted in ,h1e insets. All measurements
were carried out at 800nni and 220K.
In addition, a considerabl~e dependence of the bistable luminescent
responses on the entrance slit width is observed. The observation can be
explained by the variation of the thermal stress of the surrounding area
of the focus of the laser beam during the bistable change of the
transparent to the opaque state of the thin CUS film.
An application of bistability in luminescence is discussed. Instead of a
monochromator GaAs wafers were used as cut-off filters for the
transmitted light in order to measure the integrated luminescence signal
(>870nm, i.e. the cut-off wavelength of GaAs at 300K) of the thin UdS
film. In Fig. 3 it is shown that the contrasts of the bistable loops in
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luminescence depend on the free carrier type of the wafer investigated.
It is shown that the differences of the loop contrasts of the bistable
luminescence are caused by the the Burstein-Moss shift and bandgap
renormalization of n-type and p-type GaAs wafers, respectively.
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Fig. 3: Bistability in luminescence measured by putting differently doped - (a)
p(Zn)-tyte (5.8-14x1018cm- 3 ) and (b) n(Te)-type (2-15x101 7 cm- 3 ) - wafers in the
transmitted beam. Obviously, different free carrier types cause different loop
contrasts. The temperature of the thin CdS film and the GaAs wafers during the
measurement were 150K and 300K, respectively.

In conclusion, the first theoretical interpretation for a'l-OB in
luminescence is presented. This is also the first report of refractive
bistability in luminescence. Finally, a novel method is proposed to study
the free carrier type of semiconductors by the application of bistability in
luminescence.
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Nondestructive Testing Using Nonlinear Optically Based Smart-Pixel Processors
David M. Pepper
Hughes IResearch Laboratories
3011 Malibu Canyon Road
Malibu, CA 90265
310/317-5125
Summary
There is an on-going need in the commercial sector to rapidly and nondestructively inspect
components, ex situ and in situ, under harsh in-factory and field-testing conditions. To motivate
this nepd, we cite below three such examples in rather diverse industrial applications. This will be
followed by how optics and, more specifically, how so-called "smart-pixel processors," can
augment existing inspection systems - all with the goal of enhancing the performance of the
diagnostic. By smart-pixel processors, we imply that multi-pixelated information can be processed
in parallel, with differential phase information preserved amongst the pixels. Typically, such
processors can be realized via architectures involving phase-conjugate mirrors, either isolated, or in
conjunction with spatial light modulators. These systems can, hopefully, lead to more robust and
flexible manufacturing diagnostics, resulting in video frame-rate, automated inspection copabilities,
with the potential for closed-loop control of the manufacturing process.
One example of an existing inspection need is in the microelectronics industry, where one
desires the real-time inspection and quality control of samples consisting of highly complex, yet
periodic patterns, such as masks, wafers, active-matrix display panels, and memory chips. The
detection and classification of random defects and flaws early during various processing steps can
improve the yield and throughput of the assembly line. Flaws typically include surface blemishes
(scratches, digs, dust) and breaks (open circuits) in the connecting elements. The challenge is to
localize such defects in the presence of the desirable, yet highly complex and periodic, bacKgtound
patterns, typical of step-and-repeat memory chips and pixelated display panels. Currently, various
commercial inspection systems exist, which employ concepts such as scatterometry [ 1] and fixedmask matched filtering [2]. The former approach involves illuminating the sample with a laser
beam and, by measuring the angular dependence of the scattered light, one can infer the statistical
distribution of various classes of surface defects. The latter approach involves either holographic
filters or image comparison methods, whereby an ideal mask pattern is compared with the sample
undergoing inspection. The reference pattern, being a fixed mask, requires precision alignment,
magnification control, and distortion-free optical relay systems (either via electromechanical
manipulators or via software algorithms). Moreover, as new structures are to be inspected, a
catalog of new matched-filter masks are needed as reference structures.
In a series of experiments, both spatial light modulators 13], and real-time holographic
materials using photorefractive crystals [41, have been implemented as "all-optical" nonlinearoptical (NLO) processing elements at a spatial Fourier transform plane. The basic idea is that the
nonlinear element is biased to provide a thresholding operatii,.n at the transform plane - on a
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pixel-by-pixel basis - so that intense features (typical of periodic patterns at the object plane) are
suppressed, while weak features (typical of random defects at the image plane) are preserved. The
NLO element thus functions as an adaptive mask, or filter, free from the alignment constraints of
fixed-filter systems. After a second transform operation - with either a second lens or by
double-passing the input lens - the defect features remain, while the periodic features are
suppressed. Therefore, the viewing of the defects can be enhanced for ease of inspection and/or
classification. Being an adaptive filter processor, enables one to inspect a variety of components
without the need for reference-filter libraries. The result is a flexible, robust manufacturing
diagnostic, with the potential for real-time implementation and process control.
Another general area of concern in the manufacturing and commercial arenas (energy,
automotive, aerospace, aging aircraft, etc.) involves the inspection and monitoring of myriad
materials processing, including evaluation of metallurgical properties (microstructure and
hardness), surface and bulk temperature, thickness, composite material processing (delamination,
debonding), and various bonds. Ultrasonic methods constitute one of many diagnostic techniques
for such applications. However, in the presence of in-factory conditions such as high temperature,
radiation, vibration, and irregular surfaces, conventional techniques such as direct contact and
immersion ultrasound may no longer be compatible with these environments. Laser ultrasonics 15]
offers a potential technique for ultrasonic inspection without the need for direct contacting,
resulting in a nondestructive, long-standoff-distance diagnostic. Significant progress in laserbased ultrasonics has been made over the past decade [6], which may enable this novel diagnostic
to find its way into the manufacturing arena. We will discuss some recent advances that involve
optical compensation approach~es - namely, phase-conjugate mirrors [7] and two-wave mixers
[81 - which can further enhance the peiformance of laser ultrasonic diagnostics, resulting in
more robust capabilities so that multi-functional systems can be realized. Finally, we discuss the
ability of novel phase-conjugate interferometers to function as compact remote sensors, with the
capability to monitor the growth of thin films [9], as well as to sense trace-compound species in
free-space and guided-wave geometries [10]. The use of phase-conjugate elements can result in an
auto-aligned sensor, with the potential to implement such biosensors and environmental monitoring
systems in commercial and manufacturing applications.
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SUMMARY

Pacallel optical information processing systems are well suited for informationi reduction and
preprocessing. Three important specifications for such applications have to be fulfiled: High
space-bandwidth-product, amplification for signal restoring, and compensation of aberrations.
The introduction of phase-conjugating elements into optical information processing systems
will help to realize these specifications. The advantages of phase conjugation in optics, like
exact counterpropagation and phase reconstruction, are well known, but the number of
experimental realized applications is still small. This report gives a insight into realised
applications of phase conjugation. In a first part we report un setups of phase conjugating
mirrors in combination with different types of interferometers (Michelson, Sagnac, and FabryPerot). Applications on image subtraction, contrast amplification, phase visualisation, and
parallel optical feedback systei s will be presented. In all our experiments we used BaTiO 3
photorefractive crystals and Ar -ion laser for pump/signal waves.
In a second part we report on storage of 64 volume holograms in photorefractive BaTiO 3 using
a novel orthogonal phase encoding storage technique developped in our group. The new kind
of volume memories offers enormous data storage densities, fast access times associated with
the parallel readout of large memory portions or pages and a potential associative access and
data processing in the optical phase.
1. PCM IN A MICHELSON INTERFEROMETER
A folded setup equivalent to a Michelson interferorneter with arms of equal length is used. The
light of both interferometer arms is directed by mirrors onto a self-pumped phase comjugating
mirror, in which it is focused by a lens. The angular selectivity of self-pumped phase
conjugation allows the separation of the two arms in a single volume. Inserting images into the
two arms of the interferometer allows the realization of parallel optical logic operations like
addition, XOR-operation and subtraction. Most promising application is its use as novelty
filter.
2. PCM IN A SAGNAC INTERFEROMETER
The use of optical image processing systems depends on the amount of information channels
and the nonlinear coupling between channels. We studied the spatial resolution of a phaseconjugating ring-resonator consisting of a Sagnac interferometer and a phase conjugating
mirror with high g ;n. We also examined the contrast function of a set of incoming signals
which depends onshe gain of the PC resonator and the feedback ratio of the whole system. We
obtained about 10- independent channels within our system. The transferfunction of the system
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1y Com1paring the power speetru m 0f tfile i ncoli ng signal
and Ihe oulput signal.
Contiol of Coupfing strength between channels is possible We at-,: using ring resonators Ior the
realisation of neural nets and filtering systems.

3. PCM IN A FIABRY-PTEROT INTEtRITSROMETER
A Fabry-Perol interferometer of low finesse is used for phase front measurements. While the
first mirror of thc Fabry-Perot setup is a normal dielectrical one, the second mirror is a selfpumped phase con)iugating mirror in which the incoming wave was focused by a internal lens.
The interfcroineter can be regarded as being neutral due to the exact phase front reconstruction
via phase conjugation and therefore does not contribute to the interference pattern of the
beams. If a phase object is inserted in front of the interferometer into the laser beam, it causes
distortions of the wave front, resulting in a change of the interference pattern. This shift can be
used to determine the thickness of the phase object. Moreover this setup can provw the quality
of phase conIJugation.
4. ST)ORAGI- 0,1 VOLUME HOLOGRAMS IN 1 1HOTOREFRACTIVE BaT103
Reconfigural volume holograms are imlportant for a wide range of multiple data storage
applications, including optical interconnection systems, image processing an(d neural network
models. Several techniques for multiplexing to obtain a large number of stored images which
can be recalled independently have been developed. But even the most promising of these
multiplexing techniques, angular multiplexing using: the selectivity of the Bragg condition,
revealed to be limited primarily because of cross-coi relation noise. Other problems arc not less
severe.
In this paper we present an alternative approach implementing a phase coding method of the
reference beam. Phase encoding has been discussed for interconnecting vector arrays in thin
holograms anti to perform arraý interconnections by correlation of a reference be-am with a
supplementary phase-coded input beam. In contrast to these investigations, we use a reference
beam phase coding method in thick volurne holographic media, taking thus full advantage of
the selectivity of the Bragg-condition in volume storage media. In our experiments, we stored
with pure and deterministic orthogonal phase references 64 images into a photorefractive
BaTiO 3 crystal. [-or this we developed a special phase modulator on the basis of a liquid
crystal display. (r1ood reconstruction with low crosstalk could be observed. Compared to other
multiplexing technique.!s as angular multiplexing, our method allows high storage capacity
without alignenent problems. Moreover, easy. light efficient as well as immediate image
retrieval without any time delay is possible, lxpcri-ientl setup and results will be presented.
We will especially discuss in detail advantages and disadvantages of this coding method
compared tw others. in addition, we will present some possibilities to introduce this ';torage
system in combination with a PCNM into a assoziative network (latest results).
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Summary
Excising narrowband interference from a broadband received signal is a useful function
in modern communication systems [1]. Useful operation requires that the process be adaptive
s;ince the frequency location of the interference is not known a priori or may change in time.
Nonlinear feedback controlled filters utilizing various algorithms such as Widrow's least-meansquared-error algorithm [1] have been studied and implemented using both electronic [21 and
optical and electro-optical components [3,4]. The hybrid optical systems have demonstrated
remarkable performance with interference cancellation ratios exceeding 30 dB [3,41. The main
drawback of these systems, electroni, or optical, is the complexity of the architecture which
involves some form of nonlinear feedback. The s-,,rtem described in this paper involves no
explicit feedback loops and is conceptually simpler than former systems yet offers competitive
performance.
In this paper, we present a novel method of achieving adaptive notch filtering using the
photorefractive effect in conjunction with an acoustooptic deflector. The frequency of the
interference can be unknown, and it does not even have to be temporally stable as long as it falls
within the bandwidth of the device. We demonstrate ,xperimentally that our device will achieve
40 dB interference cancellation in a completely adaptive way.
Our new method for adaptive rf notch filtering is conceptually shown in Fig. 1. Two
mutually coherent laser beams (I and l2) probe two different locations of an acoustooptic
deflector (AOD). The two locations are chosen such that there is an acoustic (temporal) delay Ta
between them, and the AOD is driven by a rf signal to be processed. The two diffracted outputs
of the AOD are arbitrarily assigned as the probe and pump beams (Iprobe and 'pump in Fig. 1,
respectively) for the next stage of photorefractive two-beam coupling; it is of no significance as
to which is the pump and which the probe. When the two beams are combined in a
photorefractive crystal, the comporents that are mutually coherent will interact to transfer energy
from the pump to the probe, while the components that are mutually incoherent will not interact,
just aw, described in Sec. II.
To better clarify the experi-ment, consider the electrical input signal to the deflector be
Sin(t) = n(t) + b(t) where n(t) represents the narrowband interference component and b(t) the
broadband signal component. If we choose the acoustic delay Ta and the photorefractive
response time -r such that 1/Afn>Ta and 1/.fn>>t where Af, is the bandwidth of n(t), then the
narrowband components will directly couple ovith one another. Likewise, the inequalities
l/Afb<Ta and l/Afb<t where Afb is the bandwidth of b(Q) wi!i assure that the broadband
components do not interact directly one with the other.
Finally, the output of the filter is obtained when the depleted pump beam (l'p;)) is
heterodyned with a local reference beam. The reference beam is derived from the laser beams
(either II or 12) incident on the AOD. Ideallv, the heterodyned signal will recover sin(t), the
electrical input signal to the AOD, minus the component that is mutually coherent in Ipump and
Iprobe. In practice, however, the output of the filter is given approximately by
sour(t) = b(t) + ilb(t-Ta) + 8 n(t) + e 2n(t-T,)
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(1)

where 1i is the diffraction efficiency of the photorefractive grating formed by the coherent
component of the signal (i.e., the interference term) and the coefficients e, and e characterize the
interference cancellation performance of the system. Although the broadband components do
not directly couple with one another, each diffracts off (fully Bragg-matched) the stable grating
formned by the narrowband components with an efficiency r1. An unwanted echo of the desired
signal exists in the output signal (the term with il in Eq. 1), but it can be electronically filtered
out since q < I and the delay Ta is fixed and known.
In our exper.ments that followed Fig t closely, we used the 514.5 nm Argon laser output,
a flint giass acoustooptic modulator with a center frequency of 75 MHz (40 MHz bandwidth),
and a cerium-dopied Sr0.6BUo.4NbO3 Crystal that was grown at Rockwell Science Center by R. R.
Neurgaonkar. The separation between the beams in the AOM gave an acoustic delay of Ta = 2
gsec. The heterodyned detector output of the pump beam signal was monitored for several rf
signal cases.
The first system test measured the cancellation performance of a sinusoidal interference
with no broadband components. This is typically used as a rough measurement of the system
performance before broadband components are introduced [3,4]. The interference at 82.4 MHz
in frequency was applied to the acoustooptic deflector and the system output (coherently detected
pump modulation) was monitored with a spectrum analyzer with the probe blocked (filter
inactive) and unblocked (filter active). The inactive and active fiher outputs are shown
respectively in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) demonstrating approximately 40 dB of cancellation. The time
response of the system was measured by monitoring the output pump intensity as a function of
time when the input (interference only) is suddenly switched on and was approximately 5.5 msec
at an average total intensity of 10 W/cm 2 . If the interference frequency were suddenly changed
(within the systeoa bandwidth governed by the acoustooptic deflector bandwidth), the system
automatically adapts to the new frequency at this rate.
The system was then tested with an input consisting of both narrowband (sinusoidal)
interference and broadband signal by simply using double sideband amplitude modulation of a
carrier fixst with a random sequence signal (zero-mean, uniform distribution at 1 MHz sampling
frequency), then a square wave at 500 KHz. The unsuppressed carrier serves in this case as the
interfererive. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) respectively show the inactive and active system output
spectra for an input consisting of an interference at 82.4 MHz and the random sequence signal.
We have also tested our systemi with signal center frequency translated to 86.5 MHz and with a
square wave signal; we have observed about 40 dB suppression of interference in all cases.
We have described and demonstrated the operation of a novel adaptive rf notch filter
uwing photorefractive two-beam coupling. The simple and yet effective concept yielded
interference cancellations of 40 dB while exhibiting both adaptivity to changing frequencies and
a rapid response time of 5.5 msec. Our simple design requiring an acoustooptic deflector, a laser,
a photodetector and a photorefractive crystal with some minimal optics is very amenable to
integrated optical realizations.

I.
2.
3.
4.
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Fig. I Adaptive rf notch filtering using photorefractive two-beam coupling; experimental setup.

Fig 2 40 dB cancellation of interference at 82.4 MHz with no broadband signal (a) inactive
system output spectrum, (b) active system output spectrum. 10 dB/div. vertical scale.

Fig. 3 35 dB cancellation of interference at 82.4 MHz with computer generated random signal
with zero-mean uniform distribution (1 Mliz sample frequency): (a) inactive system
output spectrum, (b) active system output spectrum. 10 dB/div, vertical scale.
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The double phase conjugate mirror( t ) is a unique photorefractive device in which two
mutually incoherent input beams become phase conjugates of each other. Recently, we developed
a model to calculate the temporal and spatial behavior of DPCM( 2 ), predicted and observed( 3 ) a
fidelity-threshold. In this work we present a detailed theoretical and experimental study of the
DPCM. We characterize its spatial and temporal behavior through the conjugation fidelity and
conjugation reflectivity, establish its oscillatory properties and predict critical slowing down near
the threshold. This work provides a deeper insight into the stimulated wave mixing process, and
will be. useful for understanding the limitations of device applications.
Our theoretical and experimental results show that the conjugationl fidelity and reflectivity
have a different dependence on photorefractive coupling coefficient times length (gain). Fig(l)
shows the conjugation fidelity and the conjugation reflectivity as a tunction of gain. The
conjugation fidelity exhibits a sharp jump, which we define as the DPCM fidelity-threshold, while
the conjugate r(flectivity smoothly increases as the gain is increased past that point. Near this
threshold the reflectivity continues to be very small (a sudden, but small, increase in reflectivity is
also apparent) while the fidelity is close to unity, Our experimental results( 3 ) confirm this behavior
and indicate that above the threshold good fidelity is obtained and stays unchanged as the
reflectivity continues to grow with the gain. The difference between the fidelity and reflectivity is
also apparent in theix temporal evolution. We observe both theoretically and experimentally that the
fidelity reaches steady state early in time while the refiectivity continues to grow gradually.
Our calculations point out two major features that characterize the DPCM as an oscillator.
The first one is Mlowing-down of the DPCM temporal response for operation near the threshold (in
a similar manner to critical slowing-down in lasers). Fig(l) illustrates the response time of
reflectivity as a function of gain. The time required for the reflectivity to reach steady state
dramatically slows down near the threshold. The property of decreasing response time with
increasing gain is a characteristics of oscillators (in an amplifier, tht time response does not diverge
at any specific gain value). Our second obseivation is the sustaining of the conjugation reflectivity
after the seed levels are set to zero (for gain values above the threshold). The behavior of DPCM
for different gain values is illustrated ii. Fig(2), where the temporal evolution of the conjugation
reflectivities for three different gain values are shown (well above , well below and near the
threshold (gain values of 1.63, 0.98, 1.28)). In each case after the system comes to steady state,
the seed levels are set to zero. Above the thresbolJ the conjugate reflectivities are not affected
(upper curve), while well below the threshold the conj ugate reflectivities go to zero. Nea the
threshold thae reflectivity decreases, but remains finite.
Finally, we present ithe seed level( 2 ) and input intensity ratio dependencies of the gainthreshold. Our calculations show that for low seed ievel (seed to beam intensity ratio of 10-6) the
steady-state fidelity and reflectivity do not vary significantly with seed levels. However, for high
seed levels (seed to beam intensity ratio of 10-4) fanning becomes more pronounced, and the
calculations show a significant degradation of the phase conjugation. We find that fanning acts as

a dissipation process which damps the oscillation, hence "critical slowing down" become less
pronounced as the seed level is increased.
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Unbalanced input beam intensities result in asymmetric conjugation process where the
conjugation fidelity on the side of the weak input beam is greatly reduced, although the intensity of
the diffracted strong beam in the direction of the weak beam is large. Specifically, the stronger
beam bleaches the fanning (amplified noise) gratings of the weak beam, and enables relatively high
conjugation quality on its input side (i.e., high fidelity is obtained for the image originally borne on
the strong beam and transferred to the weak beam). The opposite process, however, is not efficient
due to unbalanced process, and the weak beam is not able to eliminate the appearance of fanning
gratings, which results in the conjugate image embedded in fanning. In our calculations we find
that the fidelity as a function of gain on the side of the strong input beam is slightly flattens, but the
threshold value is unaffected. On the other hand, the fidelity as a function of gain oti the side of
the weak input beam is shifted towards higher gain values. Hence, ftr a given gain value we find
more degradation on the side of the weak input beam. The fanning of the strong beam (in a similar
manner to large seed level), makes the critical slowing down less pronounced. With larger
intensity ratios the peak of the reflectivity response time as a function gain shifts towards higher
gain values, confirming the shift in the threshold observed for the fidelities. We also confirmed
these results experimentally( 3 ). Fig(3) shows typicai photographs of the phase conjugate images
for unbalanced input beams, where (a) and (b) are the images on the sides of the strong and weak
inputs, respectively, Additional. experimental observations indicate that the fidelity threshold value
depends on the resolution of the input beam, and partial conjugation can be observed (in images of
varying resolution) at intermediate gain levels.
_W
In conclusion, we present theoretical and experimental results that analyze the double phase
conjugation process. We establish the existence of gain-threshold and point out the differences
between conjugation fidelity and conjugation reflectivity. We study the oscillatory iature of the
DPCM and predict the existence of critical slowing down near the gain-threshold. Our results
provide a deeper insight into the stimulated wave ,nixiing process, and are useful for understanding
the limitations of device applications, such as image processors, interconnects, interferometers,
and coupled-laser devices. Furthermore, our theoretical formulation is general and may be applied
to all the stimulated photorefractive processes and all self-pumped. phase conjugators.

R.efrence
(1) S. Weiss, S. Sternklar and B. Fischer, Opt. Lett. 12, 114 (1987).
(2) M. Segev, D, Engin, A. Yariv and G. C. Valley, Opt. Lett. 11, 12 (1993).
(3) S. Orlov, M. Segev, A. Yariv and G. C. Valley, accepted to Opt. Leit.(1994).
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Fig,..2: Conjugation fidelity as a function of
time for gain values of (2.7 1, 1.57, 1.17)
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SPhase conjugate images for unbalanced input beams of intensity ratio 1:5;
(a) on the side of the strong input beam, (b) on the side of the weak input beam.
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High Gain Nondegenerate Two-Wave Mixing in Cr:YAIO3
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Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2122
Jimmy Chen and Harry Tui!er
Material; Science & Engineering Department
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77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139
Summary
Recently we demonstrated a gain of 6 times that was obtained by nondegenerate twowave mixing in Cr:YAIO3.1 Here we report new experiments in which a gain of 22 times was
achieved by increasing both the interaction length and the doping of the material. To our
knowledge, this is the largest cw two-wave mixing gain obtained in a bulk, solid state, nonphotorefractive material. Experiments demonstrating high gain, tiondegenerate two-wave mixing
in new solids using low power cw lasers constitute an essential step in establishing the viability
of alternative materials for applications of nonlinear optics in areas such as signal processing.
Availability of high gain can bring about rapid progress in experimental research, as occurred
with the discovery of photorefractive materials such as barium titanate. To our knowledge
however, no one has demonstrated gain comparable to that of photorefracti-.e materials by using
a solid state bulk (as opposed to guided wave) Kerr medium with a cw source. We report
properties ol' a candidate material, chromium-doped yttrimn aluminate (Cr:YAIQ 3 ), that may
significantly advance experimental efforts on nonlinear optics in Kerr-like media, much the way
basic studies of barium titanate initiated widespread study of nonlinear optics in photorefractive
materials. Motivation for the present work was provided by the expectation of new properties
that should result from the different nonlinear mechanism (Kerr-like vs. photorefractive), such as
improved dynamic range in mutually pumped phase conjugation 2 that is important in wavefroni
matched heterodyne receivers .
Figure I is a simplified schematic of the experiment used to measure gain in
nondegenerate two-wave mixing. 4 Light from an argon laser is split into a weak probe beam
12(0) and a strong pump l1(O), with a fixed ratio 12(0)111(0) = 1/1000. The frequency of the pump
is shifted by approximately 5 Hz with respect to the probe by reflecting it from a mirror mounted
to a piezoelectric transducer and driven by a triangle-wave voltage source. The grating formed
by the interaction of the pump and probe in the crystal of Cr:YAIO 3 results in amplification for
the probe when the mirror is moving in one direction, and attenuation when the mirror moves in
the opposite direction.
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Fig. 1 Schematic of experiment used to measure nondegenerate two-wave mixing gain.
Figure 2 (a) sho ws a plot of the gain as a function of the intensity of the pump for the
range from 0 to 80 W/cm 2 . The circles are the experimental measurements, and the line is a fit
of the theoretical form,

(1)

In1
2nI,(O)L/)i]

L2(L) =Ca exp 1- e-"!
120()
( aL

•

with czL = 0.69, L = 9.1 mm, X = 514.5 nm and Is = hv/a -=1.27 kW/cm 2 , where h is Planck's
constant, v is the optical frequency, c is the absorption cross-section apd r is the metastable state
2/W,
lifetime. Using n 2 as the only adjustable parameter, the fit yields n 2 = 3.2 x 10- cmM
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Fig. 2 Gain vs. pump intensity: (a) from 0 to 70 W/cm 2 , and (b) from 0 to 400 W/cm 2 .
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Figure 2 (b) shows the gain for the range from 0 to 400 W/cm 2 . Using the previously
stated parameters and n2 as determined from the fit for the lower intensity range of Fig. 2(a), the
line in Fig. 2(b) represents projections based on the theoretical form expressed by Eq. (1). A
gain of 22 times was obtained at appi-oximately 400 W/cm 2, but the measured gain does nut
increase
with intensity as much as theory predicts. (Theory predicts a gain of 200 at 400
W/cm 2.) We believe this is due to "beam break-up" resulting from spatial nonuniformities of the
nonlinear refractive idex change in the interaction region. As evidence, Fig. 3 shows
photographs of the transmitted pump beam with the probe beam off, (a) at low intensity and
normal exposure indicating the transmitted beam size, (b) at low intensity and long exposure
showing an "X" shaped pattern of linear scattering that is believed to be the result of scattering
from surface and bulk defects, and (c) at high intensity and exposure equivalent to case (b)
showing both the nonlinear scattering due to nonuniformities in the nonlinear refractive index
change, and the linear scattering due to surface and bulk defects. Spatial nonuniformities of the
nonlinear refractive index change in the interaction region car, be the result of shadow3 or
distortions from surface or bulk defects, or from spatial variations in the Cr-ion concentration.

-

(a)

(b)

9-

(C)

Fig. 3 Photographs of the transmitted pump beam, (a) Gaussian beam size, (b) "X" shaped
pattern resulting from linear scattering, and (c) nonlinear scattering.
In .onclusion, we have demonstrated a gain of 22 times by nondegeneratm two-wave
mixing in Cr:YAIO 3. The experimentally measured gain appears to be limited by "bc'tm breakup" due to spatial nonuniformities in the nonlinear refractive index change, that are the resul: of
inhomogeneities in the crystal. Theoretical predictions based on our experimental data indicate
that gain in excess of 200 times should be possible in Cr:YAIO 3 if a homogeneous crystal can be
obtained. Due to its potential for such high gain, Cr:YAIO 3 is a very promising material for
applications of nonlinear opdics in areas such as signal processing, making it clear that additional
experimental efforts are warranted to explore nonlinear response in solid-state Kerr-like media
generaliy, and to investigate further the potential adantages uf materials like Cr:YAIO 3 over
photorefractive crystals.
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Photorefractive properties of rhodium-doped barium titanate
G. D. Bacher, Sltiart MacCorniack and Jack Feinberg
Departments of Physics and Electrical Engineering,
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089-0484
Tel: (213) 740 0870
and
B3. A. Wechsler and M. B. Klein
H-ug.'ies Research Laboratories
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Undoped barium litardate crystals hcive a painfully slow photorefractive response
time using light in the near infrared, which has discouraged their use with laserdiode devices. Recently, Wechsier et al. snowed that adding rhodium oxide to the
melt produces -in additional peak, centered ciose to 650 nmv., in the absor-tiion profile
of the resulting BaT;103 crystals IThis -additional absorption feature gives the
crystals a blue-green color, and, more importantly, it extends their photorefractiv'e
response into the near infrared. Farliter, Ross et al. observed this enhanced infraied

response in BaTiC)3 crystals having the same absorption spectrum and ot*S'~rved

14- 1f-

pumped ph..se ccinjugAtiOn in the CAT georni try out to a wavelength of at least I .0t,
pmn, with reflectivities of 75% in the near infrared 2 These 1K-enhanced iBaTiO 3
crystals are now useful for photoref racti ve dev ice applications at laser diode
wavelengths, such as the locking and beam combining of high-power diode lasiers,
as well as for numrerous applicatiors using Nd:YAG lasers.
We have measured the effeiý-tive trap densýity, the number of active trap
level5, the sign ot the dominant charge carrier, and the photorefractive tw'.o-beam
coupling. gain of four rho iium~-doped crystals of iBa~riO 3, all grown at Hughes
Research Latvratories. The crystals (labeled 304, 305, 306, land 307) appear blUe to
deep blue-green, and were grown from melts containing 400, 800, 1600 and 3200
parts per million of RhO 2 respectively. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
measurements confirm the presence of Rh 4 + centers in these crystals.
Induced tranqMarency /absorption- measuren tents
We cross two beams from an argon-ion laser (X = 488 nm) in a BaTiO 3 crystal,
We make the two beams mutually incoherent at the crystal to eliminate any eiectrooptic or absorption-grating coupling. We mneasure the change in the absorption. of
the weak probe beam causeed by the presence of the strong pump bearn. The results
for sample #304 are shown in Fig. 1. The induced absorption (or transparency in
this sample) is caused by the redistribution of mobile charges among dteep and
shallow trapping levels, each level having a differentt absorption cross section. At
low intensities, most charges are in deep trapping sites so the absorption of this deep
level dominates. However, Iii her light intensities populate the shiallow trapping
levehL and this changes the net absorption. For a single deep level and a single
shallow levei (as is the case for nominally undoped BaTiOA) one sees aI induced
absorption whose strength saturates at high intensity. However, Fig. 1 shows that in
Rh:BaTiO 3 #304 there is ant induced transparency that first increases and then
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decreases as the intensity is increased. Such behavior requires the presence of at
least one additional trapping level. We postulate that this new mnid-level is
accessible to infrared photons and so provides the charge reservoir required to
generate the photorefractive space-charge field at !ong'-r wavelengths.
-0.15

51155511

111

TTlFj

bO -0.20

"0

-0.25
-0.30

function of light Intensity at -A= 488 nin The shape of the data suggests
the presence of at least three active trap levels in this crystal.

Ak~p.rp2tion &rating measurements
Absorption gratings, caused by the difference ir. polarizability of empty and
full trapping sites, can couple the phase and the amplitude of th~e two coherez.t light
bearns. 3 T1he complex gain coefficient ý'depends on the grating vector kg according
to:

JA(k,1/k
O) +B]
i

(2

where A is a set of mnaterial parameters, B is an offset due to multiple trap levels,
2
aitd ko - (Neff e~
/(ECFO kBT))1/ 2 is the Debye screening wavevector, which centains
the crystal's effective trap density Neff. We measure the complex gain y as a
function of kg (effectively, the beamn-crossing angle). (We firs-t make sure to
climinaie all electro-optic coupling by carefully choosing the directions of the light
beams' polarizations and the crystal's c-axis Fitting our data to Eq. 1 yields th~e
effective trap density Neff at the wavelengti, used. Figure 2 shows the typcal
dependence of the real and imaginary parts of I as a function of kg for sample #304
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at the wavelength ~.=488 nmi. For this sam ple at this wavelength we obtain an.
effective trap density of 6.2 x 1016 cn-0, wA.hich is comparable tc. the trap density of
nominally undoped BaTiO3. We repeat these measurements at a number of
different laser wavelengths, from the visible to the near infrared, to determine how
the trap density Neff va~ries witb lascr wavelength. We will presenL this data and
additional measurements for all cur Rh-doped crystals to show how the level of
rhodium co-tcentration. affects the effective trapping density and other material
properties.
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Figure 2) Absorption grating energy and phase coupling as a function
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Optical and electron paramagnetic resonance investigation of the role of

vanadium in photorefractive CdTe:V
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Robert N. Schwartz and Marvin B. Klein
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Sudhir B. Trivedi
Brimrose Corporation of America, 7720 Belair Road, Baltimore, MD 21236
Cadmium telluride has been regarded as a material of choice for many envisioned
photorefractive applications in the infrared because of its high electrooptic coefficient. We
recently demonstratedf 1 1 high beam-coupling gains in CdTe:V using applied electric fields (see
Fig. 1). The prospects of using this gain enhancement mechanism in self-pumped phaise
conjugators and the experimental demonstration1 2 1 of the theoretically predicted high sensitivity
of the photorefractive process in CdTe:V has attracted more attention towards the developiment
and the optimization of the photorefractive properties of this material.[ 3 6 ] Experience has slhown
that vanadium is a proper dopant that results in both high resistivity and efficient
photoconductive and photorefractive responses over a wide wavelength range in the infrared...
Further development of this material requirt..s an understanding of the role of V ,n the
r'iotorefractive process. We report on photorefractive characterization, optical absorption,
photo-luminescence and electron paramagnetic resonance of vanadium-doped CdTe. The r,-,aUlts
of these experiments outline the role of vanadium in the photorefractive process. Contrry ,w
other views regarding the role of vanadium,141 this study establishcs that V is substit~uioally.
incorporated on cadmium site in our samples and is a so called "photorefractive center".
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Photoluminescence spectroscopy of our photorefiractive CdTe:V reveals the presence of a
shallow acceptor at -0.1 eV above the conduction band. We suspect that this level piavýs an
important role in the charge compensation mechanism and the partial ionization of V2* state.
We observed the electrou paramagnetic resonance of V3 *" ion in Cd're:V 0.1 low
temperatures.15 I The isotropy of the EPR sigvWa confirms the substitutional incol-porat ion of
vanadium in the lattice-. 'Me lack of detection of the V2 + signa! by C~onveniional FPR techiniques
is not uncommon in semiconductors and it is believed to be due to t~ie broadening of its EPR
spectrum by configurational distortions. 15 1 Furthermore, pboloexcitatiori at 0.51 pn-, and, 1.3 gi~n
resulted in a reduction in EPR signal. suggesting a depopulafion of V3 + stare. This cit:arly
indicates that vanadium is optically active. Note that the low temperature eflvirotiment of (he
EPIR study limits the direct applicability of its results to the photorefractive and absoription
processes at room temperature and it is only regarded as art indication of the prcsence, thc
substitutiona! incorporation and the optical activity of vanadium iin CdTe.
Fhotorefrý'-tive properties of' CdTe:V at 1,3 and 1.5 p~m were characterized by twoA'heani
coupling. The data suggest little or no elcctron-hole compctition at these wavclcngtiis. The sign
of the photore~ractive carrier was determined by the electrooptic method at 1C
.6 pim to be that oi
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electrons. By noting that the direction of energy transfer in two-beam coupling remains the same
as wavelength is changed from 1.06 gm to 1.32 gm and to 1.52 ptm, we ascertain that electrons
are the photorefractive carriers for all these wavelengths. The findings, along with the
observation of the absorption features in the 1.3 lpm to 1.5gm wavelengths range that are reJated
to internal excitations from V 2 + state, suggest that photoionization of the V 2 +state occurs during
the photorefractive process.
The characterization of two adjacent samples fconn the CdTe:V crystal boule reveals ihat
the effective trap density and the amplitude of the absorptioi features vary along the growth
direction. This suggests that the incorporation of vanadium changes along the growth direction.
The twinning problem in Cd'F(e and the size requirements for dtvice applications make it
necessary to grow iarge diameter (1-2 cm) crystals. The currently available CdTe:V samples
have already exhibited a fast and sensitive response that surpasses other potential photorefractive
materials in IR region. However, the wide scale use of CdTe:V as a reliable photorefractive
material, we believe, reqvires further improvement of the growth process and a continuation rVf
efforts in understanding the photorefractive effect in this material.
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excited states degenerate with conduction band in CdTe:Ti, CdTe:V and CdSe:Co," in
)'roceeding.s of the lnttrnaticnal conference on the physics f!fseiconductors. I It/?,
(Warsaw, Poiand, 1972), pp. 1008.
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Grating Response Time of Photorefractive KNhO3:Rb+
Yuheng Zhang, Scott Campbiell, and 0oehi Yeli, Department of Electrical and Computer Figirwering
University of Califobrnia at Santa Barbata, Sianta BwtQrbr CA 93106
DemIong Shen, Xiaoyan Ma, and Jkongyvao Chen, Research Institute of Synthetic (7rysLals

P.O. Box 733, Beijing, China
Photorefractivc crystals play an increasingly important role in optical information processing 1,
2]. Some of these crysals thave been used in a variety of optical computing appiications [311. The,
photorefract~ive response time is a critical issue because it directly detc'rnines the precessing1
speed of the devices. Crystals that are widely us-d at piresent, such as Bv.TO''3 , LiNbO13. arid
SBN, etc., are relatively slow when the light intensity is 1W/CM 2 . Semiconductor crystals scnch as
GaAs and Gal? have a higther speed hut suffer from small coupling constants. For high processing
speed, KNbO3 has the best promise because it has the highest figure of merit among the oxide
photorefractive crystals [4]. Voit et. al [15 studied the photorefractive response tinic of*
KNbO 3 :Fe. They found that redULtion of the crystal could decrease the response time by several-k
orders of magnitude. However, such KNbO3 crystals often become optically inhomogencous
after reductien [6]. In this paper, we report our investigation of the transieni photorcfractive
response of KNb03:Rb-1 crystals, which exhibit a fast response time while maintaining, ;A
significant gain and good optical homogeneity for information pro~cessing applications.
Ouzr sample is grown by an improved top seeded solution growth (TSSGY) method. By virtuec of
the fact that Rh+ is of valence +1, the crystal does not go through a reduction treatmeni. and
hence no space inhomogc ne ities occur. The crystal dimensions are 5.97 x. 5.79 x 5.83 (a. x b Xv)
mm 3 , and the doping level of Rb+ is 28.9 ppm. Figure I depict% our experimentla smtup to
measure the response time of the index gratings. A beam (514.5 nm) from an Ar3+ lascr is
directed through a half wave plate (L2) and split by a polarization bcam splitter (PBS 1) lo
generate horizontally and vertically polarized beams. The vertically polairized beam is foue u~e
and re-expanded hy lenses LI and L2. An acousto-optical modulator is placed near the focal
plane (f lenses LI1 and L2 to modulate the beam. The rise time of the mo.dulated beamr is i~
than 50
- ps when the modulation period is (M)ms. This modulated beam is then split by a
standard M50/S beam splitter (BS) to form the writling beam pair, W I and W2. W2 is dirc:N'W
incident into the crystal, while W I is directed through another polarizing beam splitter (PBS'.;'
and reflected toward the crystal surface. Tlht two write beamrs are incident syminetric~iiy in the
h-c plane of the crystal. The sizes of thne writing beams are estimated it, be: 2 mmn in diameter
The horizontally polacized read beam (Re) exiting PBS) enters the crys,,al from thie Nick.
counter-propagating W2. leccuse of the difference in the polarization states and frequency, R'2
does not interfere with WI or W2. The read beam's diffracted signal counter- propagales WI,
passing through PBS2 to reach detector D1. A neutral density filter (N[)F) is used] to keep the
intensity of Re much smaller than that of W I and W2. In such a configuration, the noise fromi
scattered and surface reflections of W I and W2 is minimized- The detected signal is itien
directed to a digital oscilloscope to he .1tored and analyzed.
A typical wave form of the diffraction response is shown in Fig. 2Ž.
The wave form sugt.est~s tWO
time constants. The net indext modulation as a function oif time for such a ease can be Liven byAn

=, Ans

Icj(-Ih

+

(.2f2)M

(1)

where An, is the saturation index muoduilation, f1 (0 aind f2(t) are the exponential tiime
dependvnies" of the index chaiige of the two species, rrsiectil'ely. and the constants cl and c2 are
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V
the weights for the contributions of each specie. Assuming a small argument, the diffraction
efficiency from such an index grating can be written as [7]:
sin 2 (lbrAn / I cos 0) - (lT / A cos 0) 2 a (An)2

!

(2)

I..east-squarea curve fits can be performed to match the wave forms from Fig. 2 with Eq. (1) and
(2). For grating growth, this gives:
77 = ?7tsCl (I -_e-t/ TI ) + c2(1 -e-t / r2 )12

(3)

•

and for grating decay, it gives:
77= rs(Cle-I ! I' + c~e-tF2' )2

(4)

where 71s is the saturation diffraction efficiency, r1I. and T2 are the two grating growth time
constants, and ;' and t2' are the two grating decay time constants.
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Figdre 1. Experimental setup to meao-ure the rise and
fall times of the diffraction gratings,

Figure 2. A.typical waveform of the rise and fall of
diffraction gratings. Circular dots - waveform daza; soliij
line - fittedl curve, assuming two rse/full time constants.

Wc record the wave forms of the diffraction signals under different writing beam intensities and
calculate the portions cI and c2, as well as the Li-ne constants x1, T2 , 1;' and C2' usin, a leastsquares scheme. cl consistently lies between. 60% and 80%, and c2 between 20% and 40%. The
dependence of l/ft on the total light i.ntensity is presented in Fig. 3, where we see a close to
linear relation, which agrees with the relaxation approximation [8]. We also study the
dependence of the rise time tI on the grating spacing. According to Ref. [1], the rise time of the
grating buildup has the following relationship with the grating wave vector K:
r(K) = ro[l + (K / Kd) 2 I / [1 + (K / KD) 2 ]

(5)

where is KD the Debye wave number, and (Kd)- 1 is the mean free drift length of the charge
carriers in the crystal. We vary the angle between the writing beams to measure TI, and plot 1l/1
vs. K2 ([4xsinO/XI2, where ý is the wavelength of the laser). The resuls are presented in Fig. 4.
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A nearly-linear relationship is found, which suggests the average drift length (Kd'!) is mu0h
smaller than lpm, hence the dependence of the denominator in (5) on K2 is very weak. From the
slope of this figure, we found the Debye wave number in the crystal to be 5.7 pam" 1 . Compared
with the theoretical limit given by Ref [41, the response time in this study is still more than one
order of magnitude larger. Reeves et. al [9] have investigated the coupling constant and transient
response of KNbO3:Rb+. In the same range of light intensity, our results have a spoed two orders
of magnitude higher than ,his previous result. Differences in the experimental ,ettings
(polarization states, cry,,tal orientation, and doping level) in the two studies are likely the causes
of the different results.
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In summary, we have navestigated th- response time of the index gratings in KNbO3:Rb+
crystals. Two charge ca:.'rier components appear to contribute to the index grating formation. .,
sub-millisecond rise time of the larger component (60-80%) is obtained at an intensity ol
5W/cm 2 . Our results indicate a significant improvement in the response speed over tile
previously measured results. This work is supported by Air Force Office of Scientific Research.
D. Shen, X. Ma and J. Chen acknowledge the support of an 863 program of China. Pochi Ych is
alsr a principal technical advisor at Rockwell International Science C0nter, Tho;1sand Oaks,
Cah,ornia.
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summary
The existence of photorefractive (PR) spatial solitons has been predicted
by us some two years ago(", 2 ). The self-trapping effects occur when
diffraction is exactly balanced by self-scattering (two-wave mixing) of the
spatial (plane wave)
components of the soliton beam. These
photorefractive spatial sulitons were observed by us recently( 3 ).
Here we present an experimental and theoretical study of the properties
of the photorefractive soliton. The major predictions are: (i) independence
of the soliton formation of absolute optical intensity or power, (ii) existemce
in a rclatively narrow range of external voltages, the value of which
depends on the material properties, (iii) the soliton size may vary
significantly with no change in the applied voltage, (iv) the transverse
phase of the soliton is always uniform and (v) the PR soliton may be
extinguished by either reversing the polarity of the voltage or by uniform
background illumination. Our experimental results quantitatively verify all
of these predictions. For example, we show in Figs. 1 and 2 a PR soliton
with diameters of 33 and 77 micrometers, respectively, in a 6 mm long
SBN crystal, with a fixed DC, externally applied, electric field of 400 Vicm.
A top-view camera picture of the observation of a PR soliton is shown in
Fig. 3 (top) and, foi comparison, natural diffraction (bottom). The solitons
evolve from arbitrary input intensity and phase profiles. The final
(solitary) waveforms, however, are always smooth, regardless of material
inhomogenei ties, and the transverse phase is always "flat".
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We present a theoretical prof that the PR soliton is stable for sinall
perturbations, and breaks up only when the perturbation in the Eoliton
wave-function in on the order of the soliton size. Experimental
deraonstrations of the soliton stability, its ability to propagate through
material inhomogeneities and growth striations are shown in the lower
section of Fig. 4. The ripples in the diffracted waveforms (no voltage case)
indicate on the small index perturbations. The soliton waveform crosssections (200 'volts case) are smootl- and urperturbed. By varying the
location of the input beam we estimate the size of this small perturbation
to be roughly -3 Igm wide, which corresponds to one tenth of the soliton
cross-section (FWHM --30 pim). On the other hand, the upper section of Fig.

4 shows the break-up in regions of very large index variations (for
example, scratches on the crystal surface). The diffracted waveforms (no
voltage case) are now significantly broader and more perturbed. In this
case the external voltage (200 volts case) cannot transform into the
appropriate trapping space charge field. Instead, it splits the beam into
two filaments, each trying to form its own non-diffracting beam but failing
to do so due to their mutual, transversely irregular interaction (this
experiment is also a good indication that soliton beams which alc
sufficiently close to each other do interact). We estimate the size and
dimensionality of the index perturbation which destroys the soliton by
varying the location of the input beam and scanning it in bo.th transverse
directions. The horizontal direction over which a soliton is not able to form
is roughly -10 gm wide, which corresponds to one third of the soliton size
(cross-secti jn).
Finally, we experimentally find that unlike the well-known Kerr solitons,

which are stable only in a single transverse dimension, the PR solitons are
observed to be stable in both transverse dimensions( 3). This observation
drove us to analyze the general case of a 2-transverse-dimensional PR
soliton. We will discuss these 2-D self-trapping effects, the origins of the
different sizes of the transverse cross-sections, and potential applications.
(1) M. Segev, B. Crosignani, A. Yariv and B. Fischer, "Spatial solito,,.s in
photorefractive media", Phys. Rev. Lett. 6_, 923 (1992).
(2) B. Crosignani, M. Segev, D. Engin, P. DiPorto, A. Yariv and G. Salamo,
"Self-trapping of optical beams in photorefractive media" JOSA E.JL, 446

(1993).
(3) G. C. Duree, J. L. Shultz, G. J. Salamo, M. Segev, A. Yariv, B. Crosignani. P.
DiPorto, E. J. Sharp and R2 Neurgaonkar, "Observation of self-trapping of an
optical beam due to the photorefractive effect", Phys. Re. Lett. 71., 533

(1993).
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Nonlinear Rotation of 3D Dark Spatial Solitons in a
Gaussian Laser Beam
Harry Luther-Davies, Rebecca Pow~es, Vladimir Tikhonenko
Laser Physics Centre
Res'%.arch School of Physical Sciences and Engineering
Australian National University, 0200
Australia
Telephone (61) 62 494244
Dark spatial solitons t hevc recently been the subject of intense theoretical and
experimental sriudy because of their potential in all-optical switching. The possibility of
creating stable light-controllable waveguides wvhich can be used to propagate signal
carryi~ng beams has been, '-xplored in the case of 2D dark solitons 2 . An extension of this
concept of guiding!-ight b~y light to 3D could allow reconfigurable "optical. fibrzes" to be
written in bulk media. However, in the 3D geometry only "black" solitons. eXi*St 3 ,
prevc:nting the use of the soliton phase. as in the 2D case, to control the soliton direction
and hence that of the induced waveguides. Thus, in the 3D geometry a different means
of reconfiguring the solitton induced waveguides is required.
Here we do-monstrate non-linearity induced rotation of 3D dark so-litons at the
output of a non-linear medium. By changing the bean, iaitensity (or the material nonlinearity) a 3D Foliton embedded off-axis in a Gaussian beam can be made to rotate
around that axis by up to 900. The induced waveguide therefore links a s.ing"e inpi~t port
to an array of output ports in a geoi.letry akin to a rotary switch.
In our experments the non-linear medium was Rubidium vapo;nr irradiated with
a CW TI:sapphire laser (P -0.4W, Av -100YMHz, X.--780nm) tuned neai to the D2
resonance line. In the presence of relatively lar~ge Doppler broadening (--0.75 GF~z) and
low vapour pressure, it was experimentally confirmed that this line could be treated t.s
single separate rescnance for detanings up to 1Gl~z. This allowed us to employ the
irnudtl rof the t*o-level atom to estimnatc. tine
~r and absc-p,'Ar,*,he rm~diun.
3
The values of n2 and y were typically -1.8 X10 cm2/W and -0.03cm- I respectively.
Computer-generated holograms were used to generate single or multiple screw
dislocations (optical vortices) nested in the Gaussian laser beam4 . When the beam
propagated through the self-defocussing Ruibidiumn vapour the vortices transformed into
3D dark spatial solitens 5 . In a linear medium the position of a vortex relative to the
lk~i
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beam ax~is changes with propagation distance: the vortex rooiting around the axis by 900
between the beam waist and infinity. The rotation is due to the difference in the, pha.sýe
evolution of the vortcyt in comparisoha with. the Gaussian beam in which is it ermbeddtd.
As a result the vortex moves around the axis by an amount exactly equalling the Guoy
shift6 -iizrctanlzlzpl where zit is the Rayleigh len3.th of the beam. This has recendiy
been confirmed experimentaly7.
The origiin of the non-linearity induc'"d rotation has thus a transparent origin.
The defocussing medium flattens the phase fronts of the Gaussian beanri increasing ZR
and thus decreasing the amount of vorttx rotation that occurs over a given propagationi
distance. By careful choice of the initial focussing,.,onditions of the Gaussian Warn so
that ZR is considerably shorter than the iength of the non-linear medium, large nonlinearity indu'ced rotations ca.;n be obtained. As example is given in figure I which
shows the evolution of vortex position at the output of the Rb cell as a function of laser
power. Up to 900 rotation was observed. The rotational behaviour proved in excellent
agreement with theoretical models.
This talk will provide details of the theory and experiments on 3D soliton
rotation.

see for example Yuri S. Kivshar, IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, 29, 250
(1993) and references therein.
2 B. Luther-Davies, X. Yang, Optics Letters 17, 496 (1992); B. Luther-Davies, X. Yang,
1

Optics Letters 17, 1755 (1992).
L. Poladian, D.J. Mitchell, Optics Letters 17, 789 (1992).
4 N.R. Heckenberg, R.McDuff, C.P. Smith, A.G. White, Opt. Lett 17, 221 (19912).
5 G.A. Swartzlander Jr. and C.T. Law, Phys. Rev. Lett. 69, 2503 (1992).
6 G. Indebetouw, J. Mod. Opt. 40, 7 3(1993).
7 INV. Basistiy, V.Yu. Bazhenov, M.S. Soskin, M.V.Vasnetsov, Opt. Commun. 103, 4212
3 A.W.Snyder,

(1993).
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Optically Induced J ndi Polarization Gratings For Tunable,
Quasi-Phase Matched Second Harmonic Generation,
Anthony S. Kew•ich. Mordechai Segev and Amnon Y'ariv
Ipannen, of Applied Pbyics, California Institute of Technology
k.asideia, Caliromia 9.1125
kewisc.h_,t@calloch.edu
(818) 393 4414 Fax: (81.8) 405 0928
Gregory J. Salamo and Terry Towe
Departinen
Physics,72701
University of Arkansas
Fayetteville. of
Arkansas
Edward J. Sharp
Army Research Laboratory
Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060
Ratnakar R. Ner.irgaonkar
Rockwell International Science Center
Thousand Oaks, California 91360
Light interference, patterns can photoexcite mobile charge and generate periodic space
charge fields with periods of typically 0.1 to 100 microns in photorefractive crystals. The space
charge field attains values of 0.1 to 1 kV cm-' in ferroelectrics such as Sr.7 Ea 25Nh2 06 ,-tN:7S).
A fundamental questioa is whether these periodic space charge fields can spatially inodulate the
ierroelectric poilarization in materials which possess a coercive field of the order of the space charge
field. We present experimental evidence demonstrating that this is indeed the case in SBN:75. We
observe dynamic domain gratings, which form simultaneously with the build up of the space
charge field, and remnant domain gratings, which persist long after the space chazge field
disappears.
One application of these optically induced poiarization gratings is quasi-phase matching
(QPM) of a second harmonic process, a technique to compensate for the phase inism..tch of the
fundamental and second harmonic beams",2. This is typically implemented by modillating the
spontaneous polarization and as a consequence modulating the nonlinear coefficic.lts. W';
experimentally demonstrate tunable QPM using dynamic as well as remnant donmain gratings wN00
periods equal to twice the coherence length of the second harmonic proce•,ý
Tic uiigmn of this
technique lies in our recent demonstration that spatially peiudic, photoinduced space charge fie!ds
alone can modulate the polarization of the crystal and generate permanent ferroclectric domain
grating- in SBN:75 (Refs.3-5). This all-optical technique achieves nearly instantaneously what
would normally require complex and lengthy growth and materials processing and has the potential
of achieving as large a second harmonic conversion efficiency as more mature technologies.
Furthermore, this technique is of fundamental interest because light inte,'fereace patterns
dynamically modify the position of ions within !he crystalline unit cell to taijr tile optical,
electronic, and acoustic properties of the crystal.
In our experiments we exploit the dynamic nature of these domain gratings to pciform
tunable QPM. The QPM spectral response peak can be shifted across the entire tuning range of the
second harmonic, from 440 to 495 nm, by writing gratings with periods ranging from 3.7 to 3.0
microns. Figure 2a illustrates a typical QPM peak centered on 457.25 nm. We predict a full width
at half maxima (FWHM) of 0.2 nm for an interaction length of 4.25 mmn, in close agreemert with
the measured FWHM of 0.175 rm from figure 2a. This confirms the uniformity of the grating
throughout the entire volume of the crystal, an inherent advantage of this technique.
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Figure 1: ExperimentalSetup
The ability to map optical intensity patterns into polarization orientations lends great
flexibility and control in tailoring the domain periodicity. Figure 2b is a tuning curve obtained after
sequentially recording four gratings within the same volume. The strongest enhancement peak is
due to the fourth and final grating recorded (and in the presence of its writing beams). It is
apparent that the spectral response is tailored by writing several gratings (either :;imultarieoussy or
sequentially) with different periods. This figure also indicates that an enhancement oI mnore than a
factor of 15 atx)ve the non-phase matched second harmonic power can been achieved. Whtile the
conversion efficiencies are yet a modest 0.01% at 250 W peak powers, we believe they can bo
significantly improved as the method is optimized. One method to increase the enhancemen; is !o
use higher intensity writing beams, which increases the polarization modulation. In the results
presented here, we are limited to writing intensities at or below I W cm- .
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Figure 2a: QPM tuning curve for single grating

Figure2b: QPM tuning curve after writing 4
gratings

Figure 3a illustrates time evolution of the second harmonic before, during, and after writing
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a domain grating. During the first 60 seconds the only the fundamental beam is entering the
crystal, producing a second harmonic power of the order of ihe expected non-phase matched
contribution. Upon illuminating the entire crystal with an optical standing wave of peak intensity
of I W cm 2 . the phase matched polarization grating is generated, as evidenced by the itcrease in
second harmonic power. The transients in the second harmonic enhancement L.ie due to
instabilities in phase of the optical interference pattern from vibration, air cunrents and ;zmperature
changes. The crystal is uniformly illuminated after 145 seconds, elasing the space charge field and
the dynamic domain grating. The buildup time constant of the QPM peak is approximately
inversely proportional to intensity and is consistent with the photorefractive grating buildup times
for SBN:75. At I W cm-2 the buildup time is 9.5 stconds, and at 0.33 W cm-2 it is i.5 seconds.
The second harmor.ic beam exits the crystal in a well collimated, TEMO, mode, a:i depicted irt
figure 3b. The rapid enhancement of the second harmonic power while recording tht. volume
hologram confirms the presence of dynamic domain gratings in addition to the more typical
remnant domain grating given by Ain figure 3a. Ais a measure of the polarization hyst, Fiq upon
removal of the space charge field. This hysteresis is increased by increasing the writing team
exposure,, applying a short exposure technique or freezing-in the grating upon coolinng.
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Figure3a: Time response of buildup and decay
of QPM spectralresponse peak.

Figure3b: Second harmonicfarfield
ntensity profile (TEMon
mode, anguifir
divergence of the order of I mrad).

In LofIclusion, we have presented a technique to o'tically modulate the ferroelectric
polariz;ation on the scale of an optical wavelength in the context of second harmonic generation
studies in SBN:75.
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[2]
[3]
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(1962).
S. Somekh and A. Yariv, Opt. Comm. 6, 301 (1972).
A. Kewitsch, M. Segev, A. Yariv, and R. R. Neurgaonkar, Opt. Lett. 18, 1262 (1993).
A. Kewitsch, M. Segev, A. Yariv, and R. R. Neurgaonkar, Jap. J. Appl. Phys. 32, 5445
(1993).
A. Kewitsch, M. Segev, A. Yariv, G. Salamo, T. Towe, E. Sharp, and R. R.
Neurgaonkar, submitted to Appl. Phys. Lett..
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Interrogation of the Lattice Vibrationsu of Liquaidu with Feintosecond
Itaman-Laduced Ko'rr Effect Spectroscopy
Dale McMorrow, Napoleon Thantiu, and Joseph S. Melinger

Naval Research Laboratory, Code 661.1, WaA.tigiovn, D.C. 20375 (202,) 767-3939
William T. Lotshaw anti P. Randall Stayer
G.E. Research, kmi. KWC 627, 2 River Road; Schenectady, N7 12309 (518,) 387-5163
The issue of local order in molecular liquids, and the influence of such ordex on
molecular dynamics and diolectric relaxatioub in liquids and solutions, is a topic of substantial importance to theoretical representations of the liquid state and interpretationti
of solvent effec s in solute relaxations and chemaical reactivity in solutions. In this report
we present the ressults of new studies of intermolecular interactions and dynamics in tht
liquid state, which interrogate the intermolecular vibrational modes of the local stracture of liquids at constant temperature and pressure. Previously [1) wt. have utilized
time and freq'ieucy domahi an-alyses of the optical heterodyne detected optical Kerr
effect (OHD 0 'CE) to examine the complicated vibrational and Brownian motions of
molecues iii pure liquids, and identified the intermolecular origin of the lOW-hfe~quenCy
Raman band in organic liquids (which is typically centered between 10 and 100 cm--').
These bands havelben attributed to Ramran-active restricted orientation&) motions, or
librations, ir. non-associated molecular liquids, and exhibit widths in the range oi 20 to
100 cm''
In this paper we address the question of local order in molecular liquidis by
investigating the intermolecular dynamics and spectra of a series of dilutions of beaizene
in carbon tetrachloride (CCd4 ) and methylcyclohcxane. Benzene is a simple, nonhydrogen-bonding aromatic liquid, and may be considered representative of this clasis of
liquids. Previous work [21 revealed a distinct bi~modal structure in the non-diffusive part
of the intermolecular Ranman spectrum (fig. 3, vide infre}. Based on symmetry considerations, it was suggested that the low-frequency po.-tion of this bimodal spectrum mright
1v associated with locally ordered structures (dimers or other a~ggregates) in the bulk
liquid. The results of the current study support this interpretation, and provide direct
evidence for locally-ordered structures in aromatic liquidb.
Experiments were performed using a synchronously pumped continuously turabie
Ti:Sapphire laser that generates <40 fs pulses at average powers >0.5 W. OHD OKE
transients were measured. as described elsewhere [1), except that the pure hetercdyne
sgas were isolated for the data analynis [3]. OHD serves to linearize the detected.
signal in both the pump and probe pulse intensitirA, permitting application of jxwerful
discrete Fourier- tf ansform (FT) data analysis procedures []
Fie
1 shbows the OKD OKE transient measured lor 9.1% benzeninC 4 Th
purly letroi hpoarizability dominates the response near r=0, with ii.fcontributions from both benzene and CCl 4 present at positiv~e delays. The prominent
oscillations are due to the intramolecular vibrational Ramian modes Of CC14 at 217 and
314 cm'. Analysis of this very complex transient is facilitated by the use of Fourier
transform methods. w)'-Iý xvr desc-Rbi-x in liti~a n'ls,!vhcr,ý. [1]. Tue frequency response
function of t~ie OKE transient of fig. 1, deconvoluted fronm effects of the finite-duration
excitation and probing pulses, is shown in fi. 2. The intramolecular R~ama~n modes
noted above, and a broad low-frequency band that'is associated with the intermolecular
dynamics of the liquid are evident.
The data of figoi. 1 and 2 contain several overlapping contributions that must be
separated before a detailed interpretion of the intermolecular dynamics is possible. Since
we are interested in the inter-molecular vibrational part of the response, the Brownian
relaxations due to diffusive re-orientation are removed using a tail-matchin-g procedure
that has been discussed previously [1]. For the 9.1% benzene solution contributions from
both solvents can be significant. A reason for choosing CC 4 as a solvent is the presence
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Figure 1. Femtosecond ORD OKE transient
measured for a 9.1% solution of ben!'ne in

2i0

•

Figure 2. Spectral-density representation of
the OHD OKE data of fig. 1.

carbon tetrachloride.
of strong intramolecular resonances that serve as an internal standar i for removing the
CC14 contribution from the intermolecular part of the spectrum (Aw <165 cm- 1 ). This
operation relies on the principle of liuear supe.-pocition in the respon-, f4action and
requires the assumption that the intermolecular vibrational spectrum of CCI4 is not.
changed. significantly in the 9.1% benzene solution. This ausumption is reasonable, and
is supported by the unaltered lineshape of the intramolecular resonauces a,,n dilution.
The upper curve of fig. 3 shows the vibrational Raman part of the benzene OHD
OKE deduced from the FT analysis. The shape of this spectrum is the focus of this
study. Previously we had attributed this lineshape to a bimodal vibrational response in
which, based on the symmetry of the isolated molecule, the low frequency part was
attributed to dimers or hiher aggregates, and the high-frequency part was attributed to
Donagregated molecules [2 Dilution of beizene in CCd4 is expected to reduce the
number density of any aggregate structures, resulting in a decrease. in th•e low-frequency
amplitude of the vibration,-l spectrum. The lower curve of fig. 3 shows the vibrational
Raman part of the 9.1% benzene/CC14 solution with the CC14 contribution subtrm-.cd
off as described in the previous pargraph. The sigificant decrease in low-frequeacy
amplitude of the 9.1% spectrum supports the dimer/aggregate interpretation of the neat
benzene spectrum.
Figure 4 shows the time domain representation of the spectra of fig. 2. The shu-t
time portions (<250 fs) of the two transients are very nearly identical, suggesting that
I

Figure 3. Vibrational part of the intermolecu!ar
Raman spectvmm fr. neat bensene (upper) and
the benzene contribution to the 9.1% solution of

"

benzene in carbon tetrachlride (lower)

illustrating the rather significant spectra

evolution that occurs on dilution.

*

N

N
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the higher-frequency ringle-molecule librational degrees of freedom for benzene are not
significantly alteret4A in the predominately CC14 environment. Signiflcunt devi'taions
between the two transiente occur, however, for delays greater than 250 fs, with the
longer time contributions significantly diminished in the 9.1% solution. Thes, loaggertime relaxations, whic~i exhibit a 1/e time constant of 450 fs in neat beuzene [21, can b-a
identified with the dynamics of dimer/aggregate structures.

5.1

Figure 4. Vibratioval pwt of the
im caint4smolecular OHD OKE transient for
Uma~.i
Caneat
benuanp and the 9.1% solution of
bewien6 in cazboa tetrachloride.

PvA* Ddmp. en

The changes we observe in ýIhe intermolecular Ramnan spectrum of benzene occur
at. frequencies less than -50 cm-, and are difficult to address by spontaneous ligLit
scattei4 rg due to elastic scattering and background problems. The femtosecond ORID
OKE methods wre ideally suited to the analyses preuented here because the attributes
of: i) ba~ckgroun.d supression and phase sensitive signal -detection permuit isolation of the
spectroscopic signal of interest; ii) high sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio result in the
precise characterization~ of the picc~second Br-wnian dynamics; and iii) a wide dynamic
rang-e and order reduction in the nonlinear response function permit a highly accurate
di3creet FT analysis of the more complicated elements in the measured transients.
in addition to the data presented. here, a complete dilution series has been
p',nermed for inethylcyclohexane solvent (which exhibits different intermnole-:ula~r with
benzene). At the conference we will address the genieral utility of femitosecond R~ania
methods for interrogating the microscopic molecular environment of liquids using the
benzeue/C Cl, system as an example. Also, temperature-dependent measurements are in
progress, and will be reported.
1. D. McMorrow and W.T. Lotahaw, Chem. Phys. Lett. 174, 85 (1990); J. Phys. Chem. 95, 2028
2. D. McMorrow avd W.T. Lotahaw, Chem. Phys. Lett. 201, 369 (1993).
3. T.R. Dickson, PhD Thesis, University of Toronto, 1991.
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Squeezing with Fiber Sagnac Loop and Sub-Shot-Noise Measurement
H. A. Haus, K. Bergman, L. Boivin, M. Shirauaki, and E. P. Ippen
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science and
Research Laboratory of Electronics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 USA

Squeezed states of light are minimum uncertainty states for which the mean scquare
fluctuations in phase and in quadrature with respect to a reference signal are unequal.
Among other interesting properties, they provide improved sensitivity of optical interferomeloric phase measurements. To understand this potential, one must note that wjuantu.m
theory imposes measurement uncertainty only on a pair of noncommuting variables; the
measurement of any one quantum observable could be done with no uncertainty.
Engineering systems usually employ large numbers of photons per measurement to
arrive at an acceptable signal to noise ratio. In such situations, the evolution of the
operators in the Heisenberg representation can be linearized by writing each operator as
the sum of a large c-number and an operator of small expectation value. If higher than
first order terms are neglected, the operator equations are linearized. Linear equations do
not contain products of operators and thus isbues of operator ordering do not arise. But
then the equations are indistinguishable from classical linear equations and have the same
solutioas. In this way a close analogy is established between the quantum problem and
the system equations of the classica! counterpart. Classical transfer functions can he used,
and the superposition principle applies.
Since the application of squeezing is for the redxction of noise in interferometric measurements, it is important to understand how squeezed vacuum can lead to such noise
reduction. The measurement of the phase imbalance of a Mach-Zehnder interferorneter is
made on the output beam splitter on the side which has zero output under balanced conditions (the signal side). The noise of the measurement is due to the zero-point fluctuations
entering the "unexcited' side of the input beam splitter. If the measurement of the output
signal is with a phase sensitive balanced homodyne detector, squeezed radiation of proper
phase fed into the input can reduce the noise. This interpretation cf the noise reductior, is
congruent with the interpretation that the shot noise in a balanced honyodyne detector is
due to the zero-point fluctuations entering its input port, and not due to the local o3cillator
photon noise; a balanced detector cancels the local oscillator fluctuationt. This Poirnt of
view follows from the consistent application of the linearization of the operator equations
in the Heisenberg representation.
Next consider squeezing by a nonlinear Mach-Zehnder interferometerli]. A phasor of
a coherent state, represented by the probability distribution (Wigner distribution) of its
complex amplitude in the phasor plane, entering the interferorueter acquires a 4istrW?::tion
of phase shift. When the event is represented by a point in the pharor p lane of increased
amplitude the phase shift is larger, and a smaller phase shift occurs when the point corresponds to a smaller amplitude. The circularly symmetric distribution distorts into an
ellipse tangential tc the original circle as shown with the two parallel lines that approximate

2~9

the circle in the limit of large phasor amplitude. In Figure 1 we remove the net 'clasical"
phase shift due to the average amplitude of the phasor. The inserts follow the evolution
of the Wigner distributions throngh the Mach-Zehnder. The vacuum output port removes
the awerage phasor and ploduces radiation of zero expectation value. The Mvch-Zehnder
configuration "filters" (jut the pump radiation and produces _iqueczed vacuum.
A simple implenmentation of the nonlinear interferometer is the fiber Sagnac loop with a
50/50 coupler as shown in Fig. '[2,3AJ This configuration is selfstabilized against any index
fluctuations on a time scale longer than the traversal time. An input pulse is reflect ed
back into the input port. The vacuum port is excited by the vacuum fluctuations and
emits scqueezed radiation. Figure 3 shows the evidence for squeezing. In this experiment,
the "stabilizing" mirror is swept and the phase between L.O. and squeezed va~cuum is
changed continuously. The noise is measured with a. filter of 40 kH1 center fiequency and
2 kHz bandwidth. The shot noise level is established by blocking the sqaeezed vacuum
from entering the balanced detector. Any attenuator then injects staondard zero-point
fluctuations. It is clear from comparison between the two traces, one establiEhing the shot
noise level, the second with repetition of the squeezed radiation, that noise is less than the
shot noise level at the instants of favorable phase.
Figure 4 shows the noise spectrum of shot noise and squeezed noise stabilized at the
minimum level. The squeezing yields 5.1 dB reduction of the noise below the shot noise
level.
These experiments12.'i were conducted with a fiber that happened to leave the frequency
range of 40-90 kHz free of Guided Acoustic Wave D rillouin Scattering (GAWBS)N5 ]. This
scattering is due to the acoustic modes of the fiber near cutoff that are phiase matched to
the forward Brillouin scattered waves. The GAWBS spectrum is a very sensitive functioli
of the fiber geometry and it is found that in most fibers the convolution of GAWBS to the
low frequeoi-cy measurement window cannot be avoided.
Two ways of overcoming the GAWBS are:
- When two pump pulses delayed by less than 1 ns are used, and one of the pulses
is phase reversed before being used as the local, oscillator, the GAWBS cancels.
With a high pulse repetition rate (> 1 GHz) the GAWBS spectrum does not
convolve into the low frequency window.
These schemes have both been tested experimentally and will be reported in detil6,7l.
This work was supported by Joint Services Electronics Program Contract No. DAAL0392-C-0001 and Office of Naval Resea-c-h Contract No. N00014-92-J-1302.
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Optical Fiber Nonlinear Effects in Lightwavc Communication Systems
A. R. Chraplyvy and i. W. Tkach
AT&T Bell lAboratories

Crawford Hill laboratory
P. 0. Pnx 400
Holmdel, NJ 07733

Advances in optical amplifier technology have reshaped the lightwave communications
landscape. Erbiun-doped fiber amplifiers have enabled systems engineers to begin
exploiting the enormous uransmissior capacity of single-mode fibers. However,
implzmentation of optical amplifiers magnify the effects of optical nonlinearities in the
transmission fibers. These nonlinearities will limit the information capacity of lightwave
communications.
The nonlin-arities can be separated into two broad classes. Stimulated scattering
processes, such as Brillouin and Raman, cause wavelength conversion of signals. This
gives rise to nnwanted noise, crosstalk, and power depletion The nonlinear refractive
4idex of silica is the source nf such effects as self.-phase and cross-phase modulttion
which produce spectral broadening, and four-photon mixing which mixes signals i-wavelength multiplexed systems.
This talk will describe tic various optical nonlinearitles and discuss the limits imposed
by these nonlinearities on the information capacity of lightwave communication systems.
Methods. for reducing the systems impact of nonlinearities will also be presented.
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Liquid Crystal Fibers for Enhanced Nonlinear Optical Processes
I.C. Khoo, H. L, Y. Liang, P. LoPesti, B. Yamell, X. Yi, M. Lee
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA

Liquid crystals in their various ordered and disordered phases have been shown to possess
large optical nonlinearities over a wide temperature and spectral range 11,21. Consequently, almost
all types of nonlinear optical phenomena have been observed. In particular, nonlinear propagiaici,
and optical limiting, stimulated back scattering and phase conjugation have been observed in bull,
thin film or liquid ceils [2].
It is well known that nonlinear optical respor-'es of a material will be greatly enhanced, and
the efficiency of the nonlinear phenomena under study could be greatly enhanced if guided wave
geometries are employed 131. In this paper, we report the results of a series of experiments
conducted in liquid crystal cored fibers, where we have observed several nonlinear optical
phenomena with relatively much lower optical threshold fluence. In particular, passive all-optical
limiting action have been found to occur at thueshold fluence a few times smaller than their thin film
or bulk cell counterpart. Concomitant to these observations, stimulated back scattering and
nonlinear pulse propagation effect also appear.
Liquid crystal cored fibers armfabricated by filling glass capillaries with liquid crystal in the
isotropic phase. Suclh fibers of core diameter ranging from 2 to 200 pim have been made. Fiber
array composed of parallel assembly of these fibers could also be fabricated by filling commercially
avzi!able capillary-arrays. Liquid crystal slab waveguides are made by sandwiching a thin film of
nernatic liquid crystals between two ITO and polymer surface-treated glass slides. We had used
both isotropic and ordered (nematic) phase liquid crystals.
Figure 1 shows an experimental setup used for nonlinear propagation and self limiting. The
second harmonic of a 2C ns Nd:Yag laser pulse (0=0.532,m)is focused by a 1 cm focal length
lens into an isotropic liquid crystll [EM Chemicals TM74A] fiber. The focal spot is located near the
front entrance plane. At low laser energy, the transr.titted pulse shape is similar to the input [see
photo insert in fig. 11.

Input Pulse

PWM

Fiber input
wirXow

Fiber ou~put
winidow

Nd:yag Laser
20 ns pulses
,,-n.Wn

l

(m"cospe

Stimulated Backscattered
Pulse Pulse

objedive)

Output
Lal
fiber
L.quJ crystal

Fig. 1
At high inpat energies, the transmitted pulse shows obvious sign of limiting effect (See
photo insert in Jigure 2a). As plotted in figure 2a, the transmitted energy versus the input exhibits a
typical limiting behavior, with a threshold of 2 gtJ for the particular fiber used (core diameter
=26im ; length=3 cm). The (linear) scattering and absorptive losses of the fiber, about 20%, are
due to interface reflection and coupling losses. For this case, we note that the threshold input
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fluence on the liquid crystal fiber is about 0.3pJ/cm 2 (focal spot diameter is 26pm). On the other
hand, comparative studies in bulk nematic or isotropic liquid crystal samples [4] have shown that
the corresponding threshold fluence is at least 10 times larger Jc.f. fig.2b for a 2mm thick film of
the same liquid crystal used]. The greatly reduced threshold in the liquid crystal fiber is due to the
increased interaction region between the laser and the induced density and index change. It is also
possible that the intensity dependent laser induced self-lensing effect at the entrance plane of the
fiber modifies in an adverse manner the input coupling, and contributed to the self-limiting action.
We have also observed stimulated Brillouin scattering with phase conjugation
characteristics in these fibers with threshold on the order of 60RJ or so. Since the thresholds
(between 60-80iAj)are similar for both TM74A and 5CB, whose absorption constants, a, at
0.532utm area are very different (ct for TM74A is about 0. 1 cm- 1, whereas a for 5CB is much
smaller than 0.1 cm-'), the effect is attributed to stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS). An

Fig. 3

interesting feature of the observed effect is the aberration correction property as.ýociated with SBS,
which is manitested in the input-like quality of the backscattered signal. Another interesting feature
of the backscattered pulse is that it is significantly compressed Isee photo in fig.3]. WE. viill present
theoretical analysis of these limiting and stimulated scattering effects which show that iquid
crystalline cored fibers will function as very efficient nonlinear optical devices..
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Ultrafast and efficient optical Kerr effects in chalcogenide glass fibers
and the application in all-optical switching
Masaki Asobe, Tenitoshi Kanamori*, Kazunori Naganuma, Hiroki Itoh and Toshikuni Kalno
NiT Opto-electronicsLaboratories,3-1 Morinosato-wakalniya,Atsugi, Kanagawa243-01 qpn
phone: +81 462 40 3243, Fax: +81 462 40 4303
* N7T Opto-electronicsLaboratories,Tokal Naka, lbaraki,319-11 Japan

Nonlinear optical media for all-optical
switching should pro Ade for a high degree of
nonlinearity, a fast response time, a low rate of
transmission loss, and a waveguide structure.
Chalcogenide glasses possess this nonlinearity
and can be used to foim single mode fibers with
low transmission loss [1],[2]. We earlier reported
on opti-al Kerr shutter operations using As 2S3 based glass fibers up to 2-m long [31,[4]. However, switching power for the n phase shift was
still high (12-14 W), and the response time of the
material was undetermined. This paper reports
on the femtosecond nonlinear refractive response
in As 2S3-based glass fibers, and the use of small
core fibers with large refractive index differences
for reducing switching power. We also demon-

(3-cm-long) fiber for the pump-probe ienasu,*ment to delimit pulse broadening caused by
group velocity dispersion (GVD). The details
of this fiber referred to as Fiber C art givcn in
Table 1. The sample fiber had a weak bireftingence, which is probably due to photo-induced
permanent birefringence [4]. If the polarization
of the pump is at an angle ranging from above 0
to under 45 degrees with either fast er slow
axies, the Kerr effect will cause changes in the
birefringence and lead to polarization changes
ii. the probe. Figure 2 shows a pump-probe
trace for a pump power of 490 W and 850 W.
For these measurements the polarizer was set to
obtain a maximum transmission of the probe
pulse in the absence of the pump pulse. The fig-

strate all-optical switching in a i00-GHz pulse

ure shows a fast probe tiansmission reduction

t'ain using a laser diode as a gate pulse source.

A pump-probe measurement was carried
out to determine the response time in a material.

ji mduaor
I

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. An
APM color cente; laser which generates a 200-fs
(FWHM) wide puise at a wavelength of .515pm
was used as the femtosecond pulse source [5].
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We used cross polarized lights for the pump and
probe (6]. The probe pulse intensity was kept two
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orders smaller than that of the pump pulse
throughout the measurement. We used a short
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Fig. 1 Experimental setup for pump-probe measurement
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Table 1 characteristics of chlalcogenide glass fiber
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Fig. 2 Pump-probe trace with different pump power

at a relatively low pump power. The 1WH for
the transmission change was 356 fs. This was
larger than that of the original pulse width and can
be attributed to a pulse broadening in the fiber,
When the larger pump power was coupled, a broken up trace with multiple peaks was observed, as
shown in Fig. 2. When the probe polarization was
aligned to the principle axis, no transmission
change was observed. The FWHM in each peak
here was 134 fs. These results show that chalcogenide glass has an instpntaneous response within
a hundred femtoseconds.
There is another speed limitation in all-optical switching caused by GVD. The GVD value
for the As 2 S3 glass is 410 ps/kn nm in the 1.55 pm
wavelength region [3]. In the picosecond region,
pulse broadening is not as noticeable in a fiber of a
few meters. Chalcogenide glass fibcrs thus bave
one of the highest values for n2 interaction length

sufficiendy for laser diode driving, we tried
small core fibers with high relative index differences (An). We pr'epared three types of As7.S.based single-mode fibers, referred to here as Fibers A, B, and C. Table 1 summawies the cornposition and properties in each fiber. The setup
for the Kerr shutter experiment is shown in Fig.
3. To measure the switching power for nt phase
shift, we used a relatively wide (22 ps) signal
pulse. By using a t.'. '-ps-wide gate puise, some
part of the original 22-ps-wide signal pulse was
extracted and the change in the average powe.
of the extracted signal pulse was measuied. Fig.
4 shows switched signal pulse energy as a funetion of the coupled gaze power with Fibers A, 13,
and C. As shown in Fig. .4.switching power for
the ic phase shift was favorably reduced by
Compression
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product in the picosecond region [7]. Because ofgate
this, we conducted an all-optical switching experi-
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ment using a picosecond pulse from a laser diode
coupled with an erbium doped fiber amplifier Fig. 3 Experimental setup fo all-optical switching using
laser diodes
(EDFA). To reduce the switching power
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using these high-An fibers. The nt phase shift was
oltained at a gate power of 3 WV using the 1.2-nmlong Fiber C. From the gate power, the n2 value is
estimated to be 2 x 10 (c /W) and is two or-

& 71 peb

a) neayo

10~

R

ders higher than that of a silica fiber [8]. The
length of Fiber Cwas limited by the relatively

high loss. This loss is attributed to the scattering
lobs caused by fiber imperfections such as roughness between the core and cladding. It may be pos-b)nmil
sible to obtain a high-A and small-core fiber with a
lower loss by reducing the fiber-imperfection loss.
To evaluate the ultrafast switching capability, we performed all-optical switching with a105s

L
f

;iigh-repeticion signal-pulse train by using Fiber
C. Figure 5 shows the temporal waveforms of the
switched signal for "normally on" (a), and "norTm
mally off' f,(b2. The pulse interval for the signal
pulse was 10 ps. As shown in the figures, we were
Fig. 5 100O-0Hz switching with 1.2-m.-lckng fiber
able to switch a i00-Gflz signAl pulse by using a
gate pulse from a laser diode.
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Second harmonic generation (SHG) is a sensitive optical probe of surfaces since the bulk dipolar contribution is suppressed in centrosymmetric crystals
'.There are different approaches in the literature to
study SHG. Sipe et. al. 2 have developed a phenomenological analysis of the surface and bulk susceptibility
tensors, identifying their independent components, and the possible functional dependence of the second
order reflectance on the incidence and azimuthal angles for different crystal surfaces. However, they did
not attempt actual calculations of the susceptibility. Microscopic calculations of the surface response have
been performed for simple metals employing hydrodynamic 3,1,5 or self-consistent jellium 6 approximations.
Schaich and Mendoza 7 have developed a model that accounts for local field and crystallinity effects in the
response of insulators and semicor-ductors 8, and it has been extended to noble metals 9. However, there are
Sill very few calculations 10 of the nonlinear spectra of realistic models.
The purpose of the present paper is the development of a simple model that permits the calculation of the
second order response and the non-linear reflectance of an arbitrary centrosymmetric semi-infinite system,
in terms of its linear response. The calculation involves serious approximations, but we believe it provides
useful guidance to the size and the spectral shape of the SHG.

"We start by considering a single charge -e bound to its equilibrium position by harmonic forces. In
the presence of an harmonic driving field E(Ft) this system acquires a second order dipole and ovadrupole
moment given by 7
2
12
(1)
p() =w-j-ea~w)a•(2w)VE
,
Q( 2)(2w) =

(2)
e

where a(w) is the linear polarizability. Now we consider a macroscopic system made up of n of these entities
per unit volume, and we will allow n to depend on position, changing rapidly, but continuously near the
surface, from its bulk value nB to its vacuum value of zero. Then, the macroscopic second order polarization
fi(2) is ,1

using Eq. (1) and Eq. f2) gives,

/3)

E+

S=

na'(2w)E(2) _ 2 _a(w)ar(2w)v E' + -a
2e
2c

(wV.(nAEE),

3

where, for consistency, we also added the linear response to the non-line-,r field El'). At the surface, the
normal component of the electric field E. varies rapidly, so that Eq. (3) yields
(2)

nc(w)a(2w) -

2

+

1--

()2)aE

(4)

S:nce the source of the non-linearity is localized near the surface, we have ignored retardation, and we can
substitute ETu) by the depolarization field -47rP( 2
Now we write E±
l)±/((w), we ignore the local !i(lt
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effect in order to write the dielectric function as e(w) = 1 + 4rna(w), we assume that the displacement field
D±. is almost constant ,7ithin the surface region, and we solve Eq. (4) for p(2 ) to obtain
(5)
a2(w•)O±("/e 2(w))] DI.
+1D
[-a(w)a(2w)nd±(1/r 2 (w)) +
p(2) =(2) (1
-L 2ec(2w)I
The surface susceptibility .I9\ is commonly characterized by two phenoomenological pararneters, a(w)
which corresponds to (X ))... and b(w) which corresponds to (X?))iiii.
We can relate a(w) te. p(2 )
through
2

B(w)

(2)

Y

(6)

ID?,

where EB is the bulk dielectric function. We can perform the integration in Eq. (6) by substituting Eq. (5).
It turns out that the integration can be performed analytically, and that the resule is andependent of the
shape of the density profile n(rj). The final answer is
a(w) =

2 (cB(2w) -

2
EB(w))(2(B(W) - eB( w)

-

2
(B(W)cn( w)) + e(w)(2
((B(2w) - CB(
W))2

CB(2w)

-

Iocp)/(")

(

-

Following the same procedure, we obtain that b(w) = -1, and introducing retardation we also calculate the
quadrupolar bulk susceptibility, characterized by the phenomenological parameter 12 d(iw) :- 1. We have
obtained the same expressions for conducting systems when the spatial dispersion or the electron gas is
neglected. Finally, we employ standard formulae ' to calculate the efficiency of the SIIG Rk - 1(2)/17 where
P(2) and 1i denote the second order and the incident intensity respectively.
The results above can be applied to the calculation of the non-linear response of an arbitrary semi-infinite
centrosymmetric crystal by simply employing the approprate values for its dielettric funciion. For example,
in Fig. 1 we show a(w) for Ge (CB is taken from Ref. [13]) and in Fig. 2 we show the corresponding R(w)
for p - p and angle of incidence 0 =- 45'. We have perfovmed similar calculations for other nmaterials such
as diamond whose efficiency turns out to be 5 orders of magnitude smaller.
In summary, by assuming that the polarizability of each microscopic entity is described by Eq. (1) and
Eq. (2), by assuming a continuous distribution of these entities and by neglecting the loca) field effect, we
have solved the problem of SHG for a semi-infinite medium obtaining analytical expressions which may he
applied to any centrosymmetric system to obtain a first estimate of its non-linear efficiency spectra. The
source of the surface non-linearity is the rapid variation of the normal component of the electric field across
the surface region. The only input to our calculations is the linear bulk dielectric response, which can be
obtained from experiment or from well known calculation schemes.

-1.0

-260

,

',

Re(a)

-

CO(cv)

Figure 1. We show the real and imaginary parts of a(w) vs. Lofor (G.
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0

o('e v~)
Figure 2. We show the SHG efficiency R as a function of the fundamental frequency w for Ge.
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It is well known that parametric processes can be used to efficiently generate sideband
frequencies from a strong pump within a suitable nonlinear medium [1]. However, the bandwidth over which parametric gain can be achieved depends on the ability to phase match
the two sidebands with the pump beam. As a consequence, the use of parametric processes
to produce tunable frequencies of light is limited by dispersion in the nonlinear material. It
could be of great importance to develop methods of extending the tunability of the four-wave
mixing process.
In previous work we showed how the tunability of a four-wave mixing process could be
extended by coupling to a passive linear wave-guide [2]. Since then we have investigated
this new phase matching technique for the specific geometry of a twin-core coupler and have
extended our theory to include a correction to the effective dispersion due to the presence
of the passive core.
We consider two identical cores in the same cladding, each with radius a, and separated
a distaaice s from center to center. A strong pump beam, weak probe, and a parametrically
generated sideband with field amplitudes 4•, 4, and 0, respectively, propagate along one
core. The probe and parametrically generated sideband couple to the linear modes with
field amplitudes 0,, and q0, in the second core. Parametric generation of the si;de band is
a consequence of the nonlinear correction to the index of refraction for the punp beam.
Generally this nonlinearity is described by n = no(w,) + n21o 2. The pump beam will not
couple to the second core because of self-phase modulation, but the side bands will.
Though the general evolution problem is difficult, with reasonable approximations the it
can be linearized. We neglect the transverse derivatives in the treatment of the nonlinearity,
and use the undepleted pump and slowly varying amplitude approximations. After redefining the resulting field amplitudes to incorporate a phase change, the following linearized
evolution equations are obtained:
at,
i(1

-

O~

_

A)01 + K.q.

---240. + Ole-"( = 0

(1)

+(1 + + 20. + O:,C-'• = 0

(2)
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(4)

(i+ A) a(
where • is a normalized length, A = ("I"
is the detuning parameter, 6 is the dispersion
parameter, and K1,,, are coupling constants. The parameters 0,,,,
are corrections which,
when A << 1. are approximately equal to 1. The dispersion parameter is the sum of the
nonlinear phase shift in the pump, the single core dispersive propagation mismatch and a
phase mismatch correction due to the presence of the passive core. For the geometry of
a twin-core fiber we have derived analytic express;ons for the coupling constants and the
dispersion parameter.
The linearized evolution equations may be cast in matrix form and solved by the eigenvalue method. The gain in the system is the maximum real part of the eigenvalues of the
resulting evolution matrix. In Figure 1 , we show a map of the gain region in the absence of
coupling to the passive core. We see that for A small, we can only phase match for parametric
gaiL for -6 <6b< -2. In the presence of weak coupling, gain can be phase matched for j
outside this gain ellipse. As an example, we have made some calculations assuming a .82gm
wavelength pump in a twin core fiber with 2purn diameter Germanium doped cores and Florine
doped cladding. In Figure 2 we show a trajectory in (6, A) space and the corresponding gain
for typical parameters. By comparison with Figure 1 it is apparent that there is an additional
gain region due to the core to core coupling. For nearly degenerate frequencies, or stronger
coupling a correction to the dispeision parameter may become significant. In Figure 3 we
show the gain of a system, and 6 as a function of the core to core separation. The separation
dependence of b is entii'ely due to the correction. For stronger coupling, the correction to 6
becomes dominate, eliminating the possibility for gain.
In this talk, we will explain our new phase matching method, present the results of our
analytic calculations, and discuss considezatlons for a practical implementation of this novel
technique.
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Summary
Detailed measurement on the evolution of the laser pulse width from i'Ps
onset to the steady state can provide valuable insights on the interplay of
various pulse shaping forces. In this study, we have examined the dynamic
pulse evolution to the steady state in a passively mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser
with intracavity saturable dye absorber. This class of lasers is of interests
becuase it is self-starting, robust, and can produce stable, sub-100fs puises,
While previous experimental and theoretical works have shown that the time
for such passively mode-locked lasers to reach the steady state is of the order
of a few tens of thousand round irips [1-41, the present study reveals the role
of various mode-locking mechanisms at a given stage of pulse evolution. hli
particular, we are able to measure, for the first time to our knowledge, the
pulse-shortening speed, S,, defined as the fractional change in pulse duration
per pass, as the pulse evolved.
The experimental appratus is S•hown in Fig. 1. Our Ti:sapphire laser
consists of a linear cavity of six mirrors with a 5% ourput coupler- The gain
and absorber folding sections have focusing mirrors of 15 and 5 cm of radii of
curvature respectively.
Mode-locking was initiated by the saturable dye
absorber, DDI. For the cavity without the compensating SFIO prisms, the laser
generated picosecond pulses.
As the dye concentration increased from
0.84x10- M to 6.08x10- M, the steady state pulse width decreased exponentially
from = 17.9ps to w 2ps. The pulse width as a function of delay time with respect
to the onset of laser action was measured by the time-gating techrique
described previously [2]. Pulse shortening speeds could also be deduced from
the pulse width evolution data.
For dye concentration of 0.84x10-4 M,
4 M, the pulse shortening speeds, SP, are -5x10- 4 ,
1.25x104' M, and 6.08x10"
-1.6x10- 3 , and -2.3x10-3 , at the stage when the laser pulse width, T - 200ps , as
opposed to S, =-9.4x10-5 , -5.9x10" 4 , and -1.1x10_3 , respectively for T z 2Ops.
These are in reasonable agreements with theoretical predicted values. With
prisms, the laser generated I Wfs (gaussian) pulses at 77MHz in the steady
state, regardless of dye concentration. The bandwidth-pulsewidth product is
0.45. Fig. 2 illustrates evolution of S, for the cavity either with or without
prisms, at three dye concentration values. Clearly, the saturable dye absorber
is a dominant pulse shortening force for pulse width as short as a few
picoseconds. The pulse shortening speeds, S, -2.5x10 4 at the stage when
the pulse width evolved to 400fs, are the same for the three different dye
Ips, S,
for the
Our calculations indicate that for T
concentrations.
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saturable absorber dye and the Kerr-lens mode-locking (KIM) mechanisms
are approximately equal and of the order of -lxlO-' . [-or shorter pulses, KIM
is the dominant pulse shortening force. /As a result, the steady-state fs pulse
widths is independent of saturablb absorber dye concentrations.
133
examining Hig. 2, we also find that SP is four times larger fot the cavity with
prisms than the cavity without prisms at T - Sps and dye concentration of
b.08x10-4 N. Since the pulse shortening forces due to the saturable dye
absorber and KIM are the same for the two cavities, this is strong evidence of
the prensence of soliton-like pulse-shaping force by the combined action of
SPM and GVD compensation for the cavity with prisms. Recently, we were ab!e
ta improve our measurements to earlier stage of pulse formation, for r as long
as Ins. A turning point corresponding to maximum S,., which srhifted with
increasing pumping power, was observed (See Fig. 3). This phenomenon can
also be understood by noting the pulse-shortening t-haracteristics of the
saturable absorber for incident pulses of different peak intensity.
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Second harmonic generation (SHG) by centro-symmetric crystals has become a useful tool to study

surfacms since their dipolar bulk contribution is suppressed by symmetry. The residual bulk contribution
originates from the non-uniformity of the electric field and is usually of a similar order of magnitude as
the surface contribution, namely, a factor (a/A) 2 smaller than for non-centro-symmetric materials, where
a is a distance of the order of atomic dimensions and A is the wavelength. To distinguish surface from
bulk contributions some experiments have concentrated on the anisotropy of the signal [1], and only a
few have considered its frequency dependence [2]. Recently, experiments performed on metals immersed
in an electrolyte [31 have shown that the surface contributions to SHG depends on the surface electronic
distribution. Since a local theory of SHG [4] yields no electronic density profile dependence, spatial dispersion
has to be accounted for. In the literature there are calculations for the SHG of free-electron-like metals
using either the seYf-consistent jellium model [5] or the more simple hydrodynamic model [6]. The former
calculations have not been performed above w = wp/2 due to technical difficulties whenever a propagating
bulk plasmon at 2w is excited. The latter calculations have been restricted to discontinuous step profiles, and
require that additional boundary conditions be imposed at the density discontinuities. Given the relative
simplicity of the hydrodynamic model and the possibilities it offers to go beyond simple jellium models [7],
in this paper we extend it to the case of arbitrary surface density profiles.
In the following we concentrate on one component of the nonlinear surface susceptibility tensor X2, namely
(;4).j.±L. The calculations for the other components are analogous. We start from the continuity equation
and from Euler's equation for the momentum conservation of a semiinflnite electron fluid of density n(z)
moving with velocity field u(z) in the presence of an electric field E(z), namely
mnOt u + mnu/r + mnuO, u = -neE - In 2 / 3 O0n,

(1)

where m and -e are the eiectrons' mass and charge and r measures their lifetime. The consequtive terms of
Eq. (1) correspond to inertial forces, dissipation through friction with the lattice, convective momentum flow,
electric force and a pressure gradient. The pressure originates from the density dependence of the average
energy of a ferrmion ip a non-interacting homogeneous gas U/N = 9/10yn 2 / 3 , where y = (31r2)2/3h 2 /(3m).
To accounil partially for the Coulomb interaction, E is taken to be the self-consistent field and we neglect
exchange and correlation [8]. Here we assume that all vector fields (E, u, etc.) point along the z direction,
which we take as the normal to the surface. We also assume that the width of the "surface region" is small
when compared to the optical wavelength, so that at this stage of our calculation we may neglect retardation
[9] and the variation of the fields along the surface.
Now we make an expansion of n, u, and E in powers of a perturbing oscillating external field D(z, t)
-
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Re De-st. To order zero we obtain
Eo=-e

0

(2)

,

where no is the equilibrium density profile and Eo plays the role of an effective field that corfines the electrons
to a semispace. '7b first order we obtain
2
(W2
W2 _ iw/r)Pi =P![D+ 0
(3)

41r

2

T

0

2

where ce,= -V/4lrne /m is the (local) plasma frequency and P is the polarization field, related to the electric
current j = -neu through j = c9tP. Finally, for the second order field oscillating at 2w we obtain
[w'

-

2w(2w + i/-r)]P2

=

t-1.
0
m
w2..

ne

_t_

' a. (no

n 6e
1(3•
- 2noe

±
+(U2

(4)

Notice from Eq. (4) that the sources of the surface nonlinear polarization are the spatial derivatives of the
ground state density no and of the linear polarization P1 .
The second order differential equations (3) and (4) can be solved analytically in the bulk region where no
is z independent and they can be integrated numerically near the surface where no varies from 0 to its bulk
value riB. The bulk and surface solutions may be sewn together by using (additional) boundary conditions
which can be obtained from the differential equat ions themselves [6, 10]. For example, consistency between
the order of the singularities that may be present on both sides of Eq. (3) lead immediately to the -ontinuity
of the terms under the derivative operator, namely, P1 and no 1/ O2,P 1 . These boundary conditions are
equivalent to those first proposed by Forstmeann [11] in order to satisfy energy and charge conservation at
sharp boundaries between homogeneous layers.
Aftei solving Eqs. (3) and (4) for P1 (z) and P 2(z) we integrate P, (z) - P1 (oc) and P2.(z) over z to get the
surface polarizations Pl' and P2, and the surface susceptibilities (x1)±L = PI'/D and (X•).±1
P2 /D'.
We have performed similar calculations for all the components of both surface and bulk, linear and nonlinear
susceptibilities of this system, and we have employed them to calculate the SHG efficiency.
To illustrate our results we have chosen a simplied form for the equilibrium density: no (z) = nB if z > zB,
no(z) -1 ( + z/zB)nB/2 if--za < z < zR and no(z) = 0 if z < -zB; that is, in the selvedge region of width
2zB the density interpolates linearly between its vacuum and bulk values. In Fig. i we show the nonlinear
efficiency spectra R 2 (w) = l(2w)/I(w)2 where I is the optical intensity, calculated for ZB = 3 in atomic
units, which corresponds very roughly to Al (r, = 2.07). Our results are up to three orders of magnitude
l&rger than those obtained for a single step discontinuous density [6, 9], and display large peaks at wq/2,
2
Wd/ , wq and specially at wd. The resonance frequencies Wd and wq denote the dipolar and quadrupolar
surface collective mod-! which appear as peaks in the linear surface conductiviqy [12] s = -iw(X' ).,.j.. It
has been possible to observe multipolar surface modes in EELS experiments [13], although they are strongly
shadowed by the monopolar surface plasmon. The number of multipolar resonances, their position apd the
strength depend on the width of the selvedge and on the shape of the density profile. Currently we are
performing similar calculations for more realistic shapes [14].
In summary, we have extended the hydrodynamic model to calculate the linear and non-linear response
and the nonlinear efficiency of semiinfinite metals taking account the electronic density profile at their surface.
The surface nonlinear susceptibility and its efficiency display a series of very large peaks, several orders of
magnitude larger than those obtained for abrupt profiles, corresponding to the excitation of multipolar
surface modes at w and 2w. Our results suggest that the multipolar modes, which are difficult to observe
in electron scattering experiments, might be observed through SHG spectroscopy. We hope this calculation
encourages more experiments to measure the frequency dependence of the SHG signal.
This work was partially supported by DGAPA-UNAM under project, no. IN-102493 and by CONACyT.
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Efficient resonant surface-emitting %econd-harmonicgenerators and optical power limiters
based on multilayers or asymmetric quantum wells
J. B. Khurgin and S. J. Lee
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 21218
Y. J. Ding
Department of Physics and Astronomy
Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, OH 43403
Recently, surface-emitting green light was obtained [1] by frequency-doubjing infrared
laser beam (1.06gm) in the waveguide based on periodically modulated second-order susceptibility in alternating AlxGai_.As and Al yi.1-yAs (x •y) layers. When a thin layer of
AIGaAs is sandwiched between two quarter-wave stacks, large increase in the corversion
efficiency was observed [21 though quasi-phasematching was not established. The maximurm
conversion efficiency so far is still less than 1%/W.
Here, we propose a novel type of devices (Fig. 1) that simultaneously perform, two functions: frequency doubling and optical power limiting from different output ports based on
resonant second-order susceptibilities in ZnSe/ZnS or AlGaAs/A1GaAs multilayer, or
ZnSe/ZnMnSe or GaAs/AlGaAs asymmetric quantum well structures incorporating quarterwave stacks for resonant enhancement.
To generate second-harmonic light, we need two counterpropagating beams with their
polarizations normal to each other (TE and TM) because of the polarization dependence of
( in bulk materials or asymmetric quantum wells. We can couple a circularly polarized
beam into the waveguide to generate these two counterpropagating beams in the waveguide.
In the case of frequency doubling, the second-harmonic light emits from the the surface of
the multilayer or asymmetric quantum well structures. The quasi-phasematching in multilayers is achieved by growing alternating thin layers in which the single unit consists of two
layers possessing different magnitudes of second-order susceptibilities [1]. The quasiphasematching in asymmetric quantum wells is achieved by growing alternating domains
consisting of multiple asymmetric quantum wells in which the single unit consists of two
domains that correspond to the opposite symmetriec [3]. In both structures, second-order susceptibility can be modulated along the growth direction from one layer or domain to the adjacent one. By properly designing the structu'es of multilayers or asymmetric quantum wells,
we can convert the spectrum of 0.8-2 1!m to that of 0.4-1 pgm using different materials and
structures to avoid the absorption of second-harmonic light by the materials. Because semiconductors are isotropic material, surface-emitting geumetry is probably the only one to
achieve quasi-phasematching. We do not need to separate second-harmonic light from fundamental one. Such frequency doublers can be integrated with laser diodes to form a rnonolithic laser source at short wavelength. We do not need to rotate the sample for a large range
of pump wavelengtms to maintain quasi-phasematching. We can easily incorporate two
quarter-wave stacks into the structures for the Fabry-Perot cavity enhancement.
The conversion efficiency is depicted vs. the input power in Fig. 2. The saturation
power can be expressed as
= •4nOn 2w(l-R 1

81slo[AX2)1]2
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R2 ) deff b
d I

where A~g is die difference of the second-order susceptibilities between adjacent layers for
multilayers or between adjacent domains for asymmetric quantum. wellsv, R, and R2, are the
refiectivities of the secend-harmonic light at two quarter-wave stacks, X2 is tie secondharmonic wavelength, n.) and n 2 . are the refractive index fm~ fundeinental anjd sc-cordharmonic wave, 110 is the vactium. impedance, deff represents the overlap of the interactin~
modes, d is the tota thickness of the layers, b is the width of the waveguide, and I is the
length of the waveguide. When the input power is equal to the saturation power, the conversion efficiency reaches 72%, see Fig. 2. Above the saturation power, the conversionI
efficiency approaches 100% exponentially. For P = 5P 8 , r1=99.4%, see Fig. 2.
In the case of optical power limiting (Fig. 3), the output beam is the portion of the input
beam that is reflected from the waveguide, propagating along the multilayer or quantum. well
plane. Optical power limiting is achieved based on the resonant cascaded second-order susceptibilities in multilayers or asymmetric quantum wells (effective thard-order norlineari'vi
[4]. The advantage of this type of optical power limiters compaied with the conventional
ones is that they can take mnuch higher input power because the limaitir~g is done by converting the input power into the second-harmonic power (no real absorption is involved). It can
be readily shown that the threshold power for power limiting (Pth) is the same as the saturation power for second-harmonic generation. Based on the Manley-Rowe relation.', we obtain
PP+ P2w+La where Pi is the input power, Pr iq the reflected power, P2 .,) is tht total
second-harmonic power (= 2P2 ), and L c is the loss which is expected to be low in our structures. Theretore, one device can perform two functions: frequency doubling and optical
power limiting through different output ports (Fig. 1).
Following Ref. [1], &XS2Z)=9 X10- 10 niV for GaAs/Al0 8 Gao.2 As multilayers at 1.06 gm.
Therefore, we use Ayl 2 )=2 X 1010 in/V for estimating the saturation/threshold powers, Con-.
sider df'd= 10. If X20= (9 pm (using CiaAsIAl 0j 8 Ga 0 .2 As muitiiayers), R, 2 =999%
b Wpl~m, I = 10mm, P,: 1 W. To efficiently frequency-d-ouble 1.332 11M. lasesr lightmt we
repiace a single thin laver of Al0 .6Ga 0 .4 As by alternating Al0 .5 Gao.5 A-s/AlAs layers and using
quarter-wave stacks with high reflectivities (e.g. R1,2 =99.9%) in Ref. [2]. Our estimate
shows that two orders of magnitudes of the enhanicement on the conversion efficiency is
expected, The third example is to generate blue light based on ZnSe/Z'nS multilayers. For
%2.=0.49ý±m, R1.2 =99.99%, b= 10^m 1=10mm. P,=l30mW. The saturation/threshold
powers for asymmetric quantum wellE, are morr. or less the same as those for multilayers.
We also show that the proposed structure, when used with both TE and TIM waves, can act
as the coupler, the self-phase modulator, and the optical phase conjugator.
This work is supporied by AFOSR and NOSFE
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High-Efficiency Frequency Conversion
by
Phased Cascading of Nonlinear Optical Elements
Stephen H. Chakmakjian, Mark T. Gruneisen, Karl Koch, and Gerald T. Moore.
PhillipsLaboratoryPLILIDN
3550 Aberdeen Avenue S.E.
KirtlandAir Force Base, NM 87117-5776, USA
(505) 846-4750
We present a t--chnique whereby the frequency-doubled output powci ofa laser system
is increased by a factor of two without increasing -he size of the pump laser. The teidhnique
uses multiple doubling crystals in a tandem arrangement with inter-crysteil phase plates to
maintain proper phasing of the fields. The result leads to a savings of cost, power, and weight
in operational systems. The process is demonstrated with a commercial 19; Watt cw modelocked Nd:YAG laser and two temperature-tuned lithium triborate (LBO) cryslalr..
In conventional single-crystal geometries, the conversion efficiency for frequency
doubling can be enhanced either by increasing the input intensity or increasing the interaction
length. For fixed input power, increasing the intensity by focusing improves the conversion
efficiency until the damage threshold of the material is reached or until the diffiractive spreading
of the tightly focused beams begins to limit the interaction length. Thus, increasing the
interaction length of the nonlinear material is an effective method of increasing the conv(.rsion
efficiency only when tight focusing is not required. For high-peak-power lasers, such as Qswitched or Q-switched modelocked lasers, a weakly focused beam has sufficient nonlinear
drive to produce conversion efficiencies greater than 60%. In the case of low-peak-power
lasers, such as continuous-wave or continuous-wave mode-locked lasers, conversicn
efficiencies are typically limited to less ti. n 30%.
achromatic lenses
/7 \
p
rphase

p
plates

achromatic lenses

hanmonic b(,am splittc..

/

532 n.

Fig. 1. Experimental setup.

In principle, •he conversion efficiency for low-peak-power lasers can be increased by
vsing.
ond nonlinear eiement to continue the conversion process, This is donri by
refob ..;:Irg die output from the first crystal into a second crystal. A disadvantage of this
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approach is that the relative phase difference between the fundamental and second-harmonic
waves can change on propagating through the various optical elements, including the aiT and
antireflection coatings. In the worst case, the second-harmonic light generated in the second
ctystal interferes destructively with tlhat generated in the first crystal leading to complete backconversion. In our system we implement a second doubling crystal and a phase compensator
to cancel these unwanted phase shifts.
A schematic of the system is shown in Figure 1. The pump laser is a 19 Watt average
power cw mode-locked Nd:YAG laser that produces 100 picosecond pulses. The peak power
of this laser is only 2.5 kilowatts, necessitating tight focusing for efficient fiequency doubling.
Commercial lasers of this type typically achieve only 25% to 30% doubling efficiency with a
single 10 to 20 mm doubling crystal.
The pump wave enters the first element, which consists of a focusing lens, &,15 mm
LBO type-I doubling crystal, and a recollimating lens. The pump and second-harmonic waves
have the optimum phase difference between them at the exit of the crysta. However, after
passing through the iecollimating optic, optical coatings, and focusing optics in the system, the
phase difference may not be the proper value for continued frequency conve sien. In our
system we adjust the relative phase of the waves for continued frequency conversion. Once
the proper phase difference is achieved the conversion process proceeds as if the two or more
nonlinear elements were one contiguous: clement.

C

V

® 02

5
phase-plate angle [degrees]

Fig. 2. Measured output power at 532 rnm as a fanction of phase-plate rotation angle for the case of 19 Wads
pump power. The maximumn second-harmonic .ower, 12 Watts, coiTcsponds to 63% conversion effiiency.

Phase compensation between the LBO crystals is accomplished using the dispersive
properties of two counter-rotating g!ass plates. The plates provide a relative phase sAift
between the two optical waves that varies with tilt angle. Counter-rotating plates arn used so
that no net displacement of the beams occurs as the plates are rotated. Other ways to
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accomplish this dispersive phase shift include: a gas pressure cell; a varying path throagh air;
and a variable path through a liquid. Instead of a strictly dispersive dcvice, a birefringent phase
compensator may be used to accomplish the relative phase adjustment. Since the first and
second-harmonic signals are often orthogonally polarized, an electro-optic phase compensator
may be used to achieve the necessary relative phase shift.
In Figure 2 we plot the second-harmonic power as a function of the phase-plate
rotation angle. As the glass plates are rotated, a series of interference fringes results in which
the output power at the second harmonic varies from about I Watt to 12 Watts corresponding
to conversion efficiencies from 5% to 63% respectively. The straight line at 5.5 Watts
indicates the single-crystal conversion efficiency of roughly 29% typi,:al for laser systems such
as this. In an operational system the phase plates would be adjusted to maintain the optimum
efficiency of 63%.
We have demonstrated a factor-of-tv, o increase in frequency doubling efficiency
using a second nonlinear crystal. In general, this technique may be implemented in any
system, however, the most dramatic results are obtained when the single-crystal
conversion efficiency is less than 30%. This same technique can be applied to any threewave mixing, -(() nonlinearity, process where only one relative phase is important. As
long as low-peak-power laser applications exist, this technique should prove useful for
efficient frequency conversion.
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ANTIPHASE DYNAMICS IN INTRACAVITY SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION
Paul Mandel, T. Erneux, D. Pieroux and J.-Y. Wang

Universit6 Libre de Bruxelles, Optique non lindaire theorique,
Campus Plaine, CP 231, B-1050 Bruxellvs, Belgium
tel: +32 2 650 5820; fax: +32 2 650 5824; e-mail: PMANDEL@ULB.AC.BE
In the recent years, antiphase dynamics has appeared as a new topic in the study
of multimode lasers il-121. 7n particular, Roy, Wiesenfeld and their coliaborators
have predicted and observed antiphase dynamics in a Nd:YAG laser that also
contains a KTP crystal which doubles the frequency of the light emitted by the
Nd:YAG •rystai [1]. In this set-up, the green light is generated both by frequency
doubling and by sum frequency generation from twu different longitudinal modes.
The control parameter ýs, in principle, the pump parameter. Another impcrtant
paramettr to control the dynamics is the angle between the fast axes of the twc,
crystals in the cavity. As shown by Roy et al. [13], the equations describing
these processes can be approximated by the rate equations
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saturation parameter and g is a geometrical factor whose valu-. depends oi the
phasc delays of the amplifying and doubling crystals and on the anglc between the
fast axes of these two crystals. The electric field modes can oscillate in one of
two orthogonat polarizations. In Eq.l), Ajk = g if modes j and k have the same
polarization while pjk

1

-

g if the modes have orthogonal polarizatio•isj

c is a

nonlinear coefficient whose value depends on the properties of the KTF' crystal; i1
describes the conversion efficiency of the fundamental intensity ý.ito the dcubled
intensity.
As shown in [8], antiphase dynamics is already present in the t,'ansea. relaxation
towards equilibrium and in the noise spectrum when noise is added to the steady
state.
Of particular interest is the fact that Eqs.(l) and (2) may admit a Hopf
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bifurcation at which a steady state becomes unstable. Two different types of
solutions are predicted analytically and numerically, depending on the magnitude
of the parameter c.
I/If c is small (e.g., of the order of 0.00005 as in the original experiments of
I]), the solutions near the Hopf bifurcation are smoothly modulated
Roy
periodic solutions which display antiphase dynamics. The simplest case of
antiphase is one in which N modes are in the same periodic state with period P,
each intensity being phase-shifted by P/N from another mode intensity. However,
we have discovered a more complex example of response, displayed in Fig.l, where
modes 1 and 2 are in antiphase while mode 3 is in phase with the sum of the mode
I and 2 intensities. Note that mode 3 is not exactly in phase with the sum
intensity; the analytical study gives an explicit expression for the very small
residual dephasing.
2/If E is somewhat larger (of the order of 0.05) it is found that the dominant
mode of oscillation involves passive Q-switching, i.e., periodic pulses. In this
case, antiphase dynamics implies a weak overlap between the pulses of the
different modes and may result in an asymmetric influence of a mode on the
others 112). By this, we mean that if there are N modes in one polarization and
P modes in the orthogonal polarization, the N modes can be chaotic while the P
modes are periodic. An example of this situation is shown in Fig.2. More
gt-nerliy, it appears; that perturbations of the N modes affect the P modes but
that the P modes can be immune to perturbations from the N modes.
The small r solution emerges from the Hopf bifurcation. The modulation depth
iicreases from zero at the bifurcation as the pump parameter increases On the
contrary, the larger c solution emerges f;om a heteroclinic orbit (infinite period
sciultion). As the control parameter is increased, the pulse period decreases from
infinit3. These two mechanisros represent two standard ways in which a ,eriodic
solution may appear. For both cases, an analytic theory is developed 1hat. accounts
and the
the essential aspects of the numerical simiulations
quite well for
experimental results.
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R. B. Jones, B. Brickeen, G.G. Griffith
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607 Hicks Rd.
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(708) 259-9600
Optical parametric oscillators (OPO) have considerable promise in many applications
requiring tunable sources. First demonstrated by Giordmaine and Miller [lI] in 1965.
progress has been limited by the availability of suitable non-linear materials, In recent
years, interest has increased in these devices, as evidenced by the near-simultFneous
int:xduction of commercial devices by several vendors.
Generatior of tunable radiation in the nmid-infrared spectral range remains difficult,
however. There ame many scientific and military applications in the 4-5 pm region of the
spectrum which require a tunable source in this region. Currently, the 1.06 pm pumped
lithium niobate OPO can just reach 4.0 pm, but with energy thresholds of tens or hundreds
of millijoules. Current efforts have primarily concentrated on AgGaSe 2 or ZnGeP 2 OPOs
pumped by thullium or holmium lasers at around two microns. High repetition rate
operation has been limited in these devices by absorptions in the material. AgGaSe2 in
particular has a strong absorption at two microns, which varies somewhat from sample to
sample.
Northrop has pursued a two stage approach in order to develop a compact, high repetition
rate (-4 kHz) solid state laser/ OPO combination. The approach consists of a noncritically phase matched KTP (PO, pumped by a Nd:YAG or Nd:YLF laser, which
oscillates around 1.5 pm, followed by a AgGaSe 2 OPO. This approach avoids the
AgGaSe 2 absorption at two microns whdle also allowing a simple Nd pump laser. Due to
space, weight and power limitations, the pump laser is limited to around 2 mJ pei pulse at
4 kHz. Therefore, a low overall threshold is very important for efficient conversion. The
non-critically phase matched KTP OPO is well known [2]. This device, due to the lack of
extracrdinary beam walkoff, allows long interaition lengths with small pump beam spot
sizes, and therefore low threshold operation. Komine et. al. have used a Nd:YLF pt'mp
(1.05 pm), which generates 1.54 pm from the KTP OPO, with a non-critically phase
matched AgGaSe 2 OPO [3]. This approach succeeded in generating over 300 mW
average power at 3.7 pm. The wavelength of this device contradicts the predictions from
the Sellmeier's equations of Bahr [4] or Mikkelsen [5].

The work described here uses a somewhat different approach. A Nd:YAG pump is used,
which generates 1.57 pm from the KTP OPO. With two millijoules pump (15 nsec pulse),
about 500 pJ of 1.57 pm is generated. The overall threshold of this first stage is aitout
450 pJ. The 1.57 pm beam is then used to pump a critically phase matched, type I
AgGaSe 2 OPO, cut at 74 degrees. Due to the high gain and small double refraction an&
330

of AgGaSe 2 , the threshold energy of this device is around 200 pJ, even though it is
critically phase matched. The overall threshold from 1.06 pm is less than I mnJ, and the
MIR energy is in excess of 50 pJ with 2 mJ overall pump energy. This device is angle
tunable from 3.9-4.3 pm. The tuning curve is not in good agreement with any of the
published Sellmeier's equations, but appears to be in rough agreemeni with unpublished
data from Cleveland Crystals Inc. (Cleveland OH). Rough measurement suggests that the
beam quality is approximately two times diffraction limited.
In this paper, tuning curves, conversion efficiencies, spectra and extension to high
repetition rate, high average power operation will be presented.
[1] J. A. Giordmaine and R. C. Miller, Phys. Rev. Lett 14, 973 (1965).
[2] L. R. Marshall, A. D. Hay, J. J. Kaminskii, and R. Burnham, in Tech. Dig., Adv.
Solid State Lasers.
[3] H. Komine, private communication.
[4] G. C. Bahr, App1. Optics 15, 313 (1976).
[5] H. Kildal and J. C. Mikkelsen, Opt. Commun. 9, 315 (1973).
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Frequency Conversion by Four-wave Mixing
in Single-mode Fibers
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Four-wave mAxing in optical fibers 1-4 is an important nonlinear process which
has a proFound effect on optical communications. The mixing may cause some cross-talk
problems in a wavelength-division-multiplexing system. On the other hand, the mixing

process is useful for frequency conversion. 3 In this paper, we calculate the frequency
conversion efficiency and discuss some related issues.

It is known that two waves with frequencies Ol and (02 in a single-mode fiber will
generate a new wave with frequency o3=2(oi-o)2 via partially degenerate four-wave
mixing (PDFWM). Four-wave mixing in the regime of no pump depletion has been
investigated by previous workers. For the purpose of frequency conversion, it is desirable
to maximize the power of the newly generated wave. Therefore, pump depletion has to be
takefi into account. To achieve this, we solve the coupled mode equations for four-wave
mixing in single-mode fibers.

d---= -i2 yA* A2 A3 exp(iAkl 2 3 Z) - -A
2
dz

1

dz= -iyAIA1A3* exp(-iVk123z) - ""A2()
dz

dA yA AA2exp(-iAkl
-

2 3 Z) -A

3

where at is the absorption coefficient of Cile fiber, y is the nonlinearity coefficient iof the
four-wave mixing process in the fiber, Ak1 23 = 2k, -k2 - k3 is the propagation constant
difference describing the phase mismatch of the PDFWM process, A,, A, and A 3 are the
amplitudes of three waves, respectively. Under the perfect phase-matching conditions
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Ak =0, the above coupled equations can be solved exactly. The power of the newlygenerated wave is given by

(0)exp(- oz)Ar sin h 2 l

. ...
1.[
1IP2-,

3(Z

r

(2)
(2)

" 1
-+lf-

rLcosh6 +' +I

where r 2P 2 (0) /P I (O), f =yP I (O)[1- exp(-az)]/az, P, (0) and P-,(0) are the powers
at z=O for w1 and (o2 respectively, . 'The power coupling as a function of fiber length is
plotted in Fig. 1, It can be clearly seen that it 'is important to choose the fiber length to
ensure the maximum conversion. For the typical parameters of the fused-silica fibers. the
optimum length is around 1/a.
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Fig. I Power coupling for phase matched PDFWM as a function of the length of a single-mode fiber,
(a) in the. absence of absorption, and (b) in the presence of absorption.

The phase matching condition is essential to obtain efficient conversion. For
partially degenerate four-wave mixing, this can be achieved by choosing the punp
frequency 0)l as the zero-dispersion freqilency of the fiber. 4 In addition, the frequency
spacing of the two original waves is also an important factor in determining the
conversion efficiency to frequency 0)3. Whell the spacing is small enough, another
frequency, (04 = 2(2 -- 6), can also be generated because the phase mismatch is not
large enough to prevent it from building up. Furthermore, it is also possible that
C03 and / or w4 can also act as new pump waves such that new frequency components are
further generated. In that case, Eq. (1) should include more terms describing these
'secondary' four-wave mixing processes. By solving them numerically, it turns out that
several frequency components can be generated. It also shows that even in the absence of
fiber absorption, the power in the desired frequency (03 wiii be reduced or even depleted
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by the generation of the new components. In the presence of fiber absoiption, o,)4 can still
be significantly generated, as illustrated in Fig. 2. This problem can be resolved by

increasing the frequency spacing so that the phase mismatch is large enough to prevent
these unwanted components from building up. As illustrated in Fig.3, when
-Ak23 =2k2 -ki -k 3 =10-3, which is equivalent to a frequency spacing of between
several hundreds of GHz to one THz, the generation of the multiple four-wave mixing
processes can be reasonably neglected.
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In conclusion, we have investigated the efficiency of frequency conversion via
partially degenei-ate four-wave mixing. We have derived an analytical solution to the
partially degenerate four-wave mixing in single-mode fibeis when multiple four-wave
mixing processes can be neglected. We have shown that efficient convwrsion can be
achieved by carefully choosing the fiber length and the frequency spacing of the two
input waves.
1. G. P. Agrawal, NonlinearFiberOptics, (Academic Press, Inc. London), 1989.
2. K. 0. Hill, D. C. Johnson, B. S. Kawasaki, and R. 1. MacDonald, J. Appl. Phys. 49,
5098 (1978).
3. K. Inoue and H. Toba, IEEE Photonics Tech. Lett, 40, 69 (1992).
4. K. Inoue, J. Lightwave Tech, 10, 1553 (1992).
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RauMininiad UV Ganwmlon in KTP Frmlency Doublers
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Damage and grey-tacking has been a persistent problem "aen KTP is used to generate
high average power second harmonic from the 1064 nin line of Nd:YAG laser3. The proximate
cause of this darkening has been atnributed to the change of ionization state of %Ii4 to Ti13
which may be induced by sufficiently high energy photons. The source of thw photons has
been e mystery, since sum frequency generation between 1064 nm and 532 nm to produce UV
is not phase matched.
Visual observation of SHG ;n KTP with small beams at modest power levels reveals a rather
striking bright steak of green scattering in the crystal. The usual amber safety gogg!es which
Mock virtually all the 532 nm light have no effect. on the appearance of the green Ucatteing,
which must therefore be stokes shifted. A visual Pec"boscope shows a line at about 553 nm, or
a Raman shift of about 700 cm-1. The Ramami specirum of KTP has such a componinot at 692
crm- 1 , as wal as other lines of lower energyql], shown in Fig. 1.
269
42

214

731
4025S72
rZ
675
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an5

250

Io

Stokees Sh, am -1
Figure 1. Raman Spectrum of KTP.
An attempr to I=@ this Raman line in a KTP doubler aroused our suaIciona that the Rammi
process might be impIicated in KTP damage. Although occawonal flashes of drecad stokes
light were observed, they were invariably self-terminating and associated with bulk crystal
catastophic damage. We therefore explored the possbility that Raman-shifted light g moraed
in the doubling procems was phaew matched to produce damaging UV.
We use the published Sellmeyer equations for KTP as follows:
-_ 0.01323(2
n,2 - 2.1146 + 0621.M1
ny2 2.1518 +

0-87862
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_ 0.01327X2

0.016791.2

n2 ,,2.3 13 6

The equation for Ihs .fndex eigold is solved for the dections 0 and#.
2
2
2
0i qin (9)CO2 (0) +_ gin (0)am 2 (0) +. C82 ()
-2
x - 2x-n-2
There we two roots o he eqation
we lbx
and y for the feat and dAow polina1hone,
repectively. Phase matching is indicated by the roots of the folowing equations W-,A
represent Type II. Typo I, and complementary (ierrchwn~g the pdwizations ot ihe two
wavenhs) Type II, respectvely.

(ý)-1

x
P=( --

-+

1ýY

(k)-1

4y

We select the xves 0 and 0 to be g0" and 2F", respectively. Fig. 2 ehmws that We is indeed
the aiicd phase match dreclion for Type II,but elso is a Type I phase match for 1064 end 590
nm. Since thOe is no moce for 590 nm radation, rm UV is expected from this interacton.
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for 1064 nm souce. P is Type I, 0 and R are Type II.
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Hwever, Raman shifted 1064 nrm radiation may exst in some quantity at 1149 nm in KIP.
Using this as the source, we see in Fig. 3 that there is a Type I phase match at bout 5%,1 nm.
Closer inspe"on shows this to be about 551 nm. This is remarkably dose to the Aaman shifted
532 nm harmonic at 552 nm. Sum frequency generation would produce UV radiation at about
372 rim. Sir,,;e this is a Type I interaction, it is necesmy for the a and b wavelengths to. have

2he same polaization (x). This polarization is orthogonal to the polarization of the swcond

harmonic (y). However, Raman scattered ypoldaized light has components in both x and y in
KTP, so that some 552 nrm radiaton exists in the proper pol:ization for Type I SFM. 1149 nm.i
lkght exists in both polawztions because 1064 nrn light ic in both polarizations as well.
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Figure 3. Phase matching ch1art for 1149 nm source, or Raman shifted 1064 nm.
It would seem, then, that one would expec inadvertent UV generation in KTP doublers from an
examination of first principles. The smoking gun, however, is the observation of the UV light at
the expeed wavelength of 372 nm. The absorption of KTP at this wavelength is rnot very great,
and one sl•lovd be able to detect and measure its properties, including polarization, with
relative ease. Damage, a- gray-tracking from exposure to 372 nm radiatiorn can thern be
established by radating the crytal in any direction with an extrnal source.
Reference
[1] G. A. Massey, T. M.Loshr, L. J. Willis, and J. C. Johnson, 'Raman and electrooptic proqxtt
of potassium titanate phosphate," A1b. 10DtiCS1, 4136-4137 (1980).
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CROSS-MODULATION DISTORTION
IN SUBCARRIER MULTIPLEXED OPTICAL SYSTEMS
F.V.C. Mendis, M.K. Hakiar and J. Wang
Deparktoent of Electrical Engineering
National University of Singapore
10 Kent Ridge Crescent, Singapore 0511 (Phone: +65 772-2297)

The third-order inter-modulation distortion arising from the non-linear rate equations of a
directly driven laser diode of a subcarrier multiplexed (SCM) fiber-optic system has been con.sidered
by many researchers [1l-[71. The inter-modulation products that have been considered are the 3frequency distortion terms of the form -' + Jr - fq and the 2-frequency distortion terms of the form
2f -f,. Cross-modulation products, i.e. distortion terms of the form 4p +f, -fp, have not received
Cross-modulation distortion occurs when the modulation of one carrier is
much consideration.
(unintentionally) transferred to another carrier resulting in intelligible crosstalk, as contrasted with
the unintelligible crosstalk that results from inter-modulation distortion. We show in this paper
that cross-modulation distortion cannot be entirely ignored.
Emo~ry
In a multichannel system comprising N carriers, the inter-modulation distortion (IMD)
relative to a carrier of normalized frequency, f +RAfJ is given for a directly driven laser '414,17 by:

8MDP
101Ogl0oio

INA'
(2L.R)-L2
LaeR

I

1

N-A1I

f

N-i
jA' (L+JV-R)LM

+1-

A(L.NI.R)M1LI

+

N-I+R-L
M=O

,

A'
(Lt*M-_(LM 4

'(L.M-a)ML

1

()

MtL,M*R

M*L,M*R

Equation (1) may be used to find both the 3-frequency and the 2-frequency 3rd-order
intermodulation-distortion-to-carrier-power-ratio for any number of carriers. The triple-suffixed
amplitude term A' is a complex expression dependent on the laser parameters, and is explained in
Equation (32) of 14]. The term in the first line of Equation (1) corresponds to the 2-frequency
products, and the term in the second line corresponds to the 3-frequency products.
The cross-modulation distortion (CMD) relative to a carrier of normalized frequency f + RAf,
obtained by using Equation (36) of 141, may be written as:
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CMD
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A-1

IA' KR+A' KKR

((2)

It. should be noted that Equations (1) and (2) are valid for systems with memory whereas many
expressions repoited in the Uinerature are strictly valid only for memoryless systems, which a laser
diode (with its dynarmic non-inearity) is net. The meanings of all the parameters in Equations (1)
and (2) are explained in [4].

Anaeysig and disevission gf_e'jld
We compute the IMDIC and CMDIC ratios using Equations (1) and (2) for the following
laser parameters. Optical wavelength = 0.835 pmn; threshold current, Im = 21 mA; bias current, lb
=

31.5 mA; vclume of active region x electron charge, eV.,, = 1.44 x 10-35 m3 C; photon lifetime, rp

=

2 ps; spontaneous recombination lifetime of carriers, r,, = 2 ps; carrier density for transparency,
Nor =

4.6x1024 m 3 ; optical gain coefficient, go = 10"12 s' 1m3 ; confinement factor, F = 0.646;

fraction of spontaneous emission entering lasing mode, ,1 = 10"3; gain compression factor,

S= 3.8 x 10- 23

3,; relaxation frequency at above bias current, fR = 3.44 GHz.

The results are given in Fig. 1, where the variation of IMD/C and CMD/C (in dB) with the
frequency of the first carrier is shown, for a 20 channel system (N=20), with a carrier spacing Af of
40 MHz and an optical modulation depth (OMD) of 5 % per channel. It is noted that the values of
these two quantities, whilst being a function of frequency and having the same general shape, are
not equal for the two end channels (R=0 and 19), this dis-symmetry being due to the fact that the
laser is not a memoryless system [7]. The difference in value between IMD/C and CVID/C shows
less variation with frequency than either IMDIC or CMD/IC: for the centre channel (R=10), it is
about 8.1 dB; for end channel J (R=0) it varies between 4.5 dB (which is quite low and occurs at f ~
1.3 GHz) and 7.3 dB; and for end channel 20 (R=19), it varies between 5.8 dB and 7.3 dE. [For a
memoryless system, this difference in value can be calculated (based solely on the number of IMD
and CMD products) to be 6.4 dB and 8.3 dB respectively, for the end and centre channels of a 20
channel system, and is independent of frequency.)
The peaking of the curves near the relaxation frequency (3.44 GHz) of the laser is expected.
It is also noted that although the centre channel (R=10) has the largest number of distortion
products, it does not necessarily have the worst IMD/C and CMDIC values (e.g. for f< 3.5 GHz).
This is an interesting result. For a system with a larger number of channels (e.g. N=40), the
difference between IMD/C and CMD/C will increase, while for a smaller number of channels (e.g.
N=10), this difference will decrease, as is the case for a memoryless system.
In fact for N--10 and
4f=40 MHz, the difference between IMD/C and CMDIC is only about 2.2 dB at f - 1.5 GHz. Also,
iM general, as the carrier spacing (Af) increases, the variation with frequency of this difference
becomes larger, particularly for the end channels. These numerical results (graphs) are not shown
here due to space !imitations. It is seen, therefore, that the cross-modulation distortion, hitherto
ignored in the literature, can be quite significant, especially for an SCM system with a small
number of channels.
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Variation of CMD-to-carrier and IMD-to-carrier ratios for a 20 channel system
with a 40 MHz carrier spacing and an OMD of 5 %

Cross-modulation distortion (CMD) arising from the inherent non-linearity of a
semiconductor laser diode has been shown to be important in a multi-carrier optical system. The
assumption that CMD may be ignored compared to inter-modulation distortion (IMD), which has
been the past practice, is not always valid. It has also been shown that CMD (and IMD) are not the
same for the two end channels, the dis-symmetry being due to the fact that the laser diode is not
memoryless. Likewise, although the centre channel has the largest number of distortion pioducfts,
it is not always seen to have the worst CMD (and IMD), especially for frequencies less than the
relaxation frequency of the laser diode.
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It is a fundamental part of nonlinear optics that light beams in nonlinear media affect both their
own propagation and the propagation of coincident beams of different wavelength or polarisation.
One manifestation of the former effect is self phase modulation and the formation of bright 1 and
dark 2 solitons. The latter effect (as cross phase modulation) permits another beam of lesser intensity
to be directed by these solitons. This guidance of light by light (neatly explained by ,-onsidering the
soliton as inducing a waveguide for the secor.d beam) has now been realised in the laboratory.3 The
mutual trapping arising when both beams have similar intensity has been shown to lead to many
varieties of solitary wave,4-6 and in particular to the so called polarisation domain walls (PDWs),
localised structures separating regions of different polarisation.' All this work has been done in a
single transverse dimension.
In this paper we consider optical phenomena in two transverse dimension. that arise from nonlinear coupling between two or more copropagating beams of different wavelengths in self defocusing,
isotropic Kerr media. We find that the different wavelengths form distinct, stable domain type solitary waves bordered by sharp domain walls that are analogous to PDWs. The domain structures
are investigated in severa 1 ways. Firs', are the stationary solitary wave solutions, obtained with a
physically motivated semi analytical approach. These solutions are composed of a monochromatic
circular domain surrounded by a monochromatic region of a different wavelength. The stability
of these solitary waves is numerically demonstrated, and then the existence of steerable domain
solitary waves is postulated and confirmed. Finaily simulations investigating the robus'tness and
dynamical behaviour of the steerable domains are presented.
Of interest are bulk, isotropic materials with a local, self-defocusing Kerr type nonlinearity, with
refractive index change given by An 2 = aI. The evolution of a linearly polarised field comprising
two different wavelengths is governed by the following coupled equations:.

iki•LU + 1V2U
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2
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[IU2 +alVi2
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U =-0
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n2

[

i
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The Laplacian is taken only over the polar transverse co-ordinates r and p. z is the longitudinal
coordinate. [U(r, z), V(r, z)J are the envelopes of the two wavelength components with wave vectors
[k1 , k2 ] and linear refractive indices [nr, n.2]. The parameter a is related to the speed of response of
the materials. In slow materials a = 1 as all wavelengths see the samr, slow refractive index change.
are necessary to find solitary wave solutions
-ods
i
In fast materials a- 2. Although numeric;al
to these nonintegrable equatioins, some physical insight can be used to assist and illuminate the
numerics.
We now present a simple physical arrmnent to lead us to the menagerie of solutions that exist.
Consider a monochromatic circularly synxmesric dark soliton 8' 9 (knowu aF a 'vortex' soliten, with
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an e"' azimuthal dependence) to be formed in u. It is possible to use the waveguide induced by this
soliton to guide an arbitrarily weak probe beam of another wavelength. 3 In this way a bound state
that comprises both wavelength components is formed. One anticipates that when the power in
the probe is increased into the nonlinear regime that this bound state will still exist, although the
profile of the original soliton may be altered dramatically to accommodate the other component.
We propose the existence of circularly symmetric stationary solutions of the form U(r., ', z) =
u(r)e"v' e-lZ
V(r, p, z) = v(r)emw e -'02z where the envelopes u and v are real functions; fhi and
#l2 their respective propagation constants and I and m are the azimuthal numbers. Using this ansatz
we reduce the eqs. 1 to a pair of real ode's that can be solved using standard shooting methods. We
find the four types of solitary wave that correspond to permutations of 1, m = 0, 1 . These solutions
exist only when the wavelengths are close enough together to satisfy a- > k2zdk P 2 < a.
Solutions originating from vortex solitons have I = 1, while others beginning as monochromatic
plane waves have I = 0. Each of these types has a contirnuous range of solutions up to the limit in
which the central region (the domain of the second wavelength) becomes infinitely large. In this
limit the solutions represent wavelength domain solitary waves, with a ring shaped domain wall
separating the two domains, and both wavelengths appearing as plane waves of amplitudes u0 and
tv, where uo/vo = nl/n 2 .
The existence of these domains relies, in effect, on a simple reversal of the 'grass is greener'
philosophy. Each field component at a domain wall sees a lower refractive index on the other side
and is therefore happy to keep to its own side of the boundary.
Like many interfaces in physics, the dynamics of these structures are driven by an energy cost
per unit length that is associated with the domain walls. The systems therefore evolve to minimise
the length of the boundaries, explaining the circular symmetry of the stationary states. Fig. 1.
demonstrates the stability of the =
=0,-a
0 -solitary wave, and shows the system acting to
minimise the domain wal1 length.

Z=G7

2128

4

1150

Figure 1; Evolution of an elliptical diomain. In light regions the field is predominantly one wavelength component, in dark regions the other. The final box shows the field to have evolved to a
circularly symmetric I = 0, m = 0 solitary wave.
In order for these new structures be of piactical use in switching devices, we need to be able to
direct the domains in some way or .,nother. In particular we wish to discover if there are domain'
solitary waves analogous to grey solitons: solitary waves that propagate unchanged at an angle
to the background wave. The wavefronts of the two wavelength components would then be at ani
angle to one another, prever'tiig the introduction of the simple ansatz used above.
We have conducted preliminary numerical investigations into these objects by launching altered
forms of the stationary solutions: tCe wavefront of the secondary field is oriented at an angle to
the primary wavefront. After a transient radiatory period, a stable traveling domain is formed.
This result strongly suggests that the stationary waveleugth domain solitary waves are part of a
larger family of steerable solitary waves, in the same way that the black soliton is only a part of
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Figure 2: A collision betweeni two travelling domains. The domains attract., spiral about each ot her,
then coalesce and eventually settle to form a single stationary domain (not shown).
the steerable grey soliton family. Fig 2 shows a collision between two small domains that loads lo
their eventual coalescence, while Fig. 3 shows a small domain annihilating itself against an infinite
domain wall. These two results clearly show that simple traveling domains can be destroyed iby the
forces trying to minimise the domain wall length. Higher order domains, containiing tepologically
trapped 'vortex' nodes may prove to be more robust.
In conclusion we have presented a preliminary study of wavelength domains, both as stationary
solitary wave solutions and as dynamically evolving structures.
One author (APS) acknowledges the financial support of the Australian Telecommunicatiomis
and Electronics Research Board (ATERB).
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Figure 3: Tle collision of a circular travelling domain with a. qe asi-iiirnite domain wall.
behaviour is strikingly reminiscent of a bubble at the surface of a. liquid.
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The effects of the nonlinear refractive index as a discriminant between the lowest
order (TFMoo) transverse mode stability in the passively modelocked and cw operating
modes o' tunable, solid state laser crystals like Ti:Sapphire and Cr 3 + or Cr4+ dopcA
materials, have recieved much recent attention [1]. This attention has focussed primarily
on the intensity dependent focal power in the laser crystal due to the (mostly) nonresonan:
R2 and the peak intensity of the oscillating resonator mode. In this report we extend these
studies to include resonant aid nonresonant X2 effects due to a synchronous pump laser,
and to examine the possibility that the magnitudes, signs, and time dependences of the
pump and oscillating wavelength R2 effects could be manipulated to discriminate between
active versus passive modelocking of the tunable laser output, as well as between cw and
passive modelocked operation. Active modelocking would reduce or eliminate the need
for opto-mechanic&l optical path stabilization betwecn the pump and tunable laser, anxi
enable wave-mixing experiments/devices such as fs CARS or broadly tunable fs OPO/OPA
systems..
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\
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MIIM

Fl: 790-940 nm HR; F2: 7* Output Coupler; MI: 790-940 nrm HR, 532 nm HR, 10 cm
radius; M2: 790-940 nm HR, 10 cm radius; P1 ,2: Schott F2 glass Brewster prisms
20 1 ,2 : beam included angles at M1 2 ; A: Variable slit; T: -0.2 mm quartz tuning plate
Figure 1. Ti:A1203 laser resonator configuration
Our approach to the simulation of the resonator shown iu Fig. 1 is to first establish
the stability behavior of the passive rcsonator with respect to resonator symmetry and
compensation of passive abcnrations through the positions and orientations of the focusing
optics, excluding the n, of the laser crystal. For all cavity calculations, the ABCD matrix
method was used [2]. The invariant parameters input to the ray transfer matrix simuiation

are the radii of curvature for the front surface mirrors FI, 2 (a.) and M1, 2 ( 10 cm.
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concave ), the length ( 1 cm. ) and refractive index ( 1.76 ) of the parallel Brewster faced
Ti:Sapphire crystal. The variable parameters are the tilt angles of MI,2 and the distances
"between the curved mirrors M1 and M2 , and the optics F1 and M2 , F2 and M 1 ,
designated L 1 and L2 respectively. The resonator arm defined by the distance L2 contains
the Brewster prisms P 1 ,2 (Schott F2 glass) for compensation of group velocity dispersion
in the experimental laser. These elements were omitted from the simulations presented
here because the aberrations induced by them is negligible.
The results of the ray transfer matrix simulation of the passive resonator in figure 1
for an asymmetric cavity, where L1 and L2 are 56.4 and 128 cm. respectively, revealed a
branched stability diagram for the fundamental transverse mode as a function of the M1 M2 mirror spacing in both the tangential and sagittal planes (data not shown).
Furthermore, the manipulations of adjusting the spacing and tilt angles of the curved
mirrors M1 and M2 , in order to compensate for aberrations due to the Brewster-faced_
laser rod and front surface mirrors, resulted in the prediction of unique values of these
paramrneters for generating a symmetric mode at the flat mirrors F 1 ,2 , and provided an
alignment diagnostic for setting them which we verified experimentally. We then added the
laser crystal n 2 to the simulation in order to examine the cw versus mnodelocted
discriminant imposed by the laser rod Kerr lens.
Many techniques have been implemented in order to simulate the behavior of the
crystal nonlinearity [3]. Most of them are based on the quadratic duct method, [2], and do
not treat specifically the case of elliptical beams except for [1].
Bridges, et. al. [1]; however, show that this ellipticity leads to nonlinear coupling
between the tangential and sagittal mode radii and significantly alters their characteristics,
which we have confirmed. Our analysis follows after that described in [11 where the
nonlinear medium is divided into n segments.
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Figure 2. Sagittal mode propagation in Ti:Sapphire crystal for elliptical cw mode, elliptica~l
modelocked mode with and without x-y coupling.
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tangential and sagittal mode radii through the n2 of the laser crystal. If this coupling i.
removed, or the mode made symmetric, zhe beam exhibits catastrophic self-focusi~ig and
collapses to the axis, a behavior that is often predicted by non-coupled approximations 141.
The convergence of this simulation of the laser rod focal power due to the n 2 Kerr Ions
effect is critically dependent upon the values of the mode parameters at the n cgiment
boundaries, and hence the value of n. This dependence is shown in figure 3, where the
average output power of the laser is 0.50 W at a 40 fs pulse duration.
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Figure 3. Propagation of the elliptical resonator mode through the Ti:Sapphire laser
crystal divided into 1000 segments (left) and 20,000 segments (right).
The convergence of this calculation of the lens properties of the laser crystai is crucial to
the accurate ABCD simulation of the mode behavior elsewhere in the resonator, and hence
to the resulting discrimination between cw and modelocked operation. The results of these
simulations, suitably modified to account for thermal and nonrrmsonant n2 effects due to
the pump mode and the effects of quadratic dispersion [5,6], will be presented in support
of experimental performance data on the synchronously pumped resonator depicted in
figure 1, which generates tunable, < 40 fs pulses at average powers of approximately 0.6
W (5 W pump).
1. Bridges, Boyd, Agrawal, "Effect of beam ellipticity on self-mode locking in lasers,"
Optics Letters, 11, pp. 2026-2028, (1993).
2. A. Siegman, Iaser (University Science, Mill Valley, Ca, 1986), Chapters 15 and 20.
3. V. Magni, G. Cerullo, S. De Silvestri, "ABCDI matrix analysis of propagation of
gaussian beams through Kerr media," Optics Communications, 96, 348..355, (1993).
4. Boyd, NgL,,X yi,. (Academic Press, Inc., New York, NY, 1992), pp. 257-262.
5. A. G. Kostenbauder, "Ray-Pulse Matrices: A Rational Treatment for Dispersive
Optical Systems," IEEE Journal Of Quantum Electronics. 26, pp. 1148-1H57 (1990).
6. J. CTilka, 0. Martinez, "Spatial-temporal analysis of the self-nxmoelc-cked Ti:sapphire
laser,", J. Opt. Soc. Am. B, IQ, pp. 638-643 (1993).
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ENHANCED FIBER SQUEEZING VIA LOCAL-OSCILLATOR

PULSE COMPRESSION
Jeffrey H. Shapiro
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Lance G. Joneckis
Laboratory for Physical Sciences
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20740
Although continuous-wave (cw) fiber experiments were among the very first squeezed-light denionstrations, only 0.58dB ot quadrature-noise reduction has been seen to date in such configurations [1]. Significant
advantages accrue in fiber squeezing if the cw pump is replaced by a periodic stream of short pulses. Pulsed
squeezing in fibers has produced over 5 dB of noise reduction in a fiber loop-mirror Mach-Zehuder interferometer (MZI) [2]. This value, however, does not approach the fundamental limit on fiber squeezing. which stems
from the finite time-constant of the quantum Kerr interaction [3]. For a 50 m-length standard single-mode
silica fiber the fundamental limit is expected to lie near 18dB of squeezing. In the pulsed MZI configuration, with a pump pulse whose temporal distribution is Gaussian, the time-dependent phase-crientation
and eccentricity of the homodyne-detection noise ellipse limits the observed squeezing [4]. Indeed, because
these experiments use the bright-fringe output from the loop-mirror MZI as their homoayne-detection locaioscillator (LO) beam, they can produce only 8.73dB of noise reduction under the most ideal conditions. in
this paper ye shall show that the preceding Gaussian-pulse-profile limit on fiber squeezing can be circumvented via LO pulse compression.
Squeem..ed-state geneiation in optical fiber is usually described by instantaneous-interaction, quantum.
four-wave.. mixing (FWM). However, a quantum theory for propagation in fiber muast include a Kerr-effect
time constant if the correct classical limit of self-phase modulation (SPM) is to be recovered. Both quantum
FWM and classical SPM can be obtained, within their respective regions of validity, from a coarse-grained
time quantum theory-wich rK-second granularity-for propagation in lossless, dispersionless single-mode
fiber subject to the Kern effect [3]. All fiber-squeezing experiments performed to d&te have operated in
the FWM limit. However it appears that the transition zone---wherein the predictions of the FWM theory
begin to diverge from those of the full, coarse-gralied time quantum SPM theory-may be experimen,ally
accessible.
For cw coherent-state inputs, both the FWM and SPM theories imply frequency-independent homodyne
spectra out to frequencies comparable with ,r,' [3]. Similar behavior obtains for repetitively-pulsed, coherentstate pumps if the low-frequency spectra are calculated from ind;vidual pulses as follows. The minimum
normalized (shot-noise level = 1) homodyne-measurement noise level, for a coherent-state input field EJN (t),
is given by

Srnin(0)

{)

-

1 + 2(S(O•(0) - IS'oW T(0)]),

(M)

where S-oT(0) is the normally-ordered output-noise spectrum
(L)

2

fto dt IELo(t)I2 IEIN(t)l,

-O,)d;,Ot 2~s()1 ( -ep2ei)JI t ')
"r'Kxf•- dt 'Er,o(t)I2 IEIN (t)I2 (1-- exp[2Re[iR]IEIN(t)I2 1)

sOUT(o) = Q(2)r

FWM

(2)

PI

,

SPM,,

{mL

S~oi.(0) is the phase-sensitive output-noise spectrum,

S(P)

f

=

7Kg ft-,

dO
t Eýt(t)EN(t)(1 + iKLjE;N(t)I2 ) exp(2iNLIElN(t)1 2),

dt ELg(t)EqN(t) (expl2iR'IEIN(t)12 + ikqJ
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,
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and ELO(t) is the normalized (t.

dt IELo(t)12

:=

1) temporal profile of the local oscillator. The classical

nonlinear phase shift at time t is 0,(t) = .LIEIN(t)12 for an Lm-long fiber, and i? -r [exp(i4e) - 1r1,K,
2iR' _= [exp(i20q) - 1]TK, with e, - nL/rK being the nonlinear phase shift for a single photon in a T7Ksecond-duration mode. In the calculations that follow we will employ a normalized fiber length LK =-- 0/2r,
and a normalized input power NK
IEIN(0)1 2 rKl/hw. Because we use photon-units field operators, NK is
the average number of input photons ii a rx-second-duration mode. Note that the peak classical nonlinear
phase shift is 0, = 21rSNKLK.
In loop-mirror fiber-squeezing experiments the MZI's bright-fringe output pulse--augmented with an
adjustable phase bias-is used as the LO pulse for homodyne detection of the MZI's dark-fringe output.
Figure 1 shows the theoretically predicted performance of the ideal device with LK = 10- (L • 25 m,
for TX = 1 fs) for both square and Gaussian pump pulses. The square pulse, which is equivalent to cw
operation, yields optimum squeezing performance: in the FWM theory a square-pulse input yields unlimited
squeezing as NrK grows; in the SPM theory the square-pulse input reanhes the fundamental squeezing limit of
.5m.( 0 ) - -20dB. On the other hand, a Gaussian pulse, even in the FWM theory, shows squeezing limited
to Smin(0) = 1 -- v"3/' .
-8.73 dB. This Gaussian-pulse FWM result does not improve with increased fiber
length or input power. The SPM theory is slightly worse; for the case shown it has the characteristic upturn
just before it reaches the FWM theory's noise minimum.
The Gaussian-profile pump pulse creates a time-varying orientation and eccentricity to the dark-fringe's
squeezing ellipse. As a result, when the bright-fringe pulse is used as the homodyne-detection LO, the
observed squeezing suffers for two reasons. First, the low-noise quadrat ure of the dark fringe is not sampled
at all time instants. Second, even with sampling at the correct phase shift, the degree of dark-fringe squeezing
varies during the pulse with (in FWM) the strongest squeezing occurring at the pulse's peak. With LO pulse
compret:sion, however, both of these effects can be ameliorated. In particular, a shorter LO pulse will
encounter a smaller phase rotation of the dark-fringe's low-noise quadraturo, and it can be arranged to
sample only the strongest squeezing on dark-fringe output. Figure 2 shows the expected squeezing for two
possible approaches to LO pulse compression: (1) when the LO pulse is a transform-limited Gaussian whose
duration is a factor of r shorter than that of the input pulse; and (2) when the LO pulse is the transformlimited Gaussian obtained by grating-pair pulse compression of the Gaussian pulse produced by propagating
the pump pulse through nL meters of fiber. The former could be realized by splitting the output from a
femtosecond laser: using one part for the LO, and spectrally shaping the remainder to produce a much longer
pump pulse for the loop-mirror MZI. The latter could be realized by passing the MZI's bright-fringe output
into an auxiliary fiber of appropriate length and then grating-pair compressing the resulting output to create
the LO.
As seen in Fig. 2, neither the r = 10 nor the n = 1 cases offer any enhancement of the observed squeezing.
In fact, both perform worse than using the bright-fringe output, as the LO, whose behavior is shown by the
curve labeled "Output LO." On the other hand, for r = 100 and for n = 2,3 there is significant improvement
over the standard bright-fringe LO.
To quantify how these results vary with fiber length, we show, in Fig. 3, the maximum attainabie squeezing
sopt • -101og{mino,.[Sý'ýP'(0)]} versus normalized fiber length. Figure 3 also plots the classical nonlinear
peak phase shifts at which these optimum squeezing values occur. The squeezing enhancements resulting
from a compressed LO are for the most part fiber-length insensitive until they asymptotically approach the
fundamental limit set by the square pulse.
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noise spectra for a coherent-state input to a normalized
fiber length LK = 10-6 versus normalized input power for
Gaussian pulses with transform-limited, compressed local
oscillators. The r = 10,100 curves are for LO pulsed which
are r-fold compressions of the pump pulse. The n = 1, 2,3
curves are for LO pulses which are ideal, grating_-par cCmpressions of the pump pulse after it has propagated through
a fiber of normalized length nLK. Also shown, for purposes
of comparison, are the two SPM curves shown in Fig. 1.
The horizontal line at zero ordinate is the shot-noise hlnit.
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SEMICLASSICAL vs. QUANTUM BEHAVIOI:t IN FOURTH-OGRb,.it.
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Edward ginzton Laborator,
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Stanford, CA 94305-4085
Parametric interactions in x((2 ) crystals have proven to be rich sources of nonclassical light-beam phenomena: squeezed-state generation using an optical parametric amplifier (OPA), photon-twins production
from an optical parametric oscillator (OPO), and fourth-order interference experiments using signal and idler
beams from a parametric down converter. Satisfactory quantum theories for all of the preceding noncla&,srcal
light-beam phenomena are available, but a unified formalism encompassing them all has yet to appear. In
particular, both OPA squeezing and OPO twin beams are easily understood in terms of their field-quadrature
spectra, but fourth-order interference is generally treated via correlated, single-photon wave packets. More
importantly, whereas the well-known semiclassical, "shot-noise" limits of optical homodyne detection and
differenced direct detection provide clear-cut boundaries beyond which purely quantum phenomena can be
claimed in OPA and OPO experiments, the corresponding semiclassical bounds on fourth-order interference
are, we believe, not widely appreciated. In this paper we explore semiclassical and quantum descriptions of
fourth-order interference that are built upon classical and quaintum Gaussian-state models for the signal and
idler outputs from a parametric down conver ter [1]. Our approach unifies the analysis of fourth-order interference with those for squeezing and photon twins. It also demonstrates that a purely-quantum fourth-order
intel ference effect can be claimed at fringe visibilities substantially below the commonly accepted threshold
of 50%. We start with a pair of models-one quantum and one classical--for the signal and idler fields
produced by parametric down conversion.
Quantum Field Model
Let Es(t) and ti(t) be the positive-frequency signal and idler field operators, respectively, at the output of
the parametric down converter. These operators commute with each other (and with each other's adjoint)
and individually satisfy the usual 6-function commutator rule. The joint density operator for the signal and
idler is a zero-mean-field Gaussian state which is completely chareacterized by the following normally-ordered
and phase-sensitive correlations for j = S, I anti k = S, I:
(t(t±T)Ek(t))

(tj(t + r)Ek(t))

=

J-j

bkexp(iwj-r) f2)

P(w)ew7,

(1 - 6jk) exp[-i(wpt +

w + lie-twr,
1)]N

where ws, '1 are the center frequencies of the signal and idler beams, 6ik is the Kronecker delta function and
P(w) > 0 is the common, signal and idler spectrum. We shall akssume that P)(w) is an even function of w, ond
we note that a frequency-dependent phase factor could be included inside the integial in the phaes-sensitrve
conelation.
Classical Field Model
The classical fi.ld model that most closely mimics the preceding quantum model corresponas to classicallyrandom, positive-frewquency, photon-units signal and idler fields, Es(t) and Er(t), respectively. These fitlds
comprise a pair of zero-mean, comni)lex-valued, jointly-Gaussian random processes, which are completely
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characterized by the following normally-oidered and phase-sensitive correlations for 3
6

(E*(t+ r)Ek(t))

(Ej(t + r)Ek(t))

=

=

S, I, and k =S, i:
(3)

jkexp(--iw,jr)] 2-

(1-,•)exp[-i(wpt + ur)1

P(u )-"

where the angle brackets now denote classical ensemble average, instead of quantum average.
When the preceding quantum and classical field models are used, respectively, in conjunction with standard quantum and semiclassical theories of photodetection it is a simple matter to derive the following results
for squeezing, photon twins, and fourth-order interference.
Quadrature-Noise Squeezing
For a degenerate parametric down converter--one whose signal and idler frequencies coin de--unity quantum efficiency homodyne detection of the 50/50 combination of the signal and idler beam, yields a phasesensitive photocurrent noise whose spectrum at the optimum (noise-minimizing) local-oscillator (LO) phase
is
q2Pzo [ý1/ + P-(w) - ýi-•-] , quantum theory,

q 2 PLo,

semiclassical theory.

where PLO is the local oscillator's photon flux, and q is the electron charge. Thus, the semiclassical noiselevel always equals or exceeds the shot-noise limit, q2 PLo, whereas the quantum theory can have noise lower
than the shot-noise limit.
Photon Twins
When the signal and idler beams from a parametric down converter are separateby detected by unity quantum
efficiency photon counters, the signal-idler photon count difference over a T-see-duration interval is a zeromean random variable, ANT, whose variance obeys
(ANT.)/T = 2P,

(6)

for all T,

in the semiclassical theory, whereas the quantum theory predicts
2P, asAwT-+0
ýANT)/T --+

(7)
0,

as AwT -oo,

w here 2P is the signal+idler average photon flux from the down converter-and hence the shot-noise limit for
this measurement-and Aw, is the common signal/idler fluorescence bandwidth. Thus, the semiclassical perunit-time photocount variance is always shot-noise limited, but the quantum expression drops substontially
below this limit, once the counting interval is long enough to sense the nonclassical entanglement of the
signal and idler beams.
Fourth-Order Interference
The recent dispersion-cancellation experiment of Steinberg, Kwiat, and Chiao [21 has a simple explanat ion in.
our Gaussian-state formalism. Their data snows a pronounced, transform-limited, fourth-order coincidencerate dip at zero delay when the signal beam from a nondegenerate parametric down converter i-s dispersed,
delayed and 50/50 combined with the down-converter's idler beam prior to photodetection. Our formalism
gives the following predictions for C(T; Tq), the coincidence rate as a function of delay T, in the Steinberg,
Kwiat, and Chiao experiment:
{ + 2-' [1 - exp(-Aw2 T 2 /2)]},
Vf PT.q

quantum theory

Tg) =(8)

'IT#FP

2

_r

{i ± (2AwTg)-'

[1 - exp(-Aw2 T 2 /4)] },

semiclassical theory

where r. is the coincidence gate's duration. This result assumes that P(w) is a Gaussian spectrum, and
that operation is in the low-photon-flux regime, with -r >> T and AWT, >> 1; these conditions prevail in the
Steinberg, Kwiat, and Chiao experiment.

!M.

l

___

smin(W) ='-"(5)

C(T;

-

(4)u,
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Both the quantum and semiclassical formulas show complete dispersion cancellation ;n the tra.nsfornilimited widths of their minima at T = 0. Note that there is nothing intrinsica!ly quantumn mechanical
about this dispersion cancellation. Its origin is easily traced to the fact that the four correletion functions
appearing in bowels of our calculations are dispersion-broadened, chirped-Gaussian functions. The negative
contributions to that give rise to the coincidence-rate dip derive from signal/idler cross-terirs which, when
integrated over the 70 -sec gate interval, behave like the matched-filter pulse eompresors found in chirpedpulse radar systems.
For the low photon-fluxes prototypical of parametric down conversion, nanosecoud gate durations will
give Pr 9 << 1, hence the T = 0 coincidence-rate dip in the quantum theory constitutes an essentially
100%-visibility white-light fringe, viz., we have that
rax[C(T;,r)] - min[C(T; -r)]

mrax[C(T; rg)] + min[C(T; 7r.)(
T

T

1/[1 + 4v6rPr9 ] ;z: 1,

for Pr9 << 1.

(10)

In the semiclassical model, however, the white-light fringe at T = 0 is completely masked, i.e., we have that
-1 = 1/[1 + 4Awfgl .,<ý1,

(11)

for Aw7-, >> 1.

Thus, a Steinberg, Kwiat, and Chiao dispersion-cancellation experiment that is performed on Gaussianstate light in the low-photon-dux regime can be said to show a nonclassical effect even with irnge visibilities
substantially less than 50%.
Restricting our semiclassical vs. quantum fringe-visibility comparison to Gaussian-otate light is 1-cry
reasonable. As shown in [1], this restriction includes the only classical-field model that reproduces all
the sign-'..-only and idler-only photodetection statistics of the quantum model. Neverth:A--ess, let us briefly
address the non-ergodic classical-field model which prior studies have asserted yields 50% fourth-order fringe
visibility.
In lieu of our classical field model, we now assume that Es(t) and E1 (t) are classicall,'-random, positivefrequency, photon-units signal and idler fields obeying
Es(t) =

VPexp[-i(ws +± )t-i9],

EI(t)

vr~exp[-i(wi

=

-

(12)'

Z)t +i9],

(13)

where c and 0 are statistically-independent random variables, with the former being "Jaussian with mean
zero and variance Aw 2 , and the latter being uniformly distributed on [0, 27r]. This model is not ergodic,
but if iD and ý are made s)owly-varying functions of time, we can still use an ensembi.2 average analysis as
representative of a real, time-average measurement.
Continuing our assumption that Awr 9 >> 1 holds, we find that the non-ergodic classical field model
predicts a low-photon-flux regime coincidence rate given by
C(T; rg) = P 2 V.r 9 11- (v1Awr,)-1 exp(-7,2/4r2)]

.

(14)

This result is very different from the low-photon-flux quantum behavior we exhibited earlier. First of all, the
peak coincidence rate is proportionai to P', not to P. Second, the dip at T = 0 is coincidence-gate limited,
not transformn limited. Finally, the fringe-visibility is much smaller than 50%. Indesd, the non-ergodic
model's fringe visibility is similar to that found earlier for our Gaussian-state classical-field model.
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SUMMARY
There are several known gas phase laser ignition mechanisms which are thermal (laser heating of the gases),
photochemical (laser photoiytic production of radicals which are important in exothermic chemkial reactions), nonresonance spark fowmation (laser gas breakdown) cnd resonance microplasma formation (wavelengtM-specifi,. formation
of a speark through photochemical processes). The ignition process depends on the deposition of a minimum energy
(Calcots, at el., 1952) that is sufficient to achieve self propagation of the flame front when the ignition source is removed.
The form and rate of snargy input into the combustion process can also influence the success of the ignition evant (Lavid,
at al., 1985). Recent ignition work in reactive gas-phase mixtures illustrates that the operating wavelength of the laser
(particularly in the ultraviolet UV} can determine the potential for photochemistry to occur (Chou, et el., 1991; Levie., et
al., 1985; Lucas, at a!., 1987; MWass, et al., 1986, Raffel, at al., 1985, Forch, at al., 1991; Forch, et el., 1990, Forch,
et al., 1987, Forch, at al., 19651. This work has lead to the development of a new ignition method called resonant laser
microplasma ignition (Foruh, at a!., 1991; Forch, at a.., 1990, Forch, et al.. 1987, Forch,et al., 1986) . Wavelength
specific multimhoton laser photolytic and excitation processes create excess populations of radicals, ions, electrons and
reactive species which enhance ignition. In our previous gas-phase investigations a tunable laser system was used to
ignite premixed reactive gaseoua 4f ows of H1-0 2, H2/N20, and D./02. It was found that UV lacer photolysis of either fuel
or oxidizer molecules produced H and 0 radicals which cou'd be resonantly photoexcited and photoionized to produce
a laser microplasma of sufficient intenitity to achieve ignition.
The amount of incident lase. energy (ILE) that was
required to ignite the mixtures was found to be a minimum at wavelengths which correspond to the location of twophoton excitation transitions (Figure 1. (a.-b.)) of atomic hydrogen and atomic oxygen near 243 nm and 225.6 nm
respectively.

The ignition mechanism consists of thee concurrent nrocesses which occur during a single ca. 10 no laser pulse: 1.)
photodissociation of thi fuel or oxidizer component to produced ground-stats H or 0 atom; 2.) resonant two-photon
excitation of the atoms and photoionization to produce free electrons; 3.) resonance formetion of a laser-produced
microplasma which serves as an ignition source. Specifically, photodissociation of 02 or N20 produces ground electronic
state oxygen 2p' (P,,..,) which are the well-known three ground-electronic spin-orbit-split states. The ground state fine
structure components are well separated (the three ground state fine structure components &re v triplet and are spaced
at relative energies of 0, 158.5 and 226.5 cm') the excited state 2p'3p(3 P2,.,) splittings are only 0.54 and 0. 16 cm'
and could not bb resolved so only single peeks were observed whose intensities are summed over the upper nxygen
2p'3p( 3Pj) stases. Absorption of a third photon is sufficient to achieve ionization and drive the resonant formation of a
microplasma. Plots of the ILE required for ignition versus wavelength revealed three minima which correspond exactly
to the spectral positions of those two-photon allowed transitions 2p' ( 3P2.1,0).2p3 3p(3P2 ,1 ,0 ). Photodissociation of H2 or
02 produces ground-electronic-state
1,S atomic
hydrogen.

Resonance two-photo;,

excitation of the

atoms to the lowest excited electronic state (neardegenerate 2S6,, 2P,,1 , 2P3,, levels) and ionization
through the absorption of a third photon likewise
serves as the basis for the formation of a microplasma.
Plots of the ILE r.quired to ignite the mixtures as a
function of laser excivation wavelength showed two
minima whose spectral locations correspond exactly to
the two-photon excitation wavelengths of H and D at
243.07 nri atd 243.0 nm respectively.
Resonance laser microplasma ignition affords a
distinct advantage over non-resonant gas breakdown
(spark formation) in terms of the energy threshold for
ignition and extraction of the minimum energy required
for ignition. Lsser-L,,duced gee breakdown occurs
through non-resonant ionization of the gas, collision-

2 3 3p

3

2p33

3

p

-i

a.
8'77nn

3S
4
2

0
2p4p

225.6 nm
22.7
0p
0c"

1

-

243 nm
2

Atornic Oxyge
Atomic Hydrogen
I
Figure 1. Simple energy level diagrams for a. atomic oxygen
and b. atomic hydrogen.
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induced cascade ionization and iuboiequent spark formation driven by inverse bremestrahlung (Smith, at al,- 19•6).

The

threshold for non-resonant gas breakdown in an initially transparent non-absorbing gas typically exceeds the requisite
minimum ignition energy for a reactive gaseous mixture and therefore the extraction of the minimum ignition energy from
this measurement may be difficult. This is because the laser power density at which ionization, electron production and
spark formation occurs in a non-resaonant process simply exceeds the minim,•m energy required to ignite the mixture.
Typically a very intense spark or blast wave is formed which can extinguish combustion or lead to a detonation.
Resonance laser microplasma ignition provides a means nf photochemicaily producing radicals and seed electrons very
early on in the later pu~se well below the energy threshold for ignition and gas breakdown. Resonance excitation and
ionization of the radicals produces a very weak and controllable microplacma (laser spark) below the threshold for
ignition. The laser energy can then be gradually increaseao to the point that the nmicroplasma grows to sufficient intencity
for ignition to occur. Furthermore, with a resonant laser source it is easy to produce a visible well-controlled microplasme
within the mixture that will not cause ignition until additional energy is supplied to the laser pulse. At the ignition
threshold a certain amount of energy has been deposited in a sufficiently short time period such that sealf-sustaining
ignition occurs which allows the ignition kernel to propagate into a stabilized combustion subsequent to the termination
of the laser pulse.
The measui-ement of the incident Ister energy required for thr ;gnition of reactive gaseous mixtures is simple, since the
amount cf energy delivered to the laser focal volume isn be determined with an energy meter. The measurement of the
minimum ignition enerav is far more difficult since the multiphoton abscrption, photodissociation, photoexcitation and
photoionization processes which form the laser microplasmds exhibit a highly nonlinear de;pendence on laser intensity
which make absorption measurements difficult. The primary goal of this work is to determine what fraction of the ILE
that drives the formation of the microplasma and ignition is absorbed in the ignition event. The fractiorn of energy
Altho-igh a distinct wavelength
iarition energy under these experimental conditions.
absorbed is the minimum
dependsnce on the ILE required fo- ignition was observed in our past work, an additional motivation of this work is to
ascertain that if oncs a minimum ignition energy has been deposited is there a selective enhancement in ignition which
is wavelength dependent.
In this work a tunable laser system which operates in the ultraviolet (UV) has been utilized to ignite premixed reactive
gaseous flows of H./O, D./O/ and CHIN.O in a jet ourner at Atmospheric pressure. Multiphoton UV photodissociation
of the fuel or oxidizer molecules produced ground state radicals (H and C atoms). Resonance enhanced multiphoton
excitation and ionizatiou of these radicals formed a laser-produced microplasma which served as an ignition source. Time-
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Figure 2. Plots of a. ILE versus wavelength and b.
minimum ignition energy versus wavelength for H1,0,

Figure 3. Plots of a. ILE versus wavelength and b.
minimum ignition energy versus wavelength for

10=0.7).

H 2,D/O 2 (M=0.7).

resolved absorption techniques were utilized to dotermine mimimum ignition energies for the gaseous mixtures when the
laser was tun.ed to resonance two-photon excitation transitions of H and 0 atoms riser 243 nm and 225.6 nm respectively
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Figures 7,3. The minimurn Ignition energy was found to W.wavelength dependent and was the least when the laser was
tuned to the resonant twa-photon excitation transitions. These results suggest that lgnitio-.r- is rnot only dependent upon
thes absorption of a certain minimum amount of energy but is also photochomicelly enhancei by the orod~ucfion cf ground
end sxcited-state radicals and ions which participate in exothernmic chemical chain-branching reactions inthe early stages
of ignition. The microplasmas ware also characterized using omission, photoaucoustic and ionization spectroacopios.
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WP17
Nd:YALO-AmpLiFIER ABOVE 100 WATTS AVERAGE OUTPUT POWER
WITH HIGH BEAMA QUALITY VIA PHASE CONJUGATION
H.J. Eichler, A. Haase, R. Macdonald and R. Menzel
Optisches Institut,'Technische Universiti~t Berlin*)
Stral~e des 17. Junt 135, 10623 Berlin, Germany
Phone: (30) 314-22498, Fax: (30) 314-26888

Nd:Iaser with good beam quality via phase conjugating SBS-mirrors can be realized as oscillators [11
and for higher output powers as systems of Master Oscillator and Power Amplifier. MOPAs were
described using Nd:YAG stab geometries in multi-pass arrangewnats [e.g. 21. With -thesesetups average
output powers of more than 100 Watts were reported [2, 31 with pulse energies in the range of I J to
25 J.
To reduce the complexity of higher power Nd-MOPAs we, developed a scheme with a single Nd:YAG
rod 141. The thermal lens of the highly pumped laser rod with focal lengths of less than 30 cm could be
perfectly compensated by the aid of the phase conjugating SBS-rnirror. But in high poweir Nd:YAG
laser rods a strong birefiringence occurs. This leeds to a depolarization of the incident laser light 'ven
after the first pass [5]. Therefore a scheme with two optical isolation stages was ust.- to extract all
amplified energy and to protect the osciilator from backscattered amplifier radiation, Although this
scheme operated well and we were able to extract 100 Watts fr-om this single rod Nd.YAG vm~plifier,
the beam quality of the output was restricted somewhat to about 2 Onmes the diffraction lirnit (better than
2"DL).
T1herefore we set up a single rod amplifier based on a YA1O 3 -crystal with 9.5 mim diaineter , 152 mm
length and 1.0 at.% Neodymiumn doping as active material. This Nd:YALO crystal is optically highly
anisotropic and shows therefore no remarkable stress birefringence. On the other side the thermal
lensing of this material is roughly two times higher than for Nd:YAG (see Fig. 0. But this disadvantage
of a higher thermal lensing could be cormpensated with the phase conjugating mirror.

work was financially supported by the Bundesmistenium ffir Forsch, -ng und Technologie (B MFT)
and the Verband Deutscher lngenieure (VUDI).
*) The
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Fig. 1:

Therma lvnsing of Nd:YAG and Nd:YALO rod as a function of electrical pump power

A 45 degree Faraday rotator was used to couple out the amplified light in combination with a polarizer.
As SBS-material we used CS 2 . Because of astigmatic thermal lensing the Nd:YALO osciP'ltor showed
an slightly elliptical transversal beam profile. In the vertical direction the beam was 1.3 times diffraction
lmnited and hi the horizontal 1.1 times. The flashlamps were driven with a repetition rame up to 100 Hz.
Duting each flash a burst of 3 to 40 Q-switch pulses of different amplitudes ocurred adjustible by tihe
time delay of oscillator and amplifier.
The thermal lens of the YALO-amplifier could be perfectly compensated in the double pass arraigoment
by the phase conjugating SDS-mirror as measured in a distance of 5.2 m behind the amplifier ted (see
figure 2).
* Measured diameter
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Average diameter
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Fig.2:

Measured beam diameter of the amplified light in a distance of 5." m as a function of the lec•lriail
input power. The dashed line represents the avcrage diametc. of 2.6 mim.
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Demonstration of Accumulated Photon Echoes by using
Synchrotron Radiation
H. Itoh1 , and S. Nakanishi 1 , M. Kawase 2 , H. Fukuda 3 , H. Nakatsuka3 '
and M. Kainadat
'Departmren of Phy3ics, Kagawa University, Takamatsu 760, Japan
2 Department
of Chemistry, Kagawa University, Takamatsu 760, Japan
3 lnstitute
of Applied Physics, University of Tsukuba, Tsvkuba 805, Japan
4 UVSOR Facility, Institute for Molecular Science, Okazaki 444, Japan
1. Introduction
Synchrotron radiation ( SR ) can be applied as an excitation source of the
accumulated photon echoes. The accumulated photon echoes of sulforohdamine
640 ( SRh640 ) doped in polyvinyl alcohol film k OVA ) was successfully observed
by exciting the sample with the Sit and employing the phase modulation method
[1]. When we used the SR passed through a bandpass filter with the bandwidth of
about 13 nm, the photon edco decay curve was obtained with a time resolution of
133 fs. In addition, when the bandpass dlter was removed, the field autocorrelation
time of the SR beam decreased to about 3 fs.
2. Theory
When the sample is collinearly excited by the two SR beams, El(t) = E(t)
and E 2 (t) = E(t - r), the power spectrum S(w) of the excitation in the sample is
expressed as followc,
T/2
(E 1 (i) + E 2 (iwt),-dtJ'

S(w) =ulrn

= So,(w)[1 + cos(wr)],()

-7/2

where So(w) is the power spectrum of the SR itself. If the inhomogeneous broadening is sufficientiy broader than the homogeneous broadening of the sample and
excitation spectrum, the population grating H(w) formed by "(w,) is
H(w) O_ 17+
0

(0

;)2 S(w.,)dw'

(2)

I
where -y means the inverse of the dephasing time T22. The polarization induced by
H(w), which contributes to the echo signals, is as follows,
00

e2 (w, t) CK__

(,g

('e

•

)

d'

(3)

By integrating over the inhomogeneous distribution g(wo), a macroscopic third-order
electric dipole moment < P 2 (t) > is obtained. Because of the phase modulation
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method, E 2 (t) is rewritten by E 2(t) exp[iM sin(ft)] so that the echo signal 1(r) is
expressed as follows,
1(r)

[J2(M) + 2Jo(M)JM()

cos(2ft) +]

e2Y,

(4)

where Jj(M) denotes the i-th order Bessel function, and M means the index of the
phase modulation induced by the piezoelectric transducer. Note that the echo signal
of 2f-component is proportional to the product of the zeroth- and the second-order
Bessel functions [2].
3. Experiment
The experiment was performed at a beam line 8A of UVSOR facility, InAtitute
for Molecular Science, Okazaki, Japan. The SR beam was focussed with a concave
mirror with the horizontal and vertical focal length of 2.8 m and 2.6 m, respectively.
The electron storage ring was operated with the electron energy of 750 MeV and
the beam current of 200 mA. The output SR pulses had the repetition rate of
about 90 MHz and the time duration of 1.5 ns [3]. The SR beam was filtered
by the bandpass filter with center wavelength of 605 nm and bandwidth of 13
nm. After the filter, the SR beam was introduced to a Michelson interferometer in
order to split it into two beams ( the power of 2.2 and 0.8 pW ), and one beam
was temporally delayed relative to the other beam which was phase modulated at
f=6.5 kHz. The coilineariy overlapped two beams were focused onto the samnple
and the transmitted beams were detected by a PIN photodiode whose output was
fed into a lock-in amplifier. The echo signal was obtained in the 2f-component of
the lock-in detected signal. The filtered SR beam was resonant to the 0-0 transition
between So and S1 levels of SRh640 in PVA.
4. Results
We first measured the field autocorrelation of the SR beam that determines
the time resolution in the photon echo experiment. Figure l(a) shows the autocorrelation obtained for the SR beam used in our experiment. In this measurement,
the sample was removed and the signal of f-component was detected. The correlation time ( FWHM ) of the filtered SR was measured to be 133 fs, which clearly
indicates that the photon echo decay can be measured with a time resolution of
about 130 fs. Figure 1(b) displays the field correlation when the bandonass filter
was eliminated, indicating the field correlation time of about 3 fs.
Figure 2 shows the accumulated photon echo decay on a logarithmic scale mea-

sured for SRh640, in PVA at 29 K, where the delay time r was scanned from 1.2 ps
to 10 ps. The T2 obtained in Fig. 2 is approximately 4.8 ps. This decay curve is
normalized with the SR beam intensity by assuming that the intensity is proportional to the beam current in the storage ring. In the measurement we took ten
data into a computer at a fixed delay time after accumulating a population grating
for 60 sec. Then the accumulated population grating was erased by slowly changing
359
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the delay time r to the next sampling delay time with the two excitation beams
on, which took 60 sec.
Using a dye laser pumped by a Q-switched YAG laser, we also examined
whether this T2 of 4.8 ps is reasonable for SRh640 at 29 K. The T2 was thus
measured at the sample temperature from 10 K to 30 K. The solid circles in Fig. 3
show the T2 measured by the incoherent ns dye laser and a solid square represents
th/ T2 of 4.8 ps observed by the SR. The square point just lies on the fitting line
of T2 N T-', which confirms the validity of the T 2 measured by the SR.
This work is performed under the Joint Studies Program o;f the Institute for
Molecular Scie.nce, Japan.
Referencc:i
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[2] A. Wakarniya, Master thesis, University of Tsukuba, Japan (1993).
[3] M. Watanabe, Nucl. Inrum. & Methods Phys. Res. A 246, 15 (1986).
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WP19
CHARACTERISTICS OF SELF-PUMPED PHASE CONJUGATION
IN A GAIN MEDIUM
R.P.M. Green, G.J. Crofts and M.J. Damzen
The Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College, London SW7 2BZ, U.K.
Tele. No. 071-589 5111
SUMMARY
Self-pumped phase conjugation using a nonlinear material in a self-intersecting
loop geometry are attractive for their simplicity and efficiency. Loop systems
based on photorefractive media [1] and Brillouin-active media [2,3] have been
most extensively investigated. Several investigation have also been made of
gain-media in loop geometries [4,5,6] although several issues relating to
conjugation fidelity and the implementation of this device as a practical laser
source have not been fully addressed. We present the results of investigation of
the spatial, temporal and energy characteristics of the solid-state gain medium
Nd:YAG in a loop configuration.
One of the investigated configurations is shown in Figure 1. A (transmission)
gain-grating is formed in a flashlamp-pumped Nd:YAG amplifier (AI) by a
self-intersecting input beam (Ein) consisting of a linearly-polarised pulse in a
TEMoo single-longitudinal mode with FWHM duration l7ns. The gratiag
diffraction efficiency (rq) can be optimised by controlling the forward loop
transmission factor (Tf) with a Faraday rotator and half-wave plate
combination. The backward transmission factor (Tb) through this combination
is approximately unity resulting in unidirection laser oscillation in the backward
(conjugate) direction when the loop threshold condition is achieved r1GTb > 1,
where G is the gain of an additional loop amplifier module (A2). The amplifier
rods (Al and A2) were 100mm long by 6.35mm in diameter with small-signal
single-pass gains up to 100, a beam crossing angle ~10mrad to achieve good
overlap in amplifier Ai,,and a loop roundtrip time - 5ns.
The threshold input pulse energy was as low as ~10[tJ for generation of a
backward oscillation signal. For an input pulse up to -10 millijoules the output
energy was as high as 300mJ in a TEMoo spatial mode and in the form of a
single-longitudinal-mode pulse with duration ~I0ns. The output pulse typically
cmerged approximately 30ns after the input pulse had entered the loop system.
At higher input pulse energies, higher output energy could be achieved (up to
500mJ) but the spatial quality degraded from the diffraction-limit. Even in the
case when the output was of the form of a diffraction-limited TEM0 mode the
361

mode diameter was not generally the same as the input but was a function of the
input-pulse energy.
A fuller test of the phase conjugating ability of the loop amplifier consisted of i)
inserting an aberrator (phase plate) in the loop and ,i) using a non-TEMo input
beam. The introduction of the loop phase plate (in location shown in Figrvrel)
resulted in the distortion of the input beam as shown in Figure 2i however the
output beam quality was almost unchanged and still a high-quality TEMoo
mode as shown in Figure 2b. The correction of the loop phase aberrations I - 020x diffraction-limit) is a dramatic demonstration of the excellent corrective
ability of the gain conjugator. The introduction of a non-TEMoo beam was
produce by passing the TEMoo input beam through a pair of crossed wires
giving a four-lobed beam with diffractive fringing in the transmitted beam.
With suitable adjustment of the input energy it possible to reproducc the
dominant four-lobe structure in the conjugate beam. It was noted that by
decentralising the cross wires such that the relative intensity of the input lobes
were not equal that the higher intensity lobes were much more efficiently
reflected than the weaker lobes. This can be qualitatively understood since the
diffraction efficiency of a gain grating depends on the strength of the interfering
writing beams.
As a general conclusion of our present studies, the system has good corrective
ability of loop aberrations and this is very promising for high-average power
scaling of solid-state laser systems in which thermally-induced phase distortion
is a major consideration for beam quality. The loop conjugator should be
considered as an adaptive laser resonator with a holographic grating element
formed by the self-intersecting beam. Such a system can produce output energy
at least two orders of magnitude higher than a high-quality injecting pulse. The
application of this device as a phase conjugator of input radiation with severe
aberration is not so clear according to our present results but more work is still
required to ascertain its full potential.
References
[II A.A. Zozulya, IEEE J.Quantum Electron., QE-29, 538 (1993)
[2] V.I. Odintsov and L.F. Rogacheva, JETP Lett., 36, 344 (1983)
[3] M.S. Barashkov et al, Soy. J.Quantum Electron., 20, 631 (1990)
[4] I.M. Bel'dyugin et al, Sov, J. Quantum Electron., 14, 602 (1984)
[5] M.J. Damzen, R.P.M. Green and G.J. Crofts, Opt, Lett., 19, 34 (1994)
[6] V.A. Berenberg et al, Opt Spectro., 65, 302 (1988)
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of experimental laser system
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Figure 2. Spatial beam profiles with a loop phase aberrator.
a) Incident aberrated loop beam, b) Compensated backward conjugate beam.
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SBS Threshold Reduction Using Feedback
John J. Ottusch and David A. Rockwell
Hughes Research Laboratories
3011 Malibu Canyon Road, Malibu, CA 90265
(310) 317-5000
(310) 317-5483 (FAX)
Ordinary self-pumped phase conjugate mirrors (PCMs) that employ stimulated
Brillouin scattering (SBS) turn on when the gain exponent (G = gIL) is in the range of 25 to 30.
Feedback makes it poýsible to reduce this threshold gain considerably. A number of theories
have been developea to describe SBS with feedback, most of which are specific to highly
aberrated pump beams and steady-state conditions. These theories predict that by introducing
feedback the gain threshold can be reduced to as little as Gth = 0.35 [1]. Recently, Scott [2]
proposed a theory of SBS with feedback that departs from previous theoretical approaches.
First, it specifically focuses on Gaussian beams. Second, it explicitly recognizes that the
nonlinear medium has a finite response time; consequently the evolution of the nofli-near
process is limited by the finite duration of the pump pulse. Although these theoretical features
provide new insights into SBS with feedback, further analysis.is required to bring the theory
into agreement with our measurements, some of which were motivated by discussions with
Scott.
We performed several experiments involving SBS with feedback using focused, nearly
diffraction-limited pump beams. Figure 1 shows two variations of the loop arrangement for
SBS with 100% feedback in which the first-pass transmitted pump beam is recycled dnd

b"4

P-p'W

beambeam
bP--a.-

- 1t.3

X4Freon

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Loop geometries for SBS with feedback.
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Figure 2. SBS threshold reduction factor
as a function of the ratio of the pump
pulse duration and the phonon lifetime,
The calculated YRF (shown
tPUP / t
as a line) is 7.7 in the steady-state limii.

output.
In the first case, using CH 4 as the SBS medium, it was possible to measure the threshold
reduction factor (the SBS threshold without feedback vs. with feedback) for several different
values of tP., / tao, by independently varying the pump pulse width and the acoustic
lifetime (which depends on CH 4 pressure). According to Scott's theory, the SBS threshold
power is lowest for very long pulses (i.e. closest to steady-state conditions) and increases
moao.ortically as trpy / tpmon decreases (for very short pulses, i.e. trm, / tp,,o., - 1, the theory
is no longer appropriate). From the theory of transient stimulated xicattering [31 we can
calculate the threshold power for SBS without feedback. The ratio is the calculated threshold
reduction factor (TRF). Figure 2 shows the
comparison between theory and experiment. The
measured SBS TRF does not exhibit the
consistently increasing trend as a function of

WITH
FEEDBACK

11

/ tr"

predicted by the theory; it was
always about 2.5. When we changed to a fasterresponding SBS medium, namely Freon-113, we.....
expected an even greater improvement in TRF.
It

WITHOUT
FEI.DBACKI

0

However, the measured SBS TRF for Freon-i 13

50

100
150
Tine (nsec)

200

was only 3.
When Freon-113 was used in the feedback

Figure 3. Stokes energy vs. pump
energy with and without feedback.

geometry of Figure lb, the SBS TRF doubled to 6.
Representative data are shown in Figure 3. We

Geometry is that of Figure l b. Pump
pulse FWHM is 160ns. S1S medium i.-

also observEd that higher-order Stokes could be

Freon-l 13.
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produced using this geometry (in contrast to
standard SBS generators which don't employ
feedback).

By iricreasing the pump power we

eventually reached the point where the Stokes

S(b)

_

(b)

beam was strong enough to generate its own
Stoke,,-shifted beam. In our experiment, the
threshold power for second Stokes was about 5

(.)

--...

0

100

300
200
Tinm (nsac)

4W0

500

tirnes the threshold power for first Stokes. This
second Stokes beam propagates in the same
direction as the pump beam. Increasing the
pump power produced still higher Stokes

I
Figure 4. Comparison of pulse shapes: a)
pump, b) StoKes with feedback, and c)
Stokes without feedback. SBS medium is

orders.

Freon-I13 (phonon lifetime - 0.7ns)

The temporal coherence properties of the
output Stokes signal are also affected by feedback. Without feedback, phase jumps occur
randomly on a time scale of tens of phonon lifetimes [4]. They manifest themselves in the
Stokes pulse shape as sudden intensity fluctuations (see Figure 4). Properly-phased feedback
eliminates phase jumps altogether.
We gratefully acknowledge Andrew Scott for many technical discussions and for
sharing the details of his theory prior to publication. We also acknowledge German Pasmanik
for suggesting the loop geometry of Fig. 1(b).
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UV Laser Source for Remote Spectroscopy by Multiple Nonlinear
Conversion of a Nd:YAG Laser
E. Gregor, J. Sorce, K.V. Palombo D.W. Mordaur.t and M Ehritz
Hughes Aircraft Company Building El, M. S. B 118, P. 0. Box 902
El Segundo, CA 90245
310-616-3955
Laser sources in the ultraviolet (UV) spectrum specifically in the range from 250 nrn to
350 nm, are of great interest for ,ong range remote fluorescence spectroscopy. The
detection at a stand-off range of biological and organic compounas is accomplished
by monitoring the returned energy in the fluorescence spectrum of the compound in
question. A multiple UV wavelength laser or a tunable laser source provides the ability
to improve the discrimination between compounds with similar spectra. Vibrational
stimulated Raman scattering (VSRS) in the UV has been reported in 1979 using
excimer lasers (223 nm, 248 nm and 308 nm)(Ref. 1), but with limited efficiency (25%).
We report here our experimental results of efficient (87%) rotational stimul.-ted Rarnan
scattering (RSRS) and vibrational stimulated Raman scattering (VSPS) using the
fourth harmonic from a phase conjugated master oscillator power amplifier Nd:YAG
laser with high beam quality . We present experimental data obtained for Hydrogen
and Deuterium gases used as Raman mediums.
1064 nm
3Jeani Dump
SAG( Module

Mirrors

i(164 tm
Input

Ni'ust Cni•uluh

)/4 PIa'-tun

532 nin braini

Fout IllHnrluonlc
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4t

-

266
.

"

R ''l'.Nr

Prism
Beam Dglip

Gellortor

Figure 1. Optical diagram of the UV Rarnan laser with multiple wavelength oLJtput.
The phase conjugate laser used in these experiments was reported previously (Ref.
2,3,4,5) and features high beam quality for efficient second harmonic, fourth harmonic
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and VSRS/RSRS conversion. Our present experimental setup is depicted in Figure 1.
The 1064 nrn beam is doubled twice to generate the icurth harmonic at 266 nm. This
wavelength is separated from the remaining 532 nm using a prism and then focused
into a Raman gas cell. The output from the Raman cell is recollimated and the
wavelength distribution is measured with an Optical Multichannel Analyzer (OMA). The
laser has near diffraction limited beam quality and 4 to 6 longitudinal mode,,. The
pulse width is 20 ns in the UV and the 100 mJ beam was used at 1 Hz
Raman Line

Wavelength
(nm)

% of Output

RP
R1
R2
R3
R4
ViAl

266
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275
279
283
294

13
25
23
13
3
2
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299
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V1 R2
V1R3
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310
316

3
4
2

RP = Residual nump energy
Rn = nth order rotational Stokes line
Vn = rMth order vibrational Stol:e.s line
An = nth order rotational anti-Stokes line

"

5
a
0
1
"O

C

. MM
M 270 27S 2n M

M

N4 310

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 2. UV rotational stimufated Rarnan conversion in Hydrogen gas using the 266
nm pump ;aser with 87% efficiency.
For RSRS the 266 nm.laser beam was circulai- polarized and VSRS was suppressed
by the use of lower pressures and larger f/numbers. in Figure 2 we show our results
using Hydrogen gas as the Rarnan medium. Efficient conversion to the Raman lines
reached up to 87%.
For efficient VSRS the laser beam was linearly polarized and the pressures were
optimized at a higher level and the f/numbers were lower. In Figure 3a we show typical
results using Deuterium gas. However, at the UV wavelength of 266 nm, the VSRS
gain is 6 to 8 times higher then for example at 532 nm and efficient VSRS is obtained
at low pressures (54 atm ). The first (289 nm) and the second (316 nm) Stokes lines
are efficiently generated. By reducing the pressure to 2 atm a combination of ASRES
and VSRS are obtained (Figure 3b).
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Figure 3a. Vibrational stimulated Raman
conversion in Deuterium gas Ising a
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.
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Firjure 3b. Rotational and vibrational
Raman conversion in DeUteriurn gas
using a 266 nm pump laser.( calibrated
relative output energy with >80% into
Raman lines)

In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated an efficient approach for a multiwavelength UV source based on the solid state Nd:YAG laser using second harmonic,
fourth harmonic and vibrational and rotational stimulated Raman scattering. With the
advances in efficiency of the diode pumped Nd:YAG laser and the new high optical
quality UV transparent efficient crystals (BBO)'efficient UV' solid state laser sources
are achievable. When these UV lasers are combined with the mature Rarnan
technology, multiple wavelengths in the 250- nm to 350 nm range are efficiently
obtained, This spectral range is of special interest for long range remote fluorescence
spectroscopy of organic and biological compounds in the atmosphere.
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The energy capability of pulsed laser systems can be extended by
using a Raman amplifier to combine the energy of several pump
Energy is extracted from the
beams into a single output [1].
pump beam(s) by the amplification of a Raman shifted Stokes seed
pulse. Beam combination has particular application to neodymium
based visible lasers in which the pulse energy can be limited by
the damage threshold of the .,ezond harmonic generating crystal.
The properties of a Ramran amplifier pumped by frequency doubled
Nd:YAG have been investigated experimentally using the geometry
shown in Figure 1. The 4155cm- 1 vibrational shift j-n hydrogen
was used to generate Stokes radiation at 683nm.
Combination of
energy from two separate (but mutually coherent) pump beams into
The
a single Stokes output has been successfully demonstrated.
Stokes energy extraction for amplifiers driven by single and
double pump beams are shown Figure 2.
Amplified Stokes beams of
very high spatial quality were obtained when a single pump was
used; interference effects produced some distortion of the
output in the two beam system (Figure 3).
The effect of the spatial, temporal and phase characteristics of
Results
the incident beams has been investigated theoretically.
show that serious limitations in efficiency are imposed by the
Gaussian spatial profile and the broad bandwidth of the laser
used in the experiments.
In the latter case, the presence of
many longitudinal modes inhibits Stokes growth in the early
stages of the amP1ifier due to the lack of correlacion beLween
the injected Stokes signal and pump [2].
With sufficient gainlength, the phases of the Stokes modes evolve so that the two
fields become correlated.
This process is illustrated in Figure
4 in which the phase difference, Op-0s, between each pump-Stokes
mode converges to a common value.
1.
Partanen and Shaw,"High power forward Raman amplifiers
employing low pressure gases in light g9idos. (i) Theory and
applications," JOSA B, 3,10,(1986).
2.
Eggleston and Byer,
"Steady state stimulated Raman
scattering by a multimode laser," IEEE JQE, QE--16,8, (1980).
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Figure

la. Raman beam combination
experimental layout
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Figure 2.
Beam combination experimental resultscoMparison between one and two beam pumping
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How quickly self-Raman effects and
third-order dispersion destroy squeezing
Yinchieh Lai and Shinn-Sheng Yu
Institute of Electro-Optical Engineering, National Chiao-Tung University
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Tel:886-35-712121 ex 4277 Fax:886-35-716631 E-mail: yclai@cc.nctu.edu.tw

Pulse bqueezed state generation us-Ing optical fibers has attracted a lot of attention
recently. By using a fiber loop interferometer, pulse squeezed vacuuma has be.en :uccess1 and has been
fully generated at the 1.3 Mm wavelength with 5 dB squeezing observedM
successfully generated at the 1.55 pm wavelength with 1.1 dB squeezing observed'2 1 . In
the squeezing experiment at 1.3 pfa, pulses from a modelocked YAG laser with a 20 ps
patlseduration were used. At this wavelength, the group velocity dispersion is close to
zero. In the squeezing experiment at 1.55 am, pulses from a modelocked color-centef
laser with a 200 fs pulseduration were used. The group velocity dispersion is negative
and the pulses propagated inside thf optical fiber are actually optical solitons. In going
from longer pulses to shorter pulses, one gains the advantages of a high peak power at
the same pulse energy and thus a shorter propagation distance in order to achievable
appreciable squeezing. However, it is well known that when the pulseduration is getting
shorter, the self-Raman effects[3' 41 and third order dispersion will start to affect pulse
propagation. Physically, both self-Raman effects and third order dispersion cause additional perturbations to the optical field aad thus one would naturally expect that they
will even*ually destroy squeezing. The problem is how quick the destruction is. This is
the question we would like to answer in the present paper.
Recently, based on our previous work[5 1 , we have developed a general quantum theory
of nonlinear pulse propagation. We also worked out a self-consistent quantum theory
of self-Rarnan effects in optical fibers. Our approach was based on the linearization
approximation, the conservation of commutator brackets, and the concept of adjoint
systems. A general, self-consistent scheme was developed to quantize nonlinear optical
pulse propagation problems and a general computation procedure ( "the backpropagation
method") was developed to calculate the quantum uncertainties of the inner product
between any given function and the (perturbed) field operator. By utilizing these results,
we can calculate the magnitude of squeezing when an optical pulse propagates through
the optical fiber in the presence of self-Raman effects -and third-order dispersion. The
following three situations have been considered

1. 50 fs and 100 fs (FWHM) solitons.
2. 100 fs, 200 fs, and 1000 fs (FWHM) sech pulses with zero group velocity dispersion.
Z.
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3. 100 fs, 200 ffs, 1000 fs and 20 ps (FWHM) square pulses with zero group velocityj
dispersion,
Due to the limitation of sp~ace, in this summiary we only show the results for .50 fs soliton8,
1000 fs sech pulses and 20 ps square pulses. The dotted lines are results without selfRaman effects and third-order dispersion. The lines labeled "KR" are results -with selfRainau effects only. The lines labeled '03"are results with third-order dispersion only.
The lines labeled "KR+D3" are results with both self-Raman effects and third-order
dispersion.
Based on our results, we would like to make the following commetits:
1. The influences of seif-Ranian eff-ects and thhbrd-order diripersiori on w-jueezing are
mainly due to the transformation of the original quaaaitukia wzjk'42. For solitons, the squeezing ratio is more sensitive to the sellRam"r effrcts &harn t
the third-order dispersion. This is due to the existence of second-order dispersion.
3. The selr-Raznan effects alone have big imparts only when thie pulre duration is
below 100 &e.However, if the third order disper-sion is also pre-sent. theni they cAn
generate some combined influences.
4. For sech pulses at zero dispersion, with no self-ftmania effects and third-order
dispersion, the squeezing iatio saturate after reaching 0.16. Physically thisi is due
to the build-tip of ch-rp across the pulse and is an disadvant age to work in the zero
dispersion regime.
5. At zero dispersion, the build-up of chirp across the ptilse can be reduced using
square pulses. However, the improvement is limited due to the third-order dispersion.
Since in our calculation we did not include in the effects of loss and addlitional
classical noises (i.e., noises due to Guide-d Acoustic Wave Brillouin Scatte~ing( 6]), the
results given 'here represent the lower limits of the squeezing ratio at different situations.
It is straightforward to include in these additional effects in our formulation since our
theory are applicable to general pulse propagation problems. Finally, our results seem to
suggest that solitons are the only qualified candidates for achieving very large squeezing
using optical fibers.
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Low Power Visible-Near Infrared (O.4mm-Smm) Self-Starting Phase Conjugation
with Liquid Crystal
Peimsylvatia SwI Uiversity. Univetily PArk. PA

Self-starting optical phase conjugation (SGOPC) is an interesting prncess which has good
application potentials. It has been observed in several material systems, e.g.. photorefractive

materials Il11, atomic sodium 121, and nematic liquid i'rystals 131, with low power lasers, and
Bnillouin cells 141 with high power lasers. Amnong these materials, ireinatic liquid crystals with their
broadband (visible-infa= ) birefringence are prime candidates for realiz~ing low powe SSOPC in
spectiral regime not accessible by the others. This was indeed demonstrated recently 131 using
stimulated thermal scattering effect. Although the process could be applicable over a very wide
spectral regimwe owing to the broadband birefringence and large thermal index gradient of nematic.
a major drawback i:, the high sensitivity of the lmc~ess to the temperature vicinity to TV. the nematic
to isotropic phase transition temperature. This requires very stable temperature control, and
imposes limitations on the incident laset power used &nd therefo~re the efficiency of the process.
In this paper. we report the first observation, to out knowledge. of self-starting optical
phase conjugation effect in a nernatic liqurna crystal using stimulated orientational szattering effect.
The orientallonal fluctuations in nemnatics, natiiraly provide an efficient energy coupling between
the ordinary and the extraordinary waves (c~f. Figure 1),

PWma
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Figure 1. Director axis fluctuation causes e-o wave scatternogs In a planar aligned nematic liquid
crystal sample.
The experiment set-up is shown in Figure 2. The liquid crystal we used i' pure E-7 (EM
Chemicals) which has nemnatic to isro'.ropic phase transition of 63'C. The experiment is done at
room temperature. The LC sample is 2OOpim thick and planar aligned. The inciden~t beam is linearly
polarized with its polarization vector making an angle of 450 to the director axis of the liquid
crystal. A polarizer is placed behind the NU7C cell, so that the reflected beam; s also linearly
polarized with its polarization perpendicular to that of the incident be-am. The pniase conjugation
signal is taken out by a beam splitter and observed in the far field.
When the power of incident beam is small I(< 6WOmWi, thcre is only noise background. As
'he pump power increases to about 600mW, a bright spot of phase conjugated signal appears, from
the fuzzy noise field (see the photo Insert in Figure 2). We noticed that in spite of the aberr-ations
imparted by the. input laser beam and gas approximately the same divergence. The efficiency of the
phase conjugation reflection is measured to be a few percents at the power used, with an onset time
of about 2Oms.
Because of the broadband birefringence of liquid crystal [Figure 31, ýtnd the low sensitivity
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1. C. Khoo, Y.Uqng, H. Li, -Low powenr visible -near infrared (0.4pin - 5t.1..
of the two-wave nix~iig gain on the wavelength, the process can be realized in a rather broad
spectrun, from the visible, thurough the diode-laser wavelength, to the infrared. In particula., since
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the absorptiou and scattering loss of nematics such as E7 re quite low to the 0.4trm - 5pm area.

applizaion of the SSOPC effects ob•erved here to phase conjugating devices in this s!ectrum
rrgirne ere clearly feasible 151. We will preenlany quantitative tbeomical estimates of the tlvesho!d
and d&.vice perfornance chamcteristics.
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Raman ewrmverskon of' broad band lasuers

Tsunea Nakata, l-arunobu 1(4i,'Tadashi \'amada, aitd Futnihiko Kannani
I.)cpaittmrnt of [H'ecrieal FEngirwe-ng, Kejo University
3-)4- 1 fiiyoshi, Kohoku.-ku, Yokohama 22.3, Japan
telep~ione:+ 1-45 5631-!1141 ex,. 3301
hI a recent paperi II we have proposed dual-wavelcngth-pumped Raman-tesonant lour-wave
mixing, where, an intense secondary pump and its Stok~es radiation aiv applied rinaddition to !,he
ptimary pump laser with a pkinpcr phase imatching angle to enhance, the Raman phonon amplitude ksce.
Fig. 1). This mnethod enabies one to eltficintnly up- ow down-convert a pri mairy pum-rp Iaser ilight.
whose iniensit~y is not high enough to induce wn efficient nonlinear fmliuency c-mversion by itself.
This feature is particularly useful for converrinag a laser wavelength in VUV sperctrumn region, where a
high-power laser source can haidly be decvkptAd We have carri ed out numaencal calculations on the
dual-w.ave pumped Ramari process assuming an F., laser with the wavcolength of 1577.6 urn for the
primary pump, and a KiF excinici lasci (2.18 nin) for the secondary pumip. More than zý0%T theoretical
efficiencies are posrible for either Slokes or anti--Stokes conversion 121. These anAlyseS were carred
out by asst~rning single-frequency radiations for ;ll the pumps and Raman- converted compone~nts.
flowever, this assumnption is inappropriate for the conver-sion,.f VUV lasers, since conventional
s.,pectrumr ivarrowing mnethodis (e.g. ethalon, injection locking) are inapplicable in this spectrum
regicra. For example, a typinal l1ine width of a free-rt~anirig F2 lae1s~~ m
In this Dap"r wo presci-t a numerical analysis of dual-wavelenglb-pumped Raman process
taking Account of a finite banti A-31th for the primary pu~mp laser, while still assuming a sm~nc.
fie4.~uer~cý laser for the secondary pump laser I his assumptioa is mluch more realistic than t.hat in die
previous Anialyses Il11, because in prc-ctical exper)m-nts one can use a narrow band laser in visible or
UJV spectral regtion as bhe wxcovdary pump source. The dual-wavelength pumped RAsAn-rnsofkant
four-wave mixing with a broad-band primary pumping laser cara be desc-ibed in :; cw analysis by
deriving (.oiqffecd eqiations dercr.,'ing spitial evolution of self-zorrclation t unctionq of lthe puimnary
pimp and its Stakes%field, compo~nerwts I he Fourier iransform of the selfrcorrekitimi functton
corresponds to thet spec.trum profile Thewc self-correlation functions arc coupled through a crosscorreiation ftnc-tion of the relevapt fteld&
Figure 2 slhows;. evolutwios of the self-correlation functions 'fitFi).,where Fi's are the
comnplex field envelope for i-th wave (i=() for primary pump, i=- I for Ist S~okci of primary pump)
An F2 laser with the spectral widith of 114) pra fFWHM) and (tie iintensity of 4 MW/cm 2 wa~s assumed
ior the prirrýy pump, and a single-fro.quency KrF cxcimner laser (X-'ý!48nm) with the itwensity of 40
MW/cm 2 was assup-ed for the scccmdat) pumnp The Stokes field ol the .wrcond'*ry pump is sceded in
the phasc-niarched direc ioir, with thc intensity o4 0 4 MW/cm 2 The Rarivn numedium is assumned to be
H 2 gas with it density of .20 amagais The self-or-rclation functions at lt)corresponds to the
intensit) Therefore, one can (observe that an almost comnplete conversion fronm the pt~mp to the
Siokets oct urs at a crvrain pbojagation Jistaiwe i. as. m~ the results obtained %%itha single-frequency
laser IlIl Onc can alsi-see that the profiles of the sel f-correlation functions of the primary pump ard
its Stokes wave-s ame kept anlimsi the sanic as that of the incidetic ptirnurN pump radiation at irzfl
Tltejforiz. the spectrum of the piimary pumip laser is fintuntained in the the Stokes spmcrurn This is
quite natural because a strong phasc-hakig occui% in the dual-wave pumped Ranukri process wi'h ail
intcnise Axondiary pump thai fixts tOw iclaiuce phase of a primary pumnpand its Stokes waves%to that
of a %ecLonda.,) putrip and its Stokcs ,%a~cs This is also verified analytical1% lhorn the coupling
equationsi
F-it~ue 3 shows miroilat kactduatiuun cesults it) Fig 2. but vt ith an inrtca'.cd primary pump
handwidth 4f 1 0 nnr, (1-WHIM) and i nwdie'o density of (0) amagats All the o~hei parameters arm
fixed as those mwed in Fig I lDilltewnt consersion property from that in Fig I is iobscn'cd At the
379

end of propagation (z~;-1 l.!5cm~,) the scif-cor-rclaticin fNkction wvdth of the Stokes beam is slightly
wider than that of tize pump set(-4.oi rlatio.,i f unction, thiciefore the Stokes ~ied
ý
becomes a narrower
band width thajn the pumtping field. In turn, thec comnplet ititciisiy conversion from thic primnary pump
to the Stokes, which is observed in Fig. 2, i-; not found in Fig. 3. These arc cattsed by wavelength
dispersion, which makc,, a cross-icorrclatii~nfunction betwceea thc pump aind tie Stokes ac-ymrnetnc
with respect to t and V'.This dispersio'n '41e'f arises mrmrP time-denivalive tpfrm in the coupled
eqia~t~uns [1], whichi gi'yes only small cotitribution in the single-[;frtiiency pumping. Contribution of
the time-derivative erm ."acre~ascq as the phase fluctuatiou of the pump laser increases. Theoreticat!
discussions or, the dispersion effict, as well as numerical',) determined conditions for optimizing the
spectral narrowing effect, will be given at the presentadosg.
[I) T. Nakats wiid F. Kannafi, J. Oit. Soc: Am. BIO, 1870 (I,?03).
(2] T. NakatA, T. "iunada. and F. Kannari, digest of papers prnsentnd in QEI.S93, Baltimore, ML
(1993) paper QI'uK34.
13.1 A. P Hickmnan, J. A. Paisner, and W. K..Bischel., Phys. Rev, A33, 1788 (1986).
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Other boundizy conditions are given in the text.
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Brillouln Induced Mutually P~umped Phasec Coxnjugations n Reflection
Geometry
R. Saxena and 1.Mchichuel

Rockwell International Science OCnter
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
(805) 373-4157
SUMMARY
Amutiually pumped phase conjugator (MPPC) generates the phase-conjugate replicas of

two incoherent incident beams. Each input beam is converted into the phasc-conju a~te replica

of the other by Bragg diffaction off a shared grating. In photorefravi
edm *, several
configurations1 differing in their number of internal reflections from the crystal surfaces were
demoiistnmted l for efficient operation, the two incoherent beanis must have comparable input
intcsitles. However, applications like phase-conjugate heterodyne &mdteion 2 re uire the device
to work for lairge irnbatlnce of input bezim int-trsities, when a weak optical signal from a rwiote
transmitter is combined wi~th the strong beam from a localI osciffator. A modlest exension of the
dynumric range can be obitainod by increasing the photorefr-activc gain;' however, it is desirable
to extend the dynamic range of the device to several orders of matgnitude.
MqPPCr h"s also beca studied in electrostrictive Kerr modia by utilizing the Briilouin gain
in a transmissiou geometry. 3 An advantage of MPPC in electrostrictive- Kerr media o'ver
photorefrvactve rne~a is, Lho large. dynamic range of input beam ratio over which the process will
occur. This is because if one beam intensity is large enough to satisfy ehe threshold condition for
the total beam intenisity, then a small intensity of the second beam wHIl initiaIte the proccas of
MPPC. Hlowever, none. of this work. ties been corrobor-ated experimentilly. There. hAS teen
recent theoretical and expcrimental work on MPP(. in electrostrictive Kerr media using the
reflection geometry. 4 That large dynamic range was also possible. in reflection georietr was
discu.-sed in Ref. 4., but here we present the first soluzions to the transcendental eqiration that
illustrate this possibility.

44

Electrostiictive
K.-rr Medium
(a)

(b)

Fig. I (a) Schemiatic diagTarn showinig MPI'C using refiectiort gratings in an electrosti-ctiv'e

Kerr mediurn. (b)Wave vector diagram. for MPPC using reflection gratings.
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T7he geometry for the nonlinear interaction responsible for MPPC is shown in Fig.1(a)
and Fig. I(b). Input beams I and 4 ame a pair of niutually incoherent beams that enter through the
front face of the nonlinear medium and intersect at an angle 26. Acoistic phonons that are
initially present in a transparent Kerr mfediunri U~ke CS2 due to thermal and quantum noise cause
Stokes ~azaei-ing of the inpit beams in aUfdirections. Also, a photon from each input beami can
be spontaneously converted into a frequency downshifted Stokes photon and an acousitic phononi.
'Me coherently generatd Stokes waves will interfere wAith the input beamn to produce interfereceic
patacrns which trevel at the acoustic: velocity, and which drive acoustic wa'ves by
cle~ctrostriction. 5 These acoustic waves induce inriex graitings in the medium, and the Index
grating that diffracts each ircol~erent input beam inta the phiase-coqjugated output of the other
input beamn beam will be reinforced by both the beams. Hence this mutual indox grating has the
maximum gain compared to all the other possible gratings, and we label the corresponding
Stokes scattercd wavf; of input beam I as beam 3), beam 3 being the phaise-conju, ate of -input
beam 4. Similarly, thr: relevant Stokes wave of input beam 4 ir beam 2, and this is the phaseconjugate oi pump berm, 1. Coupled-wave cquations for the complex beam amplittudes Ai (i=lto
4) descrbe the energy excha~nged between the va~rious beams at steady-state:

dAA

2

dz

A''24~

where g is the IBrillouin gain coefficienx Assuming non .7.ero Stokes seeds P~t the z =L backplane
that 4rise fromn the mutual scattering oi each input beam in a direction cowntefpropagating to the
other input beam: A21,L_ f A4 L1). A3L =' f A, (L), r being the mutual scattering corvfficient thiat Is
equal in amplitu~de and phase for both the pumps, we obtain the following -anscendenWa
equation for the phase-zonjugate reflectivity R zi IA3 (0) IA4l7:
R

.=

q JfI2 ep[G(I-1R/,q)]

(2)

Here q is the intensity ratio of the two incoherent beams at the z= 0 input plene: q z iof 14o.,,
and
(1 -g(I 10 +I4,)L is the utaul Brillouin gain. The phase-conjugzate rellectivity S in the other arm is
2
2
equal to IA2 (O)/M1
0 1 and is related to R by: S = Rq . T~he devie tansmissivity T measures the,
fraction of each input beamr that is converted into the phase-cconjugate output of the other beam,
and is equal ffor both inputs. Note that if 1fl 2 = 0, i.e., 12L = 13L = 0, then the pha~se-conjugate
reflectivities R and S are equal to zero. Hence finite seed values of the Stokes waves arm
required for MPPC to work in reflection gtometzy. Fig. 2 is a plot of the solutions of Eq. (2)
showing the phase-conjugue reflectivitics R, S and trasmissivity T as, a function of iiie input
intensity ratio q on a log-log scale, for a fixed. value. of Brillouin gain G4 =4 8 satisfied by the
strong input beamn 4. Thfrs is below the threshold value, required for self-SBS (- 23) of input
bemt 4. We take Vi= 10-12 for noise induced Stokes scattering. Increasing q is equivalent to
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increasing 110, keeping 14 o nad hence GA fixed. Note that the weak input beam Ito (q .= M0-6) is
phase-conjugated with a reflectivity greater than unity. (S = 60). Since S is invctsely
proportional to 1 10. S decreases with increasing q for q S 10-'. As q is further increased, the total
Brillouin gain incrteases, leading to increased conversiont of input bearn 14o into the Stokes beam
Mssen by the incresse inT. Ibis campensates for the decrease of S wvith increasing 1,,0, so
12(0),
that S actuaily increases for a limited razige of q values. When the total Brillouin gain is enough
to convert most of the input beamas into their Stokes waves, then Mv further increase in q results
in decreasing S GOMc again. R. is a monotonically increasing function of q because its
denominator L1 s a fixed quantity, and increase. in 1,0 results in more conver-sion of this input
becam into its Stokes wave- 13(0).
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-

Inpu Bean Ratioqu%,I
=

Fig. 2 Phiase-conjugate reflectivitics R, S and transrmissivity T as a function of intensity rai~o of
fthtwo input beams q, for It12 = 10-42 aud 0.4 = 18.
In conclusioti, we studied Brillouin induced MPPC in the reflection geometry and
obtainedl solutions illustrating that a weak beami can be phase-conjugaited with retlectivities lrgerr
thana~nity. The technique works for a large dynamic range )f input beani ratio as the intensity of
the v,-cak input beam is increased, while the intensity of th,,ý strong incohertnt input be~am is kept
constant below the threshold value for self-SBS.
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Effects of Stimulated Raman Scattering on Kerr Switching Profiles
in a Nonlinear Fiber Loop Mirror
Hak Kyu Lee, Kyong Hon Kim, Seo Yeon Park, and El-Hang Lee
Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute, P.O. Box 106,
Yuseong-gu, Taejon, 305-600, Korea; Pbone :+82-42-860-6032
The nonlinear fiber loop mirror (NFLM) switches based on the Kerr effects of
fibers has received a considerable attention for their potential application as high speed
all-optica', signal processing devices. High power pump beams needed for the NFLM
switches to induce large -ionlinear refractive index change in the fiber may cause other
nonzirnear processes such as the stimulated Raman scattering(SRS), the modulation
instability(MI), and the parametric mixing. Therefore, it is important to investigate the
effects of other nonlinear processes on the switching profiles of the NFLM. In this
presentation we report the detailed characteristics of Kerr switching profiles of the
NFLMs under high power pumping. Pumping powers to induce a 37t phase shift in the
fibers was strong enough to generate SRS and MI.
The experimental set-up used in our experimeints is shown in Fig. 1. The
nonlinear fiber used in the NFI M was a 500-m long polarization maintaining fiber. A
ew probe beam from a 1530-nm DFB laser diode was split into two counterpropagating
beams, Isl and Is2, entering into the NFLM through a 3 dB fiber coupler. 1053.-nm
mode-locked Nd:YLF laser pulses of a 100 ps pulse width and 76 MHz repetition rate
used as pump pulses, and coupled into the NFLM via a WDM couplerl whose
coupling ratios were 100 : 0 and 5 : 95 at the probe and pump beam wavelengths,
respectively. The pump beam exits from the NFLM through a WDM coupler2 which is
identical to the WDM couplerl. The switched profiles of the probe beam and the
spectral prof-les of the pump beam were measured by a high speed photodiode and an
optical spectrum analyzer, respectively.
Fig. 2 (a)-(d) show the switched probe beam profiles of the NFLM switches
and the spectral profile of :he outcoming pump beams from the NFLM at various
pump p:wers of 130, 330, 600, and 850 mW, for which the equivalent phase shifts
are 0.5 rt, :.3 n, 2.3 7c, and 3.3 nt, respectively.
Objective
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Fig. 1 Experimental set-up for measurements of the effects -A Sk(S 1uthe
switching profiles of the nonlinear fiber loop mirror.
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The Kerr switching profile can be written as

I, =I [I2

where 01 (t) and

02

cos{e,(t)- 02 ]

(1)

are the phase shifts of the copropagating probe beam, 'sI, ax,d the

counterpropagating probe beam, Is2, with the pump beam, respectively.

The peak

value of 01 (t) saturates to 1.,t due to the walk-off effect between pump beam and
Isl.[l] The 0,., is proportional to the peak intensity of the pump beam times the pump
pulse width and inversely proportiornal to the group delay difference, -c (in ns/km),
between the pump and probe beams. The phase shift, 02, is proportional to the average
intensity of pump beam times fiber length, 1.[2] The temporal duration of the Kerr
switching profile equals to r L. For our 500-m long polarization maintaining fiber the
group delay difference between a 1053-nm pump wavelength and a 1535-nm probe
wavelength was 7.0 ns/kni, and the temporal duration of Kerr switching profile was
3.5 ns. The phase shift, 0 2 , was about 18 % of
, and causes the background
floating on the switching profiles. The giadually decreasing section of the switching

profile in Fig. 2 (a) is attributed to the intensity decrease along the fiber caused by its
optical loss, 1.7 dB /km.
Fig. 2 (b) shows a completely switched case, in which 1,,t is 1.3 n. It is
shown that there is a background level floating as much as 13 % of the peak value
because of 02 = 0.23 nt. An 1103-nim SRS signal appears in the pump spectrum, but its
enrgy is not strong enough to influence the switching profile. The measured threshold
power to generate the SRS was 270 mW.
Fig. 2 (c) shows the switched profile and pump spectrum fo; .i,
2.3 n. Two
sid- lobes appear in the pump spectra, and its wavelength shift from the center
wavelength is 13 rm. Since the pump wavelength was a. the normal dispersion region,
it represents the cross-phase modulation induced modulation instability(MI) through the
interaction between the pump and SRS pulses. The side lobes shown in the Raman
spectra behave as expected according to the typical MI theory [3], although the red shift
is not resolvable because of the self-phase modulation induced broadening on the SRS
pulse. The measured threshold power to generate the MI was about 450 roW. In the
switched temporal profile, however, the effect of SRS and MI can not be shown
clearly. The peaks shown in the leading and trailing edges of the switched profile
indicate that the corresponding phase shift difference between 01 (t) and Oý. is nt. The
gradually increasing section in the middle of the switched probe beam profile represents
that the phase difference between 4 la, and 02 decreases from 2 7t to T due to the
fiber loss.
For the pump beam power of 600 mW which cause a phase shift jlsat = 3.3 n,
the SRS signal appears strong, and depletes the 1053-nm pump beam, which eventually
influences the Kerr switching profiles, Fig. 2 (d) shows the output profiles which result
from the interaction among the probe, pump, and SRS beams in the fiber. The energy
conversion rate from the pump pulse to the SRS pulse was measured to be about 40 %.
The SRS pulse moves faster than the pump pulse in the normal dispersion region of the
fiber. The measured group delay difference between the SRS Pnd pump beams was 2
386

ns/km, and thqs the group delay diftfThvaic !,',twcven the probe and SRS beams was 5
ns/km. The SRS pulse leaves from the 50-im long fiber cariikr than the pump pulse as
much as 1 ns. Before SRS pulse leaves the fiber both the pump and SRS pluses
contribute to affect the switching profile. Since the total energy is conserved, the
switched temporal profile is the same as in the case where the pump propagates along,
the fiber without the energy conversion to SRS, Due to the fiber loss the phase shfif
., dec'eased from 2.6 n to 2 nt. After SRS pulse leaves the fiber. only
,
difference,
the pump beam, portion of which was depltted by the SRS, contributes to affect the
switching profile. The phase shift difference rapidly decreases from 2 nt to nt, and the
switched output intensity rapidly increases from 0 to I, which is shown near the
trailing edge of the switching profile in Fig. 2 (d).
By comparing Fig. 2 (c) with Fig. 2 (d) one can see that the switched probe
beam intensities near the trailing edge of the two switched profiles do not change even
though the input pump power increascs frorn 600 to 850 rnW. This is; mainly due to
the conversmon of the pump pulse to the SRS pulse energy by as much as the amount of
the pump power increment.
References
[1] T. Morioka a:id M. Saruwatari, Opt. Eng. 29, 200 (1990).
[2] A. Jinno and T. Matsumoto, IEEE Photon. Tech. Lett. 2, 349 (1990).
[3) G. P. Agrawal, Nonlinear FiberOptics (Academic Press, New York 1988),
Chapter 7.
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Fig. 2 Measured Kerr switching profiles and pump beam spectra for various incident
pump powers of (a) 130 mW, (b) 330 mW, (c) 600 mW, and (d) 850 mW.
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For many applicationis. it is impotant to modulate a .%nncxdWor la~e- A! vecy 'Vsh ra-es (a lto
GHz). It usually requies the use of high .peed elcmorlcs a.id tperAting the laser at hglih currcls,
unless soie passive mode locking techniques are used. Recently, a technique based on he selfmodulation of the polarization in an edge-emitting scmlicorductor laser was used for gIe•mti•og hNgh
frequency optical pulses withouat requiring hi&gh-sped electronics[ 1,2j. Demonstrtion of polaization
self-modulation using a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) is particularly appealing
because VCSELs are well swted for two dmenslottal array applications including optical
interconnection and optical storage[3,4] and because they exhtbit different intrinsic pohuization

properties from edge-emitting lasers [5,6].
The structure of the GaAs/AIGaAs VCSEL used in our experiment is similar to that descnbod in
Ref. 4. The VCSEL is operated CW at room temperature and lases at a•wavelength of about 835 rw..
The output light from a VCSEL is liwearly polarized along either the <011> or the <011 > ( denoted by
PA1 and Pi modes) crystal direction. These two modes are nearly dege.erate because of the symmetrical
circular active regior46,7].
The experimental setup used to study polarization sdf-iodulation in a VCSi2L is show, in Fig, 1.
cavity is fonned by the VCSEL and a partial reflecting mirror (R= 65%), wth a wero
"•ie extendtr
(tiderquartcr-wave piaie inserted iii between. T'hle opticalt axis of the qiua.r-.ave plate is oriented at 45
degrce, wltb, reslct to the polarizatktn directio, of Pa at.d P±i. After one complete round-tiip through
the extenddi cavity, the quatter-wave plate acts to change the polaiization staie of the retv,-'lected
light by 90 degree (from Piu to Pi aid vice versia). -T-spolarization-rotated feedbck light forces the
polarization of the laser to switchr7j. Therefore Pi (or P±.) is the dominant mode every oii-•r exten•ce
cavity round-trip. i.e., the polmrization of the VCSEL cscillates between the two cross polarization
modes every extended cavity round-trip time. To deici the polarization self-modulation signals, amother
quarter-wave plate is placed ottsi&- Nhe extendil cavity to convert the circularly polarized light
transmitted through the pawtial reflecting nirror back into Imearly polarized Pi (or P 1.) light. This light
is then resolved into ias P! and Pi components by means Gf a polarizing beantsplitter. Each polarized
signai is detected by an avalarn he photodode (APD). TfKe signal firm the APD is amplified by a
broadband amplifier and displayed on an oscilloscope and/or an RF spectrum walyzer.
As discussed above, each polarized mode is dominant every cotr extended cavity round-trip time,
'r,. Therefore the modulaticn req.uency fiq of the self-moduiated signal is governed by
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the effective extended cavity length Le.

where c if de-speed of lig~t in vacuum, Lefis the effective extende-d cavity length and is given by
LI
+~ +'n~
1-)x (4k,,,+ dQjvp ). L and I are the lengths of the extended cavity and the
VCSE-I, chip. respectively. raglass is the reti-maclve index of glass, dk, and dQwp are.- the thickniesses of
the cdtAimabvrg :ens and the quarter-wave plate, respectively. Fig. 4 shows the measWeci modulation
firequency as a ftunction of the effective length of the extended cavity. The theoretical prediction is
indicaWJe by a solid line and agrees well with the experimental observation.
The physical principle behindJ polarization switching in a VCSEL is based on an external feedbackinduced frequency locking mechanism. Since the VCSEL has a very high ( 99.5-k) top mirror
reflectivity, the origin of our polariation s 1f switching is different from the one that was previously
studied[ 1,21, whure the quarter-wave plate was an integral part of an external ring cavity formed by an
anti-reflection coated semiconductor laser
I-%) and four mirrors. In our case, however, the quarterwave plate chan-%ges the palanzation state of the retrcrcflected light externally. This polarization-rotated
feedback light then imluces an injgction locking in the VCSEL and leads to a switching of the
polarization stattfi7]. It should be stressed that this switching does tiot require the critical biasing of the
injected current.
Fig. 3 shows typical oscilloscope waveforms of the measured A! and P-j. modulated light signals for
an extende4 cav.ity iengih of 16.5 cm, cxxresponding to a repetition rate of about 450 MHz. The
mrodulation depth is~ mcasured to be 80%, which is partly limited by the quarter-wave plaies whose
operation wavelength is riot ptimnized to the lasing wavelength of ft. VCSEL. In adlditio~n, it can te
seen Ikxm the figure that the, A! and P.L modulaitd lights have nearly thc, same amplitude. 'This means
that two nearly equal amplitude complemientary high frequency inoduiadon signals can be generated
simultaneously by using a V'CSEL with the very simple setup sho~wn in Fig. 1.
In the experimtent, we have successfuily otiserved polarization self-modulation signals with a
repeaiiion rate. up to ZiGHz. The oscilloscope wave-foins of the modulation sigrals at frequencies
exceeding 1.5 G~z are. not available because of Oie handwidth limitation of the oscilloscope ( Tektronix
7104). Instead, those signals are measured with an RF spectrum analyier. Fig. 4 shows a RF spectrum
of a mrOulated signal at a frequency of 6 GHz. An optical switching energy of order 1 0 is extracted
from these mneasuremrents.
The maximumn observable self-modtflation frequency i,; currently limited by the physical length of
the, setup. Hiowever, since the polarization sclf-modulation results from the alternate polarization
switching between the two cross polarization modes, it is a two-mode switching process. The two-mode
38C
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Fig. 3 Oscilloscope waveforin of polarizatci
self-modulation signal at a frequency of 450 Mllz.
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switching involves a gain competition mechanism between the two laser muxks. The total concentration
of carners i-side the cavity is kept almost constant dunng the switching. The:,fore, the switching speed
1-,thr
e) than by Lt, came!- iffetirMeC8]. It hais
ffo
ral•,
t
is priiauily lirnitc,. by the cavity lifetdne(phrcoa
been theoretically predicted[9g that the speed of the p.larization switching in a s.miconductor laser can
he as high as 100 GHz. Since the cavity lifetime in a VCSEI. can be shorter than that in a ct)nventional
edge-emittng laser, the polarization switching speed in a VCSEI. can be exrcted to b-e faster than that
in edge-ernitting laser. Moreover, tle difference in optical gain hetween the two quasi-degenerated
polarization modes is very small in a VCSEi., which could als) lead it) a faster switching speed and
lower switching energy. Therefore, our approach is [wotentially scalable to ultrahigh speed operaiion
(100 GHz o-, beyond) by integrating a VCSEi. with a polanzation switching component. Thcimplementation of tIns is presently under way. We believe Ih•at it may IadIto [potential applicalnons in
ultrahigh speed optical clocks and optical storage
The authotr ike to acknowledge ie fimTrncial saiupport Iron) Atl )SR (C(ontraci No. 91-011"32).
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Generation of ultrashort light pulses tunable in the whole visible and infrared spectral
region is of considerable interest for a wide range of applications. Nonlinear frequency
mixing techniques are well suited to generate such ultrashoit tunable light pulses with
a high repetition rate in these wavelength ranges. In particular, second harmonic, sum
and difference frequency generation allow for the generation of tunable light pulses in
a wide wavelength range depending on the laser sources used. Femtosecond pulses,
e. g. , have been generated in the wave!ength range from 1.3 pm to 1.6 pm by
difference frequency mixing of the cw modal locked radiation of a Nd:YAG laser and
a dye laser 11,21. In this contribution we report on the generation of tunable
picosecond pulses in the wavelength range from 620 nm to 680 nm, 725 nm to 900
nm, and 2.6 pm to 4 pm by frequency conversion processes between the rw mode
locked radiation of a NaCI:OH color center laser and a Nd:YAG laser which is also
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used as the pump source for the color ceniter laser.
The color center lase(' produced pulses of -1,ps ýon,ýh a~ a repat~tion rate of 78 Mliz
with an average power of approximately 2 W. li: was 'unable with a birefringent filter
from 1.45 pm ';. i.a pm, Trhe color center laser was synchronously pumped by a ew
mode locked NdýYAG laser (190 Ps puls" ;angth, repetition rate 76 MHz. av.eraglu
power 20 W). 8 W of the pump cadiation was, osed for pumping where."i the
remaining 12 W were used for the mixing experiment, The pulses from the color
center laser and the Nd:-YAG laser were synchronized in time with an optical delay
lina and aftevr proper alignment of the polNdzzion overI~pped and focussed into the
nonlinear crystal.
There are several cystals which can be useid for frequency mixing 1.64 pm and 1.45
pm..1.8 pm radiation, e- g. W0J 3, KTP, AgGaS., and KNbO 3 We have chosen
KNbO 3 because oi tt~e high nonlirnearity, the relaktivly large ai..cepiance bandwidth and
the good thermal pwperties With a single i\NbO. crystal cut in the xz-plane (0 = 400)
the following nonlinear processes are possible by adjusting the p'-oper polarization of
the two interacting wavelengths:
1. second harmonic generation of the color center laser (oo-e, type I),
2. sum frequency generation (oo-e, type 1),
3. difference frequency generation(eo-e, type 11).
A typical tuning curve of the difference frequencf aignal as a fuoiction of the color
center laser wavelength is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. I Tuning curve of the difference frequency process between the radiation of the
color center laser and the Nd;-YAG laser as a function of color center laser
wavelength. The phase match angle is shown on the right hand side of the
figur a.
A total wavetongth range from 2.6 pm to 4 pim can be covered, in principle, using type
i(oo-e) difference frequsncy mixing. We have generated up to 50 mW averag6 power
infrared radiation between 3 pm and 4 pm using a 7.8 mm long xz-cut I<Nbo 3 crystal.
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The crystal was AR coated on both sides for 4.6 pm and 1.064 1,in,
In the caae of sum frequency generation with the same crystal we have obtained up
to 300 mW of average power in the wavelength range from 620 nm to 680 nm. The
second harmonic generation of the color center laser radiation resulted in up to 220
mW between 725 nm and 900 nm.
The p,3lse width for All processes is mainly determined by the pulse width of the color
center laser and was around 6 ps. Group velocity miumatch (GVM) between the three
interacting wavelengths does not lead to an increase in pulselength for crystal lengths
and wavelenoth used in this experiment. Group velocity mismatch can also be
neglocted for ps pulses.
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Fig. 2 Group velocity mismatch (GVM) between
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The limiting factors in the conversion efficiency are the small acceptance angle of
about 0-026" and the waW-off angle of 3.50. Therefore a tight focus will not rfsult in
a higher conversion efficiency.
In summiry we have shown that a cw mode locked NaCI:OH color center laser can
be used io generate tunable pulse'n between 620 nm to 680 nm, 725 nm to 900 nm,
and 2.3 pm to 4 pm by frequency mixing with ps radiation from a cw mode locked
Nd:YAG laser. The pump laser for the color center laser itself can be used as the
second source for the mixing process so that no extra ps source for the mixing
process is required. Using a xz-cut KNbO 3 crystal A1 0 average output powers of 300
mW in the wavelength range from 620 nm to 680 nm and up to 50 mW in the
wavelength range from 3 pm to 4 pm were obtained.
1. A. Mokhtad, L. Fini, and J. Chesnoy
Opt. Commun. 61, 421 (1987)
2. K Kurokawa and M. Nakazawa
Appi. Phys. Lett. 55, 7 (1989)
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Coherent pIhonon-polaritons as a pribe of anhaurn4)nic lattice vibrations
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n,_ -Ir
Tel +49-24 1 -?,07896, Fax. +49-241 -8888--246. e. 'nail hu~cebs~~ha~ide
We investigate the dielectric properties Of t.'TR0 3 and LiNb0.3 ir the TI-z regime by
measuring the dynamics of coherently generated phoriot-polaritons The dielectric response
of these ferrcoelectric crystals is dominated by the lowest-energy lattice vibration of' A
symmetry This so-called ferroirlectric mode is associated with a strong absorption peak at 6
Tliz (2(X0 cm-") in Lil13tJ3 anis at 753 THi (250 ci~r 1 ) iii ..INb0- rhe properties of these
vibrations are strongly affected by the displacemen! of ions which occurs when the lattice
temperature approaches the ferroelectric phase transition ternpcriature. 'The d'ýclectric
properties of LiTaO3 and LiNbO3 can be descrikbed by modelling these modes with a
microcopic vibrational potential within on,- unit cell I The sttucture of this potentiai
determines critically the polariton response. T'herefore, the experimental determination of the
phonoti-polariton dispersion and damping provides information abou~t the microscopic
properties of LiraO3 and LIN~bO 3
Coherent polariton wavepackets are excited and probed in a three-bearm pump-probe setup, using intense tienuosecond laser pulses derived from an amplified CPNI laser (pulse
60 fs, bandwitdh Ahv,, 44 !TieV, Xmnax 625 fltih LOuS 5 JIJ) Two
duration c,
pump pulses are focused onto the sample under a chosen angle io a common f'ocu~s of 2100 ~
in Polaritors are impulsively generated by difference -fre-que.ncy generation witkin the
bandwidth of the pump pulses The wavevector kp of the polafitons is given by the angle
between the pujmp beams. The generation process is phase-matched for the firequency that is
gi~ven by the polariton dismersion (ok)and creat-ei two counterpropageting polariton wave
packets D'ie to the electro-optic efffect the polaritons are asisocaiaed with a refractive index
grating that diffracts the time-delakyed probc pkilse lntderfrence of the diffracted light with
background LEattered light results in a heterodyne detection, lfeading to a Fignal that oscillates
with the frequeqcy of thte polariton The polariton dispersion is determined by varying the
atngle between the pump pulses.

Figure 1: Timeiresolved measurement
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At certain waveveclots, the oscillating signal become,, irrcgular and shows a beating
structure, as shown in Fig I The inset shows the Fiouter.t tansforru of the oscillating signal
This demonstrates that two polaiton1
frCquencies awe generaled, and that polaritons with a
frequency of 2 4 Tlift cannor be excited This effect is explained by a \",, resonance at 2.4
THz which is bssociated with an a\,oided crossing In -ie polariton dispetsion, i e a splitting
into two dispersion branches Ncar this avoided ciossvne, polatwons in the upper and lower
•.anch can hc .xcei with co-mpitahl. efficiency. leading to pola-iton beats 2 In LiNbO 3 ,
our data indicate tour resonances at I I TItP. 2 4 TI,. 3 4 TI l, and 4 1 Tllz In LiTaO 3 ,
we find a weak resonantce at i 'IHt, T'his is clearly visible in the experimentally determined
polariton dispersions which ate indicated by the dots in Uigs 2 and 3 The frequencies of
these resonances are much belom. the lfiequencies of all fiudamenral phonon modes
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Figure 2: Phonon-polariton dispersion in LiNbO 3
The presence of these low-frequency resonances can be explatned by a strong
anharmonicity of the ferroelectnic mode It has been found, that this lattice vibration can be

described by a vibrational potential that contains three minima within one unit cell and is
tilted due to the local electric field in the ferroelectric phase The fuidamental phonon
frequency corresponds to transitions between states that ate localized in the lowest well of

this potential, Excited states which are delocalized over several wells have a much lower
energy separation, resulting in low-frequency resonances in the dielectric finction. The
measured frequencies and absorption strengths of these resonances allow a precise
determination of the shape of the vibrational potential in I.1NbO( and I.il'aO3 The polariton
dispersions calculated from these potentials are shown as lines in Figs 2 and I
The resonances at I Tllz in ILil'aO3 and I 3 l'ltz in LiNbO 3 are identified as tunneling

resonances that correspond to classically forbidden oscillations of the 1.i' ion between two
potential wells. The triple-well potential also providcs a correct description of the
ferroe!ectric phase transition and the temperature dependence of the dielec*ilc response This
has been verified by measurements of the polariton dispersion and damnping in LiTaO 3 at
various temperatures. 3
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Figure 3: Phonorn -pciariton dispersion Li.'aO 3 .
In conclusiopa, we study the TIz dielectric responsc of LiTaO 3 anr LiNbO 3 with
coherent phonon polaritons. We obtain microscopic information about the ankiarmonicity of
the ferroelectric phoaon mode fhis is relevant for a ba.•i4c understanding of ferroeie,.tricity in
these materials.
References:
I M.E. Lines, Phys Rev. B 2, 698 (1970)
2 H.i- Bakker, S. Hunsche, and H. Kurz, Phys. Rev. Lett 69, 2823 (19.-2)
3 HT EBkker, S. Hunsche, and H. Kurz, Phys. Rev. B 48, 13524 (1993)
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PROPAGWATTON AND SWITCHING OF
ULTRA-SHORT PULSES IN NONLINEAR
FIBER COUPLERS
Nail Akchnediev
Optical Sciences Centtre, Imtstut~e of Advanced Studies
The Austraijan Nat~ionalI Xhiiversit~y, Canberra, ACT 2601, Australia
Tel: 61 (06) 249-0191
J. M. Soito-Crespo
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Serrauo 121, 28006 Madrid, Spain
Although much work has already been done to understand the. processes taking plac~e
in a nonlinear fiber couplcr, the theory of this device is still incomplete. Only special
(andl simple) cases have been conside-ed using ruumerical [1'-[51 or semi-analytical [6]-[9]
approaches. On the other hand, experimental data have shown that pulse propagation
on this device -.s not always so simple. For examoie, the pulse can break up into smaller
pulse.;; this effect, which leads to incomplete self- switchinig, c:auot be explained using
simple theories. Hence, a more elaborate approach. based on the theory of Hamiltori~an
dynamical systems is needed.
The systeinatic investigation of a Hlamiltonian dynamical system should consist of the
following steps (eitheT analytically or numerically): (i) Finding the s~tat~ionary solutions

(singular

point3);

(ii) Investigation of their s,.abilitv (establishing the type of point)

(iii) Study if the evolution of the unstable statea, and (iv) solution of the initial value
problem, Step (i) of this sequence has been done previously in Rei.[1O], where the f'JI set
of soliton, &iates for thc coup~ed set of nonlinear Schr~dinger equations has been found
and a bifurcation diagram for the~m has been constructed. Step (ii) has been partly "for

syriurnetr'c and artiyrnmetric states in a limited range of parameters) done in Re~f.[41. A
cc-imprehensive siudy oA the stabilty properties of the full set of soliton states has been
completedo in [W1. Step (iii), and partially step (iv), are accomplished in this work.
The results from steps (iii) and (iv) c.-m 1)e found asymptotically for large distances oCf
propagation, where. the soliton states are well separated from the radiation and from each
other. This is analogous to a singie NLSE where asymrptotic results can be predicted from
the spectrum of the inverse scattering problem. At short propagation distances there is
still a strong interaction betweemi the different parts~ of the solution, and so each case has
to be considered -separately. Both cas~es, i.e. short and long couplers, can be interesting in
practice. Note also that we are considering here only the cases when two or more soliton
states are well-separated at the output. The cases when they are superimposed on each
other are more complicated and require more numerical sianu ations to uniderstand the
processes in tSe coupler.
Pulse pro~pagation in a dual-core fiber coupler, including the effects of dispersion to
second order and self-phas e modulation can be descr ibed in term-, of two linearly-coupled
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nonlinear Schro-dinger equations:

r(W( + Rr

+ IUIZU + 'V =o
+ IV12V +KU=O
jV+V"

(1

where U(e , r) and V(ý, r) are the electric field envelopes, K<is the normalized coupring
coefficient between the two cores, C is the normalized longitudinal coordinate, T is the
normalized retardted time, &rid the equations ame written assurming anomalous group
velocity dispersion (GVD).
An invariant of Fkjs.(1) is the Harniltenian:

H

JU11+,I22 1V.11

U1
_ IVI'4
2

-K(UV-+

U-V)]dr

(2)

Using Eq.(2) Eqs.(l) can be writteen in a canoniral form:

6H1
C= 6V

6H11
,U TOW
4U=~g

(3)

Eqs.(2) and (3) define the H=1titonian dynamical qystem on an infinite-dimensional
phase-space of two compl'v'. functions U, V decreasing to zero at infinity.
Eqs. (1) have stationaty solutions. In particular, the set of Eqs.(l) has synunetnic
and antisyrnxnetric solutions. In addition to symmetric and untisyrumetric states, the
set of Eqs.(l) ha. also asyrnmetric solutions with unequal field components. There are
no anallytic solutions for them, t6ut they can be found numerically (%epe Reff.[i.OJ). There
are two different families of asymmetric solutions. They have been namned in Ref.IlOI:
A-and B-type asymmetric states. The A- and B-type asymmetric Wat~tc ;ýplit off fLom
the symmetric and antisyinanetric states at bifurcation points. An exhaustive study of
the stability of all of these types of soliton states can be found in Ref.[11].
By using the approach of nonlinear dynantical systems generalized to systems with
infinite degrees of freedom, it is possible to predict qualitatively the behaviour of pulses
pr-opagating alovg a nonlinear directional coupler. Depending on the initial energy of
the fiignal at the input, the output pulses are always close to one of the stable soliton
states: to a.symmetric state below the point of bifurcation or to an asymmetric A-state
above the point ot minimumn energy. Although the totAl energy of the input signal is
conserved, we can consider the central (signal) pulse as having ene~rgy losses retla~ted
to the emission of radfiAtion from the central pulse. Radiation plays an essential role
in the processes of pulse transformations, allowing the pulses to adjust their energies
to those correspoi~diug to the stable soliton states. Stable soliton states are always
excited with smiall perturbitions unless the initial condibion is an exact muliton state,
The perturbation b-ehaves owcillatorily because its growth rate is purely imaginary for
stable states. Hence, arbitrary initial conditions produce periodic rnotioii around stable
souton states after the radiatiori is emitted. This general idea can be applied to any
particular case..
The antisymrniettri Gtategi split off into two A-type asymmnetric soliton states. The
surplus energy is radiated in the form of sinall subpulses. The two asymnmetric A-type
states separate from each other. This mneans that two A-type states will appear at the
output with certain delay, which depends on ihe length of the coupler. The sequence of
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appearance of the two asymmetric A- type states is defined by the sign of the perturbation

in the initial conditions.
For smooth initial pulses launcheld into one of two cores, there can be different regimes
depending on the initial energy of the signal: (i) If the total energy of the input pulses is
lower than some Qo (Q, = Qm + QR, where QM is the energy at the point of bifurcation
and QR eC.lQM is the radiated energy), 'hen the field will consist of radiation (which
decreases the amount of energy in the signal) and periodic oscillations around a stable
symmetric state. The oscillations gradually decay with propagation so that the signal
converges to the symmetric soliton state. This convergence is slower for smaller initial
energies. For very low initial energies, 'he oscillations have larger amplitudes and are
nondecaying. In the linear limit, the coupler swaps the energy of the pulses between the
channels as in the case of CW initial conditions; and (ii) If the energy of the initial pulse is
higher than Q0, then the propagating field consists of radiation and periodic oscillations
around an asymmetric A-type state. We can observe the unequai pulhe amplitsdes at
the output of the coupler. There its an intermediate range of energis where symmetric
and asymmetric states exist at the same value of energy. It can happen in this case
that the motion consists of periodic oscillations around both symmetric and asymmetric
soliton states simultaneously. If the energy of the initial pulse is much higher than Qo,
se that it is enough to excite two or more soliton states, then several soliton states will
appear.
The work of NA ib supported by the Australian Photonics Cooperative Research
Centre (APCRC). The work of JMS-C was supported by the CICyT under contract
TIC91-0361. One of th,-- authors (N.A.) thanks Prof.A.W.Snyder for useful discussions
and Dr.A.Ankiewicz for critical reading of our manuscript.
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Conical emission has long been associated with spectral super broadening [1] (SS1) ai4d has
been attributed to four.-photon coupling[3]. Receni laboratory experi'ments[2] demonstrate that SSB
correlates with the threshold for self-focusing (SF). Both these experimeats and several numerical
studies suggr-st that SF is inhibited by normal group velocity dispersion NGVD. Neaw this threshold.
SSB, conical emission and pulse splitting occ'v explosively.
We will report on a self-consisitent theory of critical self-focusing in the prescace of normal group
velocity dispersion. The underlying physical phenomena are all con talned in the spatIotempc.ral
dynamics of short laer pulses describee, by the nonlinear Schrbdin.ger equation (NLS),

02k 8A
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(1)

2kia,0,,• > 0 for NGVD. We will show that the conical
where k" = (0
emission predicted by this
equation is due to a fundamental four-wnve interaction that promotes the transport of enexgy to a
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banid of modes with finite frequency and energy shifts. This mechanism was originally identified in

the break-up of one dimensional envelope solitons of ocean surface waves by transverse perturbations
[4]. These modes are closely related to those of the modulational instability (Ml) of the condensate
or uniform plane wave solution. Pulse splitting, spectral broadening and conical emission are
intimately related, and each is a consequence of this wave interaction. Figure 1(a) shows a contour
of the pulse intensity and far-field spectrum (in 0 and w) just at the instant of splitting and Figure
1(b) depicts the same quantities just after the pulse splits. Notice the strong spectral features in
the (6-w) plane that emerge along the intersecting straight lines which is simply the locus of four
wave resonant vectors satisfying the relation 72fl2 = W where Q is the shift in frequency and K
the shift in wavenumber. It is easy to see from this figure that a spectrally filte-red far-field will
exhibit conical emission at the blhe and red-shifted ends of the generated supercontinuum with the
diameter of the cone increasing with frequency shift from the center outwards in either direction.
WP will also show that complex spatiotemporal evolution ef the pulse up to and just beyond
the splitting point can be captured by a simple set of coupled ordinary differential equations whose
phase portraits give quantitative informatio-. on the critical focusing and pulse splitting process.
The singular perturbation method we use is motivated by the idea that the initial 2D transverse
self-focusing (2D collapse) has ?. universal self-similar form which can act as the relevant transverse
mode as loiig as the dispersion (NGVD) is initially weak. The simple theory yields quantitative
agreement with the full numerical simulation of the above NLS equation even beyond the splitting
point. Prelirianry results on the effect of Raman scattering on critical focusing show that the
"effective" refractive index can oscillate in sign for certain realistic experimental situations and
lead to strong temporal modulation along the self-focusing pulse.
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Generation of subpicosecond infrared laser pulses produced
by optical switching from low temperature grown gallium arsenide
J. Meyer and A.Y. Elerabi, Depwartent of Physic*, The University of British Columbia,
Vancouve-; 3.C., Canada, V6T 1ZL, Tel.:(604) 822 6577
The generation of ultra short pulses at the CO2laser wavelength can provide a unique and
indispensable tool in the investigation of several interesting fundamental processes which occur in
picosecond and femtosecond time scale;. We are interested in the application of such pules for
the investigation of semiconductor properties, for example: the measurement of kinetics of"non
equilibrium electron-hole plasmaz, fast carrier relaxation tunes, time-resolved transport properties
inside semiconductor buried structures and interfaces and induced intrabaad coherence effects in
quantum wells.
Pico/femtosecond optical s-u.ic, nductor switchirng using both a reflection and a transmission
switch for 10.6 gim has t.en used before to produce pulses as short as 130fs'. However, for many
experiments, for example those involving intra cavity switching it is desirable to operate with a
single.reflection switchf. To this end we investigated many semiconductor surface structures in this
talk we will discuss the fastest and most reliable structure Investigated which is capable to
generate lOm pulses shorter than 500fs.
The C0 2 -laser pulse is created by reflection from a tnnsient metallic-like semiconductor plasma.
The speed of this switching technique relies on the ultra short carrier life time (s0.Sps) in low
temperature molecular tbanm epitaxy (MBE) grovvn GaAs (LT-CGAs)2. Subpicosecond
recomnbination timc is achieved through the introduction of high density As-recombination centers
during the growth of Gaks. Our experiments show that LT-GaAs, grown under the following
conditions is ideally suited for optical semiconductor switching of below band gap IR radiation.
The LT-GaAs layer is grown by MBE on a semi-i.nsulating GaAs substra.e. The substrate is
treated in an UV generated ozone atmosphere for 4 minutes to remove any reidual organics from
the wafer surface. The oxide is desorbed thermally in the UBE growth chamber which roughens
the surface of the substrate. The surface is smoothed by growing a 2.jm thick (lpm••r) Ga&A
buffer layer at a temperature of 6000 C. Next, a l00nm thick GaAs temperature-transition layer is
grown on the buffer layer. During this growth the substrate temperature is lowered frem 6000C
to 3200C in 6 min. Following this, a layer of LT-GaAs is grown at 3200C with vn As2 to Ga at
wnrious flux ratios, typiclly of 3:1. For most of our experiments a 200nm thickness of LT-CaAs
is sufficient, which correspoinds to the absorption depth of 600nin radiation. Then the sample is
heated from 320 0 C to 5500C1 in 3 min and annealed for 6 min at 550OC under As 2 flux. The
substrate temperature is measured to within ± 1oC using diffuse reflectance spwstroscopy2 .
The resultant LT-GaAs layer and Ga.s substrate is Itrasparent to lR radiation. :iowever, once
illuminaed with a visible laser pulse with sufficient energy fluence to product an electron-hole
plasmal dorsity k 01 9 cnt3 the layer becomes reflective to CO2 -laser radiation in a time less than
the visibl.e pulse duration. Significant refle-tivity will persist as long ?vS the carrier density is a
1019 cra- 3 . As precipitates in the LT-GCaAs layer act as uitra fast recombination centers. If enough
As (-41%) is introduced in the layer if is possible to reduce the carrier density below 1019 crma3 in
less than 0.Sps. Thus it is possible to refectw subpicosecond (R pulses.
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One series of experiments was performed in the following way. Single mode, polarized radiation
from a 35W cw-CO 2 -laser, operated on a single gain line (P20) is focused to a spot size of 1.2
mm2 onto the LT-GaAs laver at Brewster's angle of incidence (-720). This way we obtained a
contrast ratio between the reflected pulse and renmmuit reflected background radiation of 104: 1.
The excitation of the switch is provided by a laser system consisting of a synchronously modelocked dye laser (616nm, 370s, 82MHz) followed by a three stage dye (Rh64Q) amplider chain
which is pumped by the firequenc, doubled output of a Nd:YAG reger.orative amplifier. T'.e
system delivers lIn, 45MI& pulses at 616nm with a repetition rate of 10Hz. A 50:50 bearnsplitter
splits the output into two pulses. One pulse (control pulse) is concentrated to a 2mm diameter
spot on the LT-GaAs layer complotely covering the C0 2 -laser spot. This generates the ultra short
IR pulse. The angular separation between the UR- and control beams is kept to a minimum (e5o)
in order to prevent wave front distortion of the reflected IR pulse during switch out.
The following cross correlation technique was used to measure the temaporal IR pulse shape. A
50 p•m thin Si semiconductor wafer acting as a cut off switch is placed at norml incidence with
to the focused IR and second optical pulses which has passed throvgh a variable optical
delay line. Pure Si transmits the IR. radiation except for 30% surface reflectioa iosses. However,
upon irradiation by the visible pulse free carriers are generated over the absorption depth of
2.8pgm. Due to the ihduced IR reflection and flee carrier absoiption the IR transmission of the
wafer changes fom 0.7 to zero at the applied irradiance within a time ofA100fs, measured in a
separate experiment and remains unrecovered for -20ns. The transmitted IR radiation is
recollimated and detected by a Cu:Ge IR deiector-G~lz-amplifier combination. The detected
signals are integratea, digitized and stored on a computer in combination with the simultaneously
monitored and digitized visible pulse energy. By varying the optical delay of the second visible
pulse we obtain the cross correlation signal between the IR pulse and the optical gate whose first
derivative effectively displays the IR pudse shape.
These cross correlation measurements can be compared with calculations based on a theoretical
model in which the free carriers are generated exponentially decreasing in density both in the LT.
GaAs and the buffer layers by a Gaussian pulse of 450fs FWHtM convoluted with the following
free carrier dynamics. The carriers in the LT-GaAs layer recombine exponentially with a lifetime
of 0.Sps while the carriers in the exponential tail in the bufflr layer diffuse at D=20cm2 /s both
towards the bulk. and towards the LT layer. Th.; resulting evolution of the carrier density is
calculated and the amplitude reflectivity is found by integrating over the reflectivity of
infinitesimal density steps using the Drude model. The intensity reflectivity is then integrated firomr
zero to time t to simulate the cross correlation measurements. The resulting pulse shape is very
sensitive to Ce assumed LT-life time and the FWIHM of the optical pulse.
The following figure shows a typical resul-t of the experinent (points with stav.dard error of at
least 20 measurements) and the model prediction (lull curves) in which the maximum free carrier
density reached was 5xlO19 cm- 3 . The curves indicute a lps IR pulse followed by a long low
it~msity tail due thý, diffising carriers in the buffer layer. Furthermore the results indicate that the
described experiment in comparison with the model calculations cau provide a good determination
of the free carrier relaxation time. Shorter pulses as is predicted by the model can be attained at
lower visitde pulse fluence, however experiments become much more difficult due to the rapidly
dccrearing detected IR puise energies. The experiments would be greatly improved if control
pulnes of duration much shorter than the free carner lifetime (e.g. 100fs) were to be used. Finally

respect
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Now",

we would like to point out that by reflecting far i•rfa red pulses of X;>100iin off the described
switch pAlses of less tk-i one optical cycle can be produced.
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In a second series of experiments we measure the spectrum of the ultra short reflected 1K pulse
using an IR monochromator-pyro-electric-array combination. Sacrificing statistics these
experiments had to be carried cut using a pulsed hybrid C0 2 -Iaser opcrating at a ir3axhnum
repetition rate of onc; Hz. Details of the spectrum, including a possible chirp will be report,.;k.
The authors thank T. Tiedjo for the use of the MBE machine, S.R. Johnson for growing the
samples and acknowledge the assistance of S. Knotek, D. DiTomaso, and T. Felton. This work is
supported by the Natural Science and Research Council of Canada.
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A Solid-State ThrecDimenslonal Upconversion Display
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R. M. Macfarlane
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We denrmistrate a novel solid-state three-dimensional display using rare earth doped heavy metal fluoride glass as
t(ie. ac.':re medium. In this device, two laser beams intersect inside a bulk gless at room temperature to address a
pixel in three-dimensional space. The two-step resonant upconversion process requires two different infrared
wavelengths to produce visible radiation. In this manner, a pixel can be addressed only at the intersection of the two
iasef beams By scanning the intersection of these beams inside the display material, true three-dimensional figures
can be drawn. For practical applications with high bii densities and low power pump lasers, high upconversion
efficiency ii necessary. Recent work on upconversion in fluoride glasses, motivated by fiber amplifier and short
wavelength laser development. has identified fluoride glass hosts and rare earth dopants as systems that have high
radiative recombination rates and high upconversion efficiencies.
In this presentation we demonstrate threedimensional displays in both trivalent praseodymium (Pr3 +:ZBLAN) and in trivalent thulium (Tm 3 +:ZBLAN)
daped bulk fluoride glass.
Bulk heavy metal fluoride glass samples were fabricated using the reactive atmosphere processing technique. We
chose ZBLAN as the host due to its stability in the vitreous phase, transparency in the infrared, and the ability to
incorporate high rare earth dopant concenteations. Starting mole percentages used in the samples were 53% ZrF 4 *
20% Ba"3 * (4-x)% LaF3 * 3% AlF * 20% NaF * x% rare earth, with x ranging from .1% to 2% PrF3 and TmF3.
Samples were melted in vitreous carbon crucibles at 850 degrees C in a chlorine gas atmosphere for 1.5 hours, then
quenched. Typical sample volumes of I cubic cm weighing roughly 4 grams were used.
The upconversion fluorescence spectra were measured using ýwo-step photoexcitation wnich populates the 3 P0 and
31P1 levels in praseodymium and the 'G4 and 1D2 levels in thulium. Figure 1 shows the energy levels of Pr 3 + and
Tin 3 + dopl-4 ZBLAN glass populated by the lasci k welengths used. The population of the 1D2 level in Tm can
arise from a combination of two-step upconversion and cross-relaxation processes.
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Figure 1. (a) Energy level diagram for Pr3+ doped 7MLAN glass using pump wavelengths of 1064 nm and 840
nrm; (b) Energy level diagram of Tm3 + doped ZbLAN glass using pump waveiengths of 800 nm and 1064 nm.
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The upconvetwud fluorescence spectra of Pr:ZBLAN excit,3d with cw pump wavelengths of 1064 nm and 840 nm
and of Tm:ZJ31LAN excited with 800 nm and 1064 nm are shown in figure 2. The Pr:ZBLAN spectrum is similar to
that obtairw-d frmn argon ion laser pumping and from two-photon excitation using other wavelcngths. 2 -5 Contrast
ratios between single frequency upconversion and two-photon upconversion will be discussed.
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Figure 2. (n) Fluorescence spectrum of Pr3+ doped ZBLAN glass pumped at 1064 nm and 840 nm.
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Figure 2. (b) Fluorescence spectrum of Tmn3+ doped ZBLAN glass pumped at 800 nm and 1064 nm.
As a device demonistration we used a rotating mirror and refractive optics to scan the laser pump beams into the
praseodymium doped glass sample, as shown in figure 3. 'Me 1064 nn, Seam was reflected at a near normal incident
angle from a mirror mounted on a, 3600 RPM electric motor. This beam was focused to a 50 micron spot and
scanned conically inside the sample. The 840 nim laser beam %;asfocused cylindrically into a 50 micron thick
stat*,onary plane.

Circles and ellipses on the order of 5 mm in diameter were drawvn inside the sample by
_

S.

intersecting the cone and plane to formi conic sections. Addressing of 300 50-micron pixels was done at a scan rate
of 60 Hz. Simple calculations show that giw-n present upconversion efficiencies, we should be able to address
30.000 pixels with sufficient brightness and bandwidth to be suitable for desk-top viewing under normal room
lighting conditions. In the presentation we will discuss relative efficiencies of different dopants and glass hosts and
additionally the merits of dif'erent excitation and scanning schemes.
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Figure 3. Diagram of scanning system used to di-av circles in Pr 3+ doped ZBI.AN glass.
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A versatile all-optical modulator based on nonlinear
Mach-Zehnder interferomcters
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Center for Research and Education in EHectro-Optics and Lasers
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introductionP.O. Box 2l7,

Hig
bt rtecommunication systems of the future will demand ulirfastdeisforutn
signals, controlling polarisation, converting vwavelengths and perfortning !ogical functions. Without
doubt it is a great benefit when all this can be done completely in the optical domain. In this paper
we describe a device based on a Nonlinear Mach-Zehinder interferometer (NIM) which exploits
cross-phase modulation (XPM) of two co-propagating modes in bimodal branches. This is in contrast
to the device as introduced in~ [1] which exploits XPM of orthogonally polarised modes of
monomode waveguides. The advantage of the new concept is the fact that the device becomes
polarisation independent while keeping phase insensitive by using different propagation constants of
the irrodes of the bimodal branches.

Basic operation

p

A srhemnatic lay-out of the proc
posed Nonliaiear Mach-Zehnder interferometer is shown in Figure 1. Tfhe PP
structur; is assumed to consist of
materials with Kerr nonlinearities. ItIW
has thiee inputs; the middle one is
~
ilsed for insertion of a prcbe beam
(Plthe two outer waveguides for
L
insertion of control beams (PC, and P2
Figure 1: Schematic lay-out of the proposed NMI.
).The protx- beam is equally divided
over two branches by the centrail Y-junction and each of them is also the wider input of an asymnmetrical Y-junction. Whe:n careflully designed 121 thete latter Y-junctions cause the modes from the
wider input channel and the smaller input channel to convert adiabatically into the fundamental and
first order modes respectively of the bimodal waveguides I and 2. So when both probe and control
power are inputted as fundamental and first order modes they will co-propagate thro?igh the bimodal
sections and induce mutual phase changes by XPM. At the end of the branches the fundamental
mode ,the prone) and the first order mode (the control) are separated with the samne asymmetrical
Y-)ua~uctions, now used in reversed direction since they act as mode-splitters in this direction. The~
fundamental modes propagate into the centre Y-junction at the output where they will recombine.
The in-phase parts will add up to form the fundamental mode of the output. The transmission of the
probe can be given by:
.MU=
cos2 (A'.V2)()
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whem Aý is the phase difference of the two fundamental modes at the end of the branches. The phase
of the fundamental modes at the end of the branches is determined by the propagation constant and
the self-phase modulation (SPM) of the probe mode and the XPM by the control. Using the expressions for the nonlinear pokarisation and restiicting the ternms to those at o=wo (the frequency of the
light used) which are independent of the propagation co-ordinate, the nunlinear induced phase
change of the probe modes is given by [3]:
A?'(LPpPc

(Q~-I + 2Q{P')'

i= 1,2}

(2)

where i denotes the branch and L is the leng~h of the branches. The nonfinma? coupling coefficients
are given by the well-known overlap integrals:

n,,in e,,(xy)12;E,'Xy~fl'dxdy

Q~
=7L

{v'ji = p'c}

(3)

where E and E• denote the normialised fields of modes v and ji in branch i and where n2, is the nonlinear Kerr-index. Assuming that the branches are identical the phase difference at the. output ;s

given ty:
_
A A-

For the case of one input (i.e. say P•--)
Ps

(4)

= 2Qps(P4 - P')L
the switching power is found for A'--T:

7E;

= 2Qpc--"

(5)

It is worthwhile remarking that for isotropic waveguide structures the field profiles are not
strongly depending on the polarisation. There is, however, in general a dependence of n2e on the
p.ilarisation direction thus making the nonlinear coupling coefficients poiarisation sensitive. Nevertheless, since the switching curves are iather flat around P=Ps, according to (1) more than 93%
switching can be. obtained by taking P. as the average value of the Ps-values for cross- and equipolarised beams. Furthermore by avoiding working in the proximity of any resonalnce's, the dispersion of n 2, will be, relative small thus making the device operate at a range of wavelengths even
A,hei, using different probe and control wavelengths. Finally AO is independent of Pp implving that,
according to this fitst order analysis, any probet power can be switched by the controls. Hence, the
device enables moduhition, amplification and wavelength and polarisation conversion at one time.

Numerical results
As an example of the proposed concept we numerically investigated a possible implementation
of the structure in AIxGa1 xAs technology. The waveguide geometry comprises a 40% Al substrate, a
1.0 itm thick 18% Al film 13yer and a 1.5 mim
thick 30% Al cladding layer, etched down to 0.35 jim
in the regions adjacent to the waveguides. Taking these concentrations the bandgap energy will be a
little higher than 2 times the photon energy for 1.55 gim wavelength thus virtually eliminating two.photon absorption [4]. Refractive indices and nonlinearities were calculated using expressions as
given ;n [51. The mode profiles of the waveguides were analysed by means of a Finite Difference
scheme [6]. Results of these calculations were compared to those of Nonfiziear Effective Index calculations [1] showing very good similarity with regard to the field profiles and the nionlinear coupling
coefficients. This implies that further analysis of the device lay-out could be pursued by applying
two dimensional BPM calculations.
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The Y-juncions~UI were optIimised using simple
approximate expressions [8]. It was found,1 that 0. 15

LEMF
F6. 6.1

degmes branching angles, in combination with 2 and

2.5 urnm wide input waveguides gives a Mode
Conversion Factor of -2. This on its turn should

0.5

Q!oA0

yield a mode selectivity of =26 dB which indeed
was nearly (24 d.11) obser-ved in Enhanced Finite
Propagation
(EFOBPM)
DifferenceHc.am
calculations [91. A branch to branch separation of

0

%O/

o.
0.0.
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eO.0

30.0

40.0

30.0

60.0

70.0

90.0

PIaO

20 jLim was found to give sufficient decoupling (-60
dB) of the modes in the two brapches of the NMI.
Aiming at a tutal device length oif 2,5 cm and
reserving 4 mm for the centr.e ouput waveguide in
order to allow the radiation modes to spread out in;
the environment, a braiich length of 1.5 cm resulted.
The "W perdrormarwe of the described structure was
anak'ysed by means of EFEBPM calculation. Pwas
taken to bo. fixed at 2%0 W whereas P. -was varied.o
bevtveen 0 and 100 WV. Figure 2 top shows the[

calculated transmpission curve for Pversus Pcl. The

to. 'Itd

-b

transmission clearly shows a strong modulation due..
to the weaker signal beam leading to an almost
~~j
absence of power (0.02 %) in the output for Pl =22
WV. This is illustrated in the muiddle pa-i- of Figure 2F
...
......
which shows !E(x,z)I as obtained by EFFDB3PM,
1.0
0.5
C.00
-0.
-1.0
fs
long
of
a
2000
Finally we studied the moduhition
probe pulse (P,,,, I 'W) by a 1 ps long sigi-ia
PUISC (Ppeak =. 45 W) by means of a split-step Figure 2: Top: Trousmvi~sson of a 200 W probe
iguc 2 botomsho~s hatbeara Versus input signal. Middle: modulms of the
[01. ethd
Fourer
Forir etod[01
Fgue ,boto,
hostha
letri fil ( P=20 W, P,', 22 W). Bottom.
the probe pulse is fairly equa~lly moodulated over tecalculated pulsrz.
complete length of the pulse without any substantial
pulse break-.up
,
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Multi-mode optica1 fibers are. being increasingly utilized for high-power solid-stawe !aser bea,i,
delivery. While the benefits of such a flexible beam-delivery systemn are highly appealing in many
applicaeions, multi-mode fibers with lengths of more than 1 meter produce a severely distorted
and highly depolarized output beam, even when the initial high-power laser beam is nearly
diffraction-limited and linearly polarized. These distortions (and also possibly the depolarization)
can limit the utility of fiber beam delivery.
Over the past decade, the ability of nonlinear optical phase conjugation (NOPC) to
compensate fiber distortions and depolarization has been established by several experimental
demonstrations that utilized a photorefractive phase-cmnjugate mirror (PCM). The first such replxrt
was that of Dunning and Lind' in 1982. More recently, Luther-Davies et al.2 reported the
successful use of phase conjugation to compensate fiber distortions and depolarization in a phaseconjugate oscillator configuration that was specifically aimed at laser bean-dedivezy applications.
From an applications perspective, these previous demonstrations suffered from two practical
disadvantages inherent in the use of a photorefractive PCM. First, because of the relatively slow
response times of such conjugators, the compensation "washes out" if the fiber-induced distortions
change too quickly. Second, available photorefractive conjugators are noit effective at the 1.06 atm
wavelength of the Nd:YAG laser. Because NOPC has been established as a viable approach for
compensating distortions and depolarization in high-power solid-state iwers,1 we have investigated
the practicality of using a Brillouin PCM to achieve comparable compensation of multi-mode
fibers. Indeed, as is detailed below, we find that excellent compensation can be achieved.
The experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 1. We used a linearly polarized Nd:YAG
oscillator and single pass amplifier, producing a beam - 1.5 time,%diffraction-limited and operating
in a single longitudinal mode with a pulse duration of 20 nsec. A combination of a half-wave plate
and polarizing beam splitter (BS1) allowed us to divide the laser power among two beams, with a
continuously adjustable splitting ratio. One beam, the signal beam, passed through a second team
splitter (BS2, an uncoated glass wedge) and was coupled into a 2 m graded index fiber (NA-0.33,
d = 380 gtm, Fiberguide Industries) through a (down-collimating) ims ging telescope of
magnification M=10. The use of an image-relay telescope to couple into and out of the fiber
allowed us to perform diagnostics on the entire radiation pattern returning from the fiber, i.e., we
could analyze the full NA of the fiber.
Following a single pass through the fiber, the signal beam was highly aber-ated (>100 times
diffraction-limited) and totally depolarized, i.e. half of the power was contained in each of the two
orthogonal polarization states. This distorted, depolarized beam then propagated to the PCM,
whirh was based on the scheme originally demonstrated by Basov et al. 4 Spetificallv, a calcite
wedge separated the signal beam into two orthogonally polarized components, and the polariz:atio:
of one of the components was rotated by 900. Hence, the two beams were co-polarized as ihey
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entered the PCM, which coasisted of a hollow quartz capillm-y (0.8 mm ID, 20 cm long) filled with
liquid TiCl4.
The conjugate 'b•em passed back through the fiber and was coupled by B32 into the
diagnostics that -were used to analyze the angular distribution of the revurn beam. As our primary
beam-quality diagnostic. we measured the "energy in the bucket," i.e. the fraction ý of the total
beam energy that was contaiied within a far-field angular cone of full width 9. This diagnostic
levels of
because of its sensitivity to very weaki~•ci.•
ofa measurement
this type
is essenia&
approach
Lprure. We
over,
broad solid angle as.1large, the fi.r
that
rn.ght beinsrread
radiation
also analyzed the degree of polarization in the input and output beams.
Figure 1 also indicates that BS I produced a reference beam, which had a power of 600 kW;
its function was to turn on the PCM, which 'had an SBS thresholo of - 80 to iCO kW (as measured
using the reference beam). The use of this reference beam was necessiimted by the requirement to
maintain the signal-beam power bekow - 15 kW to preclude the onset of SBS in the fiber. The
simultneous presence within the light guide of the signal beam •s well as the reference beam and
its Stokes-shifted, phas,-eonjugatt reflection led to the5 creation of a conjugate to the signal beam
via Brillouin-enhanced four-wave mixing (BEFWM)- Once the PCM was turned on, the signal
beam achieved essentially the same reflectivity (- 40 %) and conjugation fidelity a&:he reference
beam, in agreement with earlier observations using a similar arrangement.L7
-ar

gGS2
-

f'

-

-

8pliner-

8S2roferanca j
delay line

: beam
diagnostics

___-

PCM

Figure i. ScheWatic of expedmentsl appamus used to demonstrate that Bjilnouin phase copjugation can compensate
tho distcA-ios and depolbrizati induced by a 2 m long multi-mode fiber.
Upon examining the output beam following its second pass througo the fiber, we found
excellent compemsaticn: 70 % of the output beam was contained within a spot having
approximately the same divergence as the iriput signal, and the residual depo1alization was less
than 1 %. This is seen in Figure 2, which shows the energy in the. twl:ke. for the inpuat and iC,.rn
beams. If we define the con ugation fidelity as the -atio ot!,in, we Nee the fidelity is about 70 %
in the range of 2 to 4 mrad. When the experiment was subsequently repeated using a 2 wrstepindex fiber, e-senially the same results were obtained in terms of the !idelity and residual
depohlr don.
The far field of Lt( return beam consisted of a central spike, the phase conrjugate.J p.otio, of
the return, sw'ro.nded by a pedestal containing die non-conjugated (and unpolarized) portion.
Since the nion-conjugated portion essentially filled the mode volume of the fiber, the f1i, a:igle of
this pedestal was approximately 2(NA)iM = 66 mrad, or about 10 times broader dan the -- 6 mrad
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full width of the base of the central spike (see Figure 2). Since the pedestal has only - 40 % as
much energy as the spike (i.e. the ratio of 0.3 to 0.7) and its energy was spread over a spot with
100 times more area, the pedestal intensity is approximately 0.4 % of the peak intensity of the
central spike. Because of this 'LOW intensity, the pedestal is expected to be of minimal consequen cc.
in..r.r~conjugate
0.6.

rtr 7%

6, reunfrom fiber(0)

0.4.
0.2

j

0.0
0.1

1
10
far field cone angle (rad)

100

2 N~t-6G rnr

Figure 2. Energy fraction B as a function of the far-field cone angle, for the signal input to the fiber, and for that
returned through the fiber after reflectiop from the PCM. The fidelity is the ratio of these two quantities, about
70% in the 2 to 4 mnrad range. Note the log scale, which shows the angular extent of the non-conjugate
"pedestal" to be equivalent to the full NA of the fiber.

In summary, we have used Brillouin phase conjugation to demionstrate compen~sation of
phase aberrations and depolarization induced by a multi-mode fiber, and we have achievedi a high
degree of fidelity. Although the relatively weak signal.-beam. power led to our selection of a PCM
based on BEFWM, with its associated complexities, simple SBS PCMs are. capabl,- of thresholds
much less than those of the present device. For example, the. use of longer capillaries (lengths of
several meters) with smtaller cross sections (100 jAtm) has been showný t.-- yield SBS threshold
powers as low as - 100 W.
The authors would like to acknowledge many helpful technical discussions with H. W.
Bruesselbach, D. C. Jones, M. S. Mangir, and 1. J. Ottusch, as well as. the. technical support of
R. F. Chapman and R. H. Sipman.
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A SIINGLE-LONGITUDINAL-MODE HOLOGRAPHIC
SOLID-SATfE LAS[SR OSCILLATOR'.
M.J. Damrzen, R.P.M. Green and G.J. Crofts
The Blackent Laboratory, Imperial College,Loadorh SW7 2BZ, U.K.
Tele. No- 071-S599 5111
'SUMMARY
We present the results of a laser resonator design that uses 11 3-D volume gain
grating formed by spatial hole-biurning [111. The induced gain-grating can be
considered a dynamic %olographic elemexit with diffractive properties that provtide
both spectrPI and spatial mod4e control of a high-gain flashlarrp-purnped Nd:YAGj
laser system. The dynamic parametric growth of the grating initiated from
amplified spontaneous emissio-Ln in the cavity produces a self Q-switch'ing resulting
in short pulse formation.
The cavity configuration (Fig.ure 1) has a 4% reflectivity output coupler and the
&ack cavity reflector is, The diffrac'ive gain grating that is produced by spatial hole
burning in a Nd:YAG amplihfler module (A i,) in a self- intersecting loop geometry
[2,3]. To achieve optimum grating diffraction efficiency and dominantly
unidirectional !asing a Faraday element is incorporated in the loop. An additional
Nd:YAG amplifier mcwlule is also necessary in the loop to achieve lasing threshold
when using the low reflectivity output coupler oAf this resonator.
The dynamics of the resonator can be considered as follows. The initial gaingrating starts from spontaneous emission which weakly diffracts intracaviltv flux in
thý_ loop element. Regenerative intracavity radiation that gives constructive
interference to enhance the growth of the grating will be preferentially selected.
This parametric feed-back process is self-enhancing and gives a high spatial and
spectral selectivity to the intraca-vity radiation. Above a threshold inversion in the
Nd:Y'AG amplifiers the diffraction efficiency of the gain-gratirig enhanced by the
additional ioop ampliffier causes the system to achieve threshold for oscillation
from the 4% output coupler. The feasibility of a self-intersecting loop geometry
gain-gra-ting having such a high amplified reflectivity >25, as required in this
system for lasing threshold with a 4% output reflector, has be-.n predicted
theoretically [31 as well as confirmed experimentally 141*Our experimrental system consisted of two Nd:YAG,- amplifier rods (Al and A,2)
l0Oirtin long by 6.35mm diameter and small-signal single-pass gains uip to -~10),
oscillator round-trip time -9ns ('consisting of -'Sns self- intei secting loop !imneand
-Ans doubic-pass time fromn output coupler to gain-grating amrpliffier) and 10Hz
repetition rate. At highest amplifier gains, the cavity output consisted of 10ns
pulses, with tip to 60{X-mi energy. The pulses were temporally smooth (as shown in
410t

Figure 2) which, together with a Fabiy -Perot measurement showing their spectral
content was less than its resolution-'imit - IGHz, indicates single-longitdinalmode operation and possibly close (o a transform-limited linewidth (,-44MHz).
We. note that this is achieved without any conventional line-narrowing elements
and the short pulse duration is also achieved without a conventional Q-switching
device. The short duration is achieved by parametric growth of the gain-grating
=r, hence of the cavity-Q when thle ý.mplifier wai-vq are above threshold. The
narrow linewidth operation is a consequence of the long coherence length
requirement of the seif-intersecting loop for optimum grating writing. Our
modelling of this system indicates that both transmission and reflection type gain
gratings are involved in the oscillation dynamics.
The spatial mode of the system under these conditions was not TEMoo since no
mode control was incorporated in the resonator. Despite this, phase conjugate
oscillation was evidenced to be occurring by the relative insensitivity of the output
mode io the introduction of a phase plate within the self-.intersecting loop. The
system ran on a TEMco diffraction-limited mode when an aperture was placed near
the output coupler. In this case, the output energy was reducea to -'200mJ due to
the smaller mode volume and hence less extraction of the available gain volume,
A Gaussian variable refl.•ctivity output coupler was also used and resulted in a
TEMoo output but again in a small mode volume and reduced energy. This was
despite the Gaussian reflector havi;ng a divergent curvature which is used to
achieved large mode volume extraction in conventional resonator systems. In this
adaptive resonator, the self-forming grating "rear cavity reflector" can adjust its
effective radius of curvature to naintain a stable resonator with a confined mode
size. Hence a different strategy would appear to be necessary to achieve harge
mode volume, diffraction-limited spatial Output from these self-adaptive
resonators.
In conclusion, we have successfully derz•,vstrte-d a high-energy Nd:YAG selfadaptive laser resonator based on ,iaturable gain-gratings that produce narrow
linewidth and short pulse duration without requirement of any conventional linenarrowing elements or Q-switching element.
References
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Hologram Restoration and Enhan~cement in Photorefractive Media
Pochi Yeh
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
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Claire Gu
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Chau-Jern Cheng and Ken Y. Hsu
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It is well known that volume index gratings and holograms can be recorded by using
optical interterometric techniques in photorefractive media 1. These index gratings and holograms
..an also be erased by the illumination of light. The dynamic nature of these index gratings and
holograms offers unique capability in many advanced appiications, including real time image
processing, optical phase conjugation, optical neural networks, etc 1. In many of the applications,
several holograms must be recorded sequentially in a photorefractive medium. As a result of the
optical erasure, the amplitudes of the previously recorded holograms inay decay exponentially
during the subsequent recording stages. There has been proposals for the equalization of the
amplitude of holograms by using a properly designed exposure schedule and even the sustainment
of decaying hologlams by using re-recording schemes 2-4. Here, we propose and analyze a new
and simple optical method for the enhancement and restoration of decaying holograms in
photorefiactive media.
Consider the readout of a phcto-induced volume index grating or hologram in a
photerefractive medium by using a laser beam. A diffracted beam bearing the image informntion is
produced provided the reading beam is incident along the Bragg angle. As a result of the
photorefractive. effect, the diffracted beam and the reading beam will jointly irduce a new index
grating or hologram which bears exactly the same information as the existing one. During the
readouL: process, while the existing hologram is being erased exponentially, the new hologram
fonned by the diffracted beam and the reading beam jointly is growing exponentially. The
photorefractive medium is oriented such that the photo-induced index grating or hologram
produced by the simultaneous presence of the realing beam and the diffracted beam is in phase
with the existing grating or hologram and is thus feirnforcing the amplitude of the hologram for a
short period of time. The transient enhancement of the hologram manifests itself in terms of an
increase in the diffraction efficiency for a short period of time. Continued reading of the hologram
by a single readout beam for a long period of time leads to a decay of the hologram eventually. In
what follows, we consider an optical method which ittiliz"s the transient gain of the hologram to
achieve a steady state enhancement of the hologram.
Referring to Fig. 1, we consider a readout of a photo-induced hologram in a
photorefractive medium by using a pulsed laser. The diffracted beam, which bears the image
inforniation, is then retro-reflected by the phase conjugate mirror. The pulse length (or exposure
time) and the repetition rate are selected such that there is no physical overlap between the incident
pulse and the phase conjugated pulse inside the photorefractive medium. The hologram is first
readout by the incident laser pulse for a short duration of time t producing an image bearing
diffracted beam. When the diffracted beam is retro-refiected by the phase conjugator, the hologram
is tien readout by the retro-reflected beam for another short period of time t producing a phase
conjugate version of the original laser pulse. The exposure time r is chosen so that the amplitude of
the hologram is enhanced at the end of the first readout and further eihanced at the ený of the
second readout, Thus there is a net gain in the amplitude of the hologram during, the first cycle. If
the process continues, further increase in the amplitude of hologram is possible until a saluration of
421

the grating amplitude is reached. In what follows, we analyze the temporal growth and the spatial
variation of the hologram in the bulk of a photorefractive medium. For simplicty, we consider the
case of a single photo-induced volume index grating in a photorefractive medium.
A plane wave with amplitude A, is incident upon the photorefractive grating long a
direction that exactly satisfies the Bragg condition (see Fig. 1). As a result of the Bragg scattering,
a diffracted wave with amplitude A2 is generated. The spatio-temporal equations of the two beams
ir; the photorefractive medium can be written approximately 5

d-AA
d.Z
dkG

2

d_.

r"'A,

dz

2

2

I(G - AI2-)

(1)
"

(2)

where F is the photorefractive coupling constant, G is a measure of the relative amplitude of the
photorefractive index grating, Io = 1 12 + IA2 12 is the total intensity and t is the time constant of
photorefractive crystal. To understand the spatial and temporal variation of the index grating, let us
examine Eq. (2) for the relative grating amplitude G. Near the entrance face (z = 0) of the
medium, A2 grows spatially from zero. Thus the right hand side of Eq. (2) is always negative for
small z, indicating a decay of the grating amplitude. As A2 grows spatially in the bulk of the
medium due to diffraction, the right hand side of Eq. (2) becomes positive leading to an
enhancement of the index grating. Generally speaking, more enhancement is obtained if the initial
'ndex grating is concentrated near the incident side of the medium. There will be no enhancement if
the initial index grating distribution is concentrated near the exit side of the medium. The grating
amplitude distribution is modified as a result of the readout. We note that as a result of the readout
the diffraction efficiency is increased and the center of gravity of the index grating is pushed
toward the exit face (z = L) of the crystal. Such a new distribution is not suitable for further
enhancement via continued readout, If the index grating is now read from the exit face (z = L), the
grating amplitude can be further enhanced based on the above discussion. To continuously enhance
the grating amplitude, the index grating must he readout alteniately from both sides of the medium.
For the case of a hologram which consists of many grating components, a phase conjugate mirror
is essential to ensure the readout from the rear of the medium. Our analysis also indicates that the
steady-state grating is independent of the shape and level of the initial grating. For the case of an
initially uniform grating, it can be shown analytically that the grating can be enhanced provided
FL > 4 according to Eqs. (1)-(2).
We now consider the dependence of the steady-state diffraction efficiency 77, on the
coupling strength FL and the exposure duration t. Fig. 2(a) shows the steady-state diffraction
efficiency %/ as a function of the coupling strength FL. The result shows that there exists a
threshold value FL for a non-zero steady-state grating. Fig. 2(b) plots the steady-state diffraction
efficiency 77, as a function of the exposure duration t in each readout. The results in Fig. 2(b)
indicate that the steady-state diffraction efficiency decreases when the exposure duration per
readout increases, due to the erasure during readout. We also note that there is a cutoff exposure
time beyond which the grating will eventually be erased by the reading beams, leading to a steadystate diffraction efficiency of 0.
By examining Fig. 2, we further note that the diffraction efficiency as a function of FL
bears a strong resemblance to that of a mutually pumped phase conjugator (MPPC) 1,6- 9. In fact,
"foran extremely small exposure time (t << r), the (diffraction efficiency becomes identical to that
of an MPPC 1,6 with a threshold of FL--4. for equal pump intensities. In addition, the steady state
index grating as shown in Fig. 2 is also similar to that of an MPPC 1 . The process of alternating
readout of an index grating from both sides of the crystal is equivalent to an MPPC with pulsed
pump beams. It is known that steady state MPPC exists even with pulsed pump beams 10 . This Is
422

often achieved by first initiating the process of MPPC with cw laser beams. Upon reaching the
steady state, the pump beams can then be modulated temporally so that only one of the pump
beams is on at any given time. This is exactly identical- to our alterniting readout scheme for the
enhancement of the gratings. The only difference is that we start the prcvt~ss fromr the very
beginning with an extremely weak grating. Thus our results can be employed to explain the
initiation and the growth of the MPPC process from ail extremely weak gratiitig (oe hvlogram)
which may be a siviall component of a noisy fanning hologra -a.
!nconclusion, we have proposed and analyzed a new and simple optical mnethod for the
enhancement and restoration of decaying holograms in photorefractive media. The resuitsa indicate
that extremely weak holograms can be enhanced provided that the two-beani coupling is
sufficiently sti'ong. Steady-staic. photonefractive holograms can be maintained continuously without
decay by using a double-side alternating readout schedule in conjunctien with a phase conjugator.
The result also provides an explanation for the formation of mutually putopcd ph~ase conjugation in
terms of the successive enhanceiment of an initial noise grating.
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SUMMARY

The concept of storing data in the form of multiplexed holographic gratings in volume
media had been proposed during the sixties [1-3] and developed with limited success,. With
recent advances in the growth and preparation of holographic materials along with the matuiation
of associated device technologies such as spatial light modulators and detector arrays, the
realization of working memory systems that are capable of delivering the perfornance levels for
long term storage applications is now possible.
We at Rockwell have been developing a
compact volume holographic memor"y system for use in avionics and other applicatic:as usilig a
design that incorporates a pair of acoustooptic devices in a spatio-angularly multiplexed design
to achieve high data storage capacity and rapid r.ndom access to stored data.
The currently known common-volume multiplexing techniques of angular- encoding,
wavelength encoding, phase encoding, and electric field ercoding atlow holograms recorded in
the same medium volume to be independently read out with minimal crosstalk. There are
practical limits to the number of holograms which can be stored in this fashion due to the finite
dynamic range in photoreftactive crystals [4,5] and the inverse square law dependence of the
diffraction efficiency of each hologram on the number of superposed holograms ,vhich is a
c,:.,s,.quence of photorefractive cross-erasure encountered during the raultipJe exposure sequence
161. Off-3ragg crosstalk can also grow as a function of the number of stored holograms and
.•ereoy limit the storage capacity [7]. As an example, if the nominal volurne of the storage
crystal is of the order of 1 cm 3 , the recording of 10,000 holograms [8] in most photorefractors
will result in a diffraction Qfficiency of about 10-6 for each hologram beyond which reliable
detection will be difficult using realistic readout laser intensities. Thus, if each hologram (page)
contains 106 bits of information, the storage capacity of each common volume will bt.. limited to
10 Gbits because of the practical reasons listed above.
Our approach is to spatially multiplex many such common volume storage units to
ultimately achieve high aggregate capacity in architectures devoid of mechanically steered
deviAces so as to enable both rapid acces.,, (10 g.tsec) and high data transfer rates (1 Gbit/sec). In
the angularly multipiexed approach, the beam is steered nonmechanically by acoustooptic
deflectors which can steer a given beam to one of one thousand angular positions within a
switching time of about 10 lisecs. Lzyers or boxes of such common volume storage units are
arrayed in geometries similar to that shown in Figure 1 where a "coarse" address directs the
reading or vriting beams to the appropriate layer or box and the "fine" address corresponds to
the particular holographic page within the chosen common volume unit.
Our early efforts in holographic optical storage were focused on theoretical studies of the
limitations on storage capacity [4,5,7], and on experimental demonstration of fast nonmechanical access. A demonstrator capable of data transfer rate at the optical level exceeding 1
Gbit/s was constructed using one layer of LiNbO 3 as the storage medium. The demonstrator
used an acousto-optic beam deflector for rapid non-mechan:cal access to several hundred
angvlarly multiplexed pages at rates in exce.;s of 50,000 pages per second. With each page
consisting of an array of 320 x 220 pixels, this corresponds to readout at a rate of 3.5 Gbits/sec.
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addition to the storage of digital data, storage of analog information in the form of detailed
highway maps was also demonstrated.
Figure 2 is a simplified schematic showing a more recent system that implements several
layers in a spatioangularly addressed system. In the actual design, the system is folded to save
space, but for the purposes of clarity in its presentation, the system is shown unfolded in the
figure. The total system dinmensions are of the order of 12"x8"x5", including the laser and most
of the electronics. To achieve high speed random access addressing, both inter-layer and intralayer addressing are accomplished using acoustooptic devices.
An important issue that is associated with all volume holographic memory systems that use
photorefractive materials is that of long term data retention.
ilologranms written in
photorofractive materials diminish in strength due to two mechanisms: i) opticai erasure from
further writing or readout exposure, ii) dark erasure due to finite dark conductivity. Fixing in
SBN crystals has been accomplished using various rmeans [9,10] by which the holographic
gratings can be made nearly impervious to optical erasure so that nondestructive readout can be
performed. We have conducted fixing experiments in which we demonstrated both resistance
to optical erasure as well as long term data stability. For example, a holographic grating that was
fixed in our laborator, has exhibited undiminished strength over a period of six months during
which the grating was periodically probed with readout light, demonstrating tolerance to both
erasure mechanisms.
We will describe in more detail the design and operation of our compact holographic
memoiy demonstrator and in fixing holographic gratings in SBN.
In
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Recently, phase code multiplexed data storage in volume holographic media has been
investigated as an alternative to angular or wavelength niultiplexing[l]. Phase code multiplexing allows implementation with fixed geometry and wavelength, resulting in potentially
ast access times and the possibility of cascading in an optical system. In addition, it has
been suggested that use of partial phase codes can be used to directly reconstruct certain
sums and differences of stored images[2]. We demonstrate the recall of arbitrary linear combinations of stored data pages by using a compound phase and amplitude modulator in the
reference beam path.
Phase code multiplexing involves storing M images, IS 1),..., ;SM), with M reference
waves,
jRh),...
IRM). Each reference wave consists of N plaoc wave components. It is
assumed that the geometry is held fixed, so that the amplitude and phase, but not direction,
of each component may -e varied. The different reference waves can be represented by
N-element vectors,

IJ,) = Iref•etr,

r-e'k", ... r'e'O-),
(1)
where r•' and C' are the amplitude and phase, respectively, of the nth plane-wave component
of the rnth reference wave.
If the different plane-wave components of the reference waves are separated by a sufficienrtiy large angle, Bragg-mismatched reconstruction can be neglected. If in addition,
dispersion in the spatial flequency response of the medium is negligible and all gratings are
recorded to the same strength, readout with reference wave JR.) results in an output signal
M

ISo•,)

B0 r (R, I(R,,..)IS.),

(2)

where B0 is a constant. When the amplitudes and phases of the reference waves are chosen
such that each IR,,) is a member of a set cf ortlogonal vectors, the output is given by

Isot) = Bo0s"ý).
The possibility of recalling linear combinations of stored :.mages is apparent from the
above representation of the phase-encoding process. When readout is performed with I/o=t) =
2a/JRi), the output is Boay ajIS•). Recall of arbitrary linear combinations of stored data
pages is possible in a system capable of generating the necessary reference waves IRo,,t). To
demonsbrate the recall of combinations of stored data pages, we multiplexed three images in
an re-doped LiNb0 3 crystal using three different, discrete Wkalsh functions as the phase codes.
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Figure 1; Experimesntal a~rmaxgemený.
The reference beam path included an amplitude ispatial light modulator which was imaged
onto a phase spatial light modulator, as shown in Figure 1. During recording, the ASLM was
set for maximum transmission. During recall. both the PSLM and ASLM were used to compose the desired reference watves. The reconst ruct ions of each of the three image;; is shown
in Figure 2. Figure 3 showb the recall of two different combinations, limage2A - image3l and
12 x image 1 + image2j. Note that the GCD camera uised in thce experimient detects intensity,
so we are limitedx to detecting the absolute value of the desired combin ation.
The ability to perform psage-wise arithraettic operations is of great use in both b-Inary
and grey-scalle image processing. It allows operations ouch a~s averaging or background subtraction to be prformned without pixel-by- pixel comp utatioa. The combination of stored
data pages is a linear process; therefoce, the data can be stored having undergone any linear
transformation and still be recalled correctly. For example, the data page may be Fouriertransformed or discrete-cosine transformed before being stored. The recalled sigual will be
a linear combination of the transforms of each page an5 can be inverse transformed to give
the desired result. In addition, a system capable of generating reference waves with both
specified phase and amplitude modulzation can be used to correct tor dispersion in the spatial
frequency respoise of a recording niedivm[3].
This research has been supported in part by the Advanced Reseazch Projects Agency
through contract number N00014-92-J..1t9C3.
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Optical Self-Enhancement of Photorefractive Holograms
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Hsaichu, Taiwan
It is well known that dynamic volume ho'ogrzrns, such as those storcd in photore-fractive
crystals, decay upon readout 111. Though such a propt-ity can be usetul in mainy real-time
pr~c-tssing applications, it is often a drawback in optical dat.a storage applications wkhen anl
Wnormation set mnay bhe recalled miultliple times or during the sequential itorage of multiple
holograms. There have bcer,. approoches for the sustainment of decaying holograms via rerecording as well as exposure schedule algorithris for the storage of multiple holograms 12.31. In
ttiis Paner, we present experimental results verifying a novel optical proposal for the enhanicemnin
and restoivtrn of decaying hologtams in photorefractive media 141.
Consider thf Bragg-matched readout of a photo-induce;d volumne index grating in a
ohotorefractive media by a laser bean.. 11.e portion of the readout beam- that diffractsi off of the
grating doe& so in such a way that the interference pattern between the diffracted beam and the
weadeeýt beamn is exactly in phase wifth the interference pattern that originally wrote the grating. As a
resuli, 6re teadout. Noeam d its diffracted beam write a volume index grating exactly in phase with
;he one they are reading. During readout, this new grating is growing in strengthý exponentially
waile the original grating is decaying exponentially. If the two-beam coupling gain, f L. in the
photorcfiaetfivc mcddea is itufficiently large, d~cit the net transient result can be an increase in the
overall index modulation depth [4,51. Continued rezding of the hologram by a single read beam
leads to it!. eventuaa ducay. If, however, after a time period, t, the read beam is shut off and a
phase con~jugate of tht; .-,Iffracted hteam is turned on, for the same. time pe~riod, then the gratinrg can
cowtinae to be enhanced by this seconid bea-m. Continued toggling between the lead beam and its
phase, conjugoted diffracted beam in this manner will strengthen the grating up to a steady state
level, ris. This steady state level is determined by the crystal's two-beam coupling gain and the
duiration of each toggling sequence comparod with the crystal's time constant, T. Conceptually, the
index grating amplitude will "slosh" From one side of the crystal to the other as eacti respecýtive
enliinceire~nt beam is activated.
Our experimental investigations into the theorit-s proposed in Ref. 1,1] weic performed
utilfizing a Coherent Innova 300 Ar+3 laser at 514.5 nnm arnd a number of undoped and ceriuim
dopod barium titanate crystals, obtained from the institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of
Sciences, Beijing.. Figure I diagrams the set up ufflizcd, where plane waves we~re used to write.
and read index gratings in the crystals. Beams Al and A2* enter through their resp(ective toggling,
shlutters SI anid S2, reflecting off of beam spi~itters BS to cnter the photorefractive crystal.
Detectors DIl and D2 then detect theý irspective diffracted signals, sevding this data to a computer
for storage and analysis. This computer also controls shuiter operatioiv'. Two approaches weie
eýxercizrd int achieving steady state diffraction efficiencies: case one which toggled thfw bcrans
wltenever tht respective diffracted signal fell to a given percentage of its maximumn Value1 during, a
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given toggie cycle, arid case two which toggled the beams at a set fraction of the crystal's
photorefractive response time. Figure 2(a) shovis a typical plot of the data taken under case one,
where the beams were toggled at 95% of the!ir achieved maximum and the crystal Utilized was a 45
degree cut undoped sample. Slight assymerries, especially evident near saturation, are due to
fanning losses which differ for the two beams in this type of crystal. D~ata for case two its given in
Fig. 2(b), which shows relative peak and average- saturation diffraction efficiencies as a function of
t/t values utilizing the same crystal as in case one.
It should be noted that the enhancement of gratings is a simnple case- of the enha~ncement of
holograms. Enhancing holograms, with all of their spatial frequencies, is a task requiring more
attention beeing given to generation of the phase conj'ugate of the diffractect beam. Indeed, if the
object beam is utilized as the original enhancing bweamn, then its diffracted beam could be a simple
plane wave, which would be easy to phase conjugate. It can also be noted that selectivc
charactcristics of inidex holograms can be enhanced while utidesireable characteristics are dimlished.
or erased simply by spatial filtering of the diffracted read beam somewhere inbetween the stored
hologiarn and the-diffracted beam's phase conjugate mirror. Under such circumstances, ontical
information processing can be achieved during the tnihancement process. Such a filtering schemie
would be. necessary, in fact, for the preservation of relative grating amplitudcs in a hologram.
In conclusion, we have shown experi-mental verification of novel ;conc;pts for the optical
enhancemrent of photorefractive gratings. We have also proposed how these concepts can he
utilized for dynamic optical iidnforation1 processing of data stored within a photorefractive crystal.
*T~his

work was supported by th(- Air Force O-'
ffice of Scientific Resfarch.
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CRYSTAL

Figure 1. Expei-imental set up for study inig optical scif-eahanceniert of phoiorefractiv,ý gratings.
TeCrystal is 45 deg. cut, undoped banuim titanate. Beams A1I and A2* a~re phase conjugates of
one, another's di f'ot ed bearns. They are toggledi by shutters Sl and S2 respectively, in
accordance to the Controll decisiirn cnfei-ainrg the signals dete- ted at detectors Dl Ind D)2.
respectively.
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Figure 2. (a) Experimental data for beam toggling at 95% of local diffraction maximum.
Diffraction is seer to quickly rise, peA out, and begin falling before the shutters toggle to the other
beam. The assymrtry in the two beam diffraction curves is d.ice to be•rn fanning, which is stronger
for one be'an than it is for the. other, due to the crystal's special cut.
(b) Experimental data fGr beam toggling at various fractions of the cxystal's photorefractive
response time. The diamonds represont peak saturation values and the circles represent average
saturation values at given /i"ratios. In both (a) and (b), the gratings grew from noise (zero initial
grating amplitudes).
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A New Method for Holographic Data Storage in Photopolymer Filins
A. Pu. K. Crtirs, D. Psaltis
California Institate of Technology, Pasadena, CA

Conventional holographic storage methods, such as angle or wavelength multiplexing,
superimpose multiple holograms iii the volume of the recording material. T1c. number of
holograms that can be stored is typically proportional to the thickness of the material. Recently,
photopolymer films have fxeen developed that are hoexpensive, easy to fix and have a r&1atively
large dynamiic range, mraking thew. good candidates for high density data storage. An example of
this materaia is DuPont's H9RF- 150-38 photopolymer film [1,2]. The storage density achievable
with these materials is limited due to their thickness of tens of microns. In this paper we present
two results. Firýst, a new holographic multiplexing method (peristrophic multiplexing) that
siginificandy incxeaes the storage density achievable in thin films is demonstrated. In audition, an.
exposure schedule that mnaximizes the utilization of available dynamic ran.ge of the photopolymer
is derived.
The setup used to demonstrate peristrophic multiplexing is showvn in Figure 1. rIje setup
i~s similar to a conventional angle multiplexing arrang~ement, where either the angle of the
reference beam is sc,.anned or the material iAsrotated. around the y-axis. For per-istrophic
multiplexing, the mateiial is rotated around the z-axis instcati. After each hologram, exposure, the
material is rotated in plane. T1he rotation shifts the reconstructed image off the detector or the
stored hologram becomes non-Bragg matched, allowing for another hologrami to bpe store-d at the
same location. This process ropeats. until the- maximum rotation angle of 181Y is reached. For
materials greater thant -1mm in thickness, the Bragg match criterion will determine the required
peri~strophic rotation angle before a new hologram can be stored at td'e same location. Othe~rwise.
the reconstructed image is shifted offf the detector first with the rotation. Peristrophic
multipiexing cani also N, realized by rokating both recording beams around the z-axis. To further
increase the storage density, other multiplexing techniques ca-n be combined with peristrophic
multiplexing.
An exposure schedule for the HRF-150-38 photopolymer was derived by first measitring
the diffraction. efficiency versus the exposure energy as shown in Figure 2. The amplitude of the
recorded gratings can be obtained by taking the square-root of the diffraction efficiency. Th1is
curve can then bc fitted foi E>E,, to thec following equation,

where. E is tie exposure energy . The slope of eq-uation (i) multiplied by the exposure energy
gives the amplitude of the written grating. By setting the m6~ hologram's grating amplitude, equal
to the ni- 1" grating amplitude, a iecursive formula can he derived that results iin M holograms
with equal diffraction efficieci~es. The exposure energy fc'r the in"' hologram is given by Equatio n
(2), where E,, and E,,, are the exposure energies flor the in" and in-i"' holograms, respectively.
E.=.Ee

(2)

The dynarnic range. is fully utilized by scaling the initial recoiding energy to E,=-/M-, where, N is
the total number Jf holograms to lie recorded.
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Peristrophic multiplexing was demonstrsated using Lhe sttup shown in Figure 1, A second
rotation stage was added to rotate the material in the, y-axis in order to implement angle
multiplexing as well. The signal and iefei-ence beami were initially incident on the fl~ra at 4300 to
the normal (z-zais), Cartoons w,ýre presented to thae optical systern by using a spatial light
modulator (SLM). The photopolymer to be exposed was located in-between the Fouriter plant
and the image plane to ensure unifoamity of the presented image. The peristrophic rotation
required to filter out a stored hologram was experimentally determined to be -3* while the
rotation reap~iir to Bragg mis--match an angle multiplexed hologram was also -~3O* For each
periscrophic m~ultiplexing pisition. five angle multiplexed holograms were stored. A toWa of 295
holograms wvere recorded iii about a h-lf cm2 area with wn average diffraction efficiency of bettez
than 10O6. Figure 3 shows the r-constructison of one of the 295 holograms.
In swummary, we have demonstrated that peristrophic multiplexing makes it possible to
store several hundred hologram,, in thin films. Whiereas previously this capabillity was only
Ux- '.sible with maserials '-1cm thick. Tiierefore, this approach makes it possible to fabricate
cunpact 3-!) holographic disk-,- with high storage density.
y
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Figure I- Peristrophic multiplexing setup.
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Figure 3: One reconstructed hologram out of 295.
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Cross-talk Noise and Storage Density in Holographic Memory
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Optical data storage in volume holographic media has been an important and exciting3
This is driven mainly by the prospect of an enormous storage density of - I / A
research.
of
area
bits per unit volume. In the spectral regime of visible light, this translates into a storage density
of several terabits per cubic centimeter. In practical applications such as optical image
processing, and pattern classification, the storage capacity is limited by the cross-talk noise
between holograms and pixels. Several aspects of the cross-talk noise have been addressed by
previous workers 1 -5 . Assuming an infinite transverse dimension of the medium, Gu et. al. have
considered the effect of the thickness of the crystal on the storage capacity, and obtained
limitations on the total number and the physical size of the holograms that can be stored in the
crystal with a certain signal-to-noise ratio1 ,2 . In addition, Yariv has analyzed the problem of
interpixel cross-talk noise in orthogonal wavelength-multiplexed volume holographic data
storage 4. Although some aspects of the cross-talk noise have been investigated, a general theory
leading to quantitative results on storage capacity in terms of number of bits per unit volume is
not available. In this paper, we present a general analysis of the storage capacity by considering
the effect of finite transverse size of the crystal on the storage capacity, and employing a
statistical method to evaluate the cross talk noise. We obtain, for the first time, expressions for
the cross-talk limited storage capacity i. terms of the number of bits per unit volume. The results
are then employed to compare angle multiplexing and wavelength multiplexing.
Fig. 1 shows a typical recording and readout configuration for optical storage where
Fourier transforr-. holograms are stored in a volume holographic mediumn. The input and output
array of pixels are shown in F;ig.2. It is assumed that the input pixels can only be on or off with
no gray levels and the phases of the on-pixels are random. At the output plane, an array of point
detectors is used. We first consider the intrapage interpixel cross-talk caused by the finite
transverse size of the crystal. An arbitrary input pattern corsisting of an array of square pixels is
stored in the holographic medium. By using standard Fourier-optics analysis, we obtain the
optical amplitude of the reconstructed image in the output plane. By virtue of diffractioa, each
pixel of the input pattern is transformed into a sinc-like patt..- a witjh a series of side lopes. Thus
the reconstrucied image is not an exact replica of the input pattern. It consists of a signal
amplitude and a noise amplitude, The physical overlap of these pixel images is the source of
interpixel cross-talk. Withomu loss k generality, let us exsmnine the image amplitude of the input
pattern at the origi,- (0,0). The signal amplitude and :he noise amplitude can be written
rc( xyo-.

2
D
p.,
= 4 %ljxs~inc-xret-x)]

U1.

Aexp(i,)Jdx.sinc(

dyosinc(-

o

- ,nS

)1yrctL.yo)rcct(-

(2)

-- 2 )(2)

,n(0.0)

respectively, where Amexp(io,) is the amplitude for the m-th pixel with a random phase, 8 is
the width of each pixel, S is the period of the pixel array, D is the transverse size of the crystal,
f is the focal length, and Af/D is the width of the side lopes of the sine function. By evaluating
the integral in Eq. (2) %.,e find that the interpixel cross-talk noise is critically dependent on the
ratio between 8 and AfiD. Whein the pixel size is an odd integral multiple of the width of the
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sinc f'unction side lope, i.e., 8 (2k - 1)Af/ID (where k is a positive integer), the noise is
maximum. Tne signal-to-noise ratio (defined as the ratio of tho si-naI intensity ILU1 2 to the
variance of the noise E11j.J _ E(Uj121) car. be written
3x' LR$ý 2

(3)

'When the

p~ixel size is an even iLitegral multiple. of the widt~i of the sinc t'unction side lope,
i.e., 6: = 2kf /D, the noise tenns in Eq. (2) are minianum. The total noise has a finite upper limit
when all the input pixels are in phase. The signal -to-noisie ra tio (defined as the ratio of the signal
2 to the upper limit of the, total noiAse intensity) can be written
intensity 1U
51

3 D2 .S2
4 2f 2

(4

According to Eqs. (3) and (4), we note that the finite transvcrse size of the crystal lieads
to the intrapage interpixel cross-Uak noise which imposes a limitation on the pix,-.A separation in
each holegrarn. It is known that the finite thickness of the crystal leads ~o an interpage cross-talk
noise which in turn limits the total number and physical size of the holograms that cani be stored
in the ciysta11' 2 . Combining Sqs. (3) and (4) with those previous results, we can obtain the
storage dunsity in temi.s of the total numnbe~r of bits per unit volume.
Inthe case of wavelength nmultiplexing, the limitations imposed by the interpage cr-osstalk are, Av = c/(2t) and SNR,. = 2f2 larea2 , where Av is the frequency separation of adjacent
holograms, c is the light velocity in vacuum, r is the ,hickness of the crystal, SNJRP is the
signal-to -noise. ratio due 'o interpage cross-talk noise, f ithe focal length and area is the area
of the input plane (PIS x NS). Assumiing the wavelength tuning range. is fromn A, 12 to A, theý
ratio &) I)f will vary by a factor of 2. !bus the SNR vanies between SNR,,, and SNR,,VE,. The
storage density for wavelength multiplexing is between the following two limits
31r'
1
1
3
1
2 SRSNR,ý,) .73
and
p. (max) (SINR,,d. R
5
Because of the variation in wavelength, the. maximum stocrage denasity, which represents an upper
limit, can not be achieved in practice.
In th,ý case of angle multiplexing, thie limitation imposed by the interpage c-1oss-talk is
SNR>,. (2tf)/(XdV1,'Nh ),whren d., is th~e size of the output plane in the y direction ai~d N, is theo
number of hologranis I. The interpage clross-talk ottly gives limitation nn one dimension of the
output plane. Th e oi'ner dimension is limited by the paraxial appi-eximatioa. Let a =- If ,
whern, d., is the size of the output plane in the x direction. The storage density for angle
multiplexing is between the following two li-mits
p,,(min)

=

-r

a-

4 3NRFSNRdd ;

and

p. (max)

= 3-

C

2 SNR,jYký_

-

--

1

X'

(6)

In angle multiplexing, we ran adjust 2,. and f to satisfy the condition for 'vi'im~urn intrapage
ir.-ierpixel cross-talk.'Thus-, the maiU.irnum st'rage density is practically achicvaoic.
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By allowing a bit errer rate of 10-9 which corresponds to SNRP. = SNR.,u = 150,
SNR,,,,,=4, and using a=0.2, we obtain pA(min)=7xlO4..o3 , pA,(max)=0.0l/A, 3 ,
po(min) = 7 x 10-5 / A3 = 5 x 10-4 / A,3, and p.(max) = 10-' / A,3 = 8 x 10-3 / A,, where we assume
A = , 0 / 2 for angie multiplexing.
In conclusion, we p,!'esent a statistical analysis of the cross-talk limited storage capacity
for both angle and wavelength multiplexed holographic memory. We obtain, for the first time,
expressions for the storage capacity in. terms of the number of bits per unit volume. It is found
that they are reduced from the ultimate storage capacity of e 3 by a factor of the signal to noise
ratio. The results also indicate that angle multiplexing has more degree of freedom to be
optimized to reduce the intrapage interpixel cross-talk noise.
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Are Time~- and Frequency-Domanah Nonlinear Spectroscopies
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It is commonly believed that nonlirnear-speCtroscopic techni~ques
involving neax ly monochromnatic beams, in which one or more beam
frequencies are varied, ar,; In some sense the "Fcourier transformis" of techniques inv'Aving ultrashort Pulses, in which one or more pulse delays are
varied. "Ailile it is well known that many effects (inLhorogeneous broadening, saturation, imperfect light sources, etc.) can complicate the relationship
between such techniques, it is still felt that a! some fundamental levsl, in theý
absence of these effects, thz F-ourier-transform relationship of these "conjugate te-chniques's remaiZns valid. Indeed, nearly all nonlinear-optics textbooks
include a section "proving" the validity of the Fourier transform in. each
order of perturbative nonlinear spectroscopy. Butcher,' for example., in his
classic work on nonin~ear optics, defined the. frequency-doma-in nonlinear
susceptibility, Xn)(i
w1 ), to be the n-dimensional Fourier transform of
(On
the time-domain nonlinear response function, R(`)(t 1 , , T)
Given, bowever, that semi-classical nonlinear-optical perturbaition
theory gives specific expressions for the response in time-domain
2
experiments and tl-e susceptibility in frequency-don-ain experiments,2 a
reasonable cuestion is "Are y ),, ... , a),) and R~),r, .. ,r,), as given by
semii-classical nonIinear-optical p~erturbation theory, n-dimensional Fourier
transforms qof each other for corresponding fr-equency.- and timne-domapin
nonlinear-spectroscopic interactions?'
We find that, while the above Fourier transform does hold for classical
problems, it fails badiy in semni-classical nonlinear spectroscopy.
Ant easy -t,-,deno'e result is that each Feynman diagram yields a term
that contributes to both time- and frequency-domain interactions, and thkese
termis are, indeed, relat-ed by an n-dimensional Fourie~r transform. However.,
because each of these pairs of termis inv.olves a different set of conjugate
variables, the Fourier-transform relationship does not sur-vive. Thus, we
find that, unfess a single time-ordering contributes to each nonlinear-optical
interaction,
~ ~~d
~
a re still not n-dimensionacl
...

.

/r~
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Fourier transforms of each other. In general, it is difficult to find cases where
only a single time-ordering contributes.
Figures I and 2 show, as an example, two techniques that are
commonlrd considered Fourier transforms: the transient-grating (TG)
technique 3 and nearly degenerate four-wave mixing (NDL.WVM)F4.5 which
frequen tly involve the same diagrams. The breakdown of the Fouriertransform relationship for these techniques occurs at the first interaction, in
which the time and frequency conjugate variables are c1 -- t2 - t1 and w0i,
respectively, for the first and third diagrams in Fig. 2 and - I and -o,
respectively, for the second and fourth diagrams. It is the second interaction,
however, that is important in these experiments, and the susceptibility's
dependence on the relevant variable, o, - oyz, can be sho-vn to be
proport.ona' to the Fourier transform of the response's dependence on
2 =-t3 - t2, a somewhat weaker condition, but perhaps acceptable.
Unfortunately, at low pressure, the proportionality "constant" is a
junction of the variables of interest, and the resonances actually cancel out!
Specifically, in the absence of pure e ephasing, the NDFWM susceptibility is
well known to be constant due to perfect cancellation of these factors when all
time-orderings are included. 5 In the TG response, on the other hand, the
time-orderings constructively interfere, yielding strong oscillations even at
very low pressures. TG results for sodium are shown in Fig. 3, and NDFWM
restults have been observed experimentally many times (see, for example,
Bloembergen, et al.5 ).
We will discuss the consequences of these unintuiti.ve results. We wil)
also discuss cases in which an n-dimensional Fourier transform can be
assumed to hold, but for which unintuitive behavior is also obtained. An
example of this latter effect Jnvolves time- and frequency-domain CARS, in
which the width of a frequency-domain CARS spectrum is not related to the
decay tine constant in time-domain CARS.
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Quantum Optics of Dielectric Media
P.W. Miloemi
Theoretical Division
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico.87545

The quanti7ation of the electromagnetic field in dielectric media goes back to work
of Ginzburg and Jauch and Watson in the 1940s. Ginzburg, in particular, applied his
formalism to problems of tr~anition radiation and the Cerenkov effect. The theory of the
electromagnetic field in dielectric media has attracted renewed attention in cecent years,
with particular emphasis given to (a) general radiative processes ard the effect of local
(Lorantz-Lorenz) field coi'rections; (b) the general form of the interaction Hamilto'nian;
and (c) the effect of local field corrections on nonlinear optical susceptibilities.

In this work the field is quantized in a simpie and straightforward way based on the
classical expression for the eaergy density,
U

-

+d
16, Id
[ (cw)IElwJ +

2

(yGw) IH.!,

for the case of weak abd-orption. Tb.-ý quantized fields lead to expressions for spontaneous
and simulated emission rates, and gain and absorption coefficients, for the general case of
a dispersi-ve di-lcctric host medium. Local field corrections, when they apply, arise in the
sarn

manner as in lassical electromagnCtic theory. The theory also leads to a radiative

level shift deptrudent on the dispersion of the dielectric, and this shift may be interprctcdd
.b a van der \Vaids interaction between the guest at,);n arid the atoms of the host medium.
4A6

Contrary to the frequent statement that it is the electric displacement vector rather
than the electric field that should be used in the electric dipole interaction, it is shown that
use of the displacement vector leads in fact to an incorrect result for an atom embedded
in a dielectric host, and the reison for this is explained from both physical and formal
perspectives. The theory is also applied to the medification of nonlinear susceptibilities
by local fields.
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One of the most. delicate problems in quantum. optics is the proper description of the
phase of a single-mrode radiation fieid. The formwl pro'Olemn of introducing a (strictly)
Hermitian phave operator could be ultimately iolved only'by resorting to an axtificial
finite-dimensional Hilbert space [I]. From a more practical point of view, it will be felt
even miore unsatisfactory that no experimental echemne for an "ideal' phase rneasurenient could be die-vised. Actually, both the theoretical and the experimental difficulties
have a common root: Since an electrom~agnetic fieldl couples to matter via the electric
field strength which comprises both "real) amplitude and phase, th~e phase, cannot be
determnined from a single measuremnent, cven in classical optics. So in order to make
contact wit.h reality, one will hlaveý to turn the tables: One will first devise Ean experimental scheme for phase nmeasurement, thus giving an operational definition of ph-me, and
afterwards search' for the proper quant-um-miechanical description of the experimental
p~ocedure. In fact, several such schemnes which differ distinictly in their experimental
setup have already been pro~osed and even partly realized. In this paper, I will describe
themu in somle detail and prese%-At the outlines of their theoretical ana'aysis.
The first to discuss a. realistic phase measuring device were. Bandilla and Paul [21,
448

wh' is early as 1969 proposed to amplify, with the help of a laser (or parametric)
omplitier, the microscopic field to be investigated to a macroscopic level, where classical
phase measurement techniques can readily be applied. Since any amplifier unavoidably
adds noise to the amplified signal, this type of phawe measurement is necessarily of noisy
(fuzzy) character.
Fifteen years later Shapiro and Wagner [3] analyyed a heterodyne detection scheme
which allows simultaneous, however noisy, observations of both the phase and the amplitude of a signal field. Their basic idea was to mix the signal, by means of a weakly
reflectilig rnirror, with u, strong coherent field (local oscillator) whose frequency is shifted
by a certain amount Atv. The mixed field is sent to a photodetector. Its photocurrent
contains an alternating current oscillating at the difference frequency At
the beat signal -

- it is just

and the amplitudes of this alternating current, corresponding to the

componenta oscillating as cos(2rAst) and sin(21rAOt) respectiely, are determined separately by well known electronic techniques. By repeating this measurement many times,
one can determine a distribution function for those amplitudes x and p. Passing to
polar coordinates one gets a distribution function for both the amplitude (radius) and
the phase (polar angle) of the signal field. Averaging, in particular, over the amplitude
yields a phase distribution. Also ii- the present case undesired noise eaters the experimental device: One has to notice that a beat signal with beat frequency At originates
also from the empty field mode which is the image, with respect to frequency, A the
signal mode, which makes the measurement noisy.
Otly recently, Noh, Fougares and Mandel [41 prop.?osed and, moreover, realized a
different experimental scheme whic.i is closely relamed to classical phase ineasuemeint,.
Also in this case two variables are mea.ured simultaneously. namely two field quadra449

ture components x and p. This is achieved by dividing, with the help of a 50

50

beam splitter, the original fie!d into two parts and measuring x one of them and p on
the other, Those two independent measurements can be performed making use of the
balanced hoInodyne detection technique. When the local oacillators employed in those
detection schemes are strong, one can analyse the experiment along the sam, e lines as
in the heterodyne-detection scheme [3]. Also this measurement is noisy, due to vacuum
fluctuations that enter the unused iuput port of the beam splitter.
Actually it could be shown that all three schemes are physically perfectly equivalent, the measured distribution for z and p be-ing the Q function for the original field.
They share the common feuture that they make possible a simultaneous, however noisy,
measurement of two canonicail- conjugate variables.
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state

has well

defined

coherence between the two lower levels of the A - system and
has found many different applications.
In
this paper I

demonstrate the utility of this
quantum fluctuations.
As
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first

application
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coherence
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beams which are identical not only in

mean amplitudes but also in their quantum statistics.
last fact is
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(a

2

1

the

quantum

dynamical

evolution of the weak fields on the two transitions
of the
A system.
The master equatiun
is
derived
and the
coefficients in the master equation depend to all
orders on
the strength

of the two pump

fields.

The presence

of

the

coherence between two lower states of the A - system leads
to correlation between the two modes. The correlation is
especially pronounced and survives even in the steady state
if

the

frequencies

of

the

two

modes

satisfy

the

Raman

condition.
As a second application we conrider how we can use the
coherence between two ground states to zransfer 3 energy from
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addition

of

coherent state of

the signal transforms into a coherent state with larger
field amplitude.
This is
in
contrast to the normal
amplification process where an input coherent state is
transformed into a mixture of coherent state and ni;se
photons, which are inherent in the amplification process.
Generalization of the above results
Pulsed excitation will be discussed.
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A NEW ERA FOR SPONTANEOUS EMISSION:
ME SINGLE-MODE LIG1IT-ENF.UJING-DIODE
by
E. Yablonovitch
UCLA Electrical Engineering Departmentq
405 Hilgard Akm.
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1594
tel. (310)2'06-2240
FAX: (310)206-8495

As we learn to engineer spontaneous emission, it begins to assume many of the
roles previously reserved for stimulated emission.

While interest in low-threshold

sernicondu-nor laser diodes has grown, e.g.1for optical interconnects, its spontaneously
luminescent half-brother, the light -emitting-diode (LED) has begun to re-emerge in a new
form. In this new form the LED is surrounded by an optical cavity. The idea is for the
optical cavity to make availab~e only a single electromagnetic inode for the output
spontaneolis emission from the semiconductor diode.
With all the spontaneous emaission funneled into a single optical mode, 1he LED can
begin to have many of the coherence and statistical properties -normally associated with
above-threshold lasing. Thc essential point is that the spontaneous emission factor, which
measures the proportion of spontaneous emission going in.to the preferr.-d electromagnetic
mode, should approach unity. (A closely related concept is tha-t of the 'ýrero-threshold laser",
in which the high spontanieous emission factor produces a very soft and indistinct threshold
characteristic in the light output-versus-current intput curve 'of laser diodes.)
The idea is to combine the advantages of the LIED which is thresholdiess and highly
reliable, with those of the semiconductor laser which is coherent and very efficient.
The essential ingredient for these concepts is a single miode electromagnetic microresonator which captures all tht: spontaneous emission from the LED active region. There
has been great progress, recently, in designing and making dielectric resonators employing
453
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spontaneous emission era

the conecpts of phiotonic band structure, A photonic bandgap can occur in a 3-dimensionally
periodic. sttucture (a pliotonic crystal), wiiich does to photon waves what a semiconductor
crystal does to eiectron waves; it creates a ferbidden band of cnergies irrespective of
propagation direction in space. By introducing a defect into the otherwise perfect photonic
cr-ystal, a local electromagnetic mode forms in the forbidden gap region In keeping with the
ele~ctronic analogy, the defect mode can be either acceptor-type or donor.-type.
Figure I shows a cross-sectional view of ani acceptor defect in 0 practical pliotoiti
crystal. We have been fabricathig a 3-dimensiona, photouic band structuc'e in GaAs and will
re-viw our progress, In addition, we will consider some other types of dielectric resonatorstructures which are derived from millimeter wave techniologyL. These include various types
of microscopic dielectric buttons, disks, and cylinders. The behaviour of these dielectric
iesonator stmacures in ITN-D's are being tested by obsttrvirig their spontaneous emission
behavio;ur under optica' pumping.
We will present our experimental tesults on t~he spontaneous ernission from various
types (if microscopic dieleertric structures, which have hecr. designt-d for chc goal of being
useful for mnaking, a single-niode LED.

I- "Dielectric Reson-iors", ed. by D. Kajfez and P Guillon (Aitec~h House, Norwood,
Mass., 1986)
2.E. Y.ablonovitch, T. J. Gmittet and K. M. Leung, Phys. Rev. LUtt. 67,2295 (1991).
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FIGUtRE CAPTION
VW74rc 1: A <1,0;foss-,suctiunaI view of our face-center-ed-cubic photonic crystal2
consisiking of non-spherical 'hir*-atoms' centered on the large dots. Dielectric material is
represntevd by th~e shaded area. The rectangular dashed linie is a tf~ce-diagonal cross-section
of dihe ur~il cube. 'We selected an acceptor defect as .5htrAn, centered in the unit cue
consists of a mnissing horiz7ontai slice in a single -vertic~alrib.
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Frequeitcy-Agile Materials for Visible and Near IR Frequency Conversion
L.K. Cheng, L.T. Cheng., J.I). Bierlein and R. Harlow
Central Science and En~ineoring, DuPont Co., inc., P.O. Box 80,306, Wilmington, DE
19880-0306
The nonlinear optical crystal KTiOPO),4 (KTIP) has long been a flavorite
among device designers for generating coherent radiation in the visible and near
infrared. Recent developm-ent of its isoinorphs, such as Kri()AsO 4 (KTA),
CsTiOASO 4 (C-TA) and Kt~iji-NbOPO
.4 (Nb:KTP) further enhances the
attractivem~ss of these 'light sources in practical applications by providing more
.material flexibility. Like KTP1, thiese isornorphs po~ssess large nonlinearit~y rd
favorable temperature bandwidths. T-heir Unear optica] properties, such as the
crysta'i birefringence and infrared, however differ significantly from KTP and
lead to phase rrttching characteristics that complement KTh in miany importaint
applications. For instance in the generation of -2 an-t radiation using a N'd:YAG
pumped OPO, the smaller Crystal birefringence of CTA increases the phase
matching angle in the x-z plane (0-75' in CTA compares to 0)-51,5' in KTP),
leading vo a theoretically higher effective nonlivearity arid
alrba
walkoff. 1 Similariv, the nearly 1 tmi wider infrared transparency of the arsenate
isoniorphs should effectively eliminate the therm~al loading problem associated
with the --3.5 ýtm idler absorption in a Nd NAG pumnped high power KiT 0P0.2,

More im-portantly, as these iso-morphs are isostructural, they can readily
form solid-solutions and do so with favorable partition co--efficients (1.5< c< 1 2").
Table 1 lisis the bii-efringence of these isomorphs.. their crystal birefringences
nz-:-!xat 6321 nm.. their x-propageating SEAG cutoffs, and the theoretical
birefringence tuning iates. TI~s ability to fine tunt, the crystal birefringence via
solid-solution compositicn-tuning is particularly attractive as it offe"rs the
potential of angle-noncritical phase matching. over a broad wavc'length range
(--0.45-3.6 Arn). Whereas the cryital ser ies KTrA, RTA (R~b'iO.AsO 4 ), and CTA
offers a systemnatic decreas,2 in the crystal birefringence, 4 substantial
b-Irefringencec increases are fouLnd for the crystal series KTIP, Na:KTP
(Na.Kl iiOPOO)5 , Nb:K7P-T and Ti:KTP (Kvxiji,-,aOP04W'. For highly doped

crystals (e.g. - i4.6%Nb.KTP), a --100 nmn blue-shift in the SHG cutoff wavelength
(frorr, 0.994 ;,tm to 0.890 ptm) has already been reported, Trhis has led to renewed
interests in the use of bulk KTIP isornorphs as comnpact blue-green light sources.
Although our soli d-solution birefringence tuning approach appears
promising, important material issues concerninig compositional uniformity needs
LO be addressed. In this regard, two aspects of these isomnorphs should prove
advantageous: First, with appropriately chosen solid-solution combinations, the
birefrinigence tuning rate is reasonably small that compositional fluctuation
becomes more tolerable. For instance, with the KTiOP-.AsI.),O4 solid-solution, a
104~ birefringence change corresponds to a (PAs,, ,,) compositional change of
Ax-3%. Second, K'l is ornorphs are grown forom a dilute solution where. the
crystal yield amounts to only it fraction (--7 weight%) of the melt. With near
uni1ty partition coefficient, the mnelt comnposition remains essentially unchanged
throughout the crystal growth run. Again, using the previous KTiOPxA~s1..,O 4
solid--solution example, the concentration of (P),'Asi_)') in our K()(P"'As1.-x') 4 Ol3
flux out-numbered Ti (as in Kf'iOPxAsi.xO4 crystal) 10-to-I. Thus, throughout a
typical crystal growth run, the near unity parti'tion coefficient (K - x/x' - 0.88 for
P) leads to a maximumn theoretical change in the flux composition x' of less than
0.01, or a < 0.3x10O4 birefringence change. Preliminary crystal growth
experiments have yielded 5-22 inm long crystals of KTi()PAs1..xO4 and
K-,Ti 1_NNbxUI 1 O4 crystals with respectable optical, uniformity (AU~ < 2 nm-cm).
Refinement of the crystal growth process should yield even more encouraging
result.
In sumnmary, we reported the possible use of solid-solutions of KI-11
1som Orphs for frequency con version Fpplications. These miaterials promise
exceptional design flexibility and frequency agility as their phase Matching
properties can be compositionally tuned for optimal device performance.
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Table 1: Birefringences, SHG cutoffs and tuning rates of KTP isomorphs.
Crystal

nz-nx

SHG cutoff
x [ptm]

a(nz-nx)/ax [104/%]

KTiOT-P 4
RbTiOPO 4

0.1466
0.1022
0.0975

n.a.
1.082
1.247

30A
0.47

TlTiOPO 4

0.0674

n.a.

3.01

KTiOAs0 4
RbTiOAsO 4

0.0965
0.0891
0.0912

1.134
1.243
1.548

0.74
0.79

___along

14.6%Nb:KTP

CsTiOAsO 4

Tuning rate

n.a. = not available; italics denote calculated values.
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Nonlinear Optical Properties of Thin Film Composite Materials
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2 Dept. of Chemical Engineering,University of Rochester, Rochester, NY 14627
3 Dept. of Physics, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario,Canada

There is great need for mateials with large optical nonlinear coefficients for use
nonlinear optics and photonics. Recently, several groups have proposed the use of
composite materials as a means of achieving large values of the third-order susceptibility
(3)%,2inovsf-1
X). One proposal, due to two of the present authors, 2 involves forming a composite of
alternating layers of two different materials with layer thicknesses much smaller than an
optical wavelength. If the linear refractive indices of these two components are different, the
electric field strength of an optical field polarized perpendicular to the plane of the layers
will be nonuniformly distributed between the two constituent materials. The field strength
will exceed the spatially averaged field strength in the material with the smaller linear
refractive index, and if this material is the more nonlincar of the two then the effective (3)
value of the composite material can exceed that of either component. For the situation in
which the two linear refractive indices differ by a factor of two, the value of X() can thereby
be enhanced by a factor of ten.
This enhancement is maximized if the light propagates through the material as a TM
guided wave. The enhancement will be reduced if the light propagates through the material
at some oblique angle. However, the angular dependence o1 the nonlinear optical response
can offer a means to determine quantitatively the extent to which the X(3) susceptibility is
enhanced. In the present paper, we report the results of our experimental study of this
angular dependence. We find that the angular dependence is in good qualitative agreement
with theoretical predictions.
We have formed a composite of alternating layers of titanium dioxide and the
nonlinear optical polymer PBZT (poly (paraphenylene benzobisthiazo)). 3 Samples are
formed by spin casting onto glass substrates. Here titanium dioxide constitutes the high..
index component having essentially linear response. It is spin cast from a sol gel precursor
and is cured for 24 hours at 200 C to yield a material with a. refractive index of
approximawly 2,2. The PBZ'i- .s also spin cast and is cared for 24 hours under vacuum at 70
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C. It has a linear refractive index of 1.7 and a X(3) of 5x10" 1 1 esu. Layer thicknesses of 50
nm awe used. The sample used in the measurements reported below contains five layers of
each material.
The nonlinear optical response of these materials is measured as a function of the
angie of incidence using the z-scan method. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1.
Measurements are performed at a wavelength of 1.9 g.m to avoid two-photon absorp".on iii
the polymer. This wavelength was obtained by Raman shifting the output of a Nd:YAG
laser in a hydrogen cell. Results of this measurement are shown in Fig. 2. Here the
nonlinear phause shift as determined by the z-scan measurement is plotted as a function of the
angle of incidence for both TM (p-polarized) and TE (s-polarized) light. Also shown is our
best theoretical fit to the data. Note that for TM waves the nonlinear phase shift first
increases with angle and then decreases as the Fresnel transmission coefficient drops tozero
at grazing iwcideace. The increase in nonlinear phase shift occurs both because of the
increase in trsrnsmission near Brewster's angle and because X(3) increases with angle of
incidence. However, we cannot explain our data by assuming that the increase is due solely
to the former effect.
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Roromalate Suits: A New Family of Solution~-Grown Crystals for Nonlinear
Arplpicatoiios for the UN, Visible, and Near-IR
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1049 Camino Dos Rios
"Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
A cntiuig
nedexits o eveop805-373-4 153
A cntiuin
ned eist todevlopnew optical materials useful for frequency conversion in
the UV to near-IR spectral range. This need is particularly acute with regards to systems
requiring large ape rtures and/cr high average powers. This paper reports our prelirimiim~ eut
for a new and promising fimily of solution-grown nonlinear optical (NLO) materials based (in
salts of the boromnaiae aniov. Crystals of this family which we have ch'azacturized to date
include lithium borornalate (iLiBC 8H48O 1o), potassium boronii late hydrate (.KB3rgI{ 8 01 0 - F120),
sodium bororoalate (NaBC8H8 O1 o), guanidinium. boromalate (CN 3I-L 3 BCgH 8 0lfa), and
amnmonium borornalate (NI-LsBC81-1801). The boromalate salts, with the exception of p.-nassium
boromalate hydrate (KBM) which is known to be monoclinic P2 1,1 are crystals whose structure
and optical properties have not previously been examined.
The boromalate salts are examples of "scmniurganic" NLIO materials, i.e., crystals in which
the typically high optical noniinearity of a pu.rejy organic material is combined with the
potentially favorable mechanical and thermal properties of an inorganic 2 ' Much recent wr4
htas demonstrated that organic crystals can have very large nonlinear susceptibilities relative to
inorganic crystals, but their use is impeded b, their low optical transp~arencics, poor mechanical
propertiei, low laser damage thresholds. It has also proven difficult to produce and proc.-ss large
crystals of organics. Purely inorganic NLO materials typically have excellent mechanical and
thermal properties but often possess n-latively modcst optical nonlinearities due to their lack of
extenided ~r-electron delocalization. In semniorganics, polarizable orgauic molecules are
stoichiometrically bound within an inorganic host, e.g., an organic ion/inorganic counterion salt,
such as L-arginine phosphate 6 , or an organic ligand'metal ion complex, such as zixnc tris(thiourea)
sulfate (ZlrS).2 Imparting ionic characver to larget NLO response organ.ic molecules via
complexation anid/or salt formation works to improve the miechanical and optical properties of
the crystals of these materialis and also provides a high degree of des-ign flexibility for NLO
effects utilizing simple synthesis and screening techniques.
The boromalate salts were identified in our ongoing survey of se..niorganic materials as a
family of potentially useful INLO crystals. The salts were crystallized from aqueous solutions
containing 2: 1:1 molar ratios of L -malic acid to boric acid to the appropriate alkali cation (the
latter incorporated &s the hydroxide or carbonate). - A schematic representation of the boromalate
anion is shown in Fig. 1. Based upon the cij-stal structure of the potassium salt KBM,1 the
hydroxyl groop and adjiacent carboxylate hydrogen of each L-malic acid are deprotonated, and
two of these dianions tetrahedrally coordinate to the boron(3+-) atom, leaving a net miinuis one
charge on the borornalate complex atnion. Crystals of salts of this acentric anion are assured of
being noncentrosyrnmetric due to th~e chiralitly of the nialic acid units. The principal
nonlinearities of the bot-omalates are assumed to arise from cielocalized iT-electrons associated
with the carboxylate functionalities (C =0). More complete determinations of the boromallate salt
structure-property relationships are in progress.
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The single crystal boromalate salts reported here are optically transparent between about 250
nm and 1300 nm (see Fig. 2). We observe experi, entally that these salts are biaxial in nature.
The measured Type I and Type 111064 nm SHG PM loci and the corresponding variations of the
effective nonlinearities for KBM are shown in Fig. 3. In this figure, 0 = 0, 0 = 0 corresponds to
propagation along the dielectric axis having the smallest refractive index and 0 = 0', ý = 90'
corresponds to propagation along the dielectric axis having the highest refractive index. These
data were measured on a - 1 mm diameter sphere of KBM using a computer automated version of
the direct phase matching (DPM) technique described ia Ref. 7. Preliminary analysis of our
DPM data indicates that KBM has an effective nonlinearity larger than that of potassium
dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) and is less anguiarly sensitive at the locations of maximum deff.
"[The DPM technique was also applied to crystals of animonium boromalate (NHBM) and
indicated a similar nonlinearity and bicef'ringence. More precise determinations of deff and
SAkW50 as well as measurements of the refractive index dispersion will be made on cut plates and
oriented prisms. The general shape of the phase matching loci indicate that the KBM and
NHBM probably have sufficient birefringence to phase match for a number of parametric
processes between 300 and 1300 nm, including SHG of 1064 nm light and sum frequency
mixing of 1064 nrm and 532 nm to produce 355 nm light. Measurements on other members of
the boromalate family will also be reported.
The single crystal boromalate salts reported here are optically transparent between about 250
urn and 1300 nm (see Fig. 2). We observe experimentally that these salts are biaxial in nature.
The measured Type I and Type 11 1064 nrm SHG PM loci and the con'esponding variations of the
effective nonlinearities for R-BM are shown in Fig. 3, In this figure, 0 = 0, ý = 0 corresponds to
propagation along the dielectric axis having the smallest refractive index and 0 = 0',
90corresponds to propagation along the dielectric axis having the highest refractive index. These
data were measured on a -I mm diameter sphere of KBM using a computer automated version of
the direct phase matching (DPM) techiiique described in Ref. 7. Preliminary analysis of our
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The observation of second harmotiic gelleration (SI-W) iAnplanar1 and fibe-r ootic
waveguides of geri-ania doped silica has been linked to tht. formnatiorn cC an internal DC eiectric
fiekld3
Models p-edict that an internal static electric field is pro)duced by a miodification of the
optical properties of ihe waveguide material through the interaction of fa~ndamnentai laser light at
frequency o) and second harmonic light at frequency 2(o waveguiding along the same optical
path. 3 This pre-conditioning of the waveguide materia! is often called "seeding".
After the
rernovz] of the secoud harmonic "seed' beam, the induced static but spatiolly ý'a-ying electric field
pi oduces a phase-mnatched efixhtive second order susceptibility which allows SI-IG.
We are investigating the process by which ilhese induced static electric fields are produced
in the waveguide mnateriall. Most of the. models ibr the production of this Ifield i-ely on a
photoionization process within the Pwaeguide. which has a preferential photoejection direction,
i.e., a net current flow. Our work muodels the current that produces the static clectric field and
-ueasures the electric fields outside the waveguide surface tiat are produccd by this internal
currera flow.
The experimental setup for the measurement of pnotoinduced currents is similar to those
experiments which apply an external electric field to induce. SH-W with only the incident
fundamental laser I~glht. 4 ,5 The proper phase mnatching conditions for generation of the second
harmontic light require tOat the internal electric field have a periodicity, Az, given by
Az-

/72.1

where f and 6, are the propagation constants for the fundanrental and second harmonic light,
respectively. For a 6ni% germania-doped silica waveguide having a thickness of 3.5 mnicrons on
a silica substratc the appropriatc indices of refraction %equirea periodicity of approximately 26
tnicrons. Figure I shows the design of 4a interdigitated clectrode. 'The actual electrode structure
had a 26 micron periodicity and 4010 digits. This electrode structure was placed approximately
0.5 microns abovre the waveguide surface. The electrode digits were directed approximately
4 65

normal to the waveguide path. The orientation of the digits relative the waveguide paTh was
adjusted to produce the phase-matching, conditions needed for the particular waveguide selected.
InWrdl~glat.5d Flect~rode

10- 2S

phwi

Figuire 1. Chrome interdigitated electrode struicture. or. glass substrate
Part ME the output of Q-switched and mode-11"k-ed Nd:YAG laser at 1.06 microns is
&iequencydcubied in a K(T1 crystal as shown in Figure 2. These beamns ato independently prism-~
coupled into the waveguide film with p-polarization. Currents produced by photolonization
within the film generat2 an. electric field outside the waveguide. that are sensed by the
inter digitateiJ electrodes as ar Aduced current.
KTP

.nr~rors

cmue

Figre
. Epermenal

ectupmt

The photoinduced current normal to the direction of propagat ionjY, in the waveguide is
produced by a muhi-photon interaction of fundamental arid 3econd harmionic light with the
mnaterial given by
j(y'z)

-

3
&F~(,z

where o"~ is the third order conductivity and E, is the optical DC field in the waveguide that
produces the asymmetry in the plhotocurrent. The third order nonlinear conductivity corresponds
to the four-wave mixing model that produces the optical DC field given by

E.0 (y .Z) QC E'(y) E*2,(y)

ei( 2.8.~)

+ c. C"

where E is the flWld due to a particular waveguiding mode and the exponenitial term safisfies the
phase matching conditions and, thus, dictating spatial variation of the final static internal field as a
function of z alIong the waveguiding pa-h. The fields outside the wavegUide will increase as a
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fibiction of time until tbe
separation.6

photoinduced current is canceled. by the back-field due to charge

The

interdigitated electrodes were aligned by a rotary movernent relative to the
waveguide path to optinmize the phase matching conditions. Phase matching conditions were
tested by observiug film generated SI-IG when only the fiundamental light was incident as a
function of voltage. applied to the electrodes. 4 ,5 With the electrodes optimally oriented both
the fundamental and second harmonic were co-propagated in the waveguide.
The fields
produced outside the wavegSuide due to the intcrnal charge separation generated a. current in the
iinterdigitated electrodes. The current induced in the electrodes as a function of the illuminationm
conditions is shown in Figure 3. This figure shows preliminary data that indicates that only when
both the fundamental and second harnionic; are waveguiding do we see a current induced into the
electrodes. The observation orthese currents sugge~sts the presencc of the photocurrents and the
build up of a static internal floid.
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Figure 3. Current measured in interdigitated electrodes as a function
of fundamental and second harmonic intensities.
?reliniinary calculations indicate that the fields that are generated outside the waveguide
and their spatial dependence will dependi on the type of' spatial charge distribution that is
producing it, Additional measurements of the external field as a function of waveguidio'g ligh
intensity may allow us to predict the exact charge distribution and the miulti-photonl dependence.
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